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Abstract 
During the last three decades, a number of valuable Ibadite and Omani texts, which 
were previously unavailable, have come to light. The discovery of these texts has 
changed our view of the course of Omani history. They provide us with a clearer picture 
of the intellectual world of Oman and Ibädism somewhat different to the previous 
picture, which had been based almost entirely on hostile sources. From this perspective, 
the present work has emerged in order to study the literature of these `Omani siyar'. 
There have thus far been few and limited studies that have shown interest in this area, 
despite the fact that this literature is a reflection of the progress of both the socio- 
politics of Omani history, and the style of Omani and Eastern Ibädite writers. 
This work has been written with two types of readers in mind. Primarily, for general 
readers with an interest in Islamic and Arabic Classical literature, and secondly, for my 
Omani and Ibadite colleagues. The study is intended to be a contribution to three 
distinct areas of investigation; firstly, the identification of the Omani siyar literature, 
secondly, analysis of the role of this literature in Omani socio-political history, and 
finally the development of a system for examining these texts methodically. Each is an 
area regarding about which a certain amount of literature has been written in recent 
years, and it is intended that the present work cover the 10`h and 11th centuries of Omani 
relationship with central Asia. This work involved a study of documentation and a 
number of issues that marked Oman's history. It examines with a different approach 
manuscripts for both Omani and Ibädites works through the collection of Omani siyar. 
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A Note On Transliteration 
Fully transliterated from the Arabic are the following: technical terms and proper names 
occurring both within the body of the text and the bibliography. Oriental proper names 
and words, if found in English dictionaries, are so used. 
The transliteration scheme used is as follows: 
j z (9 
y B cr+ s J k 
t c sh J 1 
th c= s m 
J csý d n 
h t - h 
Z kh z 9 w 
d cs 
dh h 
r f 
aiu 
a LS i9ü 
1 41 ay s aw 
Abbreviations and Conventions 
The following are used with proper names: 
A. = Abi/Abi (father of) 
b. = Ibn/bin (son of) 
K. =Kitäb (book of) 
siyar= plural of sira 
E12= Encyclopaedia of Islam (second edition) 
M. N. H. C =Ministry of National Heritage and Culture, Oman 
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part I 
Chapter 1 
Identifying the Omani siyar 
As soon as a researcher starts reading through Omani historical sources, it is apparent 
that the primary historical sources of Oman are the Omani siyar. These siyar, which 
were written down at different times by various writers, constitute a unique source of 
historical data unparalleled in any other country. These documents reflect the political 
and social situation in Oman as well as the topography and the scholars' ideology. They 
also prompt us to look with greater interest at the geography of Oman, which has 
shaped the history of the country. These aspects have influenced the Omani personality 
and scholarship and have given this part of the Arabian Peninsula a unique character 
throughout history. The primary object of the present chapter is to investigate the 
origins of this genre in classical Arabic literature, and to explore its historical origins, 
where and when this genre originated, and what form each sira takes, from the point of 
view of subject and chronology. 
I- Omani siyar. History Origins and description 
The sira has become the basic fundamental source in classical Arabic literature 
particularly when it is connected with the life of the Prophet Muhammad. ' In Arabic the 
word siyar (biographies) has various meanings. Firstly it is derived from the verb that 
means walked or travelled, thus, having the sense of narrating stories of travelling, 
hence journey through life. It also means the sunna which itself means a way of living. 
The Arabs say: sära sira hasana which translates as `He managed their affairs well" 
and this is said of a certain ruler because he leads the people in a proper way. It is also 
connected to the idea of origin. This sense is found in the Koranic verse in sürat Tähä in 
which Allah says: sanu iduhä sirataha al-'Y& "We will restore it to its first state"2 in 
which the word sira is used to mean appearance. The meaning of the verse is that we 
(Alläh) shall retain its original nature. The word has another meaning denoting narration 
of tales of the older generations. Conventionally, the word has been used to mean going 
to battles al-Maghäzi. 3 The study of siyar "biographies" tells us that the meaning of the 
word 'Ara' approaches the sense of conduct, and a manner of living. This is a natural 
A, 4-- u Lo 
development of the word from the root s-y-r which means to "follow a certain way", to 
4 "live" in the meaning of "manner of being". 
Basically, the Omani siyar, which are political-religious correspondence, usually 
contain around twenty to thirty pages5 and are considered to be among the most 
important historical and intellectual sources for both Omani political history and Ibädite 
theological thought. This is for four main reasons: Firstly, they represent a specific 
intellectual topic, i. e. the point of view of the `ulamä', religious scholars, who wrote it. 
Secondly, they represent an exchange between several parties about certain issues, 
theological and social, which arose at that time and needed to be discussed. Thirdly, 
they usually represent a jurisprudential edict or fatwä, which by itself reveals prevailing, 
attitudes or ideas about a specific policy. Fourthly, they are biographies written about 
famous people [Imams or `ulamä]. On the origins of the Omani siyar Crone and 
Zimmermann have written: "Most siras in the Omani sense of doctrinal epistles are 
pulpit manifesto (much as St Paul's epistles will have been), i. e. they are letters written- 
to a congregation setting out what we should or should not believe or do, to be read 
aloud by a preacher. The sermons with which such siras begin, often quite long, reflect 
their original Sitz im Leben. The name under which they came to be known in Oman has 
its roots in the later Umayyad period, when sira seems to have been used in the sense, of 
`doctrinal position' or `stance'. 6 
They also developed the sira's traditional Arabic sense according to: "Oh Hind, listen to 
me, our sira is that we worship God without giving, him a partner.. We suspend. 
judgement on things when they are doubtful", 7 the Murji'ite poet Thäbit Qutna 
(d. 110/728) said in a famous poem setting out the basic tenets of Murji'ism: sira here 
means `doctrinal position'. 8 Also when the Murji'ite rebel al-Härith b. Surayj was 
fighting against Nasr b. Sayyär in Khurdsän, he ordered his secretary . Zahm b. SafwZan. 
publicly to read kitäban sayyar lahu [bihi? ] sirat al-Härith, "a tract in which he 
put/propagated the sira of al-Härith". Al-Härith wrote his sira and it was read aloud in 
the streets and mosques of Marw, as another version has it. He ordered Jahm to read 
aloud to people his sira and what he was calling to. 9 Again Crone and Zimmermann set 
out al-Härith's position in implicit or explicit contrast with that of the governor Nasr. 
The tract in which the sira was recorded was composed for delivery to the public in a 
mosque. 1o 
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The term sira, although invoking a shared understanding when used by Omani Ibädites 
to refer to a particular genre, has a different meaning and function when used by other 
Ibädite groups such as those in North Africa. Example of these non Omani siyar are al- 
Siyar wa akhbdr al-a'imma which is known as Tärikh Abü Zakariyä by A. Zakariya 
Yahya b. A. Bakr (d. perhaps 471/1078); " Siyar Mashäyikh Jabal Nasa by Muqrain 
b. Muhammad al-Baghtür (6`h/12`ß'); 12 Siyar al-Wisyäni by A. al-Rabi' Sulaymän b. 
`Abd al-Saläm al-Wisyäni (6`h/12th); 13 K. Tabagät al-Mashä'ikh by A. '1-`Abbäs Ahmad 
b. Said al-Darjini (d. probably 670/1271); 14 K. al-Jawähir al-Muntagä'jT ma akhalla 
bihi kitäb al-Tabagät by A. al-Qäsim al-Barrädi (d. second half 8th/14th), 15 and finally K. 
al-Siyar by Ahmad b. Said al-Shammäkh (d. 928/1522). 16 All these writers use the sira 
as biography or biographical dictionaries. Al-Barrädi, however, gives a list" of Ibädite 
Mashäriga books which included some of the Omani siyar. Thereafter Ennami (1970) 
gives a description of some early Ibädite correspondence, which was similar to early 
Omani siyar. 18 
Michael Cook, however, tries to give distinctive features to the mainstream of religious 
epistles in Arabic literature, 19 and he has proposed a method which might help to reduce 
the dimensions of this genre. Therefore, he gives the point of view from the early 
Ibädite tradition that: " the Ibädites seem to have left Iraq. before Arabic literature was... 
seriously affected by what one might loosely describe as onset of belles lettres. The 
Ibädi tradition is thus a relatively unembroidered one. The proliferation of worthless 
correspondence from `Umar II to all and sundry which we find in the Sunni tradition is 
not paralleled in the Ibdd record figures of equivalent stature. But. by the.. same. taken,.. 
Ib5d archaism carries its cost for us. It is here that the tradition of religious epistle 
stayed alive longest with the implication that the art of epistolary forgery probably did 
so too". 20 
The question arises of when these siyar started to be collected in volumes as a genre and 
who adopted and collected them. Sälim al-Härith1 argues that A. al-Hasan `Ali b. al- 
Hasan al-Bisyäwi (the end of 4`h/10th and the beginning of 5`h/11th century) was the first 
one to collect the siyar. 21 On the other hand, Kashif claims that they were collected by 
A. Bakr Ahmad b. `Abdulläh b. Müsä al-Kind-1 (d. probably 557/1161) who wrote K. al- 
'ihtidä' and K. al-Jawhar al-Mugtasar and made use of several siyar. 22 It could be 
argued in relation to the siyar that were collected after 3`d/9th century that these were 
ordered by the Rustäq school since both al-Bisyäwi and al-Kindi were acolytes of this 
9 
school. Nevertheless, the other possibility is that Abü al-Hawäri started to collect them 
at the beginning of the 4`h/lOth century since we found a certain sira by Abü al-Mü'thir 
had been examined by Abü al-Hawäri. 23 This would be a premature conclusion since a 
detailed inspection of the siyar shows that many of them were written before 3`d/9t' 
century and before the formation of the Rustaq School. In addition to this some siyar 
were written up to the 1 1th /17th century. 
In general, before we clarify the Omani siyar it is preferable that we determine the 
specific period to show siyar development and connect it with Ibädi thought in Oman. 
The period that we will be concerned with is the 1s` /7`h -11`h/17`h centuries, for the 
following reasons: 
1- The seminal biography of the Imam Näsir b. Murshid al-Ya`rubi, the Imam of Oman 
(1034/1624-1059/1649), written by `Abdulläh b. Khalfän b. Qaysar24 did not exist 
until the 1 1`h /17`h century. This sira is considered to be the first biography in the 
Omani literature and developed the idea of a sira as a biography. 
2- The style of Omani history compilations at that time had begun to develop in new 
directions. 
3- The development of the siyar was complete after this period and much of the work 
composed thereafter adds little more than embellishment and.. elaboration on the ... 
same themes. In addition to this, Omani historical works have ceased to use the sira 
form because it rarely suited their purposes. 
In the 19th century Humayd b. Muhammad b. Ruzayq [d. 1291118731 wrote . the . 
biography of the Sultan Said b. Sultan (1804-1856) entitled "Al-Badr al-tamäm ft sirat 
al-Sayyid al-Humdm Said b. Sultan". He included it in his book al-Fath al-mubin ft 
sirat al-Säddah al-Bu Sa ädiyin25 which is divided into three sections: the first section 
deals with the clan of Azd26 and their genealogy until al-Bü " Sa`idiyin., Secondly, he 
recorded some of the biographical details about the Imams of Oman. Thirdly, a 
narrative of al-Bu Sa`idiyin from 1741 until 1856. A. Muhammad `Abdulläh b. Humayd 
al-Sälimi (1866-1913) has written the biography of his teacher Sälih b. `Ali al-Härithi 
"al-hagq al-jali flsirat al-Shaikh Sälih b. `All". 27 Like Ibn Ruzayq°he used the s1ra as a 
historical basis in his book Tufat al-A`yän bi shat ahl `Umän in which he says "the 
influence of the Prophet and his Companions in Oman can be seen more than in any 
other country. My soul longed for writing which could tell of the history of prominent 
leaders so that their history is known to the ignorant and that young scholars may see 
10 
these as leaders, despite the lack of material in this area". 28 Because of the variety of 
Ibdd thought in Oman he also says: "As a result you do not normally find an integrated 
biography or comprehensive history about them. He said that he searched what he could 
in the books of history and wrote what he could about the history of Oman". 29 From this 
we can conclude that the earliest biography written in Oman is thought to have been 
written in the l icn/17cn century. However, the first sTra, which recorded the imams and 
`ulamä of Oman with their history and their death, was in fact written in the early 
9`h/15`h century by Muhammad b. `Abdulläh b. Maddäd. This sira is considered a 
milestone in the development of the sira in Oman and is a remarkable biography. 
II-The siyar Literature 
All the old and modern historians depend on the Omani siyar in their works. For 
instance; al Ansäb (5th/11th century) by A. al-Mundkir al-`Awtabi, 30 Kashf al- 
Ghummah: al-Jdmi ` Ii akhbär al-umma (11th/17th) attributed to Sirhän b. Said al- 
Izkäwi 1, al-Shu `cr ` al-Shä'i ` bi '1-lum `än ft dhikr a'immat `Umän32 1875 by Humayd b. 
Muhammad b. Ruzayq and Tu at al-A `yän bi shat ahl `Umän (1866-1913) by 
`Abdulläh al-Salim-1. 
The modern historians of Oman showed great interest in studying. and analysing these 
sources so we can refer to four important studies by them about the Omani siyar. 
Firstly, J. C. Wilkinson in his article "The Omani Manuscript collection at Muscat". 33 
The writer discusses some of the fiqh works with particular reference to the light they 
throw on five subjects of particular interest for the early history of the Ibädi Imamate in 
Oman (down to the 6th/12`hi century). He discusses the 29 siyar, which are contained in 
one manuscript based in the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture's library in 
Muscat. By distinguishing these studies the author proposed dividing them 
chronologically and subjectively. He also gives his own views about the siyar. 
Additionally he included them in the Ibädite juridical figh work because in this article 
he did not analyse or discuss all the siyar. Despite this fact Wilkinson's article is an 
essential reference for chronology and logical sequence. Wilkinson also analysed three 
Omani siyar in his article "Omani and Ibdd background to the Kilwah sira: the demise 
of Oman as a political and religious force in the Indian Ocean in the 6th/12th century". 34 
He proposed to investigate the Ibädite thought in the siyar and its influence on Omani 
historical background in East Africa in the 6`h /12`x' century. 
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The following essays have a similar perspective on the siyar's conception since they 
have undifferentiated views of the siyar. The first investigation came by Färüq `Umar in 
his book "Mugaddima fi Masädir al-Tärikh al-'Umani: Introduction to the Sources of 
Omani History". 35 The distinguishing features of this book are that the author separates 
the siyar from genealogical and biographical books on the sources of Omani history. He 
considered them the first sources of Omani History. In his work he attempted to 
illustrate three siyar: the sira of Shabib b. `Atiyya, the'sira of"Abi al-Mü'thir al-Salt b. 
Khamis and the sira of A. al-Hasan Al-Bisydn [Bisyäwi]. The author quoted all of the 
above in al-Harakah al-Ibädiyyah Ji al-Mashriq al- `Arabi (The Ibädi movement in the 
Arabian East). 36 Obviously his research into the Omani siyar was not particularly wide 
ranging. However, what is distinctive about his work is that it shows the siyar to be a 
unique genre. 
The third examination of the siyar was carried out by `Ubaydaly in his introduction to 
Kashf al Ghummah: al-Jämi ` li akhbär al-umma. 37 Here he writes an introduction to 
Omani historical sources and includes the siyar amongst them. He tried to focus on the 
meaning of these siyar by introducing their main ideas. The fourth examination was 
`Isäm al-Rawäs who wrote another introduction to Omani historical.. sources38 and 
mentioned the siyar in the introduction. 
III- Introductory Remarks about the context of the-Omani sivar 
Before identifying the siyar we must take into account several factors: 
1- The Omani siyar were issued as individual manuscripts in Oman; there was no 
collection or collation of them until the 11`h/17`h century, which witnessed the first of 
the Omani siyar collections in a book, entitled K. al-Siyar al- `Umäniyyah or al-Siyar al- 
Ibädiyyah. Some of these siyar are still in manuscripts, which were recorded in different 
times and places. 
2- These books with collections of Omani siyar were made at. various times. 
3- Some of the siyar which have been included in these differently dated collections are 
not Omani or Ibä. di but general Islamic literature for example; sira of al-Nabi ila Al `alä 
b. al-Hadrami or risälat Abi Bakr ilä `Umar b. al-Khattäb. 
4- Usually most of the siyar included clear aims and they were similar to what we might 
now refer to as monographs. Generally, these siyar falls into four main categories 
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designated by; firstly, name of the author, for example; sira of 
Sälim b. Dhakwän 
(2'd/8th century), sira of Khalaf 
b. Ziyäd al-Bahräni (2 nd/8th century). Secondly, by the 
name of the writer and the people who 
receive the letter, for example; sira of Imam 
Muhannä b. Jayfar (226-8411237-851) to 
Mu`ddh b. Harb, sira of Muhammad b. 
Mahbüb to A. Ziyäd Khalaf b. `Udhra. Thirdly, 
designated by the specific subject they 
are concerned with: for example; sira of 
A. al-Mundkir Bashir b. Muhammad b. 
Mahbüb (3rd/9th) ft al-hadath al-wägi ` bi `Umän about the events that 
happened in 
Oman, sirat al-sü'äl by A. al-Hasan `Ali b. Muhammad al-Bisyäwi (late 4Lhl1Oth and the 
beginning of the 5"'/11h century). Fourthly, those siyar given topical titles as books for 
example; K. al-Ahdäth wa 'l sift and K. al-Muwczana. 
5- Some siyar contain more than one topic and if so these second topics are sometimes 
added by other copiers. 39 In other words, copyist writers thought it useful to add their 
own comments about some subject that is dealt with in the sira. An example can be 
found in the sira of A. al-Mü'thir al-Salt b. Khamis. 
While evaluating the collection of materials of Omani siyar, the researcher found 
manuscripts, some of which have been collected into volumes. The following is a list of 
the books that contained these siyar and these books will be studied to reveal the siyar 
contained in them. They include the following; 
1-The copy from the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture in Muscat. This copy 
was written in 1299/1881 and collected in three volumes. (Ms. 1). 
2-The copy from the al-Sälimi's library in Biddyah. This copy was written in 1120/1708 
and collected in one volume, entitled K. al-Siyar (Ms. 2). 
3-The copy from the collected manuscripts of Ahmad b. Näsir al-Sayfi in Nizwä. This 
copy was written in 1141/1728 and collected in three volumes, entitled al-Siyar al- 
Ibädiyya. (Ms. 3). 
4- K. Tagyid by Abü. Muhammad `Abdulläh b. Baraka (4th/10th) century. Kept in the 
al-Sälim library in Biddyah. This book was written in 972/1564. (Ms. 4). 
5- Al-Sira al-Kalawiyya. Two manuscript copies belonging to M. N. H. C. The 
acquisition numbers of these two manuscripts are 138 and 1409. (Ms. 5). 
6- Microfilm manuscript of al-Siyar in Cambridge University, Or. 1402. Manuscript 
date unknown. 40 (Mcl). 
7- Microfilm manuscript of al-Siyar in the Wilkinson Archive at Exeter University 
Library. However, this microfilm originally is belonged to the University of Lwow 
and was used in the Encyclopaedia of Islam. 1 (Mc. 2) 
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Published Work consulted: 
1- K. al-Siyar wa al-Jawäbät; edited by Sayyida Käshif Ismd'Il. 1984. This is a 
manuscript in the library of M. N. H. C and was written on 7`h of Jumädä 1 1009 (13`h of 
November 1600 (Pub. 1). 42 
2- TuWat al-A yän bi sirat äh1 `Umän by `Abdulläh b. Humayd al-Sälim1 (1284- 
1332/1875-1913), (Pub. 2). 
3- Ithäf al-A yän ft Tärikh bad `Ulamä `Umän by Sayf b. Humüd "b*. Hämid al- 
Batäshi(Pub. 3) 43 
4- K Fawäkih a1- `u1üm f tä `at al-Hayy al-Qayyüm by Said b. Ahmad al-Kharässini (in 
the earliest of 11th/17th century and the beginning 12th/18th) (Pub4) "4 
For convenience of studying the Omani siyar I will attempt to divide them along these 
lines: 
I- Chronology 
II- Subject 
III-What form does each sira take? 
The researcher also will try to explore and develop the background debates concerning 
the authenticity of the siyar through a detailed examination, of their. contents. 
IV- Chronoioov and Subiect of sivar 
The first period 
This period extends from the earliest Islam until the first Imamate in Oman. It is 
divided into six stages: 
IA) The first stage covers siyar that were written by neither Ibädi. nor Omani writers, 
consisting in fact in letters from the Prophet or his companions. Only the Omani writers 
have collated them as siyar, possibly because there are- parallels and similarities 
between these siyar and those penned by Omani writers. They appear under the rubric 
siyar only in the collection of Al-Sayfi in the city of NizwA (Ms, 3), and-are arranged 
under the following topics: 
i- A sira from al-Nabi (the Prophet Muhammad) to Al`alä b. al-Hadrami; the latter was 
appointed governor of Bahrain by the Prophet. Sources reckon that this sira was written 
in the year 4 /625 45 
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ii- A sira in the form of a letter from the Caliph Abü Bakr to `Ali b. Abü Tälib. 46 
iii- A sira in the form of a letter from `Umar b. al-Khattäb to `Ali b. A. Tälib. 47 
iv- A sira in the form of a letter from `Ali b. Abü Tälib to Abü `Ubayda `Amir b. al- 
Jarräh 48 
v- A sira in the form of a sermon given by `Ali b. A. Tälib on the day that Abü Bakr 
died. 49 
vi- A sira in the form of a statement by Abii Bakr, addressed to `Umar b. al-Khattäb. 5° 
1B) The second stage covers siyar that reflect the important events occurring after the 
crisis of the Caliph `Uthmän b. `Afian's assassination. The following siyar deal with the 
events of the period 35/656-45/665: 
vii- A summary of the accomplishments of `Uthmän b. `Affan during his Caliphate 
known as Mukhtasar min kitäb sift ahdäth `Uthmiln b. `Affan. Unknown writer. Al- 
Barrädä includes it among the first of the Eastern Ibädi compilations that were written 
in the 2°d/8`h century. sl 
viii- A letter from `Ali b. A. Tälib to the people of Nahrawan. 52 
ix- A letter from the Muslims of Nahrawän to `Ali b. A. Tälib. 53 
x- A sira in the form of a debate between the Muslims of Nahrawän and `Abdulläh b. 
al-`Abbds. 54 
xi- A letter from `Ali b. A. Tälib to `Abdulläh b. `Abbäs, on the occasion when the 
latter took some money from Basra and went to Hijäz ss 
xii- A sira which includes letters written by `Ali b. Abü Tälib to `Abdulläh b. `Abbäs. 56 " 
xiii- A sira known as sira fi al-radd 'ala ahl al-shakk. The. writer. is unknown. This sira 
was composed in response to those who harboured doubts about the people of 
Nahrawän, and attempts to explain why the latter had rejected the arbitration between 
`Ali and Mu`äwiya. 57 
1C) The third stage is a collection of siyar which reflect the organization of the Ibädite 
movement and the communications between its centre in- Basra and several other groups" 
of Ibädites. It also illustrates political, theological and legal issues among Islamic sects. 
The third stage includes the following siyar: - 
xiv- A sira from `Abdulldh b. Ibäd (the eponym of the Ibädiyyah) to `Abd al-Malik b. 
Marwan 58 The first of two letters from Ibn Ibäd to `Abd al-Malik, this sira is 
specifically about `Uthmän and Mu`äwiya. As such, it is a well-known correspondence 
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and is considered to be one of the first Ibädite works that clarifies Ibädite thought as it 
stood in the 1St/7`h century. 59 
xv- A sira by Jäbir b. Zayd (c. 18-93). 60 Jäbir is considered to be the first Ibädite leader 
in Basra. This sira is mentioned only by the author of Jämi ` ibn Ja far and has not yet 
been found. 61 
xvi- A sira which records the sayings of Jäbir b. Zayd. This sira is known only from a 
quotation in the aforementioned Jämi ` b. Ja far. 62 
xvii- A sira by Abü `Ubayda Muslim b. A. Karima (d. Probably 150s/765-775)63 and 
Abü Ayyüb Wä'il b. Ayyüb al-Hadrami. 64 Abü `Ubayda was the second Ibädite Imam 
who organized the Ibädite movement in Basra in "al-Dawha" after Jäbir b. Zayd 
(21/641-93/711). Abü `Ubayda and Abü Ayyüb, who was originally from Hadramawt, 
were regarded as third and fourth generation Ibädites respectively. This sira talks about 
the nature of those human beings who insist on committing sins; as such it is considered 
to be the first Ibädite theological tract. The sira explains the concept of the reward and 
punishment earned by human actions, pointing out that while the achievement of good. 
deeds leads to paradise, people who insist on committing sins will reside permanently in 
the fires of Hell. 65 
xviii- A sira by Abü `Ubayda Muslim b. Abü Karima and Abü Mawdüd Häjib b. 
Mawdüd al-Ta'ai to al-Fadl b. Kathir. Abü Mawdüd died in Basra. between 136/753 and. 
148? /765?, and certainly before Abü `Ubayda in the 150s/760s. 6 He was also regarded 
as a second-generation Ibädite and one of the political organizers of the movement in 
Basra. This sira discusses the Ibädite opinions on the theological issues of freewill and 
predestination. 7 
xix- A sira by Abü `Ubayda Muslim b. A. Karima. This sira consists of advice given to 
the followers of the Ibädite sect, encouraging them to continue their work and activities 
in a more discreet way. 68 
xx- A sira in the form of a letter from Abü Mawdüd to Abü al-Hurr b. al-Husayn. Abü. 
al-Hurr, regarded as second generation, was a member of the Ibädite delegation that 
went to the Caliph `Umar b. `Abd al-'Aziz (99/717-11}11720). This sira throws light on 
the events which caused its author to leave Basra. He also recorded the problems that he 
encountered, such as fear and expulsion 69 
xxi- A sira by the Imam `Abdulläh b. Yahyä (Tälib al-Hagq) d. 131/748. Talib al-Haq 
was the Ibädi leader of Yemen and Hadramawt who revolted against the Umayyad state 
in 129/746. This sira has been mentioned by al-Barrädi, but has not yet come to light 70 
It is, perhaps, the sermon given by Tälib al-Hagq when he occupied Yemen. 1 
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xxii- A sira from Mahbüb b. al-Rahi172 to the Imam `Abdulläh b. Yahyä (Tälib al-Haq). 
This sira was written when Tälib al-Hagq rebelled in Yemen. This sira is recorded by 
al-Darjini. 73 
xxiii- A sira by Abü Mawdüd Häjib b. Abü Mawdüd al-Td'!. This sira is in the form of 
an invitation to the Ibädite people to organize themselves for jihad and revolution in 
order to establish the Imamate. As such it illustrates the fundamental Ibädite political 
thought: equality between the people and the principle of consultation or shürc. 74 
xxiv- A sira by Abü Ayyüb Wä il b. Ayyüb al-Hadrami: This sira, for which the author 
has chosen the title Nasab al-Islam ('The Genealogy of Islam'), is a summary of the 
main Islamic teachings. It also illustrates the Ibädite position on the doctrine of Divine 
Unity or tawhid. The sira also refutes both anthropomorphism and the notion of the 
vision of Allah at the resurrection, but supports the idea that Islam combines both faith 
and deeds. 75 
xxv- A sira by Salim b. Dhakwän al-Hiläli. Ibn Dhakwän was also a member of the 
Ibädi delegation who went to the Caliph `Umar b. `Abd al= Aziz (99/717-101/720). This 
sira is considered to be the most important Ibädite document of the first half of the 
2nd/8t' century. Cook argues that it could be dated between 72/680 and 73/68 176 This 
sira discusses several ways in which Ibädite beliefs might be maintained. Additionally, 
it clarifies the differences in theological opinion between the. Ibädites and. other Islamic 
sects, specifically the Murji'ites. The sira rejects all Kharijite opinions such as those of 
the Azariga, the Najdiyya and the Sufriyya and also their followers `Atiyya b. `Amir, 
Abü Däwüd and Abi! Fudayk. It also expresses opinions on the issue of predestination, 
Divine decree and determining, and freewill 77 
xxvi- A sira from Abil `Ubayda and Abü Mawdüd Hä jib to the people of Maghrib 
[North Africa]. This is in the form of a letter to the Ibädite people of Tripoli [Libya], 
advising them to remain united and to eschew division and sectarianism. 78 A secondary 
aim of this sira was to interpret three fundamental principles of the Islamic-theology. 
(usül al-din) held by the Ibädites, namely: association (wiläya), dissociation (barä'a) 
and suspended judgement (wugaj). The author advises the Ibädites to use the principle 
of wuqüf in the issue of the aforementioned murder. 79 
xxvii- A sira in the form of a letter from Abn `Ubayda Muslim b. Abü Kanma and Abü 
Mawdüd Häjib al-Td'i to the people of Oman. The date is unknown. This sira was 
written and sent in order to quell the sedition in Oman caused by Qutayba b. Dirham 
and Sadns b. Yüsuf, who had been responsible for buying a free man from Thäbit b. 
Juhri and enslaving him. This led the Ibädite `ulamä' to proclaim "dissociation" barä'a 
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from what they had done. This crisis demonstrated a lack of control in the internal 
affairs of Oman on the part of the authorities, and also led to confusion among the 
Ibädite scholars and certain tribes at that time. Internal evidence in the sira points to its 
having been penned after the Imamate of al-Julandä b. Mas`üd 134/750.80 
xxviii- A sira from AbU `Ubayda to the Imam `Abd al-Wahhäb b. `Abd al-Rahmän, the 
second Rustamid Imam of Tähart (168/784-208/823), whose accession to power 
sparked off the Nukkar schism. This letter, which concerned the Imam's election, 
should be treated cautiously: if genuine, it provides a 'new terminus a quo for Abd 
`Ubayda's death. 81 At the end of the document there are several passages on Koranic 
exegesis. In fact it is well-known that Abü `Ubayda Muslim's death was in the 
150s/770s, hence the doubts concerning the sira's authenticity. In this regard, compare 
the sira from al-Rab-l' b. Habib to the people of Maghrib (xxxiii). 82 
xxix- A sira by Hiläl b. `Atiyya al-Khuräsäni (d. 134/751). Hiläl was a judge in the 
service of Imam al-Julandä b. Mas`üd (132/749-134/751), hailing originally from 
Khuräsän. This sira has yet to be found. 83 
xxx- A sira by Khalaf b. Ziyäd al-Bahräni (2nd/8`h). Khalaf was among the companions 
of the Imam al-Julandä b. Mas`üd (132/749-134/751). He was originally from Bahrain 
before coming to Oman and joining al-Shürä, this word referring to the people who 
follow the idea of "selling" oneself in Allah's cause. He later became . one of the 
leaders 
of al-Shurät. His sira outlines the underlying structure of al-Shurät and illustrates 
Ibädite political and theological thought as it stood in the first half of 2nd18`' century. 
The particular issue discussed in this sira is the unity of words and deeds. It also 
includes a response to the Khärijites, whom the author considers dissenters on account, 
of the fact that they arrogated to themselves the authority to kill and take the properties 
of any Muslim who disagreed with their ideas. 84 
xxxi- A sira by Shabib b. `Atiyya al-Khuräsäni. Shabib was one of the army 
commanders of Imam al-Julandä bin Mas`üd during the latter'& fight against the 
Abbasids in 134/750. He was among the migrants from Khuräsän, although Ibn Baraka 
identifies him as an Omani. 85 He later lived in Oman, where he was known as -a-bursar 
or Muhtasib, and where he collected taxes. He continued this work after the death of al- 
Julanda and up until shortly before the establishment of-the°Imamate of Muhammad "b. 
`Abdulläh b. Abi `Affän (177/793-179/795). Shabib wrote this sira after the death of 
Imam al-Julandä; we could consider this sira to stem from the period 140/756-165/781. 
The sira talks about a very important issue, namely that the faith includes a combination 
of both words and deeds. The writer also calls for jihad in order to affect a revolution 
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designed to re-stabilize the principles of early Islam, namely justice, equality and 
shürä. 86 
xxxii- A sira by Shabib b. `Atiyya to `Abd al-Saläm, a replication of al-Shakkäk min 
al-Murji'a [those who had doubted the righteousness of the people of Nahrawän 
people]. This sira was written in the 160s/780s because Shabib died before the 
establishment of Imam Muhammad b. `Abdulldh b. Abi `Äffan in 177/793.87 The Ara 
shows the different theological positions obtaining in debates on Islamic issues at that 
time among the various Islamic sects. This sira is a response to the Murji'ite stance on 
the issue of combining words and deeds. It also includes a reply to the al-Shakkäk, who 
claimed that `Uthman, `Ali b. Abii Tälib and Mu`äwiya had made mistakes. 88 
xxxiii- A sira from Rabi' b. Habib [75/694-175/792]89 to the Maghrib (North African) 
people. This sfra came in the form of a letter from the Imam al-Rabi' to the Ibadites of 
Tähart, in southern Algeria, after they fell into disagreement and schism over the Imam 
`Abd al-Wahhäb b. `Abd al-Rahmän b. Rustam [171-208/788-824], the second 
Rustamid Imam. Al-Rabi' had supported the Imamate of `Abd al-Wahhab. However, at 
that time a conflict arose among the Ibädites, spearheaded by Yazid b. Fand-in and his 
followers, who were known as al-Nukkär `the deniers' as a result of their rejection of 
the Imam `Abd al-Wahhdb 90 Van Ess, however, does not accept that al-Rabi' had a role 
in this schism 91 
xxxiv- A sira by Miisä b. Abi Jäbir (d. 181/797). He was one of four people who were 
hamalat al-`ilm (missionaries) from Basra to Oman; he was also one of the most 
influential people in the Imamate of Muhammad b. `Abdulldh b. Abi `Affan al-Yahmadi 
(177-179/793-795) in Oman. Müsä was mufti of Oman after Imam, al-Julandä. b. Mas` d. 
until Imam Ghassän b. `Abdulläh al-Fajhi (192/808-207/823). This sira is a political 
statement explaining the reasons behind the removal of the Imam Muhammad b. 
`Abdulläh b. Abi `Affan from the Imamate. One of these reasons was his severity in 
running the country's affairs. 92 
1D) The fourth stage covers the siyar that were written during the Imamate of Ghassän 
b. `Abdulläh al-Fajhi (192-207/808-823) and `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd (208/823- 
226/841). The Imamate in Oman during their time was stronger because the Omanis 
succeeded in restoring the Imamate. 
xxxv- The sira of Abü Mawdüd Habib b. Hafs al-Hiläli. He is considered to have been 
an Ibadite scholar operating in Oman in the 2°a/8`'' century. This sira is in the form of a 
letter of advice to the Imam Ghassän b. `Abdulläh al-Fajhi upon the latter's accession to 
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the Imamate. The author recommends that the Imam strengthen the Imamate in Oman 
by promoting justice and equality between the people. 93 
xxxvi- A sira from Munir b. Al-Nayyir al-Riyämi al-Ja`län194 to Imam Ghassän b. 
`Abdulläh. Munir was one of the aforementioned quartets of missionaries (hamalat al- 
'ilm) sent from Basra to Oman to help in the establishment of the Imamate in Oman 
after Imam al-Julandä was overthrown. This sira is similar to the preceding one in that 
it advises its recipient by mentioning the righteousness of the Imams and the Ibädite 
`ulamä' who preceded him. The author also informs the Imam about a band of pirates 
who were attacking ships in the Gulf and the Indian Ocean. The pirates' latest atrocity 
was the slaughter of more than fifty people in the region between Basra and western 
Oman; no-one had been able to capture them. Consequently the Imam built the first 
fleet in Oman to destroy them a mission that was completed successfully during the 
Imamate of `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd (208/823-226/841). This in turn led to the 
expansion of the Imamate outside the Indian Ocean and helped to spread Ibädite thought 
in Asia and East Africa. As such, this is an extremely significant. event in the history of 
Oman, signalling, as it does, approval of the independence of Oman from the Abbasid 
State. 95 
xxxvii- A sira from Hdshim b. Ghaylän al-Sijäni to the Imam `Abd al-Malik b. 
Humayd (208/823-226/841). Häshim was a powerful member oLthe. `ulamä' during the 
Imamate of `Abd al-Malik. In this sira he answers some questions posed by the Imam 
about the battle of Siffin, but also about `Ali, Mu`äwiya and the people of Nahrawän. 96 
xxxviii- A sira from Häshim b. Ghayldn al-Sigani to Imam `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd. 
This sira concerns the Qadriyya and the Murji'a sects, whose missionaries had 
established footholds in the cities of Sohar and Tuwäm. 97 At this time the theological 
debates between the various Islamic sects was on the increase. Oman had become a 
main centre for the influx of new theological ideas since it was in close contact with the 
state capital, Baghdad. Ibädite thought comes into greater focus after the establishment 
of the Imamate in Oman and its independence from the Abbasid State. 8 
xxxix- A sira addressed to Imam `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd from Häshim b. Ghaylän, 
Muhammad b. Müsä, al-Azhar b. `Ali, al-`Abbäs b. al-Azhar, Mnsä b. Muhammad, 
Miisä and Muhammad Ibnay, (the sons of) `Ali and Sa4-id b 3a`far. All of these scholars 
hailed from Izki 9 in the 3rd/9t' century. This sira is in the form of a letter of advice to 
the Imam concerning some of the people around him. '°° 
xxxx- A sira addressed to Imam `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd from Müsä b. `Ali and 
Häshim b. Ghaylän and the people of Izki. In general, this sira is very similar to the 
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preceding one, consisting as it does of advice to the Imam on the necessity of adherence 
to Islamic jurisprudence. '01 
xxxxi- A sira from Müsä b. `Ali b. `Uzra [177/784-230/845] to Imam `Abd al-Malik b. 
Humayd. This sira is a reply to the Imam concerning the issue of jihäd. Müsä was the 
grandson of Müsä b. Abi Jäbir and a student of Häshim b. Ghaylän. He was a powerful 
figure in Oman at the end of the Imamate of `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd, whom some of 
the Ibädite scholars wanted to remove from the Imamate because of his failure to run 
the affairs of the country successfully, and on account of his advancing years. Müsä, 
however, was against the idea of isolating the Imam. His role increasing in importance 
during the Imamate of Muhannä b. Jayfar al-Fajhi [226/841-237/851] because he was 
considered among the ahl al-hall wa'l-'aqd `those who lose and bind'. 102 
xxxxii- A sira from Müsä b. `Ali to `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd. In this sira, Musä 
advises the Imam not to appoint certain men to the Imam's government. As such, this 
sira demonstrates the role of the `ulama' in the first Imamate of Oman. 103 
xxxxiii- A sira from Müsä b. `Ali to the `ulamä' and al-shurät. This sira, consists in a 
statement addressed to Ibädi scholars from the mufti. It divides the people into three 
groups: unbelievers; Muslims; and ingrates kuffar al-ni `am. The relationship between 
the Ibädites and the non-Ibädites is clarified, and the concepts of wiläya and bare 'a, 
which are a branch of usül al-din, are discussed. '°4 
1E) The fifth stage covers the siyar which appeared during the Imamate of Muhannä b. 
Jayfar al-Fajhi [226/841-237/851]. The Ibädi movement had at this point succeeded in 
extending the Islamic state. However, the Imamate of the_Rustamids in North Africa, 
was in a stronger position, especially after having established trade routes through the 
Sahara. They also exchanged opinions on theological issues such as the creation of the 
Koran. The siyar of this stage are: 
xxxxiv- A Ara from Imam Muhannä b. Jayfar [226/841-237/851] to Mu`ädh h. Darb:. 
Originally this was a letter from the Imam designed as a response to some fatwäs. Ibn 
Ja'far notes that this sira was written by the judge to the Imam Abn `Ali Müsd b: `Ali 
(d. 237/851). 1°5 The Imam discusses issues related to various theological and legal 
positions held by the Ibädites. All of the responses outlined- in this document reflect the 
basic differences which existed then between the Ibädites and the other Sunnites, and 
which still exist to this day. These differences are: rejection of the notion of Allah as a 
corporeal entity or `thing'; opposition to the idea of man's ability to see Allah on the 
day of resurrection; rejection of the practice of raising the hands when commencing 
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prayer and clasping the hands over the abdomen during prayer, a phenomenon known as 
sadal or isbäl; and rejection of the idea that the name of Allah in the chapter known as 
al-Fätiha is not a part of it. There are also opinions included related to the qunüt during 
the prayer and the issue of truncated prayers during a journey. The Imam also was 
advised according to Ibädite ethics to forbid slavery. The only reason to allow slavery, it 
was claimed, was to invite the slave to Islam; otherwise slavery was prohibited. 106 
xxxxv- A sira from Abn Sufyan Mahbüb b. al-Rah-il to Imam Muhannä b. Jayfar about 
Hann b. al-Yamän. 107 The author was the last Ibad leader in Basra, and died at the 
beginning of the third century. 
xxxxvi- A sira from Abts Sufyän Mahbüb b. al-Rahil to the people of Hadramawt 
concerning Härün b. al-Yamän. '°8 
xxxxvii- A sira from Hamm b. al-Yamän to the Imam Muhannä b. Jayfar regarding 
Mahbüb b. al-Rahil. 109 
The three siyar cited above help to explain in part Ibädite thought on Islamic theological 
issues such as anthropomorphism, the vision of Allah on the day of resurrection, and the 
doctrine which holds that the faith of Islam combines both words and deeds. These siyar 
are of great importance to those studying the dynamics and interaction of the various 
Islamic sects. The author of Tub fat al-A `yänl1° gives more information on these issues, 
stating that the people of Oman and Hadramawt followed. Mahbh b. al-Rahzl while the 
people of Yemen followed Hann b. al-Yamän, who was also a figure of al- 
Shu`aybiyya. 111 
xxxxviii- The sira of Da'wa. The author is unknown and the sira is known only from a 
quotation in Ibn Ja'far's Jämi `. 112 It is possible to argue that. the sira was. written at the.. 
end of 3`d/9th century, since it mentions the issue of Mahbilb and Härün. 
1F) The sixth stage covers those siyar dating from the Imamate of al-Salt b. Malik al- 
Kharüsi [237/851-272/886]. At this time, Muhammad b. Mahbüb [260/874], son of the . 
aforementioned Mahbüb b. al-Rah1l, had arrived in Oman. The centre of Ibädite thought 
in Iraq had come to an end, causing the Ibädites in general to-split into two schools: the 
Mashäriga or eastern Ibädites [in Oman, Yemen and East Africa] and the Maghäriba or 
North African Ibädites [in Libya, Tunis and Algeria]. The~syar of this stage are: 
xxxxix- A sira from Muhammad b. Mahbüb to Abü Ziyäd Khalaf b. `Udhra. This is in 
the form of a jurisprudential fatwä, based on Ibädite opinions concerning TLhman, 'All 
and Mu`äwiya and the Nahrawän issue. 113 
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1- A sira from Imam al-Salt b. Malik and Muhammad b. Mahbüb to Ahmad b. 
Sulaymän, the Imam of Hadramawt [South of Yemen]. This sira was addressed to the 
Ibädite people of Hadramawt who had fallen into dissent and schism, resulting in 
opposition on the part of some of them to the rule of the Imam. From this letter it 
appears that the root cause of the problem was the fact that the Imam of Hadramawt had 
abandoned jihad, the Friday prayer, and had sold some army equipment. 14 
li- A sTra from Muhammad b. Mahbüb to the people of Maghrib [North Africa]. 
Muhammad wrote this sira in response to questions posed by the North Africans 
concerning zaka [the fourth pillar in Islam], in particular with regard to whether zaka 
should be paid to a government which offered them no protection. Muhammad advised 
them not to pay zaka to any government or person unless the conditions of protection 
were fulfilled. This sira was intended only for the Ibädite people of Tripoli (Libya) 
because at that time the Imamate of the Rustamids was established in [171/788- 
297/909] in Tähart [southern Algeria]. Not without justification can this sira be 
considered tantamount to an invitation to the people to rise up in rebellion against-the 
central state. The sira also outlines reasons for rejecting belief in anthropomorphism., 115 
Iii- A sira from the people of Maghrib to Imam al-Salt b. Malik. This is in the form of a 
letter defining the relationship of the Ibädites with other Islamic sects and with non- 
Muslims as well, especially with regard to the concepts of association (wilcya),.. 
dissociation (barä'a) and suspended judgement (wuqüj). 116 
liii- A Ara by Imam al-Salt b. Malik. Others, however, attribute authorship of this sira 
to Muhammad bin Mahbüb. l17 This sira is in the form of a proclamation to the Omani 
army, despatched to the island of Socotra to wage a. jihad against . the 
Ethiopian. 
Christians who had occupied it in the 3Td/9`h century. The sira outlines the Ibädite ethics 
of jihad. The Imam writes on correct conduct in warfare, and advises his army on how 
they should treat others, regardless of whether they are Muslim or Christian. In addition, 
this sira documents the powerful role of the Imamate of. Oman in the Indian Ocean. "8 
liv- A sira from Imam al-Salt b. Malik to Ghassän b. Khulayd, advising the latter, who 
was governor of the city of Rustäq, on certain points- of state policy. -It also includes 
guidelines on how Ibadites should treat non-Ibddite Muslims, the People of the Book, 
and non-Muslims. 119 
lv- A sira by `Azz n b. al-Sagar al-Yahmad [d. 2681882] on the creation of the Koran. 
`Azzän was considered to be the first Ibädite scholar (`älim) from the Bani Kharns, and 
was among the students of Muhammad b. Mahbüb. This sira is arguably the oldest 
surviving Islamic theological monograph dealing with the issue of the created or 
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uncreated nature of the Koran, written in refutation of those who held that the Koran 
was created in time. This led to a long debate among the Mashäriga Ibadites, who, in 
the 8`h/14th century, eventually adopted the belief that the Koran was created. 120 The 
Ibädite scholars of the Maghrib had already reached this conclusion. In principle, the 
Ibädite creed believes neither in anthropomorphism nor that the Koran was uncreated, 
holding that to believe that the Koran is uncreated is to accept another entity as co- 
eternal with Allah. It is the belief of al-Sälimi, however, that when this issue arrived in 
Oman during the reign of Imam Muhannä b. Jayfar, the Ibädi"scholars took the position 
they did because they were afraid that the opinions of the Jahmites on this issue would 
cause unnecessary conflict among them. Compare this issue with the sira (xxxviii). '2' 
lvi- A sira from Imam A. al-Yag2dn Muhammad b. Aflah the fourth Rustamid Imam in 
Tähart [208/823-258/871]= to the people of Oman. This sira includes an interpretation 
of the creation of the Koran question, with the Imam attempting to settle the issue 
among the Maghrib school once and for all; it also illustrates the exchange of 
knowledge between Ibädite schools. In particular this Ara. formalizes the opinions of 
Ibädite theological thought on Divine Unity. This issue caused a schism among the 
Islamic sects known as the fitnat khalq al-Qur'an between 198/813 and 232/847.122 
lvii- A sira known as K. al-Radif wa Hudüth al- `älam by Abii al-Mundhir Bashir b. 
Muhammad b. Mahbüb [273/887]. He studied with his father,. Muhammad. b. Mahbdb.. 
The author has been considered to be among the earliest Ibädite scholars who wrote on 
the fundamentals of Islamic Jurisprudence (usül al-fiqh). Some scholars call this sirat 
al-Mustä'naf and it resembles a monograph on Islamic theology. It is worth noting that 
this sira survives as the oldest Omani compilation of its type. It includes. a complete ..... 
account of Mashdriga Ibädite theological opinions on divine unity. There are seven 
chapters: a discussion on creation and causality; Divine Unity; the rules of the Koran; 
the Divine names and attributes; the Sunnah; the duty to establish the Imamate; and the 
concepts of dar al-islam and dar al-harb123 and their rules. '24 
lviii- A sira entitled K. al-Muhäraba (Book of Warfare) by Abü al-Mundhir Bashir b. 
Muhammad b. Mahbnb. This is also a monograph on the defensive war of jthäd, and 
includes three chapters: the kinds of people who have the obligation to fight; a 
discussion of the concept of commanding good and prohibiting evil; and a discussion of 
the fight against oppressors. This sira reveals two things about Omani history. Firstly it 
clarifies the relationship between the central power of the Ibädites in Oman with other 
Muslims and non-Muslims; and secondly, it shows a change towards greater 
sophistication on the part of the sira writers when dealing with the state. 125 
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The Second Period 
The second period of Omani siyar contains those documents composed during the civil 
war. In 272/886, Imam al-Salt b. Malik was removed from the Imamate, and Rashid b. 
al-Nazar al-Fajhi installed in his place [272/886-277/890], with support from Müsä b. 
Müsä (the son of Miisä b. `Ali) and al-Fall b. al-Hawäri. This episode destroyed the 
monolithic structure of the Omani community and the Ibadite movement after the end of 
the second and third generation of Ibädite scholars. This is seen by historians as 
something of a disaster in Omani history, with three main after-effects. First came the 
overthrow of Rashid bin al-Nazar and the appointment of `Azzän b. Tamim al-Kharüsi 
to the Imamate [277/890-280/893]. This led to a civil war between the Arab clans of 
Nazar and Qahtan, bringing in its wake five major battles and the death of Müsä b. 
Müsä, al-Fad1 b. al-Hawäri and Rashid b. al-Nazar. Secondly, the first Imamate in 
Oman was destroyed by Muhammad b. Nür [Ibn Bür or Thür? ], Abbasid governor of 
Bahrain, when he killed the Imam `Azzän b. Tamim in 280/893. Consequently, the 
Abbasids had gained dominance over Oman, followed by the Carmathians and then the 
Buyids. This heralded the start of a long period of foreign involvement in the internal 
affairs of the country. Thirdly, a schism occurred amongst the Omani Ibädite scholars, 
causing them to split along political and theological lines, resulting eventually in the 
foundation of three schools of political thought: 
1- The Rustäq School. This faction supported Imam al-Salt b. M5lik and attacked those 
revolutionaries who were the root cause of Imam al-Salt b. Malik being overthrown 
from the Imamate. Additionally, they were involved in fundamental discussions of the 
nature of the Ibädite Imamate. This school had a more active role in the Second 
Imamate of Oman. 
2- The Nizwä School. This faction dissociated itself from the confrontation between the 
Imam al-Salt and the opposition. Scholars of this school tried to achieve a balance 
between all the different opinions on this issue in an attempt to, reconcile all. of the 
conflicting ideas. 
3- The `revolutionary' faction, whose views were expressed in arguments forwarded by 
individuals such as Müsä b. Müsä and al-Fadl b. al-Hawär to oppose the Imam al-Salt. 
This stage heralds a new approach in the style and method adopted by the writers of the 
siyar and other works. Obviously, during this stage the designation siyar was still used 
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although some of these works carried individual titles. In addition, the formats of the 
siyar in this stage were basically four-fold: letters between scholars; monographs; 
statements or proclamations; and fatwäs. The later siyar display the conflicting 
arguments among all three parties about the aftermath of the overthrow of the Imam al- 
Salt b. Malik. These siyar cannot be limited only to the second Imamate of Oman, 
because they were continued by scholars who wrote, investigated and verified the 
opinions until the 7t /13tI century. The siyar are also divided into three groups. 126 
2A) The Rustäg School 
lix- K. al-'ähdäth wa al-sift by Abü al-Mü'thir al-Salt b. Khamis al-Khariis 
(d. 278/891) who had been a student of Muhammad b. Mahbüb, and became. a powerful 
figure who established the Rustdq school. This document is one of the earliest examples 
of the development of the sira style towards the monograph format. In it, the author 
attempts to reply to those opposed to Imam al-Salt by refuting opinions about the 
defects of the Imam. The importance of this Ara is that it provides a comprehensive 
outline of the Imamate system and the essential qualities which an Imam ought to 
have. 127 
lx- K. al-bays n wa al-burhän ft al-radd `alä man gäla. bi al-Shdhidayn. by Abü... al- 
Mü'thir al-Salt b. Khamis al-Kharüsi. It is clear that the author wrote this sira after K. 
al-ähddth wa 'l-sift because of the references he makes to it. This sira deals with the 
defects and mistakes of the opposition, and the fundamental error they are deemed to 
have made in championing Räshid b. al-Nazar as future Imam. He discusses. only. one 
argument of those witnesses (shähidayn) who elected the Imam. The author lists the 
points of his opponents and refutes them in turn. In this sira the polemic dogma of Ibädi 
theology shows that it is consonant with the theology and politics of general Islamic 
thought. 128 
lxi- A sira by Abn al-Mii'thir al-Salt b. Khamis al-Kharüsi. This sira, which was written 
in the early part of the second half of 3`d/9`h century; includes Ibädite 'opinions on- 
various Islamic theological issues and insights into the Ibädite stance on other Islamic 
sects. It also reveals to the reader the opinions of the Mashäriga Ibädites. -It- comprises 
twelve chapters, discussing the theological issues among Islamic sects then current as 
follows: a discussion on the Jahmites and the Jabrites; a discussion on the Qadarites; a 
chapter on Divine Unity; a chapter on the concept of Divine Decree and Determining 
(gadä wa qadar); a chapter on the unity of the Divine names and attributes; a discussion 
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on the issue of fighting dissenters; a chapter on the diversity of the Prophet's 
companions; a discussion of the Islamic sects, the Imams among the Prophet's 
companions and those who came after them; a chapter on obedience to those in 
authority and the unlawfulness of disobedience; and a discussion on association and 
dissociation. This sira contains in addition the opinions of Abii Malik Ghassän b. al- 
Khadar, who succeeded Abii al-Mü'thir in the same school. One should perhaps 
exercise caution when citing them, for many writers have added the opinions of other 
scholars, resulting in some confusion between their identities and opinions. 129 
lxii- A sira in the form of a letter from Abü al-Mii'thir al-Salt b. Khamis to Abü Jäbir 
Muhammad b. Ja`far [3rd/9th], a powerful figure in the Nizwä school. Both of them were 
taught by Muhammad b. Mahbüb. In this missive, Abii al-Mii'thir castigates his friend 
for supporting the opposition and advises him to eschew dissent. From this sira, the 
influence of Omani political thought among the scholarly class during the aftermath of 
the overthrow of Imam al-Salt appears very clearly. 130 
lxiii- A sira by Abü al-Mundhir Bashir b. Muhammad b. Mahbiib [273/887} entitled fi 
al-hadath al-wägi ` bi `Umän. Bashir was the son of Muhammad b. Mahbüb and also 
contributed to the field of fundamentals of Islamic jurisprudence (usid al-fiqh) with 
works such as al-Bustän, al-Raddaf wa hudüth al- `aldm (on Divine Unity, lvii) and K. 
al-Khuzäna, in 70 volumes. Abil al-Mundhir was. somewhat less fanatically in 
disagreement with the opposition than Abn al-Mil'thir. In this sira he attempts to 
respond to the arguments and opinions of the revolutionary faction. The writer also 
endeavours to evaluate the causes of the civil war in Oman. Or 
lxiv- A sira by Abü al-Mundhir Bashir b. Muhammad b. Mahbüb. This sira. is. a short.. . 
fatwä encapsulating his opinion on the civil war. 132 
lxv- A sira by Abü al-Mundkir Bashir b. Muhammad b. Mahbüb, consisting of an 
abridgement of a book of his that remains otherwise unknown. The sira is in the form of 
a fatwä produced in response to questions concerning the downfall of Imam al-Salt. The. 
sira adopts a narrative style, outlining the story of the Imam's fall from power, and the 
accession of his replacement, Rashid b. al-Nagar. Bashir was able-- to adopt a 
comfortable, credible narrative style on account of the fact that he was a contemporary 
of those who deposed Imam al-Salt. 133 
lxvi- A sira by Abü Qahtän Khälid b. Qahtän. Abii Qahtän was considered one of the 
Ibddite scholars operating in the first half of 4`h/10th century. He wrote Jämi ` Abü 
Qahtän, most of which has been lost. This sira has numerous references to the Omani 
history of that time. The author, after rejecting the opinions of the opposition, and 
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especially those of Müsä b. Müsä, introduces two topics. Firstly, he deals with the 
internal conflicts in Oman after the civil war and the invasion of Muhammad b. Nür. 
Secondly, he looks at the Imams who took power during the confrontation in Oman, 
concentrating in particular on the rule of the Carmathians. The sera also includes a 
quotation from a letter written by Imam al-Salt b. Malik to Muhammad b. Sinjah 
explaining in it the opposition's plans to depose him from the Imamate. 134 
lxvii- A sira in the form of a letter from Abii Qahtän Khälid b. Qahtän to al-Azhar b. 
Muhammad b. Ja`far, who succeeded his father in the Nizwä School. This sira was a 
missive from the leader of one dogmatic school in the early 4th/10`" century to another, 
and as such is similar in style and format to sira [lxii]. It differs, however, in that Abra 
Qahtän gives the opinions of some scholars of the Rustäq school in addition to those of 
his father. 135 
lxviii- A sira in the form of a letter from Malik b. Ghassän b. Khulayd to Abn 
`Abdullä. h Muhammad b. Rawh [first half of 4`h/10`h]. In it, the author records some of 
the opinions of Omani scholars on the subject of the civil-war. He also repeats the news 
of the civil war and the aftermath of the overthrow of Imam al-Salt. It is clear from the 
information proffered in this Ara that Abü al-Hawdr al-Fadl b. al-Hawäri supported 
Rashid b. al-Nazar and Müsä b. Müsä and died in battle against Imam `Azzän b. 
Tamim, although this sira reveals different opinions to those. of Abn. a1-Hawäri, which. 
are very similar to those of the Rustäq school. 136 
lxix- A sira by Abis Muhammad `Abdulläh b. Baraka [4th/10th]. Ibn Baraka was one of 
the famous jurists and exponents of the fundamentals of Islamic law, and his book Jämi ` 
Ibn Baraka is considered one of the earliest books of import. on. this . subject.. 
in the 
Mashäriga school. 137 His teachers were the Imam Said b. `Abdulläh b. Muhammad b. 
Mahbnb and Abü Malik Ghassan b. al-Khadar. This school had a greater role in the 
Second Imamate of Oman. Ibn Baraka also authored many other works, including al- 
TagyFd, al-Ta `äruf, al-Mubtadä' and al-Aglyid. 138 During Ibn. Baraka's. time, AbU Said 
Muhammad b. Said al-Kudami [305-355/917-966] appeared from the Nizwä school 
and was called by Eastern Omani scholars Imam al-Madhhab: Although both men were 
jurists of equal standing, they disagreed about the ousting of Imam al-Salt, and both 
founded schools and sought logical evidence with which- to refute- other rival- schools. 
Abü Said al-Kudami also attempted to reconcile opinions on this issue and he had a 
greater success in his book K. al-Istigäma in finding a solution to satisfy all those 
parties considering this problem. This sira was a reply to an anonymous petitioner who 
had asked for advice on this issue. The author in this sira confirms the logical evidence 
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for rejecting the Nizwä school. This sira shows that Ibn Baraka sent to his friend to 
refute Abü Sa'id's opinions. 139 
lxx- A sira entitled K. al-Muwäzana (Equilibrium) by Ibn Baraka. This sira is in the 
form of a monograph in which the author has tried to balance all the points on this issue 
- hence the title - but in which he is unable to hide the fanaticism inherent in his party. 
The distinctive thing about this sira is that it illustrates the author's excellence in the 
fundamentals of jurisprudence. 140 
lxxi- A sira by Ibn Baraka. This sira is a fatwä which reveals the scholarly opinions of 
his teacher, Abü Malik Ghassan b. al-Khadar, about Imam al-Salt. 141 
lxxii- A sira entitled al-sü'äl ft al-hadath al-wi5gi ` bi `Umän or, alternatively, sira 
hijjaha `ala man dbtala al-sü'al fi al-hadath al-wägi ` bi `Umau by Abü al-Hasan `Ali b. 
al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi (al-Bisyäni) [the end of the 4th/10`h]. Abü al-Hasan was a student of 
Ibn Baraka and was greatly influenced by the opinions of his teacher. He wrote many 
books, the most famous being Jämi ` Abis al-Hasan al-Bisyawi, summarised as 
Mukhtasar (summary) al-Bisyäwi. 142 The author considers the critical approach to be 
the basic principle of studying the creed; only then should one attempt to seek the truth. 
This is because the truth does not come without searching for it and linking it to his 
analytical endeavours. 143 
lxxiii- A sira by Abis Hasan al-Bisyäwi in the form of a. reply to one Muhammad b_ 
Said - most probably Abü Said Muhammad b. Said al-Kudami [4`h/10th]. It would 
appear that this sira was written on the order of his teacher Ibn Baraka because of the 
rivalry and conflict among the schools. 144 
lxxiv- A sira by an anonymous author, written in the form of a letter to one. Abü. `Ali. 
Internal evidence suggests that it was written after the lira of Abü al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi 
and at the end of 5th/11`x' century. The recipient would appear to be Abü `Ali al-Hasan b. 
Ahmad al-Hijär [d. 50211108]. The author of the sira advised Abü `Ali to retain his 
allegiance to his school and stay firm in his opinions on the. issue. 145 
lxxv- A sira in the form of a fatwä; both author and recipient(s) are unknown. The edict 
was written in response to questions submitted concerning the opinions and views of the 
Rustäq school. 146 
2B): Nizwä School 
lxxvi- A sira by al-Azhar b. Muhammad b. Ja'far [the end of 3`d/9 `h and the beginning 
4`h/10`h]. Al-Azhar was the son of Ibn Ja`far, author of the seminal jurisprudential work, 
Jc mi ` Ibn Ja far, one of the earliest compilations to reach us from the school of the 
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Mashäriga Ibädites. Ibn Ja`far was among the scholars who established the Nizwä 
school, and he became the most powerful figure in it. Al-Azhar succeeded his father in 
the Nizwä School. This sira is a statement issued by al-Azhar advising the Omani 
people to remain calm and to stay neutral with regard to the debate concerning the 
removal from the Imamate of Imam al-Salt b. Malik. The beginning of the sira includes 
the opinions on this issue of Omani scholars such as the author's father and Abü al- 
Mü'thir. 147 
lxxvii- A sira in the form of a letter from Abn `Abdullaah Muhammad' b. Rawh b. 
`Arabi [the end of 3rd/9th] to Abü Muhammad `Abdulläh b. Muhammad b. Mahbüb (a 
member of the Rustäq school and father of the Imam Said b. `Abdulläh). Both author 
and recipient were considered first generation scholars of their respective schools. This 
sira was written after the death in battle of the Imam `Azzän b. Tamim 280/893 and 
describes the reaction of the powerful figures to the Imam's demise. This sira is of 
some significance because Ibn Rawh has collected the opinions of all the people who 
participated in the discussions and sought a reasonable explanation for the Imam's 
overthrow. 148 
lxxviii- A sira from A. `Abdulläh b. Muhammad b. Rawh to `Umar b. Muhammad b. 
`Umar. This document is a fatwd dealing with the concepts of association (wiläya) and 
dissociation (barä'a). '49 
lxxix- A sira by Abü `Abdulläh b. Muhammad b. Rawh. This is a fatwä on the removal 
from office of Imam al-Salt. Ibn Rawh stresses the idea that the root of the creed must 
be based on knowledge, which is the only way to the truth. 15c) 
lxxx- A sira from A. al-Hasan Muhammad b. Ab-1 al-Hasan to .. 
Muhammad b. 
- 
Rajah 
[the end of 3rd/9th] This sira was a fatwä, so A. al-Hasan has explained in his sira that 
removing Imam al-Salt should not be considered a theological matter but mainly a 
matter of public opinion. 151 
2C- The `revolutionary faction', namely those in support of Imam Räshid b. al- 
Nazar and Müsä b. Müsä: 
lxxxi- A sTra attributed to al-Fadl b. al-Hawäri [3rd/9` ] who is considered to be one of 
the scholars who caused the civil war in Oman. In addition he was also a member of the 
great influential `ulama', the ahl al-hall wa al-'aqad. In this sira he expresses his ideas 
about supporting the Imamate of Rashid b. al-Nazar, and the reasons for removing 
Imam al-Salt b. Malik and opposing Imam `Azzän b. Tamim. 152 
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lxxxii- A sira in letter form from al-Fadl b. al-Hawäri to Räshid b. al-Nazar. This sira 
attempts to prove that the recipient was elected to the Imamate through the proper 
procedures. It also documents the reasons for ousting Imam al-Salt b. Malik. 153 
The Third Period 
The third period of the Omani siyar, includes those texts-which were written, between 
the years 320/923 to 549/1154 during the period of the second Imamate of Oman. The 
distinctive characteristics of this period of Omani history are illustrated in the 
following: 
1- The interference of foreign forces in Oman. The first example of this was the 
Abbasid State (280/893-320/922), followed by the Carmathians, who attempted on 
three occasions to seize and occupy Oman by sending three invading armed 
expeditions. The first invasion, headed by Abü Said al-Jinäbi, came in 294/905- 
906, the second in 305/917, and the third and largest campaign, spearheaded by Abii 
Tähir al-Jinäbi, occurred in 318/930; this occupation continued until 375/985. 
During the 57 years of the third Carmathian occupation, the Buyids also sent three 
expeditions: the first in 354/965, the second a year later, and the third in 363/973 
after the revolution and election of the new Imam in Oman. The final foreign 
invasion was that of the Saljiigs in the 5`h/11'h century; they remained in Oman 
almost 80 years. However, these foreign invasions gained only partial control over- 
Oman until the end 4th/10`h century. 
2- The navy in Oman grew and merchants flourished. The Omani cities thrived and 
consequently attracted even more commercial trade. Sohar (Suhär) was described at 
that time in the following terms: "The capital is Sohar which is on the sea; here 
reside many sea merchants who trade in ships with other countries. It is the most 
popular and wealthy town in Oman and it is not possible to find on the shore of the 
Persian Sea nor in all the land of Islam a city more rich in. fine buildings.. and foreign. 
wares than Sohar". 154 Oman produced several commodities which played a 
significant role in traditional Asian trade: dates and dried fruits; horses; copper from 
the mountains; and ambergris from the seashore. Sohar's importance stemmed 
principally from its part in the trade of luxuries and spices between the Far East and 
India on the one hand and the Near East and Europe on the other. '55 Other ports of 
the Omani coast such as Damä, 156 Sur and Qalhät'57 had a special role to play in this 
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trade. Certainly, the trade influenced Omani community life through the interaction 
with the outside world and other civilizations overseas. 
3- The Imamate in Oman was weakened by the confrontation inside the country and 
was not able to regain the strength enjoyed by the previous Imamate. Consequently 
most of the Imams employed the policy of dj' (defence) rather than zuhür (open 
manifestation). 
Significantly, there was also flexibility with regard to the community as a whole. 
Masälik al-Din, or the ways or stages of religion, referred to the four possible 
relationships between the Ibädites, the rest of the Islamic lands and the world as a 
whole. These were allowed to exist under virtually any circumstances. These were: 
zuhür, open manifestation of the Imamate; difa `, militarily defensive and restricted 
Imamate; shirä, literally "selling" oneself in Allah's cause, namely in open opposition 
to tyranny; and kitmän; concealment, or lapse of the Imamate under impossible 
conditions. 
The siyar documented below show that the Rustäq and Nizwä schools continued in the 
same style among the Omani scholars during this time. The Rustäq School had greater 
influence in appointing the Imams. At times, the rival schools, appointed. different 
Imams at the same time, causing conflicts and occasional wars between the Imams and 
scholars. The following siyar are divided according to certain periods. 
3A- The period between the Imamate of Abü al-Qäsim Said. b__ `Abdulläh [3201932- 
328/940] and the Imamate of al-Khalil b. Shädhän [407/1016-425/1033]. 
lxxxiii- A sira from Abü Ibrähim Muhammad b. Said b. Abü Bakr al-Azkäwi to al- 
Hawäri b. `Uthmän. I have not found a biography for the author but al-Hawäri was a 
figure of the Omani `ulamä' at the end of 3d/9th and the beginning of 4`h/10`hcentury. 158 
lxxxiv- A sira in letter form from Abü al-Hawäri Muhammad b. al-Hawäri b. `Uthmän 
[the end of 3`d/9`h century to the beginning of 4`h/10`h century] to Abü `Abdulläh, 'Abd 
`Amir, Abü Yüsuf Muhammad b. `Abdulläh, Ahmad b. Sulaymän, Muhammad b. 
`Umar and Abd al-Rahm n b. Yüsuf, and the people of _Iladramawt. Abü at-Haw ad was 
regarded as one of the most famous Omani authors at the end of the 3rd/9"' century. He 
wrote Tafsir khamsa mi'at Ayah, an exegesis of five hundred legal verses from the 
Koran, and Ami `Abü al-Hawäri. This sira was a response to questions asked about the 
Julanddnis [the Royal family in Oman until 83/702]159 who revolted against Imam `Abd 
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al-Malik b. Humayd and Imam al-Muhannä b. Jayfar in order to seize power. Questions 
were also asked about the wealth of oppressors. 160 
lxxxv- A sira from Abü `Abdulläh Muhammad b. al-Hasan to Abü al-Qäsim `Umar b. 
al-Qäsim b. al-Yaman. Ibn Ja`far preserves it in part. The sira appears to be a legal 
edict, written in response to questions posed by Abii al-Qäsim. 161 
lxxxvi- A sira in letter form from Imam Abü al-Qäsim Said b. `Abdulläh [320/931- 
328/940], grandson of Muhammad b. Mahbüb, to Yüsuf b. Wajih, the Emir of Oman. In 
it, the Imam writes about the war ethics of the Ibädite. When the Imam gained a victory 
in Nizwä, a soldier looted the padlock on Yi1suf b. Wajih's door. The Imam had the 
soldier arrested and forced him to return the padlock to Ibn Wajth, on the grounds that it 
is prohibited to take any Muslim property. '62 
lxxxvii- A sira from Abü `Abdulläh Muhammad b. Zä'ida (or Ziyäd? ) [the first half of 
4'h /loth century] to Abü Ibrähim Muhammad b. Said b. Abü Bakr al-Azkäwi. The 
author was among those scholars who elected the Imam Abü al-Qäsim Said b. 
`Abdulläh. '63 
lxxxviii- A sira of Abü al-Hasan al-Bisydwi concerning Imam Hafs b. Räshid's war 
with al-Mutahir b. `Abdulläh. Al-Mutahir was the leader of a Buyid military campaign 
to Oman, which, according to Ibn al-Athir, had been sent by `Udad al-Dawlah in the 
year 363/974.164 Imam Hafs b. Rashid [455/1063-472/1079] is not mentioned in. the 
Omani sources of the time 165; according to al-Sälimi, it is possible that the Imam Hafs 
b. Rashid was perhaps a son of the Imam Rashid b. Said [425/1033-455/1063]. This 
sira looks at three points. Firstly, Imam Hafs b. Rashid came to the Imamate after Imam 
Rashid b. al-Walid [328/940-342/954] and also added. a new Imam of Oman to the.. 
record because Abii al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi appears in the 5t'/11`h century while Imam 
Hafs appears in the 4t'/10`h. Secondly, the Imam was appointed to the Imamate twice, 
and Abü al-Hasan seems to doubt Hafs b. Räshid's first Imamate. The third point was 
that the revolution in Oman against the Buyids took place because. the Omanis, wanted 
independence. This sira is valuable because it recorded the period between Imam 
Rashid b. al-Walid and Imam al-Khalil b. Shadhän [407/1016-42511033]. 166.. 
lxxxix- A sira entitled ft al-Tawhid wa al-Imäma kayf hiya (On Divine Unity and the 
Imamate: a commentary) by Abü al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi at the end of 4`h/10th century: - 
This sira is a treatise on the creeds and dogmas of the various Islamic sects. It also 
alludes to the differences between the Ibädite creed and other creeds of Islam such as 
the Khärijites, Murji'a, Qadariyya and Mushabihite (anthropomorphists). 167 
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xc- A sira from Abü al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi to an unknown missionary in Hadramawt. In 
it, Abn al-Hasan offers his opinion to the people of Hadramawt concerning their enquiry 
about pawning property. It also reveals that the Imamate in Hadramawt was in the state 
of Imamate known as di la-' (defence). 168 
3B) In 407/1016 the Imamate of zuhür (manifest Imamate) had appeared in Oman after 
the accession of al-Khalil b. Shädhän, who was the grandson of Imam al-Salt b. Malik. 
The Imamate was powerful, expanding overseas because of the thriving maritime 
commerce of Oman at that time. These improvements in fortune had spread to other 
Ibädite groups, especially those in East Africa, on the Indian coastline, in the 
Hadramawt and in Yemen. This became obvious during the. Imamate of Rashid b. Said 
al-Yahmadi. 
xci -A sira from Mizsä b. Ahmad, Ahmad b. Muhammad, al-Hasan b. Ahmad, `Umar b. 
Muhammad and Rashid b. Muhammad to Abn `Abdulldh Muhammad b. Sulhäm [the 
Minister of Imam al-Khalil b. Shädhän]. In this sira, a group of Omani - scholars 
complain to the Minister about the corruption of some of the Imam's governors, who do 
not appear by name. 169 
xcii- A sira in the form of a letter written by Abü al-Hasan b. Ahmad [judge to Imam al- 
Khalil b. Shädhän] addressed to an unknown person. Internal evidence suggests . that. the 
judge penned this sira in response to the above letter of complaint (xci). 170 
xciii- A sira to the people of Khwärizm. This sira, written in 4`h/10`h century, was a 
letter from the people of Oman to their co-religionists in Khwdrizm, explaining the 
Omani opinions on certain theological issues, especially those. of (wiläya). association.. 
and (barä'a) dissociation. 171 
xciv- A sira to the people of Khuräsän. This is a letter written by a group of Omani 
scholars in 4a'/10th -5`h/11th century, including an exposition of the general principles of 
the Islamic faith. 172 
xcv- A sira by Abii al-Mundhir Salma b. Muslim al-`Awtabi [late 5`h/11`x' to early 
6th/12`t' century]. Salma has been considered primarily an- Omani historian, although he 
also wrote the 24-volume al-Diyä on Islamic jurisprudence, al-Ansäb on genealogy, and 
al-'Ibäna on the Arabic language. This sira constitutes a commentary on Ta/calf al- 
Shari `a. 173 
xcvi- A sira from Abü al-Mundhir Salma b. Muslim al-`Awtabi to `Ali b. `Ali and his 
brother, al-Hasan b. `Ali, after the conflict between them in Kilwa [a city on the East 
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African coast] had escalated. This sira throws some light on the role of Omani scholars 
in East Africa. 174 
xcvii- A sira bearing the title al-sü'äl fi al-wiläya wa al-barä'ä [Questions Concerning 
Association and Dissociation] by an unknown writer. This sira was probably written in 
5`h/1 1`h century, and appears in some sources as K. al-Salh. The sira reviews opinions 
concerning the Caliph `Uthmän b. `Affän, Mu`äwiya b. A. Sufyän and Yazid b. 
Mu`äwiya, among others. It also discusses the causes of dissociation (barä'd) in 
Islam. '75 
xcviii- A sira by an unknown writer with no title. Based on the style and tenor of the 
sira, it seems to have been written in the 5`h/11`h century, most likely by an author from 
the Rustäq school. The significance of the sira lies in its coverage of the events of the 
civil war, and its lucid attempt to define the concepts of association and dissociation. 176 
xcix- A sira entitled al-Wildya wa al-barä'a (association and dissociation). This treatise 
was written in 512/1118 by Yiisuf b. Said b. Yiisuf al-`Umani, probably for the Nizwä 
School. In the sira the author calls for unity and harmony among them and to avoid the. 
kind of disputes which led to the civil war. '77 
c- A sira by Imam Rashid b. Said al-Yahmadi concerning Imam al-Salt b. Malik, Müsä 
b. Müsä and Rashid b. al-Nazar. This sira comes in the form of a manifesto, issued by 
the Imam and a group of influential people after they had convened in. Süny [at present. 
al-`Awäbi] village on Thursday 14`h of Shawwal 443 (17`h of March 1052). This sira is 
an expression of the most important attempt to find a solution to the splits and 
differences of opinion responsible causing the civil war. Unanimously, the signatories to 
the manifesto declare in no uncertain terms that the absolute blame . 
for. the. civil.. war.. 
must lie with Müsd b. Miisä, who supported the overthrow of al-Salt b. Malik. The 
scholars who put their signatures to this document are listed as: Abü `Ali Müsä b. 
Ahmad b. Muhammad b. `Ali; Abil Al-Hasan `Ali b. `Umar; Abii Bakr Ahmad b. 
Muhammad; Abts `Abdulläh Muhammad b. Khälid; Abii. `All al-Hasan b. Said b_ 
Quraysh; Abil Hamza al-Mukhtär b. `Isä; Abü `Abdulläh Muhammad b. Tamäm and 
Abü al-Nazar Rashid b. al-Qäsim. 178 
ci- A collection of three siyar179 from Imam Rashid b. Said to his governors: 
1) Abü al-Ma`äli Muhammad b. Qahtän b. al-Qäsirrr, on his election to the post of 
governor of Sohar. 
2) Ab5 Muhammad `Abdulläh b. Said, on his election to the post of governor of 
Manah. 
3) Müsä b. Nijäd, on his election to the post of governor of Manah, Adam and Sinäw. 
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These siyar were basically statements outlining the administrative policy of the 
Imamate, including the Imam's own special orders to his governors to always be on 
their best behaviour, to foster equality among the people under their jurisdiction, and to 
refrain from injustice and cruelty. These documents are, therefore, predominantly 
ethical in tone and tenor. 
cii- A sira from Imam Rashid b. Said al-Yahmadi to the people of Mansura, the capital 
of Sind, written to enlighten its recipients with regard to Ibädite opinions on various 
issues of Islamic theology. This sira mentions the Ibadi scholars Abü al-`Abbas b. 
Murayj, al-Muhnnad b. Sadhä and Abil 'Abdulldh b. Muhammad b. Barüzän in this 
region. This sira is of value because it adds to our information on the evolution of 
Ibädite thought in South Asia. It also throws light on the role of the Second Omani 
Imamate in the Indian Ocean. '80 
ciii- A sira entitled Tawba [Repentance] for the Imam Rashid b. `Ali [471/1078- 
513/1119] written by his judge A. `Ali al-Hasan b. Ahmad b. Nasr al-Hijär [472/1079]. 
This sira was written on 11`h of Rabi' 11 472 (10`h of October 1079). In it, the Imam 
expresses remorse and shows penitence for the behaviour of his governor, Müsä b. 
Nijad al-Manahi. The sira carries the signatures of the following witnesses: Abü Bakr 
Ahmad b. `Umar b. Abü Jäbir; Abü Jäbir Muhammad b. `Umar; `Ali b. Däwiid and 
'Abdulldh b. Ishäq al-Mingali. 181 
civ- A sira from Abü 'Abdulldh Muhammad b. `Isä al-Sarri to Imam Rashid b. `Ali. In 
this sira, AbU 'Abdulldh replies to the Imam after being asked about his repentance in 
501/1107. In principle this work discusses exhaustively the link between repentance and 
the right way, followed by the need for consistency between repentance and deeds. 182 
cv- A sira composed by Abü 'Abdulldh Muhammad b. `Isä al-Sarri for the Imam 
Rashid b. `Ali. This sira advises the Imam about various issues in Islamic ethics, 
including: the duties and responsibilities of the Imam: the relationship between the 
Imam and those whom he rules based on shürä; and the circumstances in which the 
Imam is justified in resorting to military action inside the country. '83 
cvi- A sira entitled fl al-farq bayn al-Imam al-Vim wa ghayr al- `älim (The differences 
between the learned Imam and the unlearned Imam) by Abü `Abdulläh Muhammad b. 
`Isä al-Sarri [d. 472/1079]. It appears that this sira was written after the appearance of 
Imams who were intellectually weaker than their predecessors. However, the document 
has an overtly political flavour, being for the most part a set of guidelines for potential 
governors in the Islamic state. Three main topics are addressed: the status of the Imam if 
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in doubt or suspicion; the characteristics required of an Imam; and the manner in which 
an Imam ought to discharge his judicial or legislative duties. '84 
cvii- A sira from AbU Zakariya Yahyä b. Said b. Quraysh al-Hijdr [d. 502/1108] to 
`Abdulläh b. Muhammad b. Tälüt. Abil Zakariyä has been regarded amongst the most 
famous Ibddite scholars and writers of the 5`h/1 1`h century. His magnum opus was the 5- 
volume work of jurisprudence, K. al-Idäh ft al-ahkäm, although he also wrote K. al- 
Imäma on the office of the Imamate. This sira refutes Ibn Tälüt's criticisms of the 
Imamate. It is not clear in the sira who the Imam was, although it was possibly written 
during the Imamate of either Hafs b. Rashid [455/1054-472/1079] or of Rashid b. `Ali 
[472/1079-513/1119]. The end of the sira is missing. 185 
cviii- A sira from Abü Zakariyä Yahyä b. Said b. Ahmad [d. 472/1079] to Abü 
`Abdulläh Muhammad and Abü Bakr Ahmad Ibny, the sons of al-Na`mdn b. 
Muhammad, and the people of Hadramawt. This sira is a response to their opinions 
concerning various issues in Hadramawt. From the contents of the sira it is apparent 
that the people of Hadramawt had encountered certain problems with other sects at the 
end of 5`h/1 1`h century, when Ibädite thought in Hadramawt had started to decline. The 
Ibadites of Hadramawt thus wanted advice on how to save their sect. The significance 
of this particular sira lies in the fact that the author counsels the people of Hadramawt 
to have recourse to dissimulation (taqiya) whenever they are afraid for their sect -a 
remarkable piece of advice given the fact that the practice of dissimulation had never 
hitherto been particularly encouraged in Ibädite thought. 186 
cix- A sira of Abü Bakr Ahmad b. `Umar al-Manahi [d. 496/1103]. This sira is a fatwä 
concerning the issue of election to the Imamate. Its main thrust is that if a candidate for 
leadership enjoys the informal acceptance and support of the people already, he does not 
need to be elected formally to the Imamate. In all of the collections, this sira is found 
immediately after the sira (lxxxviii). Al-Sälimi is of the opinion that this fatwä pertains 
to the election to the Imamate of Hafs b. Rashid. 187 
cx- A sira by Nijäd b. Miisä b. Nijäd al-Manahi[d. 513/1119] who was the son of Müsä 
b. Nijad and the grandfather of Imam Müsä b. Abü al-Ma`äll b. Müsä b. Nijäd 
[594/1197-597/1200]. This family played a prominent role in the Rustdq school. Müsä 
wrote K. al-'akilla fi hagä'iq al-ddila. The sira is a theological monograph written to 
refute the Risälat al-isti `dad ft mä lä yasa' al-mukalafjahlahu by Ibn al-Täj, a treatise 
of Ash `ante dogma. The Ibädite scholars were concerned at the time with the 
theological debates taking place among the various Islamic sects. '88 
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cxi- A sira in the form of an äthar [tradition] and letters from the spokesman of the 
people of Nizwd, Abü Muhammad b. al-Hasan b. al-Walid [6`h112t'']. The Nizwän 
provenance of this sira seems assured since all the fatwäs included are from the Nizwä 
school, most of these being extracts and citations from other siyar such as the sira of 
Muhammad b. Rawh. 189 
cxii- A sira entitled K. al-Takhsis by Abü Bakr Ahmad b. `Abdulläh b. Müsä al-Kind! 
[d. 557/1162]. It goes without saying that Abü Bakr al-Kindi was considered a famous 
Omani writer of the 6`h/12`h century. He wrote al-Müsännaf, , an encyclopaedic work of 
Islamic jurisprudence in 42 volumes; Jawhar al-Mugtasar on the elements; al-'Ihitdä'; 
al-Dhakhira on theology, and various other books. '90 Al-Kindi's family produced many 
other scholars and writers especially in the 5`h-6th/ 11`''-12th centuries, including 
Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Kindi, author of the 72-volume Bayän al-Shar ; and 
Muhammad b. Müsä al-Kindf, who wrote al-Kiraya in 51 volumes. Abii Bakr was from 
the Rustäq school which appeared in the 5`h and 6`h centuries. In this sira the author 
attempts to expound the concepts of wiläya and bard 'a. Attributed to him is the method 
of interpreting Koranic verses through logical analogy in order to derive both particular 
and universal proofs. 191 
cxiii- A sira entitled fi idä ` al-mutawali li al-wiläiya on the concepts of wiläya and 
barä'a. This dates from the 6th'/12th century, but the writer, who is clearly affiliated to 
the Nizwä school, is unknown. This sira seems to be an excerpt of a longer work and is 
without either introduction or conclusion. 192 
cxiv- A sira from Imam Muhammad b. Abi Ghassän to the people of al-`Agar to advise 
them. 193 The Omani writers regarded this sira as an epic because as far as the contents 
are concerned, it is more of an artistic and literary work than a religious treatise. 
Initially, it appeared from our study of the sources that this sira was actually written in 
576/1181 by Muhammad b. Mälik'94 to advise Imam Milsä b. Abi al-Ma`äli b. Müsä b. 
Nijäd before war broke out in 579/1184. However, the history of this period is too 
chaotic for us to be able to state with any certainty who originally wrote it. 195 
cxv- A sira from Muhammad b. Malik b. Shädhän [the prince or the Imam mentioned 
above? ] to Said b. Rashid b. `Ali, who was probably the son of the Imam Rashid b. `Ali 
[in the first half 6`h/12`'']. The writer of the sira threatens its recipient with regard to the 
latter's deeds, describing him as mendacious. Such invective reflects the divisions 
existing in the feudal system of Oman at that time between the princes and the 
Imams. 196 
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cxvi- A sira by Abü Bakr Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Sälih [546/1151]. The scholars of 
Abü Bakr's family had significant influence in the Nizwä school; he himself was the 
teacher of the author of al-Müsännaf. This sira reflects the author's opinions about 
Imam Muhammad b. Abi Ghassan, who had fought his way into the Nizwän village of 
al-`Agar when the villagers opposed him. Here the author opposes the Imam's action. 
This sira includes some quotations from the sira of Abü al-Hawäri, the sira of AbU 
`Abdulläh al-Sarni and the discourse of Abü Hamza al-Sh5ri. 197 
cxvii- A sira by Abü Bakr `Abdulläh b. Müsä al-Kindi, written to refute his teacher's 
sira [cxvi]. The author rejected his teacher's opinions about the Imam's fight against the 
people of al-`Agar and castigated him for writing the above Ara. On the whole this sira 
reflects the Ibädite stance on the Islamic jurisprudence covering jihad and warfare. 198 
cxviii- A sira in the form of a statement issued by the people of al-Bätina [a region in 
the North East of Oman] in support of the preceding the sira. In it, the Imam's actions 
are confirmed and his approach praised. 199 
cxix- A sira from Abi! `Abdulläh Muhammad b. Khälid to the people of Manah [a town 
in the interior of Oman]. This sira is in the form of a fatwä on the civil war and the 
opposition of Müsä b. Müsä and Rashid b. al-Nazar. The author appears to be an 
affiliate of the Rustäq school since he includes quotations from Rustäq scholars about 
the issue 200 
cxx- A sira by an unknown writer, addressed to the people of Hadramawt. It was 
written in the 7`t'/13"' century and includes some of Ibn al-Nazar's poetry. The author is 
clearly from the Rustäq school. The anonymous author discusses various topics and 
advises his readers to be more objective and responsible to the Imamate. 201 
cxxi- A sira which discusses the concepts of wilaya and barä'a and their classifications. 
The author is unknown, as is the date, although the writer appears to be aware of the 
Nizwä school. 202 
cxxii- A sira by Abts al-Ma`äli Kahlän b. Müsä b. Nijäd [the first half of 6h /12t"] 
century. Kahlan was the father of Imam Müsä b. Abi al-Ma`äli [594/1197-597/1200]. 
The object of this sira is repentance. 203 
The Fourth Period 
4A) The fourth period of Omani siyar covers the Nabhani state [549/1154-1034/16241. 
There is general consensus among historians that this state spanned five centuries in 
Oman, with the dynasty's rule divided into two distinct stages. The first stage is known 
as the `Early Nabhanis', whose rule began after the death of Imam Abü Jäbir Müsä bin 
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Abü al-Ma`äli in 549/1154 and ended after Sulaymän b. Sulaymän al-Nabhäni was 
expelled in 906/1500. The second stage, known as the `Later Nabhänis', continued from 
906/1500 to 1034/1624204 and was witness to the Portuguese invasion of the eastern 
coast of the Arabian Peninsula. Another distinguishing characteristic of this period is 
the atmosphere of conflict between scholars and governors on political issues. However, 
the period as a whole remains largely unexplored by scholars, and it is the task of 
Omani historians to discover the reasons for the collapse of both Omani overseas trade 
and Oman as an important maritime power. The siyar from this period are: 
cxxiii- A sira entitled Al-Sira al-Kalawiyya by Abii Said Muhammad b. Said al- 
Qalhäti [late 6th/12`h to early 7th /13`h century]. Al-Qalhäti was considered among the 
most famous Omani writers of his time, noted for his distinguished prose style in works 
such as al-Kashf wa'l-bayän, a treatise on Islamic sects and dogmas. This particular sira 
reflects the beginning of a new stage in the art of siyar composition, for now we see the 
appearance of siyar in the form of magdma. In this sira, the author tells the story of his 
journey to Kilwa in East Africa. He travelled there in order to confront a Hashwite 
missionary who had been engaged in proselytising the Prince of Kilwa, who was an 
Ibadite, and other Ibädites of East Africa, in attempt to uproot Ibädism and convert them 
to his own creed. The formalized art of magdma represents a turning point in the writing 
of the Omani sira. This sira was glossed by Räshid b. `Umar b. Ahmad b. Abi al-Hasan 
b. `Abdulläh b. Ahmad b. al-Nazar towards the end of 7th /13th century. 205 
cxxiv- A sTra from Ward b. Ahmad to Imam A. al-Hasan b. Muhammad b. Khamis b. 
`Amir [839/1436-846/1443]. This sira is a letter from Ward to the Imam advising him 
to remain firm and to endeavour not to be overthrown from the Imamate following the 
rebellion of Bani al-Salt al-Kharüsi. 206 
cxxv- A sira by Abii `Abdulläh Muhammad b. Sulaymän b. Ahmad b. Muffarraj, judge 
and mufti to the Imam. This sira is a legal declaration, ordered by the Imam `Umar b. 
al-Khattäb al-Kharüsi [885-894/1480-1488] and issued in order to confiscate the 
property of the Nabadn family. The sira was written on 7`h of Jumädä II 887 (23`d of 
July 1482). The declaration closes with a statement of approval signed by the judicial 
committee. 207 
cxxvi- A sira by the Imam Muhammad b. Ismä'il [906/1500-924/1518]. This sira is 
also a legal edict issued by the Imam in 909/1503. Again, the edict was issued in order 
to confiscate property - this time belonging to the Ban Rawäha, who had given help 
and support to the sultan Sulaymän b. Sulaymän al-Nabhäni. 208 
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cxxvii- A sira by the Imam Muhammad b. Ismä'il [906/1500-924/1518]. This sira 
comprises a legal ruling issued by the Imam for the confiscation of the property of the 
Nabhanis family on a Friday in 917/1511. The document ends with the signatures of the 
judicial committee. 209 
cxxviii- A sira by Muhammad b. `Abdulläh b. Maddäd [917/1511]. The Maddäd family 
enjoyed considerable influence with the Muffarraj family at the end of the Nabhäni 
State. This was the first Omani Ara to be written about the Omani Imams and `ulamä' 
that went into such depth and detail concerning their lives and works. It is at this stage, 
then, that the Omani siyar begin to expand their coverage to include biography and 
bibliography. 210 
cxxix- A sira by Imam Muhammad b. Ismä'il in the form of a statement concerning the 
practice of optional sale (bai ` al-khiyär). It is dated Wednesday 6th of Jumädä 11 918 
(18th of August 1512). The Omani scholars unanimously supported the resolution to 
prohibit the practice of optional sale and to consider it usurious. 211 
cxxx- A sira by Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Maddäd concerning the Imam Muhammad b. 
Ismä'il [906/1500-924/1518] and his son Barakät b. Muhammad b. Ismä'il. In this sira 
Ibn Maddäd proclaims dissociation from the Imam and his son. This was to be expected 
since the Imams were collecting the zakah from the people without protecting them. 212 
cxxxi- A sira by `Abdulläh b. `Umar b. Zyäd b. Ahmad [980s/1570s], a contemporary 
of the Imam Muhammad b. Ismä'il and his son Barakät. The sira seems to have been 
written in 950s/1540s for the Imam Barakät when he was about to prepare the falaj 
[irrigation channel]213 of Maythä in the city of Bahlä. This sTra discusses the 
Zla construction of the aforementioned channel. 
4B) This period of siyar starts at the beginning of the Ya`äribate period 1034/1624. This 
marks the beginning of modern Oman: power had shifted from the dynasty to the imams 
and the state of Oman had begun to flourish. It is possible to argue that the writer should 
consider only those siyar which were written in the first Imamate of Ya`äriba until the 
death of the Imam Näsir b. Murshid in 1059/1649. We believe that this period should be 
extended until the end of first half of the 11`h/17`h century when `Abdulläh b. Khalfän b. 
Sulayman, who was known as Ibn Qaysar, wrote the first biography in the Omani 
literature, the sira of the Imam Näsir b. Murshid. The style of writing demonstrated in 
the Omani siyar of this period exhibits clearly the dominant style of writing common 
among the Arabs in general at this period. It is a style replete with rhetorical devices, 
embellishment and ornamentation. The siyar from this period are: 
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cxxxii- A sira from an unknown writer among the people of Nafusa [a region in Libya]. 
In essence, this sira is a monograph on the Divinity, translated from the original Berber; 
however, it is unclear whether it was translated in Oman or in Nafiisa before the Ibädites 
sent it to Oman. The sira was basically written to teach the fundamentals of Islamic 
faith and Ibädite dogma to the Berber people215. 
cxxxiii- A sira attributed to Sulaymän b. al-Qäsim al-Maghribi, written to the people of 
Mashäriga [Eastern but specially for Oman]. This sira was probably written prior to or 
at the beginning of the Imamate of Näsir b. Murshid [1034/1624-1059/1649], because 
the writer mentions scholars but does not name the Imam Näsir. The sira throws some 
light on the situation of the Ibädites in the Maghrib (North Africa), especially 
concerning the problems between the people of Nafusa and Mazab216 
cxxxiv- A sira from Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Kharässini to Sulaymän b. Abü al-Qäsim 
and the people of Maghrib and Nafusa. This sira was a reply to the preceding one, 
written at the behest of Imam Nasir b. Murshid. The Imam invites those addressed by 
the document to unite with others and to be more pragmatic about their problems. 217 
cxxxv- A sira from Khamis b. Said al-Shagsi to the Bani Mus'ab, a region in South 
Algeria. Khamis b. Said was the powerful figure behind the appointment of the Imam 
Näsir, who was his son-in-law. He is also the author of one of the most famous books of 
this period in Oman on Islamic jurisprudence, the popular Manhaj al-Tälibiyn. This sira 
also was written on the orders of Imam Näsir b. Murshid. It appears that the Imam 
attempted to use his prestige in Oman to encourage the Ibädites of North Africa to settle 
their differences and live in harmony. 218 
cxxxvi- A sira by Said b. Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Kharässini. This sira is a 
monograph, similar in style and contents to the Risälat al-Diyänät of `Amir b. `Ali al- 
Shammäkhi [792/1389] 219 In it, the author gives a brief description of the Ibädite 
movement and its creed. An point worth noting in this sira is that the author includes a 
whole chapter on taglid (emulation) and those sects which allowed it. The last chapter 
in sira is a biographical index of Ibädite and Omani scholars. 22° 
The final four siyar 21 come in the form of orders and counsels of advice from Imam 
Näsir to his governors concerning the correct way of conducting political affairs: 
cxxxvii- A sira to Abü al-Hasan `Ali b. Ahmad b. `Uthmän, governor of Liwä, Hata, 
Diyär al-Hidän, al-Jaw, Najirän and Dimä, written in Dhi 'l-Hijja 1050/April 1641. 
cxxxviii- A sira to Sälih b. Said al-Ma`amari, governor of Sur and Ibrä in eastern 
Oman. 
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cxxxix- A sira to Abü `Abdulläh Sulaymän b. Räshid b. `Abdulläh al-Kind-1, governor 
of al-Sir [it was also known as Gulfar or present-day Rd's al-Khima]. 
cxxxx- A sira to Sultän b. Sayf al-Ya`rubi, written after the latter had excused himself 
from the duties of Imamate. 
Conclusions 
I have tried to examine the Omani siyar as a cultural and intellectual phenomenon in 
classical Arabic literature, rather than merely as a large number of epistles and letters 
scattered through different Omani compilations. As such, they form an archive of 
twelve hundred years of Oman and form one of the primary types of source of Omani 
history. This point allows us to consider the following. Firstly, all the Omani siyar are 
variant expressions of one single genre. Secondly, the appearance of one sub-division of 
Omani siyar can be related to the progressive development of the Ibadite intellectual 
movement in the East and the internal events of Omani history up to the 11th/17th 
century. So, it is clear to see that the siyar first appeared from the Ibädite center in Basra 
and were written by the Ibädite leaders. Later writers were Omanis, who adopted this 
kind of writing style. On a constructive level, this approach permitted me to draw the 
conclusion that the Omani siyar have been shaped by three influences. Firstly, all the 
siyar expressed and are formed by the Ibädite ideology. In the beginning as Wilkinson 
says about the siyar "Ibädite theological literature really came into existence when 
personal communication was difficult. At one level we thus have what is little more 
than fragmentary correspondence, inter-scholarly and inter-community opinions and 
advice offered individually or collectively to imams and other `ulamcl"'. 222 Therefore, is 
it easy for one to use the siyar to study the Ibädite intellectual and theological opinions 
and their development in the Ibädite movement. Afterward the siyar changed to express 
the ideology of the Ibädite Mashäriga Eastern School in Oman. Secondly, the siyar are 
connected especially with Oman as the origin of these historical sources and of the 
collection known as the Omani siyar to historians and literary scholars. Thirdly, the 
variation and development in Omani policy prompted the recording and writing of the 
siyar. On the other hand it is necessary when we divide Omani history into periods to 
see that these correspond to similar stages or periods of the siyar writers. 
Moreover, the needs of Omani writers of the siyar genre meant that in the first period 
most of the siyar were epistles containing the Ibädite scholars' opinions. In the second 
period they exchanged letters as a challenge between the Rustäq and Nizwä schools 
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especially on their chief concern, the nature of the Imamate. During this period the siyar 
started to take Omani form more than Ibädite. It can be said that this period has shaped 
the style of Omani writers. In the third period most of the siyar were monographs and 
fatwas, which dealt with internal politics of Oman rather than Ibädite ideological 
opinions. In the third period it is seen also that the Omani writers were influenced in 
Omani style by the Arabic literature outside Oman, for example, the sira of Nijäd b. 
Müsä al-Manahi to refute the risälat al-istai `dad fi ma Id yasa' al-mukalafjahlahu by 
Ibn al-Täj, and the sira of the Imam Muhammad b. Abi Ghassän to the people of al- 
`Agar which is regarded as an epic. In the fourth period it can be seen that a Magäma 
and a judgment manifesto could be considered part of the sira genre. In the beginning of 
the Ya`äriba State it was fashionable to use rhymed prose in their writings. This 
development took a clear line of greater specialization, reflecting the consciousness of 
Omani communities. Sira has developed into an extremely adaptable and flexible form. 
To sum up, this genre adapted by the Ibädite `ulamä' was at first restricted to doctrinal 
polemics then used for wider concerns by Ibädite `ulamä' in Oman. One cannot find 
writers of siyar who could be specifically described as being Omani poets like Ibn 
Durayd, al-Sitäli or al-Kidhäwi, or writers who adopted the Ibädite ideology like al- 
Khalil b. Ahmad223 and A. `Ubayda Mu'ammar b. al-Muthnä. 224 The subject in these 
siyar is merely concerned with the doctrine of Ibädism. This point leads us to conclude 
that although the formulation of these siyar is based on the framework of the ('aqida) 
creed form, they are significant as historical doctrine and literature. However, as a 
consequence of the previous comment, the recording of Omani history was greatly 
influenced by Omani siyar, which were recorded by the religious scholars followed in 
their turn by other religious scholars. Some researchers225 considered that probably 
some events in Omani history may have been ignored because the `ulamä' focused 
mainly on writing about their own ideology and considered other literature as merely 
the evil state Jabäbira. The `ulamä' have tended, therefore, to overlook the history and 
other people in Oman not relevant to their ideology during the different periods such as 
the rule of Baff Makram and Ban! Wajih and Nabhänis who were Omanis or foreign 
powers such as Carmathians or Buyids. However, we have to discuss this point; firstly, 
all the Omani historical compilations which have come down to us were written after 
12tn/lath and their compilers wrote about Oman as an independent state, whereas it 
appeared that Oman was a sub-independent state in the early days of Islam, and became 
an independent state only after the establishment of the Imamate of al-Julandä b. 
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Mas`üd 132/749. This could be the reason why the Omani historians looked at the other 
states as imperialistic foreigner states, and why they ignored these other states in Oman. 
For example Yäqüt 7th /13th said about Sohar city; "the greatest city in the Chinese sea" 
and Sohar was well known under the Imamate role and yet Omani historians did not 
record anything about it. Secondly, the Omani writers did not record their history and 
that is why we ignored other non-Ibädite people, and Oman's history is largely Ibädite 
history. Thirdly, Wilkinson clarified this point; "a complete study of the background to 
this period (the early Imamate history) must involve use of the external as well as the 
internal sources because without them the general historical framework can not be 
226 reconstructed". 
Overall, the Omani siyar can be described as a comprehensive phenomenon that is the 
archive of the early history of Oman and is an extra dimension characteristic of Omani 
historical sources as compared with other Arabic historical literature. 
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Chapter 2 
Themes of Omani siyar 
As the subject of this chapter is broad, I have to explain my approach and its limitations 
from the start. I have chosen to treat the subject extensively, aiming to give a wide 
overview of the theme rather than limiting the chapter only to a few more narrowly 
defined questions. The approach of this chapter is based only on personal views of what 
the siyar reflect and I hope this approach will be a promising starting point for dialogue: 
it is to be considered as a foundation for further researches. I am aware that it is 
impossible to do justice to huge documentary texts in a small-scale work such as this. 
So far Wilkinson has made the only attempt to produce a theory on this subject, 
although he includes the siyar literature among the Ibädite fiqh works. ' Apart from 
Wilkinson's opinions on Omani fiqh, he has provided the background to the siyar 
themes and useful insights into the constitution of the Ibädite community, its political 
history, socio-economic history and disputes on dogma. 2 In the current chapter, I intend 
to make a detailed study of theological aspects of the siyar while allowing discussions 
of the dogmatic dispute between the Nizwä and Rustäq schools to lead to the second 
theme: the interaction of the socio-politic history in Oman. The present treatment will 
refer back to the first chapter and will proceed to layout the following aspects: 
I-Theological Aspects of the siyar 
The siyar reveal interesting conventions of early theological discussions by Ibädite 
imä. ms in Basra. To understand the theological position of the Ibädites in the siyar 
works, it is necessary to analyse the compilations that have produced these Ibädite 
doctrinal views from two angles: the comparative theological views in Islamic doctrine 
and the epistles substantiating arguments of the Ibädite scholars. 
The outstanding feature of the earlier compilations appears to be the growth of separate 
dogmatic views of Islamic tradition with its accompanying literature. The arbitration 
settlement following the battle of Siffin between `Ali and Mu`äwiya had displeased all 
the groups involved, especially Mu`äwiya, and had been a focal point of attention for 
years. The factors that provoked the battle of Siff Tin had existed before the murder of the 
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Caliph `Uthmän b. `Affän (vii). 3 According to Abü al-Mü'thir's sira (1xi), people were 
divided into three parties: the `Uthmänis (the supporters of Uthmän), the anti-`Uthmänis 
and people who were called al-Shukkäk (who neither supported nor opposed). 4 The 
development of separate dogmas in Islam happened after the Siff-in arbitration, after 
which `All's supporters themselves were divided into two groups: the Shiites and 
Khärijites. From these two parties Abü al-Mti'thir argues that the various Islamic sects 
are apparently different but still have many beliefs in common. 5 The interesting point 
of this continuity, however, is that the siyar have preserved the Ibädite arguments on the 
Siff-in affair and show the views of the opposition on this battle. The siyar records about 
the Siffin affair were reported in al-Qalhäti's book al-Kashf wa al-baycn6 (7`h/13th). 
These arguments are also given in the sira of Sälim b. Dhakwän (xxv) and `Abdulläh 
Ibn Ibäd's letter to `Abd al-Malik b. Marwän (xiv). Both the disputes concerning 
`Uthmän's actions (ahdirth) and the arbitration between `Ali and Mu`äwiya have been 
utilised as examples in the discussion of the concept of sin. When we try to investigate 
the connection between sin and acts from Abü `Ubayda's and Abi Mawdüd's epistles, 
we can find interesting accounts dealing with their points of view throughout early 
discussions of the conception of sin. Abü `Ubayda and Abi Mawdnd (xviii) both hold 
that self-will is a strong motivation that pushes a man to sin: the doctrine of deliberate 
sin. 8 Watt, while tracing the beginning of the doctrine of predestination in Islam, found 
that the Khärijite outlook was seen to be fatalistic and predestined. As Watt asserts, the 
development of Khärijite doctrine about predestination is shown through the conception 
of the righteous God. The conception of "God who demands righteousness from His 
creatures" led by an irresistible logic to the doctrine of human responsibility with its 
corollary doctrine of predestination while man has the power to perform the duties 
imposed on him. 9 But the early Ibädites themselves had a schism after Härith al-Ibädl 
affirmed the al-qawl bi-'l-qadar "the doctrine of determination". to 
Nevertheless, some Ibädites have agreed with Abü al-Hudhil of the Mu'tazilites while 
the rest of the Ibädites considered his view to be that `the capacity precedes the act'. " 
This subject also was considered by Hajäj b. Yizsuf (the governor of Iraq), who asked 
Jdbir b. Zayd to define this topic. Jäbir's reply referred him to the verse of the Koran: 
"whom God doth guide there can be none to lead astray and for whom God rejects from 
His guidance, there can be no guide". Al-Ash`ari describes the early Ibädite parties in 
terms of the doctrine of gadar'2 and shows that their materials indicate early contact 
between the Ibädites and Qadariyya, whereas Hamza al-Küfi according to Abü `Ubayda 
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shows that there was an arrangement with Ghaylän al-Dimashgi. 13 This arrangement 
between the Ibädites and Qadariyya perhaps came at the end of the 1S`/8 `h century when 
al-Härith al-Ibädi founded his doctrine outside the Ibädite traditional school in an 
attempt to link his doctrine with `Abdulldh b. Ibäd. 14 As Van Ess suggests the Ibädites 
were not opposed to Qadariyya but determinism won out under Abü `Ubayda during the 
reign of al-Mansur [754-775]. 15 Further to this, Crone and Zimmermann report Ibn 
Hazm's claim about Ibn Ibäd that he converted Tha`älibite to Khärijism, thus Ibn Ibäd 
may have been remembered as an adherent of a Qadariyya system. 16 It is important to 
note the origin of the split among Abi `Ubayda's pupils was the issue of qadar and 
those whose views resembled qadar views were: Shu'ayb b. al-Ma`rüf, `Abdulläh b. 
Yazid and Härün b. al-Yamän. 17 
At the beginning of 3`a/9th century there was an Ibädite debate between Hirn b. al- 
Yamdn and Mahbüb b. al-Rah-11, according to al-Sälimi who asserted that Hanzn's 
scholars were al-Shu`aybiyya18 with whom the early Khärijites discussed the issue of 
qadar. 19At this point it is worth examining the definition of Shu'aybiyya since it can be 
seen in several Ibädite works. I believe there is confusion in the heresiography between 
the Shu'aybiyya and Sha'biyya, since many scholars misunderstand the differences 
between the stances of both these sub-sects. My suggestion is that the Shu'aybiyya is a 
sub-sect of the `Ajärida, and that the discussion between Shu'ayb and Maymün 
regarding the topic of predestination led to the schism among the `Ajäridites in the last 
quarter of the 1S`/7`h century. 20 However, confrontation between the Ibädites and the 
`Ajaridites has been recorded regarding this issue. 
As for the Sha'biyya, I believe it was an Ibädite sub-sect which was formed gradually at 
the end of 2°a/8th century and the beginning of 3rd/9`h century by `Abdulläh b. Yazid al- 
Fuzäri, Shu'ayb b. al-Ma`rüf, Ayyüb al-Sawäf and Abi al-Mü'raj, then later by Härrun b. 
al-Yamän. 21 Subsequently, this development of Ibädism expanded in two ways. 
Politically, development occurred during the election to the Imamate of `Abd al- 
Wahhäb in Tähart, and the leaders of the Sha'biyya in this regard supported the 
Nukkärites against `Abd al-Wahhäb. Theologically, the expansion was during the 
debate between Mahbüb and Häriln. Thus we face at this point a new sub-sect of 
Ibddism, though we do not know what motivated the Sha'biyya's conception and for 
whom it was an eponym. As I have mentioned, al-Bisyäwi refuted the Sha'biyya 
opinions as anti-Ibädite and listed the Ibädite scholars who were the proponents of 
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Sha`biyya. 22 Further, al- Bisyäwi notes that there were two Ibädite sub-sects at the end 
of 2°d/8`h century: the Turayfiyya or Tarfiyya? (eponym of `Abdulläh bin Turayf in 
Yemen) and the Sha`biyya. 23 Supporting my suggestion there is a letter by al-Rabi' 
concerning the leaders of Sha'biyya who were `Abdulläh bin `Abd al-`Azz, Abü al- 
Mü'raj and Shu'ayb bin al-Ma`rüf. 24 In contrast, Abi Ghänim al-Khuräsäni, despite 
being one of their pupils who recorded Ibädite traditions from them in Basra, did not 
support the Sha`biyya. 25 
Imam al-Muhannii's epistle (xxxxiv) to Mu`ädh b. Harb indicates a change in the 
conception of qadar in Oman. His discussion of qadar caused a division in Omani 
society: one side is called `Qadariyya' and claims that Allah did not create or form the 
action of men. The other side believes that Allah has created faith (i. e. good) and 
disbelief (i. e. bad), and is responsible for people's actions". The conflict between 
Qadariyya and their opponents surfaced in Oman during the Imamate of `Abd al-Malik 
b. Humayd when some Qadariyya began to settle and flourish in the cities of Sohar and 
Tuwäm. These suggestions from the siyar material are confirmed when we considered 
the contribution of their role to discussion of qadar. 
In principle, the present study maintains the recognition of the concept of qadar 
according to recent Ibadite materials. There is one significant piece of evidence: Abn 
`Ubayda, an anti-Qadariyya, endeavoured to pursue the logic of his teacher Suhär b. al- 
`Abbäs and to introduce the concept to anti-Qadariyya, 26 that is, knowledge equals 
fate. 27 Abü `Ubayda informs his followers that the arguments of predestination 
"... reflect the Koran, as much of it is about the virtue of knowledge and 
accomplishment of qadar". AbU `Ubayda (xviii) argued that "if He (God) did not 
predestine, His knowledge is still evident and stable, though if He predestined, this 
knowledge can not be said to have shifted into predestination". But Abü `Ubayda 
continues; "... He (God) began with the creation. He started by creating knowledge, as 
He laid down in the Psalms and what was gathered in revelation and in creation; later 
commands are according to what was confirmed by His knowledge and His command 
as is decreed". This indicates that Abn `Ubayda attributes the term of qadar to the 
knowledge of God by following his teacher Suhär b. al-`Abbäs al-`Abdi's commentary. 
So historically the development of the concept of qadar became an issue in Oman. 
Imam a1-Muhannä's epistle asserts that the action and destiny of people emanate from 
God's knowledge. According to the commentary on this concept, the Ibädites define 
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qadar as the knowledge of Allah. This concept has been defined as far as to say that the 
knowledge of Allah and determination of Allah are two inseparable things. The same 
applies to knowledge of Allah, which is not a barrier between the servant and his deeds. 
Allah requires his servants to do what He ordered them to do according to their 
capacity, not what they wish to do. The essential function of the doctrine of qadar was 
the portrayal of the ideal relationship between man and creator. The discussion began 
among the early Ibädites whether the origin of actions could be attributed to Allah or to 
the people. Though Hamza al-Qadari asked Häjib: do you accept the saying that the 
good is from Allah and the evil is from people? Hä jib replied, "we accept the statement 
from people but from you, we don't". 28 This attitude can be seen also in al-Hasan al- 
Basri when he affirmed that God creates only good, and that men's evil acts come from 
themselves or from Satan; but he allowed that God's guidance of men contained an 
element of `succour' or `grace' tawjiq. 29 It is interesting to note that the siyar show that 
`Imran b. `Abd al-`Aziz al-Nidäbi who was the Imam of Nidäbs'30 mosque in Basra said 
to Rabi' b. Habib: I cannot claim that Allah in his wisdom and justice asked his servants 
to do things which they are not able to do. Al-Rabi' asked him; "Is the guidance of God 
to Abü Bakr and `Umar similar to His guidance to Abü Jahl? " `Imrän said "no". 
Although `Imrdn insisted on his opinion this did him no harm within Ibädite circles. 
Muhammad b. Mahbüb also reported about the discussion of qadar in Ibädite halgas 
including Qadariyya scholars in Basra and an Ibädite called al-Ghazzäl who came from 
Sohar to debate with them. Al-Ghazzäl said to a man from the predestinarian group, 
"which is good, the action of Allah or the action of people? " He replied, "it is Allah's 
action that is good". Then Al-Ghazzäl asked: "Is prayer part of God's action or part of 
the servant's action? " He replied, "it is part of the servant's action". Then al-Ghazzäl 
asked, "Is sleep part of Allah's action or part of the servant's action? " he replied "It is 
part of Allah's action". Al-Ghazzäl then said "so the servant's action is better than 
Allah's action". 31 
So the Ibädite views created yet another subject for discussion, claiming that Allah did 
not force any one of his creatures to obey or disobey Him, and they also called the 
orthodoxy (i. e. the majority who favoured fatalism) `Jabrites' since the majority view 
says that Allah forces his servant to do sins, and Muhammad b. Mahbüb comments that 
whoever does good or bad is just executing Allah's knowledge. Abü `Ubayda used to 
say that Allah commanded obedience and made it obligatory and whoever did so, this is 
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Allah's knowledge. From this belief we find that the debate on qadar is about whoever 
creates the action or whether Allah force people to do good or bad. Abü `Abd al- 
Rahmän asked Abü `Ubayda "Does Allah force anyone to obey? " Abü `Ubayda said "I 
did not learn that Allah forced anyone either to obey or disobey. But you say that Allah 
forced the people of piety to be pious when he showed them its reward. Abü `Abd al- 
Rahmän said people flocked to the sins they committed in Allah's knowledge. Abü 
`Ubayda said "by Allah it is not like that but their souls tempted them and Satan lured 
them to do these sins". He provides as evidence the words of Allah, who says: ".... 
Satan it was that tempted them". 32 He argues that God made us able to obey for the 
sake of reward and prohibited us to disobey in fear of punishment and thus He diverted 
the servant with this power to what He preferred and chose. So the servant is choosing 
without any coercion from the side of God. As a result, he is either praised or dispraised 
for his actions. 
For the following centuries, the development of this subject gave rise to discussion 
about God's will. Abü al-Mii'thir al-Salt b. Khamis (lxi) tried to give a different 
interpretation of the concept of qadar. Accordingly, he stated that the creation is 
equivalent to the `gadä' or more specifically it is the creation itself. Thus, Abü al- 
Mü'thir unanswerably refuted the attack of both the Qadariyya and Jabriyya when he 
explored Ibädite thought on this theological matter. In the middle of 4`h/10`h century 
Abü al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi (lxxxix) asserted that qadar is ability (istitä `a) and his view 
reflected the repudiation of the Mu'tazilite view that the specified ability comes before 
action or with action. In contrast, al-Bisyäwi's teacher Ibn Baraka's own view argues 
that (Istitä `a) ability and power have the same meaning and have no independent 
existence and are created in the servant who is given the ability and power at the point 
of acting and is thus made free to choose. But some Ibädite scholars suggested that 
ability is created simultaneously with the action and not before or after it, and it is not 
one type of ability but more than one, for each action has its own ability associated with 
the action. Thus al-Bisyäwi justifies it: if the ability were before action there would be 
no motivation either to sin or to obedience, so if he were able he would act. With 
respect to the notion of acquisition (kasb) it is every act that takes place with the ability 
to do that act. Whoever did an act with an already existing ability? Therefore, the 
subject of ability meant that servants were accountable under God's will (mashi'a). The 
following view of Ibn Baraka states that "the servant is not accountable on the side of 
Allah's creation and ability, rather he is accountable on his committing sins and 
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disobeying the orders of Allah". 33 So the destiny issue can be laid aside until someone 
commits actions. Accordingly the early Ibädites in general recognise that determination 
and intention imply the same meaning. One of them is the intention in what God 
revealed to his Prophets and in his guidance and the second is the intention of God in 
his creation by His knowledge. 
From this brief chronology of Ibädite authorities it is possible to remark that qadar was 
the subject of heated debate until the 3rd/10`h century in order to define the conception of 
destiny. Previously the siyar proved a trustworthy guide to the Ibädite contribution to 
the dogmatic destiny of Islam. Similar discussions defined the concept of movement 
(hharaka), where it is considered that haraka is God's creation in the person at the time 
of doing the action. In tracing this material for the formative period of Ibädism, Ibn 
Baraka has linked the essence of God into this matter since determination (irädah) is 
one of the attributes of God because he is always determining. 
We may observe here through tracing this material that the position of the Ibädites 
shows that they formed their own opinions and took up a position midway between the 
Qadariyya and fatalism. Of course we cannot deny that the influence of the Qadariyya 
was stronger than the orthodoxy on the Ibädite school, whereas for the Ibädites in the 
centre of Basra the topic of destiny until the end of 2nd /8`h century was under 
consideration and only a minority of Ibädite scholars was influenced by the Mu`tazilite. 
The other subject of these siyar addresses the theme of sin and its connection with 
belief. We have no proof as yet whether this dogma was originally influenced by 
Christianity or not. 34 To understand the term sin, we will give examples of its use in 
order to indicate how this term was used throughout Ibädite thought. We may start first 
with `Abdulläh b. Ibäd's letter to `Abd al-Malik. In this epistle Ibn Ibäd clarifies the 
differences regarding the conception of sin between the Khärijites and Ibädites, explains 
his own view and introduces a refinement by distinguishing between the terms of 
mushrik and käJr. 35 Throughout his reply, however, he has employed the term kuffar al- 
ni'am, which means that he equalises sin and kufFar since sin is against the belief. 36 We 
do not need to repeat the subject of the connection between sin and disbelief, because 
Wensinck has already shown where this matter was originally founded in Prophetic 
tradition. 37 Abn `Ubayda and Abi Mawdüd (xviii) investigated the topic to find out how 
sin leads to disbelief. They distinguished two types: first is that which is committed 
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intentionally despite the knowledge of the sinner; and second is that which is committed 
unintentionally as a result of ignorance. This matter addresses the innovation known as 
(bid `a), of which there are two types: one which involves polytheism and ascribing 
partners to God; and the other which involves innovation in religion by monotheists. 
The issue of sin had been under discussion among the Ibädites in Basra at the beginning 
of the 3`d/9`h century. Perhaps the outstanding example of this process is the debate in 
which both Ibädite leaders, Mahbnb and Härün, attempted to classify the concept of sin. 
According to Härün, sin can be classified into three types: the first is the sin which 
implies its perpetrator is a disbeliever; the second is the sin in which it is irrelevant 
whether the perpetrator is a disbeliever or not; the third is the sin which God forgives. In 
short, these types of sin as Här iin classifies them are respectively the big sin, the small 
sin and the sin of suspended judgement (maugirfun `anhä). It seems that Härün's idea 
was to link between the conception of sin itself and the attitude of the grave sinner, and 
to deduce this from the conception of `intermediate position' (manzila bayn al- 
manzilatayn) in Mu'tazilite terms. Perhaps he attempted to connect this case with the 
doctrines of association (wiläya), disassociation (barä'a) and suspended judgment 
wuqüf 38 We should clarify that the essence of the doctrines of association and 
disassociation has no connection with eschatological judgements and concerns only the 
present world. 
It will perhaps now be obvious in this case that Imam al-Muhannä b. Jayfar (xxxxiv) 
was determined to indicate the concept of sin. He equalises sin with kuffar (disbelief). 
Thus he investigated the actions which lead to sin and divided the sin into two types: the 
first is disbelief of denial and it is a disbelief in the revelation. The second is disbelief of 
disobedience and it is the error in interpretation. 
The second principle of theological discussion is that of Godly matters (al-ilähiydt), 
often referred to as the "belief in God's attributes". This subject naturally has developed 
into a deep investigation on the part of the doctrinal scholars. And the doctrine of 
anthropomorphisation (tajsim) was, in part at any rate, the reason for doctrinal review of 
interpretation of the Koranic texts. Certainly, the metaphorical expressions have 
encouraged a diversity of theological opinions, and all these developed out of discussion 
of the Koran. For this development, Watt assumes it is more likely that it began at the 
end of the ls`/7`h century, and he connected it with the concept of qadar since there were 
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vigorous arguments about the Koran and these arose from questions on the meaning of 
God's speech. 39 
Accordingly, the practices of Ibädite views began with Abü `Ubayda in the first part of 
the 2°a/8th century. It was indicated by Mahbiib that: it was said to Abi! `Ubayda that 
Mugätil b. Sulaymän used to say that God created Adam in His own form. Abü `Ubayda 
said: Mugätil was wrong. 4° Yet, in the contexts of Mahbüb and Hin, they both 
emphasised the metaphorical interpretation of the Koranic texts. Therefore they 
proposed to deduce the interpretation of Koranic metaphors as they emerged, since they 
adhered to the principle of unity (tawhid) which implies the unity of God. The 
controversial theological issues that were under discussion were: God's attributes; the 
vision of God on the day of Resurrection; the revelation by God on the night of 15`h of 
Sha`b n; and sitting on the throne (istiwä'), yet there were disagreements between these 
two masters. The central question was: were the people who made a mistake about 
God's attributes to be considered unbelievers or polytheists. 
For the Ibädites, however, God's attributes were seen in a similar way to the Mu'tazilite 
view. By introducing an element of multiplicity into the unity of God's nature or 
essence, they were asserting that these attributes did not have a kind of independent 
existence, but rather emerged from the unity of God's being. For example as God knew, 
he knew by himself or by his essence, and not by any knowledge. 41 In addition the 
Ibädite view is that the speech of God does not change. What changes is only its reading 
and recitations. 
In this way God's attributes became significant political issues causing crises during the 
"mihna"42 when a debate developed on the Koran's nature and whether the speech or 
word of God is created or not. 3 Historically, the discussion on creation of the Koran 
arrived in Oman during the period of Imam al-Muhannä after the death of Mahbüb, but 
the Imam himself did not join this debate. 44 For the Ibädites in Iraq, however, it is 
necessary to give Ibn Baraka's outline of this attitude. The Omanis at the end of 2°d/ 8th 
century asked Abi Sufra `Abd al-Malik b. Abi Sufra who replied; "I understood your 
letter but I have not heard any of our scholars mention that the Koran is created. What 
they say is that it is the speech of Allah". Ibn Baraka reported that he met an Ibädite 
scholar in Baghdad called Ibn `Amrüsh who made contact with Rabi"s contemporaries. 
Ibn `Amrüsh states that he had not heard anything of this topic and was among the 
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Ibädites but he added that he preferred people not to dissociate from those who said that 
the Koran is created. In addition Abü `Abdulläh Muhammad b. `Abd al-Hamid al- 
Bahrän reported that he had been informed that Hayf b. Yahyä and `Adl b. Yazid 
discussed this topic. 5 From these outlines it is possible to suggest that the discussion on 
the creation of the Koran arrived in Oman before Muhannä's time and probably the 
crisis was mainly started during the time of strong influence from Baghdad. 
The siyar collections preserve two epistles dealing with the present matter during the 
middle of the 3ra/9`h centuries. 6 The first one was by the Rustamid Imam Abü al-Iagzän 
Aflah b. `Abd al-Wahhäb to the Omanis (lv) where the Ibädite Imam of Northern Africa 
adopted the view that the Koran is created. The second epistle was by `Azzän b. al- 
Sagar (lv) who adopted a similar view to the Ash'ariyya. Yet, it may be supposed that 
this dogma would never have come to the fore without influence from elsewhere. As 
regards these views, we shall consider the influences on both sides. In order to 
understand the origins of the debate on the creation of the Koran in Oman, al-Sälimi 
deals with the doctrines of the Jahmiyya and Qadariyya where they existed in Sohar and 
says the Jahmiyya had even more beliefs about God's attributes. 47 For this theological 
problem the early debate was between Muhammad b. Mahbüb and Häshim b. Ghaylän 
and the Omani scholars who concluded that `God created all things and without God 
nothing was created', perhaps this position was ended by Imam Muhannä. However, 
Muhammad b. Mahbüb might have brought his view from Basra where he grew up. 
`Abdulläh b. `Abd al-`Aziz was the first Ibädite to discuss this subject when he said he 
believed that the Koran was created. 48 Muhammad b. Mahbüb's view of the Koran as 
recorded by his pupils before he came to Sohar was: "do not say the Koran is created 
nor is it uncreated. Do not say that the Koran is Allah or not Allah. But say it is the 
speech of Allah". 
Even as the basis of the theological position of the Ibädites, the view that the Koran was 
created assumed by the Mashäriga school has not been given wide attention since it had 
not been noted and recorded for almost a century. This could be understood from their 
own materials. 
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V 
II- The dynamics of socio-political history in Oman 
The relationship of the Islamic institution of `ulamä', or religious scholars, and 
governments is not confined only to Ibädism but it is an aspect of other Islamic groups 
and doctrines as well. The concept used in identifying the imamate's position among 
Islamic groups actually goes back beyond the early stages of Islam. 49 Since the views 
emanated from the relation between the state and shari `a we must examine the siyar 
carefully for evidence rather than merely theorising. 50 In order to grasp the function of 
Islamic doctrine, we may address this question: what was the contribution of each 
Islamic sect to Islamic society and the state throughout history? 
In Oman the socio-political structure that has supported the imamate until the twentieth 
century has interested several scholars. -51 This interest has covered different perspectives 
such as Oman's religious learning, social structure, political history and the Imamate 
which itself became part of Oman's culture. 52 In this section we will try to bring into 
perspective the relation between these factors via a study of siyar materials. This study 
will be based on the chronology we have identified of events examined in the first 
chapter. We intend to discuss the relation between religion and state from the socio- 
political perspective, which implies both historical and social aspects. Though we will 
consider that the state rulers in this period of Omani history have been described in the 
53 siyar we have examined 
In the century which followed the end of the Umayyad state, the Ibädites had succeeded 
in establishing the imamate of zuhür in Oman, Yemen and afterward some ten years 
later in North Africa. 54 The activity of the Ibädites in Basra had influenced these 
regions through their pupils (carriers of knowledge) 55 under their master Abü 
`Ubayda. 56 Though the siyar did not preserve any exchange of letters between the 
proponents of Ibädism and their students, al-Kudami presented the role of these students 
in Oman thus: "We have no doubt that the Omanis were not included in the true religion 
(din al-istigäma), otherwise they would have followed the Sufriyya. However, in course 
of time the scholars and learned men had gone to Basra to obtain the knowledge from 
Iraq, and they came back to teach the people what they did not already know of 
religion". 57 The Omanis elected al-Julandd b. Mas`üd as the first Imam, who brought to 
an end the rule of the Julandänis dynasty, despite being himself a member of the 
family. 58 
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The institution of `ulamä' and the imamate as political organisation in Oman had been 1 
imposed by force. We can see this because firstly, the ousted Julandäni dynasty 
revolted against their relative, the new Imam al-Julandä, 59 and secondly, the Omanis 
wanted independence from the `Abbasid State. The masters of Basra sent to Oman a 
group under the leadership of Hiläl b. `Atiyya al-Khuräsäni (xxix) trying to discourage 
tribalism in case it caused revolt against the Imam. When the Imamate had been 
established, Imam al-Julandä subsequently sent Abi `Ubayda and Häjib to make contact 
with Basra. 60 When the Imamate of Julandä had been defeated by the Abbasids, Shabib 
b. `Atiyya (xxxi) took the political role of al-muhtasib under his responsibility. This was 
due to his willingness to fill the gap that followed the Imam Julandä so as to mediate 
with the centre of Ibädism in Basra. On the other hand Shabib had asked for zaka on 
Omani villages but in the event, ceded his rule to the Sultan's deputies when they 
came. 61 Shabib's sira had directed all people towards a revolution to gain an 
independent state by reviving the political spirit of early Ibädism within the people. 
Therefore, the relations with Ibädite regions continued in Basra regardless, as can be 
seen in the case of Thäbit and Dirham in Oman (xxvii). More precisely the authority in 
Basra was over all the Ibädite parties. This can be seen in `Abd al-`Azz al-Julandäni's 
case, since the shurät in Oman killed him after the Imamate of al-Julandä was defeated, 
although the Julandänis submitted their case to the imams of Basra when they could not 
be judges in their own case in Oman. 62 So both Julandänis and Ibädites were willing to 
take independence from the Abbasids. 
Having traced the growth of the role of the Ibädite spirit itself and its existence as a 
doctrine in Oman, we proceed to consider the position of the `carriers of knowledge'. 
When the latter returned to Oman, their awareness of the need for moral strength was 
behind the resistance. Originally, all missionaries trained in Basra, but as the Imamate 
became established `ulamä' developed their own centres locally, perhaps influenced by 
tribalism. Müsä b. Abi Jäbir, the head of the carriers of knowledge, appeared again 
during this interregnum since he was among the people who elected al-Julandd to the 
Imamate, but afterwards he became one of the missionaries. The new pupils who 
arrived from Basra wanted to take authority from the former missionaries. Al-Sälimi 
notes that there was a kind of confusion in the relation between Müsä and Shabib. 
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According to al-Barrad-i, during this interregnum and before the Imamate of al-Wärith, 
the Omanis revolted against the Abbasids under al-Kulndd b. al-Julandä until he was 
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killed. Al-Kulndä seems to be from the Julandänis, though his revolution was trying to 
occupy Yemen as well as Oman. 64 
Upon re-establishing the Imamate of Muhammad b. Abi `Affän in 177/793-179/795 it is 
necessary to briefly mention the structure of Oman's state. Since the connection 
between the Ibädite and Azd's clan has been continued in Basra, 65 occasionally this 
relationship has appeared to shape the distinction in early Arabic states between local 
politics of the place, tribe and dogma. To explain this form in Oman the state should 
consist of three pillars: the tribe of Azd, Ibädism and the internal politics of Oman and 
these have formed and shaped the historical pyramid of Oman. So the Ibädite ideology 
helped to close the gap that originally existed between the Arabs and other inhabitants 
of the land whose previous rulers fell with the coming of Islam, and in doing so put a 
stop to the economic decline of the Julandä period. 66 Accordingly, Wilkinson added 
that the Ibädite ideology has, in part, determined the form of Omani political unity, but 
it is the physical rather than cultural factors which have allowed an independent Omani 
state to survive in some form for nearly 1200 years. 67 We should note that the structure 
of the Imamate traditional system in Oman was distributed among various authorities, 
as follows: the executive authority, which is the Imamate; the legislative authority, 
which is represented by religious scholars (`ulamä'); and military authority, which 
belonged to the shurdt. 
Following in the latter part of 2nd/8`i' century, the scholars living in the Imamate's 
authority became what can be called arbcb ahl al-hall wa al- `aqd and the scholars were 
able to unite Omani tribal leaders to elect Muhammad b. Abi `Afian to the Imamate. 
Mnsä b. Abi Jäbir was worried about having as imam one of the Omani tribal leaders 
because he expected a problem, as the scholars would not have any influence on 
elections to the Imamate. Moreover, it would raise tribal pride among the Omanis 
themselves. 68 Approximately two years later Müsä b. Abi Jäbir discharged Muhammad 
b. Abi `Afian from his office and his statement (xxxiv) explains the reasons which led 
to his dismissal for his excessive severity. Abü al-Mü'thir records that the scholars who 
elected Muhammad b. Abi `Affän were themselves the ones who dismissed him. Müsä 
b. Abi Jäbir dismissed Muhammad b. Abi `Affän from the Imamate for the reason that 
he had given his allegiance to al-Wärith b. Ka'b [179/796-192/808] 69 He may also have 
been dismissed because he was from the shurät of Basra and not actually from Oman. 0 
Abi al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi (lxxi) justifies his dismissal for yet another reason that the 
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`ulamä' used him either as an imam of defence until the war ended or merely as 
commander of an army. The biggest success of the `ulamä' was in transferring the 
capital from Sohar to Nizwä so they could preserve the Imamate and the connection 
between the coast and interior of Oman. Nizwä ever since this period has been known as 
baydat al-Islam. Indeed, it was these situations that naturally allowed the `ulamä' to 
become an active political organisation in Omani history rather than remote religious 
scholars. 71 The remarkable achievement of the `ulamä' administration was that when 
al-Wärith died, they selected his successor before the assembly of tribal leaders in order 
not to lose their role. 2 
The siyar which have been written throughout the Imamate of Ghassan b. `Abdulläh 
[192/808-207/823] would, therefore, seem to be the most useful method of 
disseminating legislative rulings when the `ulamä' existed as muftis, counsellors and 
ministers for the Imams. Although executive authority may have been understandably 
reluctant to accept the character of Munir b. al-Nayyir's sira to the Imam Ghassän b. 
`Abdulläh when it directed the Imamate of Oman to look outside the Imamate territory 
in an endeavour to expand the Imamate's authority until it reached Ard al-Hind. When 
the Imam tried to protect the merchant traders of the Gulf he had to establish an Omani 
navy to form a force against Indian pirates (bawärij al-Hind). 73 
Involvement in ruling the Gulf's trading was itself a major reason for the emergence of 
Oman as a state. 4 The interesting thing we have to point out is that after Imam 
Ghassan's death in 207/823 his successor was not recognised until 208/824. This 
reveals the fact that the state was in an interregnum and the ruling of the state was under 
`ulamä' control 75 Nevertheless, Wilkinson suspects that Imam Ghassän may have died 
in 208/824 or his successor was elected in 207/823 76 
When `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd [208/824-226/841] succeeded to the Imamate and was 
formally appointed by the `ulamä', Häshim b. Ghaylän (xxxviii) indicated to him that 
he should keep an eye on the Qadariyya and Murji'a groups whose missionaries had 
established their ideologies in Sohar and Tuwäm. The flourishing state of Omani cities 
perhaps was the main factor that attracted the doctrinal refugees, either Ibädites or 
others. For instance, the most important account is the sira of Müsä b. `Ali (xxxxii) 
when the `ulamd' agreed to dismiss the Imam `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd from office, as 
his age had made him unable to control the country's affairs; 77 Abü Qahtän adds that his 
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mind was malfunctioning. This affair showed, therefore, the inability of the `ulamä' to 
deal effectively with claims against high and powerful officials of state. The `ulamä' 
discussed the idea of dismissing him but Müsä b. `Ali suggested that the scholars should 
control the army and run the state (lxvi). Thereafter, Oman had sub-independence with 
complete autonomy over military and naval power. Since the arrival of Mahbüb b. al- 
Rah-11 in Oman, his son Muhammad b. Mahbüb became a judge of Sohar then was 
succeeded by another member of his family. 8 In the light of these considerations it is 
obvious that the development of families who had acquired religious knowledge in 
Oman, such as Mahbüb's (Rahili) family and Müsä b. `All's (Säma) family became 
powerful authorities and continued to influence Oman's political atmosphere. 79 
The election to the Imamate of al-Muhannä b. Jayfar (226/841-237/851) brought 
prosperity since he was a scholar and Imam at the same time and this distinguished him 
from the previous Imams. 80 This can be indicated obviously from his sira to Mu`ädh b. 
Harb (xxxxiv), which discussed the Ibädite theological and jurisprudential ideas. During 
his reign, he restructured the Imamate's administration and reformed the military forces: 
a standing army replaced the militia (shurät), thus strengthening the executive power. 
Al-Sälim gives a description of the Imamate's army: the navy had three hundred ships, 
and the army had between one thousand three hundred and nine thousand horses and 
camels, and also ten thousand foot soldiers, as well as a standing force composed of 
several ethnic minorities including Indians. 81 Obviously, these developments had 
affected the constitutional structure of the state since the endeavour of the Imam was to 
weaken the legislative power in political affairs of the state. With these measures some 
of the `ulamä' were dissatisfied and they decided to dismiss him. Müsä b. `Ali who was 
rä's ahl al-hall wa al- `aqd (who had most influence) went to discharge him from the 
Imamate office. The Imam Muhannä told him: "0 Abü `Ali (Müsd) you are coming to 
me I swear with Allah if you obey the Omanis in what they wish, no imam would stay 
with them even for a year; go back! I did not allow you to come and you have not got a 
permission to come' . 
82 Abü Qahtän in the sira recognized that Muhammad b. Mahbüb 
and Bashir bin al-Mundhir knew that the conduct of al-Muhannä was incompatible with 
the retention of the Imamate, and as a consequence they secretly renounced him. 83 
The first Imamate in Oman was during the golden ages that ended with the Imamate of 
al-Salt b. Mälik (237/851-272/886). 84 Yet the Islamic constitution in general had no 
solution for the aged and invalid imam, and whether it was permissible to depose him 
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from his office or not. This issue is similar to that faced in the Caliphate of `Uthmän, 
and now, the Omanis had to face the same situation. 
The illustration of this relationship shows that all Omani Imams in the first Imamate 
more or less were targeted for dismissal from the Imamate beginning with Julandä until 
the last who was either Räshid b. al-Nazar or `Azzän b. Tamim; the only exception was 
Ghassän b. `Abdulläh. 85 The real importance of this relationship in the first Imamate is 
that it consolidates Oman as a state. 86 
Before summing up this section, we shall present the role of the shurät in the siyar, as it 
was mentioned that an armed force of Ibädites was sent from Basra to establish the 
Imamate of Julandä b. Mas`üd. The shurät reappeared strongly during the interregnum 
period after the Imamate of Julandä. However, when Muhammad b. Abi `Affän held 
office as an imam, the shurdt were perhaps joined and backed by the young Omani 
tribesmen. The shurdt was becoming a voluntary army inspired by Ibädite ideology. Abi 
al-Hawäri's sira (lxxxiv) describes the events and the actions of Said b. Ziyäd, the head 
of the shurc t during the Imamate of Muhammad b. Abi `Affan, when he burnt the 
property of opposition tribes. The case of Said b. Ziyäd's behaviour was debated 
among the `ulamä in Oman and Basra. 87 According to Ibn Baraka, he states that Ibn 
Ziyäd was exiled to Bahrain and later returned to Oman by the permission of Ghassän b. 
`Abdulläh. 88 The Imam Muhammad b. Abi `Affän himself was among the shurät and 
was dismissed from the office of imamate as a result of his behaviour. The shurät 
system, however, went much further than the irregular and voluntary non-professional 
army of the old system; it entirely revolutionised the basic concept of army. The early 
Imams were faced with a particular problem. It was essential to have a new system of 
shurdt organisation after the shurdt ignored the Imam al-Wärith's orders and broke into 
prison at Sohar to kill the Abbasid general `Isä b. Ja'far (in Dhü al-Hijja 189/November 
805), who was a close relative to the Caliph, after the Abbasid army sent to Oman was 
defeated. 89 It had become necessary to bring the shurdt under state authority. By the 
latter part of the Imamate of Ghassän b. `Abdulläh, shurdt members attacked and killed 
al-Sagar b. Muhammad b. Zd'da al-Julandäni, even though he was under the protection 
of the Imam's governor in Smä'il; Abü al-Waddäh and Mnsä b. `Ali were neither able 
to protect him nor stop them because they were both afraid of the shurät. 90 
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The sira of Munir b. al-Nayyir to Imam Ghassän b. `Abdulläh (xxxvi) is considered to 
be one of the most important documents that described the early shurät as he said; 
"their opinions united on the strength of truth and the ruling of the religion to recruit a force of three to four 
hundred shurät leaders. We have been informed that some of these shurät leaders were extremely pious people 
to the extent that they would return the surplus Dirhams or the two Dirhams of their spending to the 
treasury". He comments on the changing of the shurät "after this first generation others came later 
claiming to follow the path of the shurät but they left the call of religion and proclaimed tribalism and adopted 
fanaticism amongst themselves. At the same time the scholars were reluctant to oppose this trend perhaps of 
fear of them. Moreover, the shurat used people themselves without any Imam's permissions". 
The above statements show the transformation of the shurät's affairs and how criticism 
and disapproval caused the change in the shurät. One practical effect seen in these 
accounts is the influence of the shurät on the Imamate's authority, and how in the 
course of time fanaticism and dogmatism had appeared, especially when Imam al-Salt 
was dismissed from the Imamate. Imam al-Salt describes the events by saying that 
(lxvi) he commanded the shurct and all those concerned, such as the soldiers, to fight, 
but they refused, and then he ordered them to proceed. They lagged behind and 
discipline became weak to such an extent that al-Salt became afraid of the potential for 
violence between the soldiers and the people and consequently war and blood shedding. 
He adds this was the reason that he had to move to his son's house without leaving the 
Imamate. Wilkinson's hypothesis of the shurät and military power of the Imamate may 
be correct. Since in theory the Imam and his community are indissolubly bonded by a 
divine contract to support one another, it is the duty of the Muslims to obey their leader 
in the call to arms. Because the military potential of the community is always at the 
Imam's disposal he has no need of a standing army; indeed, he is not permitted to have 
one. 91 
In 272/885 Oman had gone through a period of turmoil that led to a collapse of the 
Imamate after the deposing, removal, dismissal or retirement of Imam al-Salt from the 
imamate (lxxxi). Outlining the reasons that led to the collapse of the Omani Imamate 
State Abü Qaht n's statement (lxvi) says: "In this state, people and youths with no 
piety, outwardly showing faith but concealing the love of life, existed and they display 
their religion for the sake of their life". The Omani tribal solidarity ('asabiyya) was 
subsequently involved in the issue, turned into tribal schism and dogmatism then into 
five civil wars until they themselves caused the downfall of their state, since the 
northern tribes were backed by the Abbasid governor in Bahrain, Muhammad b. Nür 
(Thür or Mir? ). The war and the Imamate ended when the Imam `Azzän b. Tam-im was 
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killed in 280/885.92 The `ulamä' (legislative authority) found themselves losing control 
without being aware that they were actually being manipulated by tribal fanatics. Thus 
the relationship between `ulamä' and tribal leaders had been transformed. Al-Fadl b. al- 
Hawäri was the most prominent scholar backed by al-Huddiin and northern tribes. Al- 
Fadl (lxxxi) supported `Abdulläh b. al-Hawäri against Musa b. Müsä who had deposed 
the Imam Rashid b. al-Nazar. Furthermore, Müsä b. Müsä's policy was accepted by 
neither Imam Rashid b. al-Nazar nor Imam `Azzän b. Tamim and therefore failed. The 
civil war ended with the killing of the `ulamä' al-Fadl b. al-Hawäri and Müsä and was a 
real conflict between imams and `ulamä' in spite of all the Imams of that period being 
controlled by the `ulamä' and the tribal leaders. 
As a consequence of this fitna, however, the attitudes of the `ulamä' showed a 
theoretical schism over the physical nature of the Imamate. The disagreement with 
regard to deposing Imam al-Salt b. Malik emerged as an extreme division between the 
moderate Nizwä and the extreme Rustäq schools. Nizwä sought reconciliation over 
issues that had led to the crisis in the Imamate at the end of the 3rd/ 9th century. The 
Rustäq school sought legitimisation of the Yahmad Imamate by excommunicating the 
party which deposed Imam al-Salt in 272/885. Yet, in the main contemporary records of 
the Nizwä school the outlines of the disputes are in the sira of al-Azhar b. Muhammad 
b. Ja'far (lxxvi); the contemporary comments from the lira of Abü `Abdulläh 
Muhammad b. Rawh (lxxvii); the main neutralist position is given by the sira of Abü 
`Abdulläh Nabhän b. `Uthmän, who tried to sponsor the Imamate of A. al-Qäsim Said 
b. `Abdulläh. The full doctrinaire dogmatic development points out that the views of 
both schools came from the second generation who were Abi Muhammad b. Baraka and 
his pupil AbU al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi for the Rustägis and A. Said al-Kudami for the 
Nizwänis. In the field of Ibädite technical legislation the masters of both schools (Ibn 
Baraka and al-Kudami) consolidated and improved the Ibädite Mashäriga school by 
reforming its constitution. 93 
Yet, al-Istakhri and Ibn Hawgal report that after the Abbasids destroyed the Omani state 
the Omani Ibädites had moved towards the interior of Oman where they elected their 
own Imam in Nizwä 94 The `ulamä's significance was to preserve the Ibädite ideology 
and to become pragmatic rather than dogmatic since they transformed the Imamate from 
zuhür into did` (defence). However, the alliance between both schools was to prevent 
any possible foreign intervention and to re-establish the Imamate. AbU al-Hawäri 
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(lxxxiv) recounts that Omanis revolted in the interior where they were able to kill the 
deputy of Muhammad b. Nür, Buhira. Moreover, Abü Qahtän (lxvi) and Abü `Abdulläh 
Muhammad b. Rawh (lxxvii) gave a list of Imams who were elected during this forty 
years interregnum: "The (`ulamä) elected to the Imamate: Räshid b. al-Nair twice, 
`Azzdn b. Tamim, al-Salt b. al-Qäsim al-Kharüsi twice, and al-Hawär b. `Abdulläh, 
`Abdulläh b. Muhammad al-Huddäni [known as Abü Said al-Qurmati]. Therefore, 
Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Kharfis was elected as shäri imam in 280/893 but soon he 
abdicated and resigned from the Imamate, then al-Hawäri b. Mutraf al-Huddäni twice, 
`Umar b. Muhammad b. Mutraf al-Huddäni, Muhammad b. Yazid, al-Hakam b. al-Mild 
twice and `Azzän a. al-Huzzabr". Unfortunately, they did not name them in 
chronological order. Muhammad b. Rawh states that: "The Omani elected eight Imams 
after the Imam Muhammad b. al-Hasan, though they have elected some of them as a 
shirä and some as a did"' 95 
Abü al. -Mü'thir (lix) does not know whether those imams mentioned in the 
abovementioned list were just or tyrannical imams. Nor is there any evidence 
concerning those Imams who had backing from either the Rustäq or Nizwä schools. 
They were perhaps more likely supported by the Nizwä school rather than the Rustäq 
since all the Rustäq siyar fail to list or recommend them. Abü al-Mü'thir's sira (Ixii) to 
Muhammad b. Ja'far asked him why he allowed Imam `Azzän b. al-Huzzabar to choose 
whether or not to fight since he was an imam of shirä and should have fought. In the 
reflection of this interregnum in the Imamate, the consequent adoption by the Imam 
`Abdulläh b. Muhammad al-Huddäni (Abü Said al-Qurmati) of the Carmathian heresy 
was regarded by the `ulamä' as a good cause for removing him. 96 
Up to 320/939 the Omanis were united under the Imam Abi al-Qäsim Said b. 
`Abdulläh. Both schools were satisfied with his reign and at that time they had an 
alliance. Naturally, the restoration of the Imamate had put great pressure on the Rustäq 
school to change their conceptions of the Imamate, hence they aligned themselves with 
the Nizwä school and this resulted in their preference for the pattern of elective Imamate 
in both Ibädite schools. With respect to the `ulamc ' in Oman, however, the election for 
the Imamate of Abi al-Qäsim Said b. `Abdulläh had brought back the Ibädite ideology 
in Oman. 
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So even though the `ulamä' had developed the concept of jabäbira (tyrant rulers) to 
describe outside influences or the opposing foreign powers, these concepts had given 
shape to feelings of Omani nationalism. 7 The `ulamd' represented the Imamate as a 
vehicle for the unity of the people throughout this period. Abu al-Mii'thir ordered that 
houses belonging to followers of the Carmathians should be burnt down so they could 
not return. 98 
The predomination of the Nizwä School is attested by Abi al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi's 
account (lxxxviii) of Imam Hafs b. Räshid's war against al-Mutahir b. `Abdulläh after 
he was elected the second to the Imamate. Al-Sälim concludes on this matter that it is 
possible that this Imam had a negative attitude towards them (Rustäq school), with its 
extreme dogmatism on Mnsä b. Mnsä and Räshid b. al-Nair 99 If this statement was 
true, then the Imam's authority would still need the recognition of the `ulamä and their 
legislation on the constitution. Occasionally, they produced siyar which were written 
similarly to masä'il or fatwä, which contain the comments and refutations through their 
discussion of the nature of the obligations of the Imamate, for example in the sira by 
Abi Bakr Ahmad b. `Umar al-Manahi. 100 
In 407/1016 the Omanis were able to restore the Imamate of zuhür. However, there is a 
sharp contrast between the first and second Imamate of Oman in the sense that they 
could not re-establish the power of the first Imamate due to its lack of substantial 
resources. The essential role of the `ulami ' had made them aware that the state required 
them to integrate with the tribal leaders even if these leaders had committed sins. Abü 
`Isä al-Sarri justified this by arguing that the Imamate needs someone who has power 
and wealth even if he is known to be a great sinner. In that case scholars should bring 
the sinner forward and ask him to repent and if he does then they may elect him as 
Imam. Abn `Isä provides proof of this by showing how the `ulamä' did when they 
elected al-Khalil b. Shädhän. But regarding the necessity of integrating a new state, 
Imam Räshid b. Said produced his manifesto in order to end the conflict between the 
Rustäq and Nizwä schools. 
So far, it is obvious from the siyar and through literature mentioned in the new stage of 
the Imamate that the `ulamä' attempted to reconstruct the policy of the Imamate and to 
legislate on the constitution of the Imamate. This is evident in the following siyar; fTal- 
TawhFd wa al-imäma kayf hiya, ft al-farq bayna al-imdm al- `älim wa ghayr al-Vim 
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and K. al-Imäma; the finest example of this planned legislation can be seen in al- 
Musannaf by Abn Bakr `Abdulläh b. Müsä al-Kindi. 101 It cannot be denied that all of 
the authors of these works were scholars of the Rustäq school. Some siyar show that 
the imam's policy and legislation had to be recommended by the `ulamä' throughout the 
Imamate of Rashid b. Said, as the `ulamä' had to appear to control the state. 102 
The relationship between imams and `ulamä' in the following period of the second 
Imamate seemed to suffer a breakdown. Evidence of this can be found for example: 
1-In the Ara by Imam Rashid b. `Ali (cii) when he submitted his repentance (which was 
more like a manifesto) for the manner in which he excommunicated the judge Nijäd b. 
Mnsä for his behaviour without the `ulamä's prior approval. This sira also included the 
`ulamä's acceptance of the repentance but also their approval of the excommunication. 
This piece of evidence could indicate that instability recurred within the `ulamä' in 
controlling the Imamate policy, as some of the `ulamä' opposed the Imam. Al-Sälimi 
comments regarding this matter that "the Rustäq's party revolted against the Imam 
Räshid b. `Ali, and also they made an effort to depose him from the Imamate office. The 
heads of this party were Müsä b. Nijäd and Abil Bakr Ahmad b. Abi Jäbir, who started 
the mutiny from Rustäq city". 103 So increasingly the clash within the `ulamä' developed 
into two rival factions of `ulamä': the `ulamä' of Jawf (the interior of Oman), who tried 
to select their own imam; and the `ulamä' who were in alliance with the Imam Rashid b. 
`Ali. Eventually, the Imam fought Müsä b. Nijäd who was killed in 496/1119.104 This 
account of the event shows that the scholar was murdered, and the killer was an imam, 
reminding us of the greatfitna in Oman during 275-280. 
2- Upon investigation of the time period of the siyar, it can be shown that there were 
several imams who existed at the same time in the misr, and that they controlled 
different regions of the country. Abi al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi discussed the case whereby 
there are two imams in one misr, for instance, one imam in Tuwäm and the other in 
Sohar. '°5 Thus the Ibädite theory of state, namely that there should be one Imam in each 
misr, began to change. '°6 
3- The election was dependent on whether the imam belonged to a certain school. This 
is represented in the sira of al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi about Hafs b. Rashid and the sira of 
Abü Bakr Ahmad b. `Umar. A third example is the debate in the lira of Ahmad b. 
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Muhammad b. Sälih al-Nizwäni and his pupil Abü Bakr al-Kind-1 (cxvii), when the 
people of Nizwä refused to acknowledge the advice of the Rustägi Imam Muhammad b. 
Abi `Affän's sira (cxiv). Another example is the local support of Ghatafän in Bätina 
submitted their pledge to back up the imam in his office (cxviii). Some of the `ulamä' 
during this period seemed to be leaders of tribes and therefore strong forces in the 
general infrastructure of the Imamate. This can be seen clearly in Nijäd b. Müsä's 
family. If we examine the siyar closely we can see also that there was interference 
between the tribal elements and the school, perhaps as result of the manner in which the 
imam was elected. In any case, during this period the Imam Räshid b. `All's conduct led 
to the split of the Rustaq party, but it would seem that other Imams might have been 
present at the same stage. We may hypothesise that one of these Imams was possibly 
Muhammad b. Abi Ghassän. 
Such situations had led to the final clash at the end of this stage in 579/1183 between 
the Imam Müsä b. Abi al-Ma`äli and Muhammad b. Malik b. Shädhän (who was the 
leader of Yahmad). This caused the Imamate and school to split and be divided between 
the tribal leaders (cxiv). Wilkinson and al-Batäshi suggest that Muhammad b. Malik 
might have been an Imam, and probably the last Imam of this stage. 107 If this suggestion 
is correct it is difficult to accept that both imams had fought when Oman developed into 
a feudal system controlled by Imams and tribal leaders, and the second Imamate State 
came to an end. To sum up, we can observe from this struggle between the imams and 
`ulamc', first between Rashid bin `Ali and Nijäd bin Müsä and later between Abi al- 
Ma`äl Müsä and Muhammad bin Malik, and also see that the Yahmad tribes perhaps 
would unite under Ban Kharüs for forming a state of alliance. However, at the same 
time the Azd of `Atik became prominent. Thus, it can be seen that there was a 
transferral of the tribal leadership from Azd of Yahmad to Azd of `Atik. This was the 
first major change since the previous era began with the challenge to the authority of 
Julandä, and this heralded the appearance of the Nabadn dynasty. We have found no 
date yet to show when this state happened. This dynasty perhaps came into being with 
the feudal system in the latter half of the 5th/11`x' century and developed gradually. 108 
For the next five centuries Oman was to be controlled by the Nabhän dynasty. 109 
However, we should realize that, as stated by Wilkinson, there was more than one 
Nabhäni family involved in the early history. There is a lacuna of at least 250 years in 
which we do not have evidence that they ruled in Oman. Also there seems to be no 
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continuity between early and later Nabadn history. 110 Nevertheless, this stage has a 
certain pattern of conduct in the relationship between rulers and religious scholars, now 
that the `ulamä faced a dynasty which was both Omani and Ibädite. The `ulamä' had 
not faced such a situation since the end of the Julandänis. 
Tracing the historical development of Oman throughout this period is something of a 
puzzle. Miles gives an account of the end of the 6`h/12"' and beginning of the 7`h/13tn 
centuries. For forty years we hear of no rivalry between the Nabhänis and Ibädites. 111 
For approximately two and a half centuries, the `ulamä' seem to have had no ability to 
elect an imam. Historical sources do not show any imams between 579/1183-809/1406. 
It was only in 809/1406-832/1429 that the `ulamä' appointed the Imam Malik b. al- 
Hawäri (or al-Hawäri b. Malik? ). ' 2 The Nabhänis perhaps had become a feudal 
dynasty. Occasionally the `ulamä' succeeded in electing several imams and controlling 
the interior of Oman. 113 
From this historical background, we shall now clarify the relationship between the 
`ulamä' and the Imamate states. Up until this stage the subject matter of the siyar was 
based on the political crisis. For example AbU Muhammad b. Sulaymän b. Muffarraj 
produced a sira in 887/1482 to confiscate the property of the Nabhäni family, since they 
were considered as tyrants and they occupied properties of people forcibly. Following 
this situation in 917/1511 the Imam Muhammad b. Ismä'11 gave his own approval for 
confiscating the properties of the Nabhänis. Furthermore, the crisis had extended to 
include confiscating the properties of the Rawähi tribe, since they had backed the 
Nabhän leaders Sulaymän b. Sulaymän and Muzaffar b. Sulayman in their war against 
the Imam in 909/1503.114 
Thus the siyar have preserved valuable information, namely that the relationship was 
not merely between 'ulamä' and rulers, but rather it had even extended to tribes. This 
can be seen for example in sira (cxxiv), which supports the Imam A. al-Hasan b. 
Khamis b. `Amir 839/1436-846/1443 against the tribe of Yahmad. What is interesting is 
that there were also schisms within the `ulamä', especially when Ibn Maddäd produced 
his sira in excommunicating Imam Muhammad b. Ismä'il (906/1500-942/1535) and his 
son Imam Barakät (942/1535). Some of the `ulamä' at this time wrote against this above 
sira to support the Imam and his son. The origin of this abovementioned schism among 
the `ulamä' themselves was the issue of selecting an imam for each group. This can be 
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seen in the war of Bahlä castle between the Imam Barakzt and the Imam `Abdulläh b. 
Muhammad b. al-Qarn in 967/1560. 
At the beginning of the 11`x'/17th century, a new era in Oman started, and a new union 
appeared in Oman as a national reaction to the political unrest, when the settled groups 
of central Oman united under the Imam Näsir b. Murshid al-Ya`rubi. It is apparent that 
the Nizwä school had sustained its moderate nature and was able to eliminate the 
restrictive nature of the Rustäq school, and flourish in Rustäq city itself. What is really 
distinct in this series of events is the strong desire of the `ulamä' to construct and 
formulate an Islamic constitution and to form a society based on an Islamic ideology. 
III- The collaboration among the Ibädites in different areas 
This section is meant as a picture of the Ibädite collaboration involved in the disputes 
among the Ibädite-ruled areas that the siyar have recorded. We intend to provide a 
discussion of the early Ibädite relationships and their development, and also to outline 
this collaboration already covered in part through examining the siyar literatures. 
Wilkinson has made an extensive study of local siyar sources to highlight the early 
development of Omani Ibädites in East Africa. 115 The present thesis has adopted a 
functional attitude to examine the Ibädites in Asia. We intend to discuss the contents of 
the siyar to a similar end and to extract the relevant views among the Ibädite relations in 
different areas. We attempt to consider the siyar from three aspects: firstly, we shall 
look at the areas in which the Ibädites were present, such as Iraq, North Africa, Yemen 
and Hadramawt; secondly, we will highlight the nature and relevance of Ibädism to the 
issues that have been discussed; and finally, we will trace the development of the 
Ibädite ideology in each area where the siyar documents and materials existed. 
A-Iraq 
The Ibädites originated in Basra after they split from the extremist Khärijites. As a 
result of the emergence of Ibädite doctrines, the political organisation of this new 
grouping had contributed to the fragmentation of their communities. According to 
Ennami's list, it is clear that during this stage the Ibädite scholar Jäbir b. Zayd had 
produced and exchanged several letters and epistles with other early Ibädite scholars. 116 
Significantly, Ibn Ja'far reports in his Jämi ` two epistles by Jäbir (xv, xvi): the first is 
attributed to Jäbir himself, and the other records his figh views. These were perhaps 
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written by his pupils, and both seem to have been used in Oman in the early 3i`1/9`h 
century by the hamalat al- `ilm. 
The Ibädite strategy in Basra was to use the epistolary technique to communicate with 
the missionary network about their policies or doctrines. In order to manage policy and 
doctrine requirements, gatherings were organized during Abü `Ubayda's time. On 
investigating the epistles in Basra, it can be seen that Abü `Ubayda advised his 
followers to continue their activities secretly (xix); these activities seem to be directed 
towards the local people of Basra. Some of the early Ibädite leaders emigrated to Basra 
(xx). These siyar reflect the fact that a more flexible policy existed throughout the 
kitmän or secret period. Nonetheless, during the revolutions in Arabia towards the end 
of the 120s/740s, the Ibädite requirements outside Mesopotamia had prompted Abii 
Mawdüd Hä jib b. Mawdüd (xxiii) to order the Ibädites to organize themselves. (i. e. 
`Abdulläh b. Yahyä al-Kind! "Tälib al-Haq" 129/746-131/748 produced his epistle 
during the revolution he led in Arabia). The exact location of this epistle is at present 
unknown but perhaps may be in the Yemeni capital Sanaa, as he did not go to Hijäz. 
However, the religious committee of Basra was still controlling the revolution when 
Mahbiib b. Rahil sent his epistle to "Tälib al-Hagq". 117 Muhammad b. Mahbüb 
mentioned that earlier revolutions of the Imamate occurred in Yemen, led by `Abdulläh 
b. Yahyä; in North Africa, led by Abü al-Khattäb and later by `Abd al-Rahmän b. 
Rustam; and in Oman, led by al-Julandä. All these revolutions were organized by Abü 
`Ubayda. 118 The investigations of the epistles above were considered as new and 
detailed documentation of what was arranged in Basra when the Imamate was in 
abeyance, kitmän. These arrangements are interesting, for we see that the later Ibddite 
history transformed their ideology in the kitmän and used the `izdba in North Africa. 119 
As the subject of the development of early Ibädite doctrine has already been 
mentioned , 
120 we shall now shed some light on how the early epistles of Basra were 
tailored to the different Ibädite areas. We can see that the proto-Ibädite policy makers of 
Basra shaped their relationship with the Ibädite communities into two kinds of 
dominance: 
1-The orientation dominance focuses on the need to find a suitable response for dealing 
with events that rise unexpectedly. For example, Abn `Ubayda and Abü Mawdüd's 
letter (xxvi) to the people of Maghrib (North Africa) concerning the murder of al-Härith 
b. Tulid and `Abd al-Jabbär. The interesting thing about this letter is that orders came 
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from the masters to enforce the concept of suspended judgement (wuqüf} concerning 
their status between association (wiläya) and dissociation (barä'a). 
Omani scholars (xxvii) had perhaps been involved in the tribal crisis after the Imamate 
of al-Julandä b. Mas`üd had ended, since their authority had been destroyed. The 
masters of Basra were involved in the community when they issued an order for the 
excommunication of the two tribal leaders, Qutayba b. Dirham and Sadüs b. Yüsuf, who 
worked in slave trading. For the Ibädites of Northern Africa, although their state was 
founded by `Abd al-Rahmän b. Rustam, the question arose as to who should succeed 
him. At this time, the master of Basra was Rabi' (xxxiii), who supported the succession 
of his son `Abd al-Wahhäb against his rivals. The authenticity of this epistle is debated, 
and Van Ess doubts that Rabi' intervened in this matter. 121 The Northern African 
scholars indicated that the recommendation of `Abd al-Wahhäb for the Imamate came 
when Abü `Ubayda al-Janäwni sent his letter to the Imam (xxviii). Regarding Van Ess's 
point one perhaps could agree with him since Rabi' himself was a scholar rather than a 
politician. On the other hand, the Omani scholars needed a fatwä from Basra about 
Said b. Ziyäd, who was their head, when he burnt the property of opposition tribes. 
Despite the fact that Müsä b. Abi Jäbir was alive and was the leader of Omani scholars, 
the fatwä had come from Abü Ayyüb Wd'il b. Ayyüb, who considered Said b. Ziyäd to 
be a tyrant. 122 It is obvious from these siyar that they were written usually to clarify the 
Ibädite opinions on reinvigorated issues; the Ibädite parties had been remotely 
dispersed, but they were still controlled by the centre of Basra. Occasionally the 
Basranis sent their letters along with a delegation responsible for producing a solution to 
the controversial issues, as can be seen in their letter to the Omanis (xxvii). 
2- The imperative dominance. From reflection of the early siyar, we see that this 
concept must have been used at the time of Abü `Ubayda and Abü Mawdüd Häjib. 
These siyar are meant to illustrate the duty of each party. These epistles were usually 
written in a hortatory style, and to instruct the general followers. They were directed at 
specific people who were the arbäb ahl al-hall wa al- `agad. Yet we do not know 
whether the masters of the Ibädites in Basra directed their theological epistles to their 
destination as a matter of policy, or whether merely towards their pupils. This attitude 
also represents the shurät system of the early Ibädites by Khalaf b. Ziyäd al-Bahrä i 
when he was producing his manifesto (xxx). It is necessary to indicate that among the 
early Ibädites, policy did not develop through the `carriers of knowledge' solely but also 
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by the shurät, who were the soldiers of God. This can be noticed in the early revolutions 
in Yemen and Hadramawt, as well as in Oman. 123 The policy of these early Ibädites was 
perhaps to develop their doctrine outside Basra in two ways; first by shurät, who were 
responsible for political organization, and also by the `carriers of knowledge' who were 
responsible for holding and propagating the doctrinal teaching. Proto-Ibädite leaders 
always ordered shurät to be a vehicle behind the earliest revolutions. 
124 Conversely, 
regarding their policy in North Africa, it seems to have been subject to the control of the 
`carriers of knowledge' while the shuri t, on the other hand, had tended to appear in 
Arabia and Eastern Mesopotamia. 
From a study of all these interesting documents, therefore, it becomes clear that a wide 
debate was held in Arabia at the end of the 2'd/8`h and the beginning of the 3`a/gtn 
centuries among the leading Ibädites in Basra. This debate concerned the relationship 
between the centre and outer areas and adjustments needed when the balance later 
changed to favour the outer areas rather than the centre in Basra. Both masters of Basra, 
Mahbüb b. al-Rah-11 and Härün b. al-Yamän, had submitted the judgements of their 
theological debate to the Omani Imam al-Muhannä b. Jayfar. This debate had divided 
the Ibädite followers in Arabia between Yemen on the one side, and Oman together 
with Hadramawt on the other side: 125 and Mahbüb's on a third side, leaving Basra to 
Oman where the Mashäriga or Eastern Ibädite School was formed. 126 Thereby, they 
succeeded in basing the Imamate in Oman and North Africa. 
B- Yemen and Hadramawt 
Yemen and Hadramawt adopted the Ibädite doctrine and it was perhaps already 
flourishing as early as the 15`/7`h century. There is little or no evidence of this in the 
siyar documents, neither in early works such as the sira of `Abdulläh b. Yal yä Tälib al- 
Haqq (xxi), nor in their records of early missionaries. The Ibädites were apparently 
never able to restore the Imamate of zuhür after the great Arabian revolution at the end 
of the Umayyad period; surely the Imamate must have been destroyed with the 
revolution. Later the Ibädites of Hadramawt probably founded the Imamate in the valley 
(wadi) of Da`wän to where they spread later on. 127 After the Imamate was transformed 
from iuhür to did`, Ibädite revolutions happened occasionally under the first `Abbasids, 
when the Ibädites were attacked by Ma'an b. Zd'da (the governor of Yemen). 128 There 
was also an imam, Said bin `Abdulläh, who succeeded Tälib al-Hagq in Yemen and 
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Hadramawt, but the Ibädites dismissed him and chose instead Khanbash in the Imamate. 
Thus Said bin `Abdulläh's case was under consideration in Basra and likewise the 
affair of the Imamate of Muhammad bin Abi `Affän in Oman. Probably both of them 
were unacceptable to the Ibädites in both places because they may have been replaced 
by the leaders of Basra, and they were not elected by the people of Oman or Yemen and 
Hadramawt. '29 Wilkinson proposes that the Ibädite community of Yemen and 
Hadramawt was divided from the Ibädite centre of Basra by an initial `schism' dating 
back to Tälib al-Haq's time. 130 I agree with Wilkinson's suggestion as to the account of 
the schism among the Ibädites in Basra (i. e. Harlin and Mahbüb's affair). When Abü al- 
Mü'raj retreated from his Sha'biyya stance, the proto-Ibadite leaders were not satisfied 
with him. He had to go to Yemen and ask the Ibädite people to abandon the Sha'biyya 
doctrines and readopt Ibädism. Unfortunately, Abü al-Mü'raj died before arriving in 
Qidam. 131 The Hadramis perhaps collaborated with the Omani Imamate during the 
dispute rather than the Yemenis. This hypothesis is supported by al-Kulandä b. al- 
Julandä's revolution. Whether he tried to support the Ibädites, or just to occupy Yemen, 
is unk 132 nown. 
Later, the Omani scholar Munir b. al-Nayyir informed Imam Ghassän b. `Abdulläh 
[192/808-207/823] about the Ibädites of Khuräsän and Yemen. 133 This leads us to 
suppose that the Omani Imamate had gradually encouraged the Eastern Ibädites to 
submit to their authority. Furthermore, Wilkinson's opinion of this attitude is that 
possibly the Hadramis opted for di fa-' rather than shird, and that this policy of the 
Hadramis shifted them to a state of greater affinity with the Omani Imamate. 134 We may 
assume that this alliance appeared when the Ibädites of Basra had been engaged in their 
theological polemics, ultimately splitting the Ibädites of Yemen and Hadramawt at the 
beginning of the 3rd/9`h century. This was the beginning of a continuing trend of the 
Hadramis to follow the Omanis. 135 The Imamate of Oman tried occasionally to expand 
its authority into Southern Arabia ever since the Omanis had founded the Imamate of al- 
Julandä b. Mas`üd, who made a treaty with the inhabitants of Socotra Island. 136 
Additionally, they brought the Mahra137 territory under Omani control, and took 
possession of Socotra (liii). When Mahbüb's family moved from Basra and settled in 
Oman, so the Ibädite groups who followed his theological dogmas were drawn in turn to 
Oman, and abandoned Basra. Wilkinson's hypothesis, therefore, may well be correct 
since it links the concept of the state (misr) with the Ibädite circumstances in 
Hadramawt, though the state in Islamic legislation should ideally be the Dar al-Islam 
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itself. Since there was no geographical obstacle, such as the sea, between Oman and 
Hadramawt, they were regarded as separate in one misr. This is also because as al- 
Mas`Ud points out, the majority of people in Hadramawt in 332/943 were Ibädites. 138 
Indeed Ibädites still existed in Yemen and Hadramawt until the 9`h/15 `h century. 139 The 
first shäri Imam in Hadramawt was, in the 5`h/11th century, A. Ishäq al-Hadrami. He 
tried to revolt against the Sulayhids. This was the last recorded revolution by the 
Ibädites in Hadramawt. 140 As al-Hämid notes, the Sulayhids had occupied Yemen and 
Hadramawt, their occupation destroyed Ibädism, and consequently, the Ibädites in 
Hadramawt were dispersed. 141 
Some details were given in the interesting letter sent by the Hadramis to the Imam al- 
Salt b. Malik [237/851-272/886] and Mahbüb b. al-Rahil as a response to the emergence 
of a schism with their Imam of dim`, Ahmad b. Sulaymän. They desired to depose their 
Imam (sira, 1), so they submitted their case to the Omani Imam and `ulamä'. Abn 
`Abdulläh Muhammad b. Mahbtib replied, blaming the Hadramis themselves, and 
advising them to follow the Omanis' policy regarding the Imamate. According to Abi 
al-Mü'thir's sira, there was an imam of Hadramawt named Sulaymän bin `Abd al- 
`Aziz, who was possibly a father of Ahmad bin Sulaymän. 142 
In the following period, during the 4`h/10th century, when the Omanis were in 
interregnum, the Ibädite leaders of Hadramawt sent a message to Abü al-Hawär 
(lxxxiv) in order to persuade him to approve the murders of Julandä's family during the 
first Imamate. '43 The Julandänis brought up a debate not just among the Omanis but 
also among the Hadramis. Tribal fanaticism was perhaps a subject of discussion with 
both Omanis and Hadramis, since the Julandänis were originally a Yemeni tribe; 144 the 
Hadramis were still concerned about their destiny. But from the middle of 4`h/10`h 
century onwards, the balance of power changed in the Hadramawt due to the situation in 
Oman. This led to a number of issues developing, three of which were addressed by 
Abü al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi, namely: taking gifts from tyrant rulers; the fact that most of 
the Omani leaders were oppressors in his days; and finally legislation concerning the 
Hadramis' enquiries about the issue of pawning. Recent documents reveal interesting 
aspects of the Ibädites' standing in Hadramawt at the end of the 5`h/11`h century, which 
was given by Abi! Zakariyä Yahyd b. Said [d. 472/1079] in response to the need for an 
up-to-date policy for the people. Let us now look at Abü Zakariyd's epistle (cviii) to 
discover the functional points of view as he determined them: 
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" your message has mentioned 1- your experience of oppression and tyranny; 2- the dominion of 
the people of doubters over the people of certainty; 3- the rulers are tyrants and they demand fees 
on the property of the orphans". 
Abü Zakariyä's response suggested that their policy should use taqiya, and described its 
legislation and types; obligatory, permissible and impermissible. He also recommended 
the use of metaphorical language (wa `alaykum bi-ma `ärid al-kaläm), for rhetorical 
purposes. We should remember that this document was historically a letter, written 
during the time of Abü Ishäq al-Hadrami's revolution in Hadramawt. '45 This brings us 
to the end of their situation in Hadramawt and Yemen because their revolution was 
broken up by the Sulayhids. Returning to this sira, we find the recipients were al- 
Na`mdn's brothers Ahmad and Muhammad, who were probably al-Da`är princes in the 
city of Shibäm. 146 That is, if we link Ahmad b. al-Na`mdn and the last Da`är prince 
Rashid b. al- Na`mdn who was killed in 605/1231; possibly Ahmad was the grandfather 
of Rashid. On the other hand, Abd Ishäq Atfiyyash comments that the Ibädites in 
Yemen, after the debate of Mahbüb and Hazen, perhaps gradually began to follow the 
Zaiydiyya, 147 but the end of the Ibädites in Hadramawt is still obscure. The correlation 
with the Yemenis seems to be indistinct since they had lost contact. But the Omani 
Imams thus far had used Yemen as a base throughout their conflict starting from the 
first half of the 2°d/8"' century when al-Julandä b. al-Kulandä fought against Abbasid. '48 
Ibn al-Athir further notes regarding the second Imamate that Ibn Rashid, in his war with 
the Buyids, fled to Yemen. 149 
North Africa 
From this brief discussion it may be seen that the significant relationship between 
Northern Africa and Oman began after Mahbüb had left Basra and after the Imamate of 
zuhür in Oman and North Africa. The essential aspect of this era of Ibädism had 
inspired the new schools, which have since been known as the Mashäriga Eastern 
(Oman and Hadramawt) and Maghäriba Western (North Africa) schools, either in figh 
or theology. Gradually, an altercation between the two new Ibädite factions was 
initiated by Rustamid Imam Aflah b. `Abd al-Wahhäb [208/823-258/871] regarding the 
issue of the creation of the Koran. This matter was perhaps brought up among the 
Ibädite schools after the Mihna or inquisition concerning the creation of the Koran. 150 
Imam Aflah (lvi) adopted the Mu'tazilite view, and sent his monograph to Oman in 
order to refute the other party's view. Although the case of whether the Koran was 
created or not was at its early stages of dispute in Oman, no specific agreement had 
been formulated to adopt it as doctrine. Both the Imamates of Oman and North Africa 
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existed contemporarily, but interestingly when we investigate this letter, we find that the 
Rustamid Imam did not send it straight to the Imam Muhannä in Oman, but rather 
intended to make his theological discourse available to all Omanis. This material has 
not preserved any exchange between those Imams before the ending of both Imamates 
at the end of 3`d/9th century. 
Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad b. Mahbüb, on behalf of Imam al-Salt b. Malik replied to 
North Africa (li) on their question about Imamate policy. This important document can 
be considered as the real development of Ibädite political views after the centre at Basra 
dispersed. Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad b. Mahbüb had influenced the legislation policy 
of the Imamate since he had been involved in its foundation. The epistle replied to four 
questions concerning the Imamate: the Imam's authority, the state's boundary, election 
to the Imamate, and lastly whether or not the people should have the right to elect an 
imam if they themselves were a minority. 
Let us now look at the issue of collaboration from this text. At first sight, it may seem 
that the Imamate of the Rustamids still existed, though the sender was perhaps from 
Jabal Nafusa or Tripoli rather than Tähart. We might ask here why those people did not 
try to contact the Rustamid Imams or the scholars. But there were several divisions in 
Jabal Naf`usa, namely, the Nukkäriyya, the Nafathiyya and the Khalafiyya, '5' who were 
unsure as to whether or not they should follow the Rustamid Imams. Furthermore, Abts 
`Abdulläh uses the state boundary to determine paying tax and alms, whereas had been 
advised that the zakah should not be collected until the authority dominates all the 
people and is able to protect them from oppression and aggression. If the state does not 
satisfy these conditions, the people should revolt because the rulers would be considered 
tyrants. 
The other relevant text here is the sira to the Imam al-Salt and the people of Oman. Its 
purpose was mainly to call the people of Oman to assembly. Internal evidence shows 
that it was written approximately at the beginning of the dispute concerning the 
dismissal of the Imam al-Salt from his office. It also reminds them of the `deniers' 
(nukkär) who rejected the Imamate of `Abd al-Wahhäb. It compared them with the 
Julandänis, their competitors in the state. Also, the letter has preserved interesting 
records about the end of the Ibädite schism in Basra which was led by `Abdulläh b. 
`Abd al-`Aziz, Shu'ayb b. al-Ma`rüf and `Abdulläh b. Yazid al-Fuzäri. 
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Both Ibädite Imamates collapsed at the end of the 3rd/9th century, so this led naturally to 
the reform of the Imamate institution. It becomes necessary to indicate that in this era 
their policies became dissimilar. The Omani policy frequently attempted to restore the 
Imamate. In contrast, Northern Africa adopted the `secret' (kitmdn) policy. 152 The 
inference from this general outline is that the birth of the Ibädite schools of Mashäriq 
and Maghärib were both influenced by Mahbüb b. al-Rahil. During the formative 
period of those Ibädite schools, the siyar material did not provide the network necessary 
to propound their respective doctrinal systems, either in theology or legal practice of 
figh. 153 The various Islamic schools of law, in which such diversity of doctrine was 
crystallized, are different but inseparable aspects of the same unity. In this respect, the 
Ibädite schools' endeavour was not to confine themselves to their particular local areas, 
but rather to expand extensively in legal practice. We may assert that the emergence of 
these different constitutional policies in local Ibädite areas is significant enough to make 
a distinction, since the Mashäriga gave fatwäs based on "räi"154 and adopted closely 
the rdT's school, and their productions are brimming over with their own opinions 
(äthcr), whilst the Maghäriba structured their own school by `räi' in the figh tradition. 
The Northern African lists have named the Mashäriga compilations, which included 
Omani siyar. 155 According to these we can see that the influence of the Rustäq school 
was more firmly connected to the Northern African school than to Nizwä. This state of 
affairs started from the time of Ibn Baraka, al-Bisyäwi, al-`Awtabi, Abü Bakr al-Kindi 
and Ibn al-Nair. This chronological chain does not reflect the chain of transmission or 
isnäd to this tradition or the authenticity of their compilations in Northern Africa but is 
merely to illustrate their doctrinal affiliation in theology and legal practice. 
From the 7`h/13 `h century onwards for four centuries during the dark ages of the 
Nabhänis, the effect of the relationship on both sides was quite obscure, and is not 
reflected in the siyar literature. Much more significant in this doctrinal collaboration is 
the change of the siyar outlook at the beginning of the 11`h/17`h to reveal a direct 
relationship between both schools. So far the conflict among the Ibädites of Northern 
Africa that is, between the Nafiisians and the Band Mus'ab (the `Mizabites), had led 
them to refer to the Ibädites in Oman. 156 At the same time the Omanis were able to 
restore the Imamate of the Ya`äribate dynasty and they advised the North Africans that 
they ought to follow their example and re-establish their Imamate. It seems certain that 
the Ibädites of the Northern African community had scattered widely along the northern 
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border of the Sahara Desert in isolated pockets. Thus, the case of both parties in 
Northern Africa was that they had submitted their experiences to the Omanis, who had 
developed the institution of the Imamate and become the centre of the Ibädites. The 
birth of the Ya`äribites drove the foreign Arab dynasties out of Oman, and the 
Portuguese out from the Omani and East African coasts, and started the modern history 
of the Imamate. 
Summary 
We have looked at the history of the Ibadite schools going back to perhaps the early 
second/eighth century when the movement from Basra by Abts Sha`thä Jäbir b. Zayd 
started, through Abi `Ubayda until Mahbüb. With respect to transmitting the knowledge 
from Basra to Oman, this developed gradually, starting with the Ibädite leaders 
themselves, then the shurdt and finally the `carriers of knowledge'. Al-Kharässini's 
accounts are correct in that the stages of Ibädite doctrine developed according to the 
Räsibites (`Abdulläh b. Wahab al-Räsibi), the Ibädites (`Abdulläh b. Ibäd) and the 
Mahbübites (Mahbüb b. al-Rah7fl). 157 After the decline of Basra's centre, the Omanis 
developed political relations with the Yemenis and the Hadramis, and tried to expand 
the role of the Imamate and its influence under the conception of misr in order to form 
the ideal state. The doctrine of Ibädite teachings developed in Oman and North Africa 
and continued through collaboration and the doctrinal works, which were exchanged 
between both sides to form a unique Islamic school. 
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Chapter 3 
The sira to the people of Khwärizm 
I- Authenticity 
The sira to the people of Khwärizm is contained in two leaves interpolated between 
pages 135 and 136 in the manuscript K Tagyid. This shows that the text is treated like a 
quotation from a book. It would appear that the epistle is a record of a discourse of a 
group of Ibädite `ulamä', including one Abü Yazid al-Khwärizmi. Reference to him 
appears at the beginning of the sAra; there is also mention of another scholar, Ja`far Abü 
`Abd al-Rahmän. The style employed throughout is one known as nagl bi samä ` or 
narrative style. ' From the discourse it would seem that this epistle might have been the 
written record of a study circle (halagat al-`ilm) which included in its midst a number of 
missionaries (hamalat al- `ilm). The document is overtly didactic in nature, beginning 
with questions posed by the missionaries. Abil Yazid then advises them to fear God bi 
al-wasiyya bi tagwä, a formulaic piece of advice which is usually used as an 
introduction. Also the text carries the kind of concluding remarks which might have 
been used at the end of a study circle or class. In this text we can see the sequence of 
development of Ibädism since the text has preserved four generations of Ibädite 
scholars. This sequence begins in Basra and continues in Khwärizm. Those scholars 
identified are as follows: 
The first is Abü `Ubayda Muslim b. Karima, the second Ibädite Imam in Basra. The 
next in the chain is Abü Yazid al-Khwärizmi, named after his place of birth, Khwärizm; 
he is a student of Abn `Ubayda Muslim. Abü Yazid is known in the Ibädite fiqh school 
and its sources as an `älim (scholar) and fagih (jurist); one of his contemporaries says 
about him, "I do not know who analysed the question of blood issues (in Islamic 
jurisprudence) at this time, either `Abd al-Rahmän b. Rustum2 in the Maghrib (North 
Africa), or Abü Yazd al-Khwärizmi in the Mashriq". 3 On this point we should 
consider that Abü Yazid might have come to Basra as a missionary student from 
Khwärizm in the first half of the 2'd/8`h century and remained in Basra until the end of 
the century. The third generation scholars mentioned in the text are Abü Sulaymän, 
Sälih, brother of Nasr, and Abü `Abdulläh, who were students of Abü Yazd. These 
could well have been Ibädite missionaries to Khwärizm at the beginning of the 3`d/9`h 
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century. The fourth generation scholar mentioned in the text is Ja'far Abü `Abd al- 
Rahmän. He could have been a contemporary or a pupil of the second Ibädite generation 
of Khwärizm. Such is our attempt to try to deduce from the text more about the Ibädite 
missionaries and scholars named therein. This document confirms for us the various 
generations of Ibädite scholars in Khwärizm until the 4th/10th century. 
11_ Tho TaYt 
The sira of Khwärizm contains the Ibädite theological opinions on divine unity and uses 
polemic doctrinal language, for example: fa'akhbirünä, fa'in za `amtum, wa za `amtum 
fahädhä khiläf These words were used in a dialectic style by the theological polemicists 
in the classical literature of Islam. One of the main topics of debate in early Muslim 
theology among the scholars of Basra was the issue of the sins of prophets. Mahbüb's 
debate with Härün during the Imamate of al-Muhannä b. Jayfar (226/841-237/851) 
recounts that the jurists endeavoured to prevent the theologians from answering people 
on the issue of the sins of prophets: when asked about this, they replied that the prophets 
had been granted goodness from Allah in advance. 4 The interesting point to note here is 
that the topic of the prophet as sinner might have been a subject of debate in Basra in 
the 2°d/8`t' century. 5 The Azäriga sub-sect, the Bid'iyya, argued that Allah will punish 
whosoever has a sin, even if he be a prophet. 6 Ibn Hazm says that the Karämiyya and al- 
Bägiläni from among the Ash'ariyya agree that a prophet is capable of sin. However, 
the subject here is whether the prophet would be punished in the hereafter if he had 
sinned? 7 According to the belief prevalent among the Turayfiyya, prophets may be 
sinners; if they repent from their sins, they are not considered unbelievers. Thus they 
claim that the prophets who sinned even for a short while would be considered 
unbelievers for the duration of the sin. 8 Theologically, the debate on sin had become 
broader and here tends to reflect the Khärijite, Ibädite and Mu'tazilite ideas on the 
subject. 
The main source used by the sira is the Koran, as it can be seen that the discussion and 
the proofs offered throughout draw heavily upon Koranic verses. It is possible to say 
that until the beginning of the third century, Ibädism did not make use of the Hadith to 
back up theological opinions, even though the Ibadites had a complete collection of the 
hadith in the Musnad of al-Rabi' b. Habib (d. 180s/790s). The second source is Koranic 
exegesis, especially the commentary on the story of Moses. The third source is the äthär 
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or opinions of the earliest Ibädite Imams and scholars, since Abü Yazid uses the 
formula "A. `Ubayda related to us that... ". 
III-The Editing 
According to the manuscript into which the sira of Khwärizm has been bound, there is 
only one incomplete copy of this text, and no other text source supplies the missing 
portion. This text is thus a faithful copy from an incomplete original. As a result the 
editor has had to interpolate to improve the accuracy of the text. Secondly, he has 
supplied vocalisation (tashkil) and punctuation since the original was for the most part 
without either. The signs and abbreviations used in the editing, and laid out below, are 
intended to clarify the text. 
Signs and abbreviations 
Text 
IP: 1] This refers to the page in accordance with the manuscript. 
(..... ) Indicates that another manuscript adds further to the text. 
".... " Refers to the quotation in the text. 
Footnotes 
0 The original text in al-Sälimi s manuscript 
+ This sign indicates that the manuscript has been 
added to by using other manuscripts. 
_ 
This sign indicates that a piece of the text is 
missing. 
Koran: 00; 00 designates the number of the süra (chapter) and 
äya (verse) in the Koran. 
Translation 
Quotations from the Koran follow Arberry's translation (The Koran Interpreted). 
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V- Translation of the Text 
This is to our brothers (Ashdbinä) in Khwärizm; 
1- Ja`far Abü `Abd al-Rahmän says that the brothers (Ashäbinä) who are Abä 
Sulaymän, Sälih the brother of Nasr and Abü `Abdulläh and their group came to 
Abü Yazid and asked him some questions and he answered them. 
2- We asked him about those who have already acquired happiness through 
enlightenment, but who today are pagans (polytheists). Are they cursed and afflicted 
with Allah's anger and condemnation? And does this help them to be forgiven? 
He answered `Yes', and this can be proved from the Holy Book1° in süra of al-`Imrän: 
"... how shall God guide a people who have disbelieved after they believe, and bore 
witness that the Messenger is true, and the clear signs came to them? ' And these: 
"... the chastisement shall not be lightened for them; no respite shall be given them. But 
those who repent thereafter" (Here reference is made to a1-Härith b. Suwayd). 
3- I advise you to devote yourself to Allah and fear Him who knows all things, for 
nothing is hidden from Him. He has prior knowledge of everything which could happen 
before its creation. He created angels, prophets and believers who were born and 
brought up in the faith and who died with it. Their faith is predestined and they are in 
the association of Allah even before their creation; this association will never cease. 
4- Inform us about the order of Allah and religion; will this order change? Or is it based 
on one state with no other forms? If you claim it is basically an unchangeable order, you 
are wrong. (For instance), Allah instructed Moses to order his people to annihilate 
themselves when they committed an outrageous deed by worshipping the calf. They 
killed each other and the aggregate number killed was seventy thousand. Allah, then, 
lifted His order and forgave them. He also commanded Muhammad (Peace be with him) 
to instruct his people not to kill (destroy or do away with) themselves when He says: "0 
believers, consume not your goods between you in vanity, except there be trading, by 
your agreeing together. And kill not one another. Surely God is compassionate to you. 
But whosoever does that in transgression and wrongfully, him We shall certainly roast 
at a Fire; and that for God is an easy matter". 
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The verse (äya) above contradicts the claim that Allah allows association to angels, 
prophets and believers who in Allah's knowledge have had felicity although they were 
in a state of foreordained polytheism. In this case, how could we explain Allah's 
association with His prophet (Peace be upon him) when He commanded him to fight 
them (pagans or polytheists)? Also, to dissociate himself from them when He says: 
"Journey freely in the land for four months"... until ... "God is quit, and His 
Messenger, of the idolaters. So if you repent, that will be better for you". 
The person who was cursed by Allah was never exiled from Allah. As for those who 
made false accusations against `A'isha" and Safwän, 12 He says: "Those who came with 
slander are a band of you", until.. "But for God's bounty to you and His mercy not one 
of you would have been pure ever". Then He says: " Let not those of you who possess 
bounty and plenty swear off giving to kinsmen and the poor and those who emigrate in 
the way of God; but let them pardon and forgive. Do you not wish that God should 
forgive you? God is All forgiving, All-compassionate". And then: "Surely those who 
cast it up on women in wedlock that are heedless but believing shall be accursed in the 
present world and the world to come; and there awaits them a mighty chastisement". 
5- Tell us isn't it true that Hassän b. Thäbit al-Ansäri, Misttah Abi Bakr's relative, and 
Humnah b. Jahsh, were amongst those who slandered `A'isha? Did they repent? And 
did the Prophet (peace be with him) and the believers forgive them? Allah says: "And 
those who cast it up on women in wedlock, and then bring not four witnesses, scourge 
them with eighty stripes, and do not accept any testimony of theirs ever; those they are 
the ungodly, save such as repent thereafter and make amends; surely God is All- 
forgiving, All-compassionate". 
6- Furthermore, you claim Allah forgives only those associated to Him and they are not 
at all cursed by Him. This is not true, for He cursed in His Book the people who 
angered Him, then later He forgave them. In the Chapter (süra) of Nahl, He says: 
"... who so disbelieves in God after he has believed been excepting him who has 
compelled, and his heart is still at rest in his belief but whosoever's breast is expanded 
in unbelief, upon them shall rest anger from God, and there awaits them a mighty 
chastisement... ". Till He says: "... without a doubt, in the world to come they will be the 
losers. Then, surely thy Lord, unto those who have emigrated after persecution, then 
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ý'; 
struggled and were patient, surely thy Lord thereafter is forgiving, All- 
compassionate... ". 
You should fear Allah when taking unbelievers as friends unless they repent and leave 
polytheism, for Allah and His Apostle have dissolved treaty obligations with pagans. 
Allah says; "A proclamation from God and His Messenger unto mankind on the day of 
the greater Pilgrimage: God is quit, and His Messenger, of the idolaters. So if you 
repent, that will be better for you; but if you turn your backs". And: "Yet if they repent, 
and perform the prayer, and pay the alms, then they are your brothers in religion ". 
7- He13 said that Abil 'Ubayda 14 asked: does Allah sustain care for the pagan whose 
felicity had been preordained. Abü `Ubayda said: "No, not until He pulls him, the 
polytheist, out of his polytheism". To support his view Abü `Ubayda read the following 
verse from the Koran: "Those who believe, and then disbelieve, and then believe, and 
then disbelieve, and then increase in unbelief God is not likely to forgive them, neither 
to guide them on any way", and: "... surely the hypocrites will be in the lowest reach of 
the Fire; thou wilt not find for them any helper". So, they do not accept the views or 
opinions of innovators because they are the enemies of religion and the Sunna. In this 
matter Allah says: "... and who is further astray than he who follows his caprice without 
guidance from God? Surely God guides not the people of the evildoers". 
8- We fear for your safety and ask the Kind and Merciful Allah to bestow prosperity on 
us, unite us, bring about felicity and embrace us here and in the life hereafter. He is our 
sustainer and peace be upon you. 
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1 Cf. Daniel Beaumont 'Hard Boiled: Narrative Discourse in the Early Muslim Tradition', in Journal of 
Islamic Studies, v. 83 (1996), p. 5-30. 
2 E12: art. Rustamid. 
3 Al-Darjin% al-Tabagät, v. 2, p. 244. 
4 Siyar wa al-Jawabät, v. 1, p. 319. 
5 Ibn Hazm, Al-Fasl fi al-Milal wa al-Ahwä' wa al-Nihal (Cairo. 1320/ 1902), v. 4, p. 2. 
6 Josef Van Ess, Frühe Mu'tazilitische Häresiogrphie (Beirut. 1971), p. 69. 
7 Ibn Hazm, Al-Fall, v. 4, p. 2-32. 
8 Siyarwa al-Jawäbät, v. 1, p. 138. 
9 This concept is used in the Ibädite compilations of what we called the Ibädite followers. The opposite 
word is Qawm, what we would call non-Ibädite Muslims. 
10 The Koran. 
11 `A'isha b. AbY Bakr was one of the Prophet's wives. She died in 57/676. E12; art. `A'isha bint Abi 
Bakr. 
12 The particular incident here referred to occurred on the return from the expedition to the Bani Mustalig, 
5/624-6/625. When the march was ordered, `A'isha was not in her tent, having gone to search for a 
valuable necklace she had dropped. As her litter was curtained, it was not noticed that she was not in it, 
until the army reached the next halt. Meanwhile, finding the camp had gone, she sat down to rest, hoping 
that some one would come back to fetch her when her absence was noticed. It was night, and she fell a 
sleep. Next morning she found Safwän, who put her on his camel and brought her, leading the camel on 
foot. This gave occasion to enemies to raise a malicious scandal. The ringleader among them was the 
chief of the Medina Hypocrites, Abdulläh Ibn Ubayy, who is referred to in the last clause of this verse. " 
Cf. Ibn Hishäm, Sprat al-Nabi (Cairo. 1937) (ed. Muhammad Muhyi al-Din `Abd al-Hamid, v. 3, p. 345. 
13 AND Yazd. 
14 Abu `Ubayda Muslim b. Abi Kartma. 
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Chapter 4 
The sira to The People of Khuräsän 
We will discuss firstly the authenticity of the epistle; secondly its chief points, which 
centre largely on early doctrine and sermons; and thirdly the sources used by the text. 
I-Authenticity 
Upon investigation, it appears that this epistle is composed of two parts, which differ 
somewhat in both style and content. This raises the issue of the epistle's authenticity. 
The first portion consists of a fatwä concerning the subject of wiläya and bari 'a 
(association and dissociation) with regard to some of the Prophet's companions. This 
fatwä might possibly have been a reply to questions from the people of Khuräsän 
about the doctrine of association and dissociation. Basically, the author uses a 
polemical style, which included a long section in which he explains the fundamentals 
of the religion (usül al-din). This style was employed in order to refute opposing 
views on the subject. 
The second section comprises a tract entitled `The Genealogy of Islam' (Dhikr Nasab 
al-Islam). The main subject here deals with the Ibädite point of view on various issues 
of Islamic jurisprudence and theology. It also provides a general elucidation of the 
Islamic faith, including: manners of worship; laws which deal with human affairs; and 
legislation concerning various corporal and capital punishments. In fact, this epistle 
has many characteristics that can also be found in the sira of WA'il b. Ayyüb al- 
Hadrami, both contextually and stylistically. It is worth noting that the title of the sira 
is also similar to that of Wä'il b. Ayyüb, which carries the rubric `nasab al-Islam'. 
The problem is that Wä'il b. Ayyüb al-Hadrami was an Ibädite scholar who lived in 
the 2°d/8t' century, ' while this letter was sent at the beginning of the 4`h/loth century. 
Therefore we are justified in considering that the author of the epistle to the people of 
Khuräsän probably used and quoted from the Ara of Wä'il b. Ayyüb al-Hadrami and 
combined two siras into one, with an introduction, main body and conclusion. 
According to the Jämi` of Ibn Ja'far (3`d/9`h century) we find a quotation from the sira 
of Dhikr Nasab al-Islam by Wä'il b. Ayyüb al-Hadrami. 2 Al-Sälimi, in dealing with 
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the explanation of the Ibädite creed in Oman (`agidat ahl `Umän) quotes extensively 
from the text of Nasab al-Isläm. 3 
II-Overall Discussion 
At first glance, it is clear that the sTra comes in the form of a letter passed between 
two groups. The authors were almost without doubt a group of Omani 'ulamä, 
because they say: "We are writing to you out of kindness", while the recipients are a 
group of Ibädites in Khuräsän, for the epistle states: "For those who have written to us 
from among the people of Khuräsän". The epistle has no specific addressee and 
probably never had one, since it is really a letter to all of the Ibädites of Khuräsän. 
At the beginning of the epistle there is no basmala (In the name of Allah). One cannot 
be sure whether or not this was a mistake made by the copier or whether the omission 
was merely a convention; some of the copiers of siyar generally did not use the 
basmala to begin their copies. Thus the copier might have neglected it on the grounds 
that the siyar are considered a single, self-contained corpus of literature. In that case, 
to mention the basmala at the beginning of each epistle would be superfluous. The 
baträ genre of literature, namely that which starts without the basmala, began in the 
Umayyad period, when letters or sermons appeared without this usual ritual 
prolegomenon. 4 The text in question starts with the obligatory tahmid, which later 
continues with a wasiyya bi tagwä or exhortation to piety. This was a common feature 
of early doctrinal epistles and speeches, originating in Iraq or within the Iraqi sphere 
of influence. 5 Throughout the epistle, the author uses the connectors (wa). j and (aw)j' 
sparingly, as well as attached personal pronouns to evoke an oratory style. This could 
be due to the fact that the speech was noted down by way of dictation; when this is the 
case the copier has to employ a style replete with wa and aw in order to give the final 
text literary cohesion. This sira has been taken as a model and has influenced many of 
the features found in latter Ibadite epistles, dating from the 6th century through to the 
10th century. Examples include the Risdlat al-Diyänät by al-Shammäkhi, 6 and works 
by al-Kindi and al-Kharässini. 8 This style of writing has also been adopted by the 
likes of Ibn Qudama al-Hanbali in treatises on the Hanbalite creed. 9 
With reference to the terminology and expressions used in the text, we can highlight 
two salient terms, the first being "nasab al-Islam". This is mentioned in several siyar 
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texts, including the sira of Abü Ayyüb. The basic meaning of this term has been 
alluded to by Khalaf b. Ziyäd al-Bahräni (the first half of 2nd /8`'' century) when he 
says in his sira: "we shall remind you of Allah, and of Islam which is the religion that 
is attributed to Him (al-Isläm allaclhi nusiba lahu). 10 This is also used by Häshim b. 
Ghaylän in his sTra to Imam `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd (207/823-226/841). This was a 
text he was commanded to write in order to educate the masses. This text contains the 
following: "you should elucidate for them `nasab al-Islam' and educate them in what 
they should perform, namely that which is good, and in what they should eschew, 
namely that which is evil" (wa 'äihirü lahum nasab al-Islam). " To illustrate the use 
of this term in a later period, we see in the sira of `Abdullah Muhammad b. `Isä al- 
Sarri (second half 5th/11'h) entitled FT al-farq bayn al-imam al- `älim wa ghayr al- 
`aiim (On the Difference between a Learned Imam and an Unlearned Imam) that the 
author described the possibility of appointing someone to the imamate even if he is 
known to commit sins. In such a case, the scholars will ask him to repent; if he does, 
and, in addition to that, accepts the creed contained in nasab al-Islam, 12 then his 
imamate is acceptable. Furthermore, we find this terminology used in the sira used to 
invite people to Ibädism. This epistle says: "you should elucidate for him `nasab al- 
Isldm' only then it is possible to accept him". 13 As all the expressions above are 
referred to as nasab al-Islam, this would imply that the usage of the term as employed 
by Abü Ayyüb in his epistle would appear to be based upon the usage at that time of 
the Ibädites in Basra. The text was used to educate the Ibädite followers about Islam. 
Another possible interpretation is that the people should learn the knowledge and the 
means by which they came by the knowledge (i. e. the chain of transmission or isnäd) 
concomitantly. In so doing the Ibädite would be sure in his belief, and in the way in 
which he acquired his belief. Both of these postulates highlight for us two important 
points. The first is that we can see the early creed or belief structure of the nascent 
Ibädite community in Basra; secondly, we become aware of the technical language 
used within religious texts that issued subsequently from Basra. 
Juxtaposed with the first term, nasab al-Islam is the second expression manzila bayn 
al-manzilatayn (literally, a position between two positions), which refers to the 
position of the grave sinner in Mu'tazilite terminology. This intermediate position is 
one of the defining characteristics of Mu'tazilite theology. At the beginning of the 
3rd/9`h century, Mahbiib b. al-Rah-il and Härün b. al-Yamän, two Ibädite leaders in 
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Basra, engaged in an extensive theological debate concerning the nature of sin. Hann 
classified sin into three specific categories. The first is the kind of sin which makes its 
perpetrator a disbeliever. The second is the sin which, when committed, renders any 
judgement of belief or disbelief impossible. The third is the kind of sin which Allah 
forgives. Härün, in order to justify his own particular view, referred to the case of the 
Prophet's behaviour with regard to his wife, `A'isha, after the battle of Banii 
Mustaliq. The Prophet abstained from expressing an opinion until the Koran acquitted 
`A'isha of the calumny that was brought against her. Härim held that she was in a 
`position between two positions'. However, the real issue is in understanding the 
precise nature of the Ibädite belief with regard to this concept of the intermediate 
position. According to al-Janäwni, the Ibädites both believe and do not believe in the 
`intermediate position'. With respect to the latter stance, the Ibädite belief is that they 
do not accept any position distinguishing between belief (al-iman) and disbelief (al- 
kufr). With respect to the former stance, they do believe in `the intermediate position' 
since they regard the grave sinner to be in a state of kufr al- ni'ma; conversely, the 
Mu'tazilites regard a grave sinner as a fasiq (open sinner). 14 This concept may have a 
basis in the very early days of Ibädism. We can see in `Abdulläh b. Ibäd's letter to 
`Abd al-Malik b. Marwdn that the early Ibädites split from the Khärijites because the 
latter considered Muslims who committed grave sins to be polytheists. 15 Abü Säkin 
`Amir al-Shammzkhi (d. 792/1389) states in his epistle, Riscilat al-Diyänät that: 
"We hold that the state of hypocrisy is the intermediate position between faith and polytheism. 
We hold that hypocrites are neither believers nor polytheists. We hold that the polytheists are 
neither believers nor hypocrites. We believe that the believers are neither hypocrites nor 
polytheists. We hold that there is no intermediate position between faith and disbelief. We hold 
that he is an infidel-ingrate ". 
16 
Al-Mus`abi (d. 1188/1774) on the other hand notes that the Ibädite Weltanschauung 
and that of the Mu'tazilites with regard to the grave sinner are similar doctrinally, but 
differ in the expressions (lafz) employed. The Mu'tazilites refused to indict the 
Muslim of his kufr, even if he was a grave sinner. 17 This can be seen in the accounts 
from the time of Wäsil b. `Atä', a period that everyone holds to be the birth of 
Mu'tazilism. Wäsil stated during the course of a lecture delivered by his teacher al- 
Hasan al-Basri that the grave sinner was neither a believer nor disbeliever; rather, he 
or she occupied an intermediate position. 18 To conclude this assessment, it is possible 
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that the Ibädites of Basra might have been influenced by the Mu'tazilites during the 
2°a/8`h century. In the course of the mutual polemic between the two parties, ideas 
must have been exchanged and either adopted in full or modified. 19 
III-Sources 
The most important source for the epistle is the Koran. The epistle quotes Koranic 
verses liberally, which are usually prefixed by expressions such as: gdIa A115h, wa 
gd1a to `dld. Sometimes the verses are interwoven into the text of the epistle to convey 
the same meaning that the writer is trying to emphasise. Fragments of Prophetic 
hadith are also present in the epistle. Use of Tradition can often be found in the 
Ibadite epistles of the first period, examples being: the sira of Salim b. Dhakwan, the 
sira of Shabib b. `Atiyya and the sira of Abi `Ubayda and Abi Mawdüd Häjib. 20 
IV-The manuscript 
The manuscript belongs to al-Sälimi's library in Biddyah. This copy can be found 
within the contents of the book Kitdb al-Tagyid, 21 which means that the recorder of 
the book was Abi Muhammad b. Baraka, who composed the book as a record of the 
notes that he had taken down during sessions with his teachers, Imam Said b. 
Abdulläh (d. 328/939) and Abi Mälik Ghassan b. Muhammad b. al-Khadar. The 
importance of this manuscript is that it includes the earliest Ibädite opinions and 
citations from works in Basra, some of which are considered lost, such as K. Abi Nüh 
Sälih b. al-Dahhän, K. `Abd al-Malik b. Abi Sufra, K Abi Al-Hurr. On the title page, 
there appears the name of the owner of the manuscript, `Abdulläh b. `Umar b. Ziyäd 
b. Ahmad, who states that he bought the book for two thousand four hundred Dinärs 
in the form of loose pages on Sunday, the last night of Muharram 963/December 
1555. However, there is a problem concerning the copier's date. On the third page 
before the end, the copier's date is recorded as the 7`h Jumädä I 963 (18t1i March 1556) 
in Bahla city. The manuscript is written in the same clear and fluid naskh hand 
throughout and consists of 433 pages. However, there are many interpolations in the 
manuscript: for example, the hand is different from page 316 to the end of the book, 
and there are also inserts of many independent monographs attributed to different 
authors. In addition to this, the numbers of lines on the page differ after page 316. 
Before this, the pages were a uniform 22 lines each; after page 316, they average 
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between 21 and 26 lines. The manuscript leaf size is 28.4cm x 19 cm. The sira to the 
people of Khuräsän can be found between pages 88-98, while the sira to the people of 
Khwärizm lies between pages 135-136. The original was in fact written on 
Wednesday 6th Rajab 625 (10th June 1228) and the copier of the manuscript was 
Abdulläh b. `Umar b. Ziyäd b. Ahmad b. Räshid b. `Umar is apparently the same man 
who bought the K Tagyid. 
Another problem with this manuscript is that there are many lacunae in the pages. 
Furthermore, most of the leaves are corroded and worn away. A further problem is 
that no other copies of this manuscript can be found. Possibly because this particular 
copy was so expensive, the purchaser sought to prevent his original from being copied 
subsequently by other copyists. Furthermore, this manuscript is not mentioned in the 
standard Ibädite/Omani works, and it may have been neglected, as have many other 
similar works. Accordingly, neither Omani historical nor jurisprudential sources 
mention these two siras. Moreover, the collection of the Siyar wa al-Jawäbclt, as well 
as the other collections of Omani siyar, do not include these two siras. Finally, no 
attempt has previously been made to publish or edit either of these siras. 
V- Editing of the work 
The al-Sälimi library contains the only original manuscript. It is easier to read than to 
understand, and one can often tell what the letters are, or could be, but sometimes they 
do not make sense. For this reason, the edited manuscript quotes other Ibädite epistles 
by way of elucidation, including the sira of Abi Ayyiib Wä'il b. Ayyüb. The latter 
text was used in the editing of Nasab al-Isläm, the second part of the epistle being 
used as a reference text. The first copy of the sira of Abi Ayyüb is used in Siyar wa 
al-Jawäbät22 and the second copy is used in the Nizwa copy. 23 However, neither of 
them was used or considered as the original text but, rather, was utilised for correction 
and comparison purposes to complete the original text, i. e. the al-Sälim copy extant 
today. In its completed form, the comparisons between these three copies indicate that 
the final text is incomplete. A number of gaps leave the final text patchy in some 
places; this is inevitable due to the insufficiency of the original text. As a result of 
this an editor sometimes has to interpolate in order to clarify the text and convey a 
meaning that is as accurate as possible. Following on from that, he will also punctuate 
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and vocalise the text, seeing that almost all of the text lacks vocalisation (tashkil). I 
have also broken the text into paragraphs, and added punctuation to promote the sense 
and to enable the reader to follow the flow of the text more easily. 
Signs and abbreviations 
Text 
[P: 1] This refers to the page in accordance with the manuscript 
(..... ) Indicates that another manuscript adds further to the text 
".... " Refers to the quotation in the text 
[] Supplied by editor 
{} Not understood by the editor 
Footnotes 
O Original manuscript 
A Al-Sayfi's manuscript 
S al-Siyar wa al-Jawäbät 
+ The manuscript has previously been added 
to by using the other manuscripts. 
_ 
A piece of the text is missing. 
Koran: 00; 00 designates the number of the sura (chapter) 
and äya (verse) in the Koran. 
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VII-The Translation of the Text 
To those who have written to us from the people of Khuräsän 
1- Peace be upon you, we praise Allah for you, there is no God but Allah. He is fair in 
His bounty, kind in His justice, and wise in His acts. He has the most beautiful names, 
the highest praise, the most wise acts, and the perfection in directing affairs are all 
attributed to Him. In His hand is the good; He is powerful over everything. 
2- We advise you to fear Allah who forbade you from having the characteristics of the 
hypocrites. He took a covenant from you to obey His commandments and avoid His 
prohibitions, testing and examining you thereby. You have to fear Allah and stand 
upright as He has commanded you. You should remember death, the resurrection and 
the day of judgement. A day when those who were followed disown their followers 
and the evildoers bite their hands in grief for what they have done. They will be 
enemies to erstwhile friends, with the exception of those who feared Allah. 
3- We wrote to you out of kindness, for the exaltation of your honour and the increase 
of your righteousness. We and the Muslims around us are all under the protection of 
Allah. Our desire is to give you the harmony that you indeed deserve. We ask Allah to 
complete and increase His favours upon you. We and the Muslims are all under the 
protection of Allah. All praise is for Allah, the Lord of all beings and may the praise 
of Allah be upon Muhammad. 
4- If someone asks, tell me who was under the bond of Muslim association until he 
disappeared or died. The person, who is fair among the Muslims, their doctrine and 
who also has knowledge of association and dissociation, witnessed that he had sinned 
against the faith and insisted on his sins till he died. We did not know if he had 
repented or not. However, do Muslims accept what has been said against their 
companion after his death? According to what has been said, if someone dies then his 
argument dies with him. 
5- We say that power comes only from Allah: if the candidate was one of the Imams 
chosen by Muslim scholars to govern the state, or if he was one of the religious 
imams who were famous for their kindness to Muslims, and who consented to his 
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association, the scholars gave him a pledge to obey Allah and give him the 
responsibility to govern them and their affairs and agree on his legitimate ruling such 
as `Umar b. al-Khattäb, `Abdulläh b. Mas`üd, Jäbir b. Zayd, Julandä b. Mas`üd, Rabi' 
b. Habib, Mahbüb b. al- Ruhil, Müsd b. `Ali, Muhammad b. Mahbüb as well as those 
who were like them but not mentioned. 
If someone witnessed against those people or against someone among them, even if 
the number of witnesses increased after he was against the faith and insisted on it and 
did not recant till he died, Muslims would not accept that. In this case, Muslims 
should dissociate from the witnesses and ask them to repent for what they have said. 
If the witnesses repent, they have the right to return to their previous position in the 
Muslim community, but if they insist on what they have witnessed before, then the 
Muslims would continue dissociating from them. If there is one witness against the 
imams who are mentioned above, Muslims should not accept his testimony and 
therefore they should dissociate from him and ask him to repent. If he repents, 
Muslims may accept him, but if he insists on not repenting, they should continue their 
dissociation from him. 
6- As regards to the evildoing imams, whose sins were notorious within the Muslim 
community, the Muslims consented to dissociate from them. Individuals such as: 
`Uthmän b. `Aff 
. n, Mu`äwiya 
b. Abi Sufyän and `Ali b. Abi Tälib as well as others 
who are like those but not mentioned. If each of those people was witnessed by more 
or less one hundred people that they had repented before death and renounced their 
evil deeds, then Muslims would not associate with them again. However, they must 
not accept their testimony and dissociate from those who have witnessed and asked 
them to repent. If they repented, then they would be accepted back into the Muslim 
community, but if they insisted on their testimony then the Muslims should dissociate 
from them as well as from those who were heretic imams. 
7- The association of those mentioned by the religious Imams is something 
customarily inherited and is famous among Muslims. It is an issue that has already 
been debated among Muslims and they have agreed to it. 
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Concerning the witnesses case, the testimony was not accepted on two counts. The 
first was because there is an accusation of lying against those scholars who came 
before. So the scholar cannot be accused of being a liar and dishonest by anyone. 
Therefore, this leads to a decline in your allegation, and you were against your 
opponents. No one could bring something different from what they have said. 
8- Suppose one who is considered in association with the Muslim community until he 
disappeared or died, then two people whose opinions have a great influence in our 
community witnessed against him, either when he was away or after he died, that he 
committed something against the faith and insisted on it and no one knew whether he 
had repented until his death. The people who accepted him must accept the testimony 
against him. 
The testimony of those who died have not had their testimony accepted by the 
Muslims who witnessed the sins that they have committed while they were alive and 
so dissociated from their witness. However, in this case they should forgive all the 
people who are from your community and associated with `Uthmän, Mu`äwiya and 
`Ali after their death. This is because they will say to you: you and your opponents 
consented that in fact they were under the obedience of Allah, so we associate with 
them because you have consented to that. On the other hand, if you prove that they 
have committed sins, they would say: we do not accept your proof because they are 
already dead or their evidence died with them. Likewise, if you forgive them on 
accepting them after establishing the proof against them, the affair which has caused 
division among the people who went astray with sinners, has gone wider than the 
scope of your claim. If you have overcome their arguments and dissociated from 
them, then you will break your claim that the witness' testimony against the one who 
died was not accepted after his death. 
I have heard from one of Muslims that `Azzän b. Sagar said "if a man was living in 
Iraq and had heard of `Ali b. Abi Tälib's kindness, but not his sins, he would have 
been likely to accept him. If another man has witnessed that `Ali b. Abi Tälib 
committed sins, then he has to dissociate from the witness. But, if there were two 
witnesses, he would have had to dissociate from `Ali b. Abi Tälib". This is evidence 
for any person who has established the argument against `Ali to dissociate from him 
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after his death. `Azzän b. Sagar was an Omani scholar and we depend on him for this 
issue. 
9- On the Genealogy of Islam. Allah is our lord, Muhammad is our prophet, The 
Koran is our guidance, the sacred house is our direction for prayer and Islam is our 
religion. Islam is faith and faith is Islam. Righteousness and piety is from the faith and 
fealty is from the faith. All these parts are complementary with faith, which 
establishes its limits just as good deeds establish its rightness. Faith is not achieved 
either when Allah's commands are disobeyed or they continue to do what Allah has 
forbidden. 
10- Faith is the confession that there is no God but Allah, and Muhammad is his 
Prophet. His revelations received from Allah are true. Faith is in Allah, the day of 
resurrection, the angels, the books, the apostles, the paradise and the fire, and the 
establishment of the final hour, there can be no doubt about it, or about (the fact) that 
Allah will raise up all who are in their graves. Do goodness and command it, avoid 
the bad and prohibit it, in accordance with Allah's commands and prohibitions that 
are laid out clearly in His book. 
11- Faith is to perform regular prayer on time, day and night. The prayer consists of 
complete ablution, bowing and purification. The start of the prayer is signified by the 
raising of the hands in the takbir of prohibition i. e. takbirat al-ihräm24 and the end of 
the prayer is known as the salutation (taslim). 25 All this is done with submissiveness 
and acquiescence. It is also necessary to perform the prayer in congregation Jamä `a. 
It is prohibited when praying to supplicate qunüt, 26 saying amen amin. 27 Nor may one 
merely wipe the tops of the covered feet instead of washing the feet in the Wudü'. It is 
permissible while on a journey to be excused from performing the full prayer and 
travellers who wish to combine the prayers are allowed to do so. The Friday Jum `a 
prayer has to be done in the misr mumasar28 with the Imams of justice. The prayer 
can be performed in other places rather than a misr. 29 This prayer is a duty upon all 
people who have attained puberty, as well as free people who are residents. All this 
includes the prayer of fitr, 30 al-adhä31 prayer and the one of the burial service of the 
people of the Qibla (i. e. Muslims) after washing their bodies, wrapping them in 
shrouds and burying them. There is no prayer after dawn, until the sun rises and there 
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is no prayer after the afternoon one until the sun is down, except for the burial prayer 
or the prayer of redemption. 
12- Faith also necessitates the giving of regular alms: Zak5h from the various kinds of 
known properties specified32 by Allah. These kinds of Zakah have to be given 
according to our duties towards Allah and Sunna of His Prophet on the subject of 
time, the taxable property and the precise rules prescribed. 
According to the Zakäh procedure, it should be given to the people of authority who 
establish and judge according to Allah's justice, the people who are equitable and fair, 
and not against the justice of Allah and His judgement. These are the people who have 
the authority and the right to distribute Zakäh. But people who don't have this right, 
put Zakäh in the hands of the unrighteous and divide it unfairly, the one who is not a 
man of justice and uses the Zakirh for himself, or his relatives, or to achieve his 
private desires or used it for his next of kin who does not have an allocated share of 
the Zakäh by Allah. Then the people who are eligible to pay the Zakäh should give it 
themselves to the specified people who need it. 
13- Besides Zakäh, fasting throughout the month of Ramadän is also part of the faith. 
It means establishing all the other essential duties of fasting, and the things by which 
Allah is remembered, such as self-denial, piety and godliness. Zakät al-'abdän (the 
alms of body) 33, that is one Sä `34 of what is used for food by each person in the 
family, young or old, free or slave and man or woman, is also a duty. Pilgrimage to 
the Sacred House, for those who are able, is also part of the faith. 
Faith also means to treat parents well, to keep in contact with people whom Allah has 
commanded to be brought together: kinfolk, neighbours, companions, and wayfarers, 
in addition to what your right hands possess and give what is due to the people to 
whom Allah gives rights in the faith. People are ranked according to their good and 
evil behaviour; to their dissociation and association. However, in such a case, do not 
become friends or give loyalty except to those fearing Allah and obedient to Him. 
This is the practice (approved) for those who disobeyed Allah, and `thou shalt find no 
changing the wont of Allah'. 
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14- It requires lowering of the gaze, protection of the private parts, a removal of the 
self from what is forbidden by Allah, and disavowal from such things. Moreover, it 
includes covering what Allah commands His servants to cover; bearing in mind that 
Allah commands women to cover differently from men. Allah commands women to 
remain in their homes and to draw their veils over their ornaments, not stamping their 
feet to attract attention to their hidden ornaments, with the exception of that which 
appears naturally thereof, things whose appearance is not forbidden or shameful. Such 
things include: applying kohl to the eyes or wearing a ring on the finger. Any woman 
who displays a bracelet on her arm, an earring in her ear, an anklet on her ankle or any 
other (prohibited) body part, except her face and her hands, without an attendant 
Mahram: 35 then she is disobedient to her Lord until she repents from her sin. 
Women should not tattoo others, or be tattooed themselves; they should refrain from 
separating their teeth (for reasons of beautification); they should not wear false hair or 
attach false hair to others. Women should not (overly) mourn at their misfortunes, 
slap their cheeks, scratch their faces, lament or be lamented for; for some that hear 
such lamenting derive pleasure from it. Women should not travel except in the 
company of a Mahram, or be naked, except to their husbands. Women should not be 
approached during their monthly courses until they are purified by means of Ghusal, 
or ritual bathing, thus ending their state of ritual impurity. 
15- It does not behove a Muslim to enter the houses of other people without first 
asking for permission. The name of Allah should be invoked when offering a 
sacrifice, and meat that has been sacrificed without the mention of Allah's name, 
should not be eaten. That is forbidden. All fermented or intoxicating drinks are also 
forbidden. Marriage should be undertaken with a dowry, a witness, permission of the 
guardian, and the consent of the woman. Men should keep away from marrying 
women who are forbidden by Allah in His book. Divorce should be in the presence of 
witnesses and includes the `idda. 36 With regards to inheritance, it should be executed 
as explained in the verses of the Koran. The law of inheritance states that there is no 
inheritance between different religions. With all of the above, it should be borne in 
mind that Allah's verses should not be taken in jest. 
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16- It is faithful to avoid lies, false testimony and similar words and sayings that are 
of no benefit for the speaker, all this is considered to be the excellence of an 
individual's Islam. The repentance from all sins and shortcomings should be sincere 
repentance to Allah. Sincere repentance necessitates that the repentant one not return 
to the sin committed; that he regrets having committed the sin, and that he follows up 
his sin with a better state of being and goodness. It is the duty of every Muslim to bear 
testimony against the people who stray from the right path; to exclude them from the 
community, to dissociate from them and to bear enmity and hatred for them. 
However, in certain circumstances, it may be possible to tolerate the one who strays, 
as Allah allows, by not making apparent his misguidance. 
One should associate with the people of obedience, loving them, and being faithful to 
Allah, grateful to them, protecting their family and property during their absence as 
Allah would guard them, in accordance with the Koranic command: "do not help each 
other to sin and enmity. " Help them to fear Allah and follow His commands. Fear 
Allah in the things He commands you or prohibits you; be respectful to that in private 
or public and know that Allah knows what is in your hearts, so be fearful of Him. 
Also purify the heart from envy and rancour and your tongues from false words. 
Moreover, disobey the commands of the sinful soul and divert it from desire and lusts 
that cause it to perish. Keep the soul away from the places of lust, remind it not to be 
heedless and neglectful, raise it to the morals and ethics of Islam. The ranking of 
people is by their striving to love Allah and therefore it is necessary to join together in 
goodness by His grace. 
17- Establish the truth and deliver it to Allah but not to the pagans, by whatever 
means possible. Follow the ordinances of justice and the footsteps of the guiding 
Imams whom Allah strengthened with a power from Himself, protecting and guiding 
them with his light. People should seek existing knowledge, associated with scholars, 
follow their path and know the bounty that Allah has bestowed them. Conversely, 
avoid the other imams of error and the leaders of sedition; keep clear of them in their 
disobedience to Allah. Faith is to advise people to recover from their ignorance and 
blindness, and to give up their wrongs and straying from the path of right and from 
appropriate speech. You have to remind people and warn them to fear Allah with the 
teachings of His apostles, whether these teachings were a justification for punishment 
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or of a warning of the impending doom. Recommend the Muslims to wisdom and 
sincere preaching, calling and inviting whoever turned back or who returned and 
accepted. 
18- You have to oppose him who denies the Day of Judgement and transgresses 
against the faithful after he has heard the message of Islam, and you must argue 
against him. Continue fighting the unbelievers until they believe in Allah, and the 
transgressors until they comply with the commands of Allah. The actions of the 
evildoers should be changed in order to undo whatever evils they have created, what 
heretical doctrines they have advocated, and what errors they have introduced other 
than Allah's commands and false deeds. 
You should refute the people who said there is no destiny and who dispute with Allah 
in His power, ascribing their acquisition of their power to the actions of men. Reply 
also to the people who assert that faith is in words rather than deeds. Oppose the 
Group of Unity who label other Muslims polytheists, people who assert 
anthropomorphism. The people who believe in the visibility of Allah and dismiss His 
threats and the people who claim that the people of igrär, who commit sins, will 
eventually enter Paradise after they enter Hell. Indeed, Allah considers all of these 
great sinners, and for sinners there is naught but error and loss. 
19- Faith is also to protect and guard the sanctity of Islam, according to necessity and 
ability. This duty is an order from Allah to the people of insight, to be take upon 
oneself and is well known amongst the people of knowledge. The fighting should be 
until the word of Allah is exalted above all others and His command is executed. Faith 
is executing noble actions that Allah has commanded. However, it also means 
standing out firmly for justice, it includes the bearing of testimony between people, 
whether they be distant or near. The witnesses should not refuse when they are asked 
to give evidence and to testify. A fair judgement between one man and another is a 
fulfilment of goodness. In contrast, there is no obedience to those who disobey Allah, 
nor should any vows be taken which entail disobedience to Allah. No authority should 
be given to any judge who does not rule according to what Allah has sent down. Such 
people are unbelievers, wrong doers and rebels. 
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Establish the weight with justice, fill up the measure, permit trade and forbid usury. 
Keep all of Allah's bounds and his forbiddances with regard to that which Allah has 
forbidden from the self and possessions except for the things that Allah allows in 
marriage, nourishment and quenching ones thirst. Hold on to these ordinances 
tenaciously, however, those aforementioned people of desires exceed the set limits in 
transgression and wrongdoing. Allah has promised them a swift penalty and fetters in 
this life and punishment on the last day. 
20- Forbidden usury multiplied, leaving the doubtful things that have no basis in 
either the sunna or athär. Obscure things which have neither been attested to by Allah 
in his book or in the sunna of His Prophet and the excellent Companions. Such trade 
is not self-rewarding. 
Faith includes the avoidance of suspicions, taking hold of clear signs, seeking science 
without making pretexts to ignore learning. Deeds should be executed following the 
guidance of Allah. Be enlarged as Allah has width in his religion; make use of His 
bounties, which are from His mercy to His servants in the easiness and simplicity that 
he proffers to you. Worship and thank Allah. Muslims should avoid bad manners, 
arrogance and being vainglorious and haughty in their behaviour. They should not 
adopt the behaviour of the disbelievers in revealing and concealing. 
Muslims should assent in the knowledge of Allah and the people of religion. They 
should submit to him, be humble, honourable, and modest. Honour Allah by not 
saying anything without prior knowledge. Do not indulge in false suspicion and futile 
knowledge. 
Do not shed blood, for injustice, killing a believer or helping and supporting his 
killing is prohibited: "... and whoever slays a believer wilfully, his recompense is 
Gehanama (Hell), therein dwelling forever, and God will deal with him and curse 
him, and prepare for him a mighty chastisement". 
Faith is combing the hair, clipping the moustache, cleaning the teeth, rinsing the 
mouth, snuffing water up the nose (istinshäq), removing the hair under the armpit, 
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trimming the nails, shaving the pubic hair, circumcision, doing ablution with istinjä' 
by cleaning oneself from the impurities of urine and excrement. 
Moreover, faith should avoid what Allah has prohibited in His Sacred House. From 
the beginning till the end of pilgrimage, the pilgrim has to shun what Allah has 
prohibited such as obscenity, wickedness and wrangling. The pilgrim has to do the 
sacrifice as well as mention and remember Allah throughout the performance of his 
pilgrimage. As a pilgrim, he should avoid winking at the believers, defaming them, 
backbiting them, thinking ill of them, spying on their private affairs, and hurting them 
without any cause. Such deeds lead to failure in good works and carry the burden of a 
manifest sin and lead the people who do such acts to a real and evident loss. In 
addition, faith fulfils the rights of believers, offering them love and asking Allah to 
pardon and forgive them. As a result of this, Allah distinguishes between the believers 
and brings their hearts together. 
21- Faith forbids association with the sinful, rather, hearts should be disassociated and 
no love or requests for pardon should be offered. The exception in the things that 
Allah has forbidden for the believers is in his sayings of precaution. He says, "unless 
you have a fear of them" and says, "excepting him who has been compelled, and his 
heart is still at rest in his belief'. Acts are not considered good deeds in cases of 
precaution. The sinful, whom Allah has ordered to fight, should be separated. 
Therefore, fight the unbelievers and the sinful among the Muslims. They are known 
by the names and doctrines that Allah has called them. They are divided among 
themselves; execute Allah's judgement and punishment upon them. 
It is not permissible for the people of authority to abandon the execution of Allah's 
law. This is the right of truth, that people who have authority when they know about 
Allah's punishments, should establish them, seeking aid with their helpers, absolving 
themselves from those who oppose them. 
The repentance of people who are satisfied with the Muslim judgement and 
acknowledge their religion and feel repentance, is accepted. However, who will 
accept his repentance though it is not false the punishment for him and capability of 
Muslims to associate with him. If the man is obstinate and arrogant, the punishment 
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should be executed on him according to what he has wrongly done. The Muslims 
disassociate him with regard to his manner, obstinacy and arrogance. 
Anyone who has authority can execute or arrest another for the nonfeasance of his 
judgement. From this point of view, the authority is an ingrate according to the state 
of Allah's punishment which He orders to the people of authority to execute. In this 
regard, Allah will be as a consequent abasement and he could give more power to the 
people who do not have any authority, apart from Allah. He is neither protected nor 
helped until he re-establishes and executes what he has hindered. Allah says; "0 
believers, take not the unbelievers as friends instead of the believers; or do you desire 
to give God over you a clear authority". However Allah's right for His servants, no 
one will leave it or doubt Allah about it accordingly. Thus Allah has asserted for the 
obedient those associated, asking the pardon, nearest them in love for them. On the 
other hand, Allah has prohibited their wealth, blood and kinship as they are regarded 
as an enormity. These are their rights which Allah has given them regarding what they 
restore to His right. 
22- Allah prohibited hypocrites to be associated, asking pardon or seeking friendship 
and love. He has asserted for them; inheritance, punishments and judgement 
according to their acknowledgement (lä iläh i115 Allah). 
Faith and association are proven in the Muslim who truly acknowledges the existence 
of Allah and who does what he believes in. However, it is forbidden for Muslims to 
kill or fight others as long as they appear to be satisfied by their authority and their 
judgement. Indeed, the one who acknowledges the thing should do it, and the one who 
believes in the thing prohibited should avoid it. Despite their acknowledgement, the 
hypocrites will not be accepted because they embrace the faith untruthfully. However, 
they are under the light of the faith and living under his protection though untruthfully 
and dishonestly. In addition, they are not genuine and true in their belief as they trick 
Allah and His obedience, as well as helping the people who rebel against Allah, 
unaware of their deception. Those people if they refused what they have 
acknowledged in terms of belief in Allah and the rights, which they have contributed. 
They transgress against the Muslims but they should fight them according to Allah's 
order that urges Muslims to fight the transgressing people as revealed in the Koran. 
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He says; "... if two parties of the believers fight, put things right between them; then, 
if one of them is insolent against the other, fight the insolent one till it reverts to 
God's commandment. If it reverts, set things right between them". The verse äya 
refers to their becoming wrong doers by refraining from doing what is right. Hence 
convicted with the death sentence for shedding Muslims' blood and fighting them, 
they are no longer faithful. They brought this upon themselves by becoming disloyal, 
capricious and treacherous. 
23- We are informed that in this fighting, approved by Allah, fists and mules were 
used but no weapons. As you know they were destroyed for not abiding by doing right 
before their acknowledgement. It serves them right to be punished until they revert to 
what Allah commands so that they could be close to Him as they had been before. 
How could any one call them faithful when they aggressively shed blood for no 
reason, profane the inviolable, spread mischief through the earth, and usurp people's 
property? Shame on those who led them! And praised are those who reject them for 
their obedience and love for Allah. Those who approve the wrong doers' deeds, help 
them, took part in the offences and turned their backs in arrogance to the right, they 
will share the wrong doer's torture in the hereafter. Whoever is ignorant of the right 
will acquire nothing but more ignorance. His burden will be much heavier and will be 
in fear for what he committed. The blind will be blinder and go astray in the hereafter. 
24- The Prophet (Peace be with him) was keen on fighting the oppressors for their 
horrible deeds until they returned to the right path and never infringed with 
somebody's rights. The Prophet continuously called the Jews, the Christians and the 
Magus to embrace what is in the Book of Allah, honour His Word, never worship but 
Allah and never associate with Him anything. He urged them to avoid abomination, 
perjury and bad deeds, which Allah forbade us to do. He also urged them to free 
themselves of the shackles of believing in any god and just believe in Allah, and not 
call besides Allah, on another God. Then He says: "And if they believe in the like of 
that you believe in, then they are truly guided; but if they turn away, then they are 
clearly in schism; God will suffice you for them: He is the All-hearing, the All- 
knowing". 
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Those who listen to his call are just as safe as any Muslim. However, Allah 
commands the Prophet to fight the unbelievers who abhor Islam and force them to pay 
Jizya37 alms submissively. When they consent to the alms payment they are free to 
practice their own religion. Allah ordains eating the cattle slaughtered by the people 
of the Book (Jews and Christians) and also marrying their believing women. He, 
however, forbids eating the Magus slaughtered cattle and forbids marrying their 
women. But when at war with the people of the Book, Muslims are forbidden to 
marry their women or eat their slaughtered cattle. If they antagonise Muslims in 
wartime, it is allowed to fight and kill them, to plunder their possessions and to take 
captive their women and the children born during war. 
26- Allah makes it lawful to spill the blood of Arab unbelievers, and to confiscate 
their money for shunning the Holy Mosque. He also forbids to bequeath them, to 
marry one of them or to eat from their slaughtered cattle. Further, He commands not 
to approve their religion, not to accept ransom or alms from them, and they have no 
alternative but to enter Islam or be. slaughtered. This is the perfect tradition of the 
Prophet (peace be upon him) in relation to the other religions. The just imams 
(leaders) behave similarly and so do the caliphs (successors) of Allah on earth. They 
maintain unequivocal and firm sunna without diminishing or exceeding; and thou 
shalt find no changing the will of Allah. 
All worshipers have confidence in him (the Prophet) because he enlightened them 
with the Revelation, the Guidance, the Distinguisher, the Light and the Evidence 
expounded by the messengers and the guides. For such a sensible person there is no 
doubt or ambiguity; and Allah clarified and provided us with evidence in detail. So, 
whoever believes sincerely and seeks alleviation from Allah, will be rewarded and 
named by the One who names, and Allah will bestow upon him the fraternity of Islam 
as well as his rights so that he can get on with his people. 
27- Insincere Muslims are not Muslims; they are only Muslims by name. True 
Muslims are those who adhere to the rules of Islam and achieve its aims through 
following the straight way of great ethics, which would take them to the highest 
degree of fulfilment. Then, a Muslim will be able to avoid betrayal, stay perpetually 
honest, reject villainous company, keep aloof from what pulls a person towards 
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dishonesty and resist the luring enticements of betrayal. When a person is unaware of 
the entanglement of temptation, he repents, fails, and becomes deeply depressed. 
Damned are the wrongful (persons) who conceal their true abominable characters and 
abolish their oath with Allah. Allah certainly knows the exact matter as well as the 
incontrovertible outcome. 
28- Allah rewards people justly according to the grades of their faith and deeds. It is 
the justice of Allah's religion where the believers' bestowal of honour is bound to be 
categorised according to their degree of faith. He calls them by their names and makes 
His judgement. In this life, when someone judges people without evidence he 
commits a grave mistake by being unjust. Nevertheless, they are justly categorised 
according to their deeds and no justice can be done for them. Allah says: "So as a 
consequence He put hypocrisy into their hearts, until the day they meet him, for that 
they failed God in that they promised Him and they were liars". 
So Allah calls them hypocrites and profligates. In this respect, Allah, the Great, made 
this decision (judgement) because they converted into Islam (i. e. through the 
confession of the existence of Almighty and the prophecy of Muhammad) but they are 
not Muslims any more since they left the commands and obedience of Allah. This is 
the outcome of overlooking His commands. It is His right that they should not 
practice the unlawful and the forbidden. This is how the people of arbitration 
(decision) are considered infidel, that is, when their judgement is adverse to what 
Allah revealed and rejects His commands. Allah says: "When they are called to God 
and His Messenger, that he may judge between them, is that they say, `We hear, and 
we obey'; those are the prosperous". Therefore, with wrongful deeds the people of 
hell go to hell; and with faith the people of Heaven are sent to Heaven. 
29- Islam is faith and faith is in Islam. Piety is also from faith. Each (concept) 
complements faith, fulfils its rights and realises its measures. However, it is beyond 
the boundaries of possibility for faith to be realised if the religious ordinance (of 
Allah) is not maintained, or if what Allah forbids is practised. Surely, the unbelievers 
are the wrongdoers and the profligates. Your deeds speak for you: When you do well 
you are judged positively, and when you do erroneously, you are deemed 
unsatisfactory. Allah judges according to how we behave. Your behaviour (deed) is 
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indicative of your character. Your deed incites either support or animosity. Certainly, 
this strengthens the bonds of Islam and establishes the firm pillars of association with 
or enmity to Allah. Allah is the first to absolve from the people of sin and He showed 
enmity towards them. We follow the perfect tradition as well as Allah's commands 
when we act hostilely towards them (the people of sin). We entrust the ones who 
pledge loyalty to Allah, are committed to His obedience and commands and those 
who are devout and reject what He forbids. Our enemy is the perfidious one who is 
driven by his fancy, desire, enticement, infatuation, and the one who deems 
permissible what Allah forbids and becomes therefore a sinner. Thy Lord wrongs not 
His servants. 
30- The hypocrites entered Islam, acknowledged its duties and rights. They pretended 
to be content before Muslims. Yet, behind the Muslims' backs they marred their 
religion and contradicted what Allah commands not to do. When they are reproved, 
they apologise. Nevertheless, when they are forgiven, they ask Allah's forgiveness. 
They pretend to abhor mistakes and that they repent sins. However, they go back to 
what they apologised for and to the same sins they repented from. (This is the case in 
death). They are called back when they turn away, and they are gladly received when 
they return. Muslims can socialise (deal) with them if they repent. He, who seals his 
deeds with true repentance, is associated with Muslims. But the one, who insists on 
being an unbeliever, will not be associated with Muslims, and disassociating from him 
is a must. The worshiper's ends are extremely reliable: either association with or 
approval of grace, or hatred and abomination for enormity. Allah has strong 
arguments against the disobedient, but blessed are the rightly guided who are 
enlightened with Allah's guidance. And Allah shall increase those who were guided 
in guidance and the unbelievers He increases not except in loss. 
We ask Allah for help in His obedience, protection from sin, and success in following 
His Guidance. The privileged are granted such Guidance, and they enjoy felicity 
besides Allah's care. We ask prosperity from Him. Such a matter is easy for the 
Omnipotent. Peace and blessing of Allah be on us, and His prayer upon Muhammad 
and true thanks to Allah. 
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Chapter 5 
The sira of Imam Räshid b. Said 
To The People of Mansura 
I-The Epistle 
The significance of this sira is that it helped the spread of Ibädite ideas in Asia as well 
as improving the historical Omani relationship with the Sind region or Ard al-Hind and 
is one of the few documents showing this. Several scholars have showed interest in text 
documentation. A1-Sälimi describes the probability of contact between Oman and the 
Sind region in the 5`h/11th century at the time of Imam Räshid b. Said who 
communicated the Ibadite doctrine to the people of this region. ' In Lewicki's survey, 
the doctrine of Ibädism had been spread to India and China, Lewicki cited this epistle as 
proof of this possibility. 2 Thus he suggests that this sira might be a political 
correspondence concerning whether or not the Ibädites were able to obtain political 
independence. 3 Wilkinson too talks about using this sira to argue that the second 
Imamate of Oman tried to restore the role of the first Imamate in the Indian Ocean. 4 
Apart from the scholars mentioned above, most workers on Omani history generally do 
not mention this sira or other jurisprudence fiqh. The sira has so far only been found in 
three of the collections of Omani siyar. Further, the collection of al-Siyar wa al- 
Jawäbät does not include the sira of Mansura. No previous attempt has been made to 
publish or edit this sira. Thus this sira could open up new information about Ibädism in 
Asia even though the Ibädite settlements there were destroyed. ` 
II- The Imam Rashid bin Said 
Imam Rashid bin Said al-Yahmad1 is listed by Muhammad al-Sälimi (d. 1985) in his 
Nahdat al-A `yän as being the twenty-fourth Omani Imam (according to the 
chronological Omani imams) and the sixteenth (according to the chronological Ban-1 
Kharüs imams). 5 The Omani historical sources include no biographical details such as 
place and date of birth or where he grew up. This makes research very time-consuming. 
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According to the Omani historical sources, the Imam Rashid bin Said is descended 
from Yahmad. 6 The eponymous progenitor of the Yahmad tribes is identified with the 
Yahmad b. Huma b. `Abdulläh b. Nizär b. Zahrän b. Ka'b b. `Abdulläh b. Malik b. Nasr 
b. Al-Azd b. al-Qutha who is Ya`rubi and from Qahtäni tribe. The important work of 
the classical Omani book K. al-Ansäb mentioned a Yahmadi among the companions of 
Malik b. Fahm, 8 and the Yahmad immigrated together with Azdite since Malik b. Fahm 
took Oman from the Persians .9 This immigration to Oman started after the 
Märib dam 
burst in the 2°d century AD. 10 This particular branch of the Yahmad tribe has a 
prominent role and became influential in Oman political life in the second half of the 
2nd/8`h century after the death of the Imam Julandä b. Mas`üd in 134/751. Therefore, the 
tribe's authority has risen in Oman since the election to the Imamate of Yahmadite 
Muhammad b. Abi `Affan in 177-179. Although imam was dismissed from the Imamate 
most of the Omani Imams who succeeded him in the first Imamate were also from 
Yahmad. 
Omani sources agree that the author was elected to the Imamate after the imam al-Khalil 
b. Shädhän who restored the second Imamate in Oman. From this election we will try to 
obtain further details of his life. From his sira manifesto, which is about the schism 
between the Rustäq and Nizwä schools over Imam al-Salt b. Malik and his opponents, I l 
it is possible to argue that the Imam was born in Süny village that can be identified 
today as al-`Awäbi, some 120km to the NW of Muscat. This sira was written in the 
Imam's house in this village located in the mouth of the valley of Bani Kharüs. This 
tribe is not distant from the Yahmad clan12 and it seems probable that he was born in 
this valley. Though his date of birth is still obscure, he was elected to the Imamate at 
the beginning of 425/1034.13 The Imam's birth, therefore, likely to fall in the last 
quarter of the 4`h/10`h century. We may assume he was more likely born between 390- 
395 since his name has not mentioned before the beginning of 4th/10th century. 
In order to achieve further information about his life, we are going to shed some light on 
al-Salimi's attempt to study the poetry of his contemporary the Ibädite leader Abü Ishäq 
Ibrahim b. Qays al-Hadrami. 14 According to al-Sälimi, Abü Ishäq says that the Imam 
Rashid's kin name is Abn Ghassän and he adopted Nizwä to be the capital of the 
Imamate. 15 Al-Sälimi also tried to study Imam Rashid's Imamate period from the 
known date of the previous Imam al-Khalil b. Shädhan's death. 16 We know that the 
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Imam Räshid b. Said died in Muharram 445/April 1053 and he ruled the Imamate for 
twenty years, and was buried in Nizwä. 17 
The Imam Rashid displayed characteristics of a poet that is rarely found in other Omani 
Imams. He was considered both as imam and shäri18 when he was elected to the 
Imamate. There is a text similar to that of the people who wanted to follow the Imam 
elected in the shiri : "you the Imam Rashid b. Said swear to obey Allah and his 
messenger (Muhammad) and join the good and forbid the evil and conduct the Jihad in 
his cause as well as you have to do as other friends of shird'. 19 Though, he restructured 
voluntary army of the shurät system aiming to asist the revolution aginst the foreigner 
occupations. 
Ibn al-Athir also described the events of 442/1050 when the Omanis reoccupied the city 
of Oman '20 and 
fled with the prince of Abii al-Mutahir. They were led by a certain Ibn 
Rashid. 21 This may have been Imam Rashid b. Said b. Rashid. Moreover, Ibn al-Athir 
believed the Imam Rashid was named Ibn Rashid after his grandfather. Throughout the 
revolution, the Imam Rashid was able to withhold tax from the Buyids when his 
authority expanded over the Omani coast and the Buyids temporarily lost control during 
1050/1-3.22 Nevertheless, the Imam's attempt to expand his authority over the desert as 
well as the coast led him to turned towards southern Oman in Hadramawt support the 
Ibädite people there and their leader Abü Ishäq Ibrahim b. Qays al-Hadrami against al- 
Sulayhids. In this way the Imam under his authority fought the other tribes opposing 
him, that is the `Agil and Nahd tribes in Lahsä. 23 
III-The Mansura City 
Classical Arabic literature gives a clear picture of the city of Mansura in the Sind 
region. 24 It describes the root of its name and its golden years when it flourished as a 
trading market for all around the Islamic States from 3d/9t' -6`h/12th centuries. The city 
was regarded as the capital of the Sind (`äsimat al-misr) and in this way it resembles 
Damascus in Syria and was perhaps the greatest city in Sind. 25 This city still exists and 
has kept its name. It can be found in Pakistan in the Sind region but the city is 
consequently no longer linked to the Arabian Peninsula as it had been historically. Al- 
Magdisi states that it was at the border of the Islamic State, and it can be seen that the 
city has declined greatly from its past glory. 26 
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Mansüra's geography and history are sources of debate and contention between many 
historians. It is argued that the conception of Mansura originated from the Arabic 
language deriving from the word nasr (victory). 27 Al-Birüni claims that it refers to al- 
Qäsim b. Muhammad b. al-Munabah al-Thagaff who entered the city and said "nusirtu" 
which means `I am victorious'. This was during the time when al-Hajäj b. Yüsuf al- 
Thaqafi took over al-Sind and for this reason al-Bairiin argues it was called al- 
Mansüra. 28 However, al-Mas`iid argues that the name originated from one of the 
founders " ... Mansura refers to Mansur b. Jamhtir al-Kalbi the deputy of the 
Umayyad". 29 Al-Hasan b. Ahmad al-Muhallabi disagreed, and said: "It was named al- 
Mansnra because it was built by 'Amir b. Hafs al-Huzmräd al-Muhallabi during the rule 
of al-Mansur of the Abbasids". 30 Thus, al-Bairnni explains the etymology of the word 
before it was known as Mansura city. He says that it was referred to as "Bamnhür" and 
the Persians used to call it `Bähmnaz. , 31 In Zar! al-Arkand it was known as 
`Barhamnäbäd". 32 An al-Istakhri note that the name was used in the Sind is 
Bämirämdn. 33 It could be argued that the name of Mansura emerged in the Islamic 
period. Therefore it can be seen that al-Mansura is a source of contention and to add to 
this debate one could argue that because of changing etymology it was established 
before Islam. However, Mansur b. Jamhür al-Kalbi developed the city and it was re- 
named for him. 
It could be argued that the city was relocated by Mansur b. Jamhür al-Kalbi the deputy 
of the Sind in the end of Umayyad period, 34 because most of the geographical writers 
argue that the location of Bamnhür is al-Mansura. For its location according to the 
geographical works, Mansura was considered to be in the third province by Yäqüt, 35 on 
the other hand, al-Bairüni considers it to be in the second province. 36 The cities, 
belonging to the same (second) province, were al-Daybul, Zindrg, Qadär, Mäbile and 
Tanbliy. 37 Al-Maqdis says Al-Mansdra is six leagues (marhala)38 from Daybul, twelve 
leagues from al-Multän and fifteen leagues from Tawrän. 39 Mansura was among the 
most remote Islamic cities, 40 and is located in a hot and rainy province. 41 
The city is situated along the Gulf of Mahrän River42 and it is referred to as a Peninsula 
though the river provides the possibility to expand the city. 43 The architecture of the city 
is planned like other classical Islamic cities. It had a wall with four gates; bib al-Bahr 
(Gate of the sea), bib Tawrän, bib Sindcn and bib al-Multän44 , and it was built with 
wood and clay. 45 These architectural features distinguish Mansura from other cities. 
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The mosque was built with rocks and baked brick and is similar to Omani Mosque 
(probably in Suhär city) in the sense that it has many pillars made of Indian oak. 6 The 
city grew, as it was a trading point between the Islamic State and India during the 
medieval centuries. The river contributed to the development of agricultural export, 
mostly sugarcane, and a fruit, similar in size to an apple with a very sour taste and 
referred to as "al-Bahlawiya" is also grown. 47 
The people of the city are described as intelligent, courageous, righteous, religious and 
trustworthy merchants. 48 They possess a great knowledge of Islam as can be seen by the 
fact that a great number of scholars originate from there. 49 Ibn Hawgal, who deals with 
their tradition, mentioned that they used money called Qundahäriyät; each Dirham was 
roughly five Qundahariy, and they also used the Dinar as business or trading currency 
They dress like Iraqis, though their kings dress like Indian kings. 50 
IV- The Text 
The Imam Räshid b. Sa'id's epistle consists of four parts (referred to as 1,2,3,4) which 
we may label enjoinder to piety, history, polemics and doctrinal stance. The first part is 
a preliminary to the main business of the epistle and consists largely of stylistic remarks 
and some doctrine. The second and third parts consist of quotations from other siyar 
which often appear in works on theology and jurisprudence and which attempt to 
develop and define the epistle against other doctrines. 
Part 1 
The epistle is not so much a letter for the people of the whole Mansura area, but rather a 
manifesto, which occasionally addresses its readers or listeners directly. As mentioned 
at the end of the epistle: "Listener! Definitely, you have the true knowledge about life 
and you have unveiled authentic enlightenment"; "truly, you know better after you have 
seen with your own eyes, and have heard with your own ears". This style makes use of 
the regular format used by the Omanis in siyar when corresponding with other regions; 
Abü `Ubayda, Imam Muhannä to Mu`ädh b. Harb, and Imam Salt b. M51ik to the 
Maghrib people of North Africa, all use a similar style. The lira uses firstly, the 
imperative verb (fl 'l al-amr) you should, you have to, you should be ... etc. alä' 
fa fhamü, fa `gilü, fa tagarabü ... etc. In the beginning of the epistle we read 
fa inns 
ämirkum (I command you). This form is used at least in such texts 29 times always at 
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the beginning of each paragraph. All these beginnings are imperative and are known as 
wasiyya bi tagwä. Through the use of this form the Imam tried to proclaim his ideas of 
Ibädite dogma by addressing some theological issues. 
Secondly, the epistle warned the recipients or audience not to make the same mistakes. 
For example: `I shall warn you', `I shall also tell you', and `we remind you what we 
have mentioned'. It is clear the Imam was in a position to influence the Sind region. 
Some authors limit themselves to the mere phrase nüsikum bi tagwä/ittaqü Allah (you 
have to obey Allah), but others enlarge upon this theme, and in the sira of Mansura the 
development takes up no less than four pages. The theme of these four pages is 
concerned with sin and the consequence of sin. 
Thirdly, the imam employed a style used in sermons in the introduction and conclusion; 
the same style is used in the Friday prayer Jum'a. 51 The medieval Arabic is skilfully 
designed to fill the listener and reader with a longing desire. The author in his 
introduction ignored ammä bad which normally comes directly after tahmid and is 
used especially in correspondence and speech. The author used this style of 
introduction, as can be seen in a letter to his governor of Manah. 52 This style is 
similarly used in the introductions to other Omani siyar, for example the sira of 
Muhammad b. Mahbüb to the people of Oman regarding Härün b. al-Yamän in his 
quotation: `fa inni ahmad ilaykum Allah"; 53 likewise the sira of A. Qahtan Khälid b. 
Qahtän, 54 and the sira of Abü al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi. 55 These siyar are historically earlier 
than this epistle. The second point to be considered is that the author does not use the 
Salat `alä al-Nabi the Prophet after tahmid, but only mentions this in the conclusion. 
Some dwell on the theme at much greater length than others do. Some limit themselves 
to remarks about Muhammad the Prophet and his successors; some start to clarify 
Allah's revelation of the religion and messenger. This same style is used by Ibädite 
writers to show the main tenets of other faiths and also how the rule of Ibädism was 
established after the death of the Prophet. The genealogy of the Ibädite people is also 
described. 
Part 2 
The most important source quoted in Imam Räshid's epistle is the Koran. He quotes 
from it liberally indeed more than seventy times, these verses prefaced by different 
expressions such as gala Alläh, wa gäla to `alä, wa gäla fT muhkam kitäbih. The 
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quotations from the Koran are used in several different ways. Occasionally the 
quotations support the author's arguments, for example, to show that Allah has not 
forgiven the obstinate people al-musirrüna `alä al-dhunüb if they persist in sinful 
behaviour. In this section the author is attacking other doctrines, especially those of the 
Hashawiyya and Ash'ariyya: Each quotation from the Koran has only a short 
interpretation or investigation; this may not however give full and comprehensive 
support to his argument, as can be seen in the ayah verse (al-An `am vi; 158). Secondly, 
the author replied to the other doctrines by illustrating and comparing the opinions of 
the people who were saying that even if they persisted in sinning, Allah would forgive 
them on Judgement day. He called this is an idea of sinful Muslims who claim that 
Allah will forgive their sins just because they have faith. This idea, the author argued, 
came from the ideology of Jews and Christians, and is obviously untrue as can be seen 
from the verse in the Koran where Allah said: "Nay, ye are but men, of the men He hath 
created: He forgiveth whom He pleaseth, and punisheth whom He pleaseth. " 56 Also in 
other verses about the Jews: "Have ye taken a promise from Allah, for He never breaks 
His promise? Or is it that ye say of Allah, what ye do not know? 57 Thirdly, he used 
classical Arabic throughout, for quotations both from the Koran and from other literary 
sources. He carefully distinguishes between his own text and his sources. 
The second source quoted in his arguments is the Sunna of the Prophet, which he 
mentions comparatively rarely. However, the epistle does include three Hadiths by the 
Prophet. The first is used as evidence against the doctrine of persistence in sin, and the 
second and third are used in explaining the jurisprudential opinions. Clearly, he felt it 
necessary to show that in the Omani siyar they did use the Ham h but it is also apparent 
that Omani siyar rarely use the Ham h preferring to use the Koran. 
The third source of quotation is classical Arab poetry used in the manner of shawahid: a 
quotation serving as textual evidence in language. All these poets are from the Jähili 8 
period, for example `Antara b. Shaddäd and Tarafa b. al-'Abd. It seems that the first and 
second periods of the Omani siyar do not quote poetry in their siyar. In the third period 
of the Omani siyar this changes and poetry begins to be used. For example the sira of 
the Muhammad b. Mälik, also known as the sira from the Bätinah people, uses poetry to 
support the Imam Muhammad b. Abi Ghassän. 
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Fourthly, the Imam used the expressive style of Ibädite speech, as did Abü Hamza al- 
Shäri in Mecca: " We are from the people and the people are from us except three kinds 
of people.... ". 59 Likewise the similar classification for the people used by Munir b. al- 
Nayyir in his epistle to the Imam Ghassän bin `Abdulläh. 60 
Part 3 
The terminology and meaning used by the Imam is continued in Ibädite theological 
compilations. The epistle's message is of the conventional type and is used to give the 
audience a vision and sense of identity through discussing their creed and faith. In the 
epistle, the imam tries to classify people into Muslims versus non-Muslims and Ibädite 
versus non-Ibadite. Muslims are referred to as ahl al-igrär or ahl al-Qiblah which 
translate respectively as people of confession and people of Qiblah. They are people of 
direction because they direct their prayer to Mecca and they are people of confession 
because they have to say lä ilah illd Allah Muhammad rasül Allah. Sometimes non- 
Ibädite Muslims are also referred to as qawm meaning "the people". The Imam also 
distinguished between what people say and what they do. Sinful believers are referred to 
as kuf r al-ni `am the ingrates or al-munaJlq min ahl al-igrär the hypocrites among the 
Muslims. These words are usually found in Ibädite compilations. 
Part 4 
The author uses rhythmical prose in his introduction and conclusion and between these 
is advice on leaving material life and pleasures. 
There are three themes, the first is that Allah does not forgive the persistently sinful; 
this is linked to the second theme which argues that these people will dwell in the Hell 
Fire forever. He goes on to argue in the third section that both Tyrant leaders and those 
who obey them are sinful. This was introduced in order to benefit the people so that 
they could join the good ma `ruf and avoid the evil Munkar. This forms one theme, the 
doctrine of the people and belongs to that part of Islamic theology especially devised 
for human relation. 
V- The manuscripts61 
This study will use three copies of the sTra, as follows: 
1- The al-Salim Library copy in Biddyah. This copy is in a collection of Omani siyar 
although unfortunately, the front of the book is torn and some of the leaves are 
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missing. This manuscript was completed on 9`h Wednesday night of Safar 1122 [8th 
April 1710], in the castle of Ibrä village62 at the time of Imam Sayf b. Sultan al- 
Ya`rubi [1692-1711], 63 by Salim b. Khamis b. Salim b. Nijäd al-Mahilawi. The 
copier said at the end of the book: "he wrote this book to himself". The manuscript 
leaf size is 14x23.5 cm and has 26 lines. The manuscript is contained in one volume 
of 653 pages and included 75 siyar with an index of the siyar at the beginning. The 
book was written in Naskh hand. The sira of Mansura is number 44 in this 
collection and contains ten pages, which are p375 to p384. The title of the sira is 
written in red and states that, "this is the revelatory sira of Imam Rashid b. Said to 
the Mansura people of the Sind region" and the main body of the text is written in 
black ink. The difficulty of this copy is that sometimes the Arabic alphabet is used 
without dots and there are occasional spelling mistakes. 
2- The Nizwä copy, made by Ahmad b. Näsir al-Sayfi in Nizwä city as a private 
manuscript. This is a collection of Omani siyar and the collection is entitled Kitäb 
al-Siyar al-Ibädiyyah; the book was finished on Wednesday 29"' Dhü al-Qu'da 1114 
(15th April 1703) but does not mention the copier's name nor where it was written. 
This manuscript is bound in two volumes; the first volume includes 47 siyar and the 
second 29 siyar, each volume has an index of the complete collection in it. The sira 
of Mansura is the 22°d sira in the second volume. This sira has 12 pages and each 
page has 27 lines; the page size is19x29 cm. This copy was written in the naskh 
hand and black ink is used throughout. 
3- The copy belonging to the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture in Muscat. 
This collection in three volumes entitled "this is the book of siyar of the 
Mahbnbite64 Ibädite `Ulamd" hadhä kitab siyar `ulamä' al-Ibädiyyah al- 
Mahbübiyyah. The first volume consists of 195 pages, the second volume of 191 
pages and the third one of 186 pages. The sira of Mansura is in the third volume, 
pages 85 to 98. This copy was written in the naskh hand and in black ink. The page 
size is 17.5x29cm and there are 24 lines of each page. The copy was written on the 
Sunday of Muhraml299/Decemberl881, the copier is Hamad b. `Ali b. Musalam al- 
Khamis and he says on the final page that: "some of his student friends were taught 
by Muhammad b. Suliyyam al-Ghärbi '. This was written to the Sultan Barghash b. 
Said b. Sultan al-Büsa`iydi the Sultan of Zanzibar. This copy is clearer than the 
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Said b. Sultän al-Büsa`iydi the Sultan of Zanzibar. This copy is clearer than the 
other manuscripts above, but it has many incorrect words, both mistakes in the 
original manuscript and mistakes made by the copier. 
VI- Editing of the work 
Firstly, correction and comparisons are made between the three copies. The Nizwä 
earliest, copy is used as the primary text. Secondly, the researcher has punctuated the 
text. Thirdly, all the copies lacked vocalisation Tashkil in most of the text but the 
researcher has added them later. Fourthly, other sources will be used to help in the 
editing process, especially the Koran. 
Signs and abbreviations 
The Text: 
fP: A1] This refers to the page in accordance with the manuscript 
(..... ) Indicates that another manuscript adds further to the text 
".... " Refers to the quotation in the text 
Footnotes 
A Al-Sälimi's manuscript 
B Al-Sayfi's manuscript 
C M. N. H. C's manuscript 
T Tuhfat al-A `iyän 
+ This sign indicates that the manuscript has been added to by using the 
other manuscripts 
_ 
This sign indicates that a piece of the text is missing 
Koran: 00; 00 designates the number of the süra (chapter) and äya (verse) in the 
Koran 
'Vrnn rl n4nn 
1- Quotations from the Koran follow Arberry's translation (The Koran Interpreted), 
with occasional adjustments. 
2- Quotations from the poets follow Arberry's translation of (The seven odes). 
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VIII- Translation of the Text 
In the Name of Allah, The Most Gracious, The Most Merciful 
1- From the Imam Rashid bin Said to Abi al-`Abbas b. Murayj, al-Muhannad b. 
Sadhä and Abi-`Abdulläh bin Muhammad bin Barüzän. Peace be upon you. Praise be 
to Allah. I command you to be obedient to Allah and forbid you to disobey the one 
who has power over you. Fear Allah in things that upset you or please you and things 
that benefit you or harm you. Be grateful to Allah and be His religious supporters 
and be also in support of His worshipers. Do goodness and command it, avoid the 
bad and prohibit it. To Allah's obedience take the initiative. Be patient with the 
misfortunes of your life. You will praise the consequence of this when you lack your 
good deeds and when you give up your kinship and wealth. At that time, your hopes 
and tricks will be worthless. All success is from Allah only and it is He whom people 
must trust in as the Protector of the faithful. 
2- I shall warn you against the evil acts of Satan himself or the temptation of his 
fellow supporters: your souls, your desires, your wants and your life. Allah says: 
"Yet I claim not that my soul was innocent; surely the soul of man incites to evil 
except inasmuch as my Lord had mercy; truly my Lord is all-forgiving, all- 
compassionate". And says: "Hast thou seen him who has taken his caprice to be his 
god, and God has led him astray out of a knowledge, and a seal upon his hearing and 
his heart, and laid a covering on his eyes? Who shall guide him after God? What, 
will you not remember? " And says: "those who follow their lusts desire you to 
swerve away mightily". And says: "Know that the present life is but a sport and 
diversion, an adornment and a cause for boasting among you, and a rivalry in wealth 
and children. It is as a rain whose vegetation pleases the unbelievers; then it withers, 
and thou seest it turning yellow, then it becomes broken Orts. And in the world to 
come there is a terrible chastisement, and forgiveness from God and good pleasure; 
and the present life is but the joy of delusion". 
3- Therefore, you must seek closeness to Allah by liking His sincere and close 
servants. Avoid His discontent by disliking His enemies. Allah has said in His 
perfect book that no falsehood can approach it, from before or behind it: " And lean 
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not on the evildoers, so that the Fire touches you - you have no protectors apart from 
God -and then you will not? ". 
You should learn from the most Gracious, the most Merciful and you have to reflect 
on the Koranic verses. Allah has so commanded about that: "A Book We have sent 
down to thee, Blessed, that men possessed of minds may ponder its signs and so 
remember". Two types of people will inevitably perish: the first is the person who 
took partners beside Allah. The second is the one who ignored Allah after 
recognising him and followed the temptations of Satan and yet he still believes 
himself to be among the righteous people. Allah has said about that: "And what of 
him, the evil of whose deeds has been decked out fair to him, so that he thinks it is 
good? God leads astray whomsoever He will and He guides; so let not thy soul be 
wasted in regrets for them; God has knowledge of the things they work". And says: 
"Hast thou seen him who has taken his caprice to be his god, and God has led him 
astray out of a knowledge, and a seal upon his hearing and his heart, and laid a 
covering on his eyes? Who shall guide him after God? What, will you not 
remember". Allah has said about those who are involved in a partnership with Him: 
"God forgives not that aught should be with Him associated; less than that He 
forgives whomsoever He will. Whoso associates anything with God has gone astray 
into far error". `He forgives whomsoever He will' means: He forgives all sins except 
holding partnership in worship. Allah forgives whatever sins are committed if there 
is repentance on the part of the individual and if this repentance is accompanied by 
complete avoidance of these sins. Allah made this clear in his perfect book: "Yet I 
am All-forgiving to him who repents and believes, and does righteousness, and at last 
is guided". Allah has demonstrated that for the People of the Book (the Jews and the 
Christians), where they said: "We are sons of God, and His beloved ones". Allah said 
to Muhammad: tell them: "Why then does He chastise you for your sins? No, you are 
mortals of His creating; He forgives whom He will and He chastises whom He will". 
The people of understanding have known that Allah will only forgive the Jews and 
the Christians when they leave their religions and embrace Islam. Also, they must 
repent from what they have been doing before in their polytheism. Allah has made 
that clear: "Whoso desires another religion than Islam, it shall not be accepted of 
him. In the next world he shall be among the losers". 
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Therefore, Allah will grant pardon for the Muslims who have done wrong only when 
they leave these errant deeds with repentance, and remorse and when they ask 
Allah's atonement. Allah will never forgive them if they persist. Allah has said: 
"And do not persevere in the things they did and that wittingly". 
The Prophet Muhammad has said: "whoever persists in doing wrong deeds will race 
to the Hell-Fire". Allah has told the story about the sons of Adam: They each 
presented a sacrifice (to Allah): It was accepted from one but not from the other. Said 
the latter: "I will surely slay thee". Said the former: "God accepts only of the god 
fearing". 
This is a declaration for anyone who has a heart and reason or who gives ear and 
earnestly witnesses (the truth). Allah never accepts worship from errant people but 
He accepts only from those who fear Allah. He did not accept the son of Adam's 
present because he was disobedient to Him whereas Allah accepted his brother's 
present. 
Anyone who claims that Allah has accepted worship from the disobedient people and 
He has forgiven the obstinate people, the Koran shall belie him. He shall fall short of 
evidence. Allah has said: "God shall turn only towards those who do evil in 
ignorance, then soon repent". Allah also says: "But God shall not turn towards those 
who do evil deeds until, when one of them is visited by death, he says, Indeed now I 
repent, neither to those who die disbelieving. For them We have prepared a painful 
chastisement". 
Have not you reflected on Allah's verses when He mentioned the people who have 
done evil? He denies them repentance if they continue to do evil until death. Allah 
has said about that: "Until, when one of them is visited by death". This means: until 
the nearest angel of death is seen. Allah said that this man will say: "Indeed now I 
repent". The verse continues "neither to those who die disbelieving". This means that 
Allah has addressed both the polytheists and the obstinate together in one verse. 
Allah says: "For them We have prepared a painful chastisement. " Allah has said in 
another chapter: "those who turn away from our signs with an evil chastisement for 
their turning away. What, do they look for the angels to come to them, nothing less, 
or that thy Lord's signs should come? On the day that one of thy Lord's signs comes 
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it shall not profit a soul to believe what was never believed before, or earned good in 
his belieft'. The verses show that there are two souls: One did not have faith and it 
was a polytheist soul. Then Allah talks about the second soul, which is the faithful 
soul. He said: "never believed before, or earned good in his belief', which means; 
that it did not practise its faith. 
4- It has been narrated that al-Hasan b. Abi al-Hasan al-Basri visited Jäbir bin Zayd 
at his deathbed. Al-Hasan told Jäbir: Oh! Abii al-Sha`thä', "say: Lä iläh illä Allah"- 
(There is no God but Allah) But Jäbir was silent. Then al-Hasan repeated: Oh! Abü 
al-Sha`thä', say: La iläh illä Allah). Jäbir had no answer. Then al-Hasan said: Lä 
haula wa-la qüwata illä bi-llch (There is no power and strength save from Allah), a 
man like Jäbir did not have the bliss of saying la iläh illä Allah at the time of his 
death. Then al-Hasan repeated for a third time: Oh! AbU al-Sha`thä', say la iläh illa 
Allah, then Jäbir said: We have been saying it for as long as it was accepted, then he 
recited this verse: "those who turn away from Our signs with an evil chastisement for 
their turning away. What, do they look for the angels to come to them, nothing less, 
or that thy Lord's signs should come? On the day that one of thy Lord's signs comes 
it shall not profit a soul to believe that never believed before, or earned good in his 
belief, say: watched and wait; we too are waiting". Then al-Hasan said: by God this 
is the learned fagih. 
5- If anyone claims that no Muslim from the `ahl al-igrär' will abide eternally in the 
Fire then he has misinterpreted the verse: "As for the wretched, they shall be in the 
Fire, wherein there shall be for them moaning and sighing, therein dwelling forever, 
so long as the heavens and the earth abide, save as thy Lord accomplishes what He 
desires". He then claims that Allah has exempted a period of time from the verse. If 
Allah forced them to be eternal in the fire, then there must be an exception applicable 
to some things or destruction for other thing in declaration or statement. It is not at 
all permissible to postulate that this exception in the verse does not make sense, is 
meaningless, and useless. We say to him: if you think that the saying of Allah is void 
of meaning, wisdom and benefit; then you have misunderstood the just revelation or 
you were wrong in your interpretation. This is because the exception here does not 
conform to what you thought and relied upon in your interpretation. The exception 
applies, however, to the hours in the Day of Judgement in which the people of the 
Fire have not yet entered into it due to the knowledge of the Almighty Allah that they 
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are busy in those very hours of the day with dissuasion and the reckoning of their 
deeds. This is clear from the verse: "That is a day for mankind are to be gathered to, 
a day to witness, and We shall not postpone it, save to a term reckoned". And He 
said: "The day it comes", that day being the appointed day: "No soul speak save by 
His leave; some of them shall be wretched and some happy". And He tells that: "As 
for the wretched, they shall be in the Fire, wherein there shall be for them moaning 
and sighing, therein dwelling forever, so long as the heavens and the earth abide, 
save as thy Lord accomplishes what He desires". Which means that the exception 
applies to what Allah wills concerning the time of that day. This has been so 
explained by the people of knowledge. The people that day will be busy in their first 
day by the Resurrection and judgement in terms of question and reckoning. If Allah 
did not make that exception after stating that the Hell Fire would be the designation 
of those people, then it would have been obligatory that those people would enter the 
Fire and be eternal in the chastisement right from the first day of Judgement. The 
evidence of the firm truth of this interpretation is Allah's verse: "save as thy Lord 
will", meaning: From that glorious Day. Allah did not say: "save as those whom thy 
Lord willeth". In which case the specifications of some of the people in the Hell-Fire 
apply. So understand and know that the Almighty Allah did not say: "therein 
dwelling forever, so long as the heavens and the earth abide, save as thy Lord 
accomplishes what He desires willed from the ahl al-igrär" 65 
6- What is the evidence then which made the interpreter postulate such an argument 
that the errant Muslims are specified here to be not eternal in the Fire, which is not 
the case for non-believers? If he alleged Allah has said: "God forgives not aught 
should be with Him associated; less than that He forgives to whomsoever He will. 
Whoso associates with God anything, has gone astray into far error". 
This proves that Allah does not forgive the polytheist but he forgives ahl al-igrär. 
We will say to him in response to this argument that Allah has said to the Jews and 
the Christians a similar thing in the verse: No you are mortals, of His creating; He 
forgives whom He will and He chastises whom He will. Now your argument is 
without support and evidently what we have shown of the falsehood of your 
argument is right. 
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7- If he argues that Allah said in the verse: "Not one of you there is, but he shall go 
down to it; that for thy Lord is a thing decreed, determined. Then We shall deliver 
those that were god fearing; and the evildoers We shall leave there", we would say to 
him there is no proof in the verse of your argument. That "shall go down to it" does 
not mean to enter into it. Do not you see what Allah says about Moses: "When he 
came to the water of Medina, he found a company of the people, drawing water", 
although he went beside the water he did not enter into it. For example, it can be said 
that your letter has been passed to me or your command and letter have been passed 
to me. This does not mean that the letter has entered inside him but the meaning is 
that his letter has arrived for me and I have seen it. I swear that this person has made 
lies and violated what Allah's book has explained, when he argued that Allah will 
release some people from the Hell-Fire and bring them into Paradise. Allah has 
revealed his lies in the verse: "Not so; who so earns evil, and is encompassed by his 
transgression". This means that whoever has been persistent in his wrongdoing until 
he died in that situation, they are the dwellers of the Fire therein shall they abide 
(Forever). Also He says about the hypocrites from the ahl al-igrdr and polytheists: 
"God has promised the hypocrites, men and women, and unbelievers, the fire of 
Gehenna, therein to dwell forever. That is enough for them; God has cursed them; 
and there awaits them a lasting chastisement". 
What else then is required after this clarification as a cure to those who seek remedy 
in the verses of the Koran? If he said that: the Koran is both abrogating and 
abrogated, and that what Allah says in the verse: "Not so; who so earns evil, and is 
encompassed by his transgression- those are inhabitants of the Fire; there they shall 
dwell forever", might be abrogated by this verse: "As for the wretched, they shall be 
in the Fire, wherein there shall be for them moaning and sighing, therein dwelling 
forever, so long as the heavens and the earth abide, save as thy Lord accomplishes 
what He desires", because Allah has made exception in this verse. We shall say to 
him: We have already given you our answer and argument regarding your enquiry on 
the interpretation of this verse. 
8- The people of understanding also say that Allah may decide something, then He 
can make an exception later on, as is the case in the verse: "You shall enter the Holy 
Mosque, if God wills, in security, your heads shaved, your hair cut short". Allah the 
Almighty does not mean in this exception to decline what He has already stated 
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regarding the Muslims' entering the Holy Mosque. In fact, they did enter the Holy 
Mosque as He promised in security, heads shaved and hair cut short. The claim is 
that the abrogation has not been in the statement or the threat and promise. The 
abrogating has been in the command and interdiction. The true statement does not 
say such of something then destroy it in a contradictory manner. Whoever states 
something and then states its contradiction is considered a liar. Also, whoever has 
promised good or evil and did not fulfil it, he will be a liar in contradicting his 
statement. Or he might find new things on which he will change his mind. Then this 
testifies that the person who says this is a liar, ignorant and erring, and these are 
attributes which Allah transcends. As all that is said by this person is nonsense, all 
things that Allah says are the truth. Also, what He mentioned about threat and 
promise can never be abrogated. Allah has said: "Not so; whoso earns evil, and is 
encompassed by his transgression- those are inhabitants of the Fire; there they shall 
dwell forever". 
Allah has also spoken about their dwelling in the Hell-Fire. Allah's statements are 
always truthful. They cannot be abrogated. He also says: "God has promised the 
hypocrites, men and women, and the unbelievers, the Fire of Gehenna, therein to 
dwell forever". The verse does not say the punishment has an end. We have already 
said that Allah's promise and threat are impossible for anyone to abrogate. Oh, how 
surprising in that they say that they listen to Allah speak: "Those shall be the 
inhabitants of the Fire, therein dwelling forever". Yet they say that: the people of the 
Fire can exit from it. 
Allah says: "God has promised the hypocrites, men and women, and the unbelievers, 
the Fire of Gehenna, therein to dwell forever". And they say: The hypocrites; men 
and women can exit from it. Allah says: "Those shall be the inhabitants of the Fire, 
therein dwelling forever". And they say: It is. Is not this a contradiction to Allah's 
book and opposition to His statements? Allah says: "And they say: the Fire shall not 
touch us save a number of days. Say: Have you taken with God a covenant? God will 
not fail in His covenant; Or say you things against God of which you know nothing? " 
Allah has rebuked the people who said such as this statement, so that no one of this 
ummah (nation) will follow them. Their claim did not benefit them because it has 
been ordained in Allah's knowledge that they will go astray. 
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9- Some of the people of ahl al-igrdr listen to these appalling claims and false hopes 
by which they contradict the Holy Book and make lies to Allah and then they say 
that as a slander and leave what the Book of their Lord has stated and make in their 
lies examples and produce sects from their innovation. They are as Allah has 
described: "And when it is said to them: `Follow what God has sent down' they say, 
`No; but we will follow such things as we found our fathers doing. ' What? And if 
their fathers had no understanding of anything, and if they were not guided? " The 
curse of Allah be on them! How they were deluded! And Allah bears witness that 
they are indeed liars. We seek refuge in Allah from Satan's seduction and from 
straying after guidance. You should, therefore, understand what I have mentioned to 
you, reflect on it and ponder on its sense. 
10- You should also understand that people are of three types: faithful, polytheist and 
hypocrite. The faithful is the one who believes in Allah, His prophet and all the 
teaching he has brought from Allah. He is also obedient and never distorts his deeds 
by disobeying Allah. The hypocrite is the one who embraces Islam in his words but 
he still does wrong deeds, and he is still disobedient and sinful. The hypocrite can be 
regarded as a disbeliever, because disbelieving is of two types: Ungratefulness and 
polytheism. There are two types of Hypocrisy as well: that of the heart and that of the 
deeds. Not all disbelievers are polytheists because disbelieving an entity might be by 
denying it or it might be violating its principles by disobedience without necessarily 
declining or disbelieving. The evidence for this statement is what Allah says of 
Abraham and those with him when they said to their people: "We are leaving you 
and those you serve, apart from God. We disbelieve in you". Abraham and his 
followers have not disbelieved in their community as a denial of their affinity to 
them but so as to distinguish themselves from the rest of their community as far as 
their conduct is concerned. Allah also says: "Whosoever disbelieves in idols and 
believes in God, has laid hold of the most firm handle". Allah did not want in the 
verse to say that disbelieving in idols is disbelieving in their existence because it is 
impossible to say that an idol is not an idol. Certainly it is an idol. Allah wanted the 
disbelievers of this idol (Täghüt) to change from its principles. The meaning of 
disbelieving should only be interpreted as thus in terms of the disbeliever who is 
amongst the Muslims,. This disbelieving is not a form of denial of what they have 
ratified al-Jumlah [la ilah illä Allah]66. It is, however, their doing of certain actions 
which are not in accordance with their entering the faith of obedience. We combined 
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them together with the polytheists and we differentiated between them in judgement, 
because we, if we fight with the polytheists, make it lawful to plunder their wealth 
and take as prisoners their women and children. 
Similarly, we make lawful the killing of their deserters and wounded even if the 
threat of their fighting has ceased. We do not allow them to inherit either in peace or 
in war. The women of the people of the Book are not permitted to marry them if 
there is a war between them and us. It is illegal to marry a woman to a person by 
Allah's Book while this very woman is a spoil of war by Allah's Book. Then there 
will be for the same woman two different judgements; marriage and spoil and both of 
these conditions are legislated by Allah's Book. This is why we said that it is illegal 
for this woman to be a wife while at the same time we allow her to be a spoil of war 
with any of the above judgements. We also do not judge the Muslims when they 
adhere to the al-Jumlah; we do not combine them with polytheists in one judgement 
in which they are different. Similarly, we do not separate them by a label under 
which they can be grouped, due to the generality of the term `disbelieving' which we 
have explained above. The hypocrites and the polytheists are both addressed in the 
following verse: "As for the unbelievers, theirs shall be the fire of Gehenna; they 
shall neither be done with and die, nor shall its chastisement be lightened for them. 
Even so We recompense every ungrateful one". Both groups are disbelieving; those 
who became polytheists by virtue of their denial and those who became hypocrites 
by virtue of their commitments to the al jumla. 
11- You understand all that and know that the faithful is Allah's friend and Allah 
does not accept enmity to his friends, and that the hypocrite and the polytheist are the 
enemies of Allah, and Allah does not accept the association with his enemy. The 
hypocrite is the brother of the polytheist and the polytheist is the brother of the 
hypocrite, the evidence of that is in Allah's Book: "Hast thou not regarded the 
hypocrites, saying to their brothers of the people of the Book who disbelieve, `If you 
are expelled, we will go forth with you, and we will never obey anyone in regard to 
you. If you are fought against, we will help you. ' And God bears witness that they 
are truly liars". Allah has prohibited the association with his enemies. He says in His 
perfect Book: "0 believers, take not for friends a people against whom God is 
wrathful, and who have despaired of the world to come, even as the unbelievers have 
despaired of the inhabitants of the tombs". 
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12- You should be wise and reflect on Allah's speech. You should remember his 
arguments to you in His Book; also you should be aware of His grievous penalty that 
you may associate with His enemies and disassociate from His friends or you will 
allow what He has prohibited and prohibit what He has allowed. In this case you are 
committing disobedience from which he has prohibited you, or you leave His 
obedience to which He has commanded you. Allah has the most eloquent argument 
against whoever does that. These are the dark ravines of ignorance. 
I should also tell you that Allah has established for you a religion of truth. Whoever 
takes this path, will be a Muslim, true in faith. Anyone who leaves it will be a 
criminal and a disbeliever. Allah has not excused the nature of His servants to leave 
anything He has commanded or to do anything He has prohibited. Whoever 
transgresses Allah's command by relinquishing or committing wrong deeds 
intentionally or unintentionally, Allah will not give him excuse for his ignorance 
after He made clear His rules, and distinguished between what is lawful and what is 
unlawful. A Muslim will not be regarded as a disbeliever except if he refrains from 
Allah's judgement and commits wrong doings whether intentionally or 
unintentionally. Do not claim ignorance to Allah after He sent to you a clarifying 
Prophet and revealed to you a clear book. Allah says: "And We have brought to them 
a Book that We have well distinguished, resting on knowledge, a guidance and 
mercy unto a people that believe". He says: "As also We have sent among you, of 
yourselves, a Messenger, to recite Our signs to you and purify you, and to teach you 
the Book and wisdom, and to teach you that you knew not". What is your excuse 
then in claiming ignorance to Allah after the exposition and completion of the 
religion? 
You should stand straight on the path to which Allah has called you and to which He 
has encouraged you. You should make no divisions in religion because there is only 
one religion and one truth. Allah says: "He has laid down for you as religion that He 
charged Noah with, and that We have revealed to thee, and that We charged 
Abraham, Moses and Jesus with: Perform the religion, and scatter not regarding it". 
And says: "Surely this community of yours is one community, and I am your Lord; 
so serve Me". 
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You may know the kind of disputes and vast differences which happened among the 
People of Qibla (ahl al-Qibla) to the extent that they became enemies fighting each 
other and parties cursing one another; each party rejoicing in that view which is held 
within itself. We have known thus that they could not divide and that all of them will 
never reach justice while disagreeing, cursing and fighting. It is impossible that all of 
these parties shall reach the truth; rather, that one party only will reach the truth. This 
is because truth is only one. Diversity is allowed only in the branches, which allow 
different interpretations, and these do not lead to a division or split. Allah says: 
"What is there, after truth, but error? Then how are you turned about"? 
13- In reality and truth, you have to go back to the Book of Allah and the Sunna of 
the Prophet whenever there is any dispute. In that case we will be following their 
guidance and taking those who followed them as our examples. We do that as a kind 
of obedience to Allah's commands and to His judgement in His book in which He 
says: "If you should quarrel on anything, refer it to God and His Messenger, If you 
believe in God and the Last Day. That is better, and fairer in the issue". You should 
not follow the path of mischief and draw wrong interpretations. Allah says: "And 
that this is My path, straight; so do you follow it, and follow not diverse paths lest 
they scatter you from His path. That then He charged you with; haply you will be 
god fearing". Allah's Path, which He has established for His servants and accepted it 
for Himself, and commanded us to follow. That is, believing in Allah and His 
apostles and what these apostles brought from Him. Also, believing in His clear 
Book which He sent down to His trustworthy apostle and rejecting any parallels and 
opposites to Allah. This path of Allah also means that you establish regular prayer 
with its ablution, bowing, prostrating and all other essential duties of prayer, like the 
supplements and limits and direction of the Qibla67. It also means giving regular 
alms according to the way it is prescribed and pay it to the needy. Similarly, it means 
to perform the pilgrimage to the Sacred House provided that food, and means of 
transport are all available and no other obstruction is present on the journey. It also 
means that during the period of pilgrimage you avoid the obscenity, wickedness and 
wrangling prohibited by Allah. It also means that you fast in the month of Ramadan 
and refrain until the end of the month, to do Jihad in the cause of Allah. This is 
mandatory only with complete preparation of men and matter for fighting. You 
should also command good and prevent evil, establish the rules set by Allah for the 
weak as well as those for the strong, and those rules pertaining to the enemy as well 
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as to the friend. Be the patron of those who show justice, avoid the most heinous 
deeds and never persist in small wrongdoings. 
You have to be an enemy of anyone who has tried to change the religion of the 
Muslims and disobey the Creator and Sustainer of the Worlds until he returns and 
asks for forgiveness from Allah for his disobedience. 
14- In addition, one has to do all his duties towards Allah with either his wealth or 
himself. Also one must divide the inheritance by the judgement of the Book68 and the 
Sunna69. Additionally, you have to mention the name of Allah for a sacrifice, carry 
out circumcision, cover the private parts, shave pubic hair, wash (Ghusl)70any 
impurity including menstruation and sexual intercourse; cut the nails, comb hair, 
wash the body of the deceased and wrap him with sheets, praying for him and 
burying him. You must also give the right testimony required from you at any time 
and place your trust in those to whom it is due, stop telling lies and being disloyal, 
and not disobey your parents whether they are righteous people or wicked even if 
they are associated in disobedience to Allah. You also have to maintain good 
relations with your relatives, to be kind to your neighbours, and maintain good ties of 
friendship. It means also you have to cast down your eye (`awrät)7l, guard your 
private parts and protect yourself from what is forbidden by Allah72 and ask for 
permission when entering the houses of others. 
15- You have to remember Allah's command to the believing women, that they cast 
down their eyes and guard their private parts, and reveal not their adornment save as 
is outwardly manifest, and let them cast their veils over their bosoms, and not reveal 
their adornment save to their husbands, or their fathers, or their husbands' fathers, or 
their sons, or their husbands' sons, or their brothers, or their brothers' sons, or their 
sisters' sons, or their women, or what their right hands own, or such men as attend 
them, not having sexual desire, or children who have not yet attained knowledge of 
women, nor stamp their feet, so that their hidden ornament may be known, and they 
do not mourn in their misfortunes. It is necessary that you should know what is 
forbidden with regard to blood and property, what is allowed and lawful, and that 
which is unlawful. Also not to diminish in the measure and the balance, and not to be 
dishonest in regard to property. You should also refrain from usury and unlawful 
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consumption of the property of the orphans and the property of any other people. 
You are prohibited from thieving plunder. 
You may not accuse a chaste man or woman of unchaste deeds, temporary marriage 
(mut'a)73, sexual intercourse during `Idda, prescribed periods74 before second 
marriage for women, divorcing via proofs or evidence, reuniting without witnesses, 
anal sex, post-birth and menstruation periods. Also you may not have any sex with a 
female unbeliever captive or those whom you buy from Muslims. There should be no 
sexual intercourse with a pregnant women until she gives birth, nor with one who is 
not pregnant until she menstruates once. Also it is forbidden for concubines to have 
relations with fathers and sons. 
16- Allah prohibits you from marrying your mothers, and daughters, your sisters, 
your aunts paternal and maternal, your brother's daughters, your sister's daughters, 
your mothers who have reared you, your suckling sisters, your wives' mothers, your 
stepdaughters who are in your care, being born of your wives you have been into but 
if you have not yet been in to them, it is no fault in you -and the spouses of your sons 
who are of your loins, and that you should take to you two sisters together, unless it 
be a thing of the past. Allah and his Prophet prohibit men to have relations with a 
woman and her paternal and maternal aunts, and as Allah says; "And he lifted his 
father and mother upon the throne". What is well known from the Prophet is that he 
called his uncle, al-`Abbäs, his father. He informed some of his companions saying 
"bring to me my father, al-`Abbäs. " He called him a father although in reality he was 
his uncle. 
17- Moreover, forbidden to you is the eating of carrion, blood, and the flesh of swine, 
as well as animals and birds that have claws. Also, you should not drink any 
fermented or intoxicating drink. The Prophet forbids the playing of instruments, wind 
as well as stringed and tambourines. Additionally, the forbidden foods include 
animals that are slaughtered in the name of any one other than Allah, animals 
strangled or beaten to death, those that fall and die, those killed by goring with horns 
or mangled by wild beasts, those which you slaughter and those sacrificed on the 
stones set up [for idols]. Forbidden also is the division (of meat) by raffling with 
arrows75. It is necessary to leave all that is forbidden and to strive to implement all 
that has been prescribed. 
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However, you should establish justice between people whether they are strong or weak, 
humble or noble, hateful or preferable to you and the distant or the nearest. Allah says: 
"0 believers, be you securers of justice, witnesses for God, even though it be against 
yourselves, or your parents or your kinsmen, whether the man be rich or poor; God 
stands closest to either. Then follow not caprice, so as to swerve; for if you twist or turn, 
God is aware of the things you do". 
In the religion of Muslims there is no injustice to a Muslim on account of liking and 
affinity, nor is there injustice to an errant on account of disliking and disassociation. 
The Muslims refrain from these deeds. They are the people of justice and attainment. 
Therefore, this is Allah's religion and the Muslims' path. Allah promises that the 
followers of other paths will be in the Hell-Fire and it is the most evil home for the 
wrong doers! Allah says: "Whoso makes a breach with the Messenger after guidance 
has become clear to him, and follows a way other than the believers, him We shall 
roast in Gehenna, an evil homecoming". 
Therefore, let him fear Allah whosoever diverged from His path76 or declared 
something different than what He said. The Muslims were the most knowledgeable 
and they were more understanding and more perceptive to the justice of the Sunna. 
They were more honest in their love to Allah and more careful to please Him. They 
knew His friends and enemies best. Let not anyone divert from their path because he 
did not like them and allow not any profanation on their part by people who are 
actually more profane than them. They were Allah's proof of his servants, His vice- 
regents on this earth. They also contained the abomination committed 77 by 
innovators. They left them in this situation and fought them over this innovation. 
They recognised the goodness when it was concealed from others. They realised it 
fully and called to it those who left it. No Muslim78 will be deemed to abstain except 
if he insists on a major sin and no Muslim will be condemned except of a sin. This is 
because they do not judge any one on the basis of their deeds unless they are certain 
about his deviation. Then they command him to take a middle stand. Rightly they are 
also obliged not to categorise any person's act except for an average position of 
obedience. The reason the Muslims have revolted against people is that they 
breached the Book of their Lord and the Sunna of their Prophet when they followed 
desires and encouraged heresies. 
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18- Moreover, we remind you of what we have mentioned, that we are of the people 
and the people are of us, except a denying idolater or a tyrant opposing Allah's will 
or someone who is doubtful about Him and whose disobedience is known, or a 
breacher of the religion of Allah which we adhere to. Also, the one who is sceptical 
about the religion and persists in his sins. 
Allah's curse be on the people who submit to the will of the tyrants in order to obtain 
women and authority and they do not consider the corruption in their religion as a result 
of deliberately committing oppression and as a result of inclining to evil, nullifying the 
penalties on whom they like and implementing them on those whom they hate. Also, 
taking money from people without just reason and giving it to people who do not 
deserve it. Similarly, their shedding of unlawful blood and continuing to commit major 
sins. They appoint those who are well-known for their corruption and savage oppression 
of the people. They, in spite of all of this, call them the leaders of the faithful and make 
them rulers of the Muslims. They do not prevent them from any oppression and do not 
prevent the people from their obedience. They foster the wrong doings of those people 
and they themselves support them and ask the people to support them also. They obey 
them even in that which Allah forbids. When a transgressor like them raids against them 
and plunders their property they would turn back to him and rely on him in their affairs 
and appoint him leader and ruler. They tend to support whoever overcomes them and to 
be followers of whoever defeats them. They cannot discriminate between good and bad 
and cannot distinguish between guidance which is right and that which is wrong. Their 
young have grown up with this habit and their old have died with this habit too. Even 
the non-Arabs among them have been Arabised with the same views. They establish 
themselves via obedience to their rulers. In this they take the example from their reciters 
and they follow the footsteps of their scholars, the scholars of evil, the enemies of the 
Koran, those ignorant of the value of the revelation and those blind to the justice of 
interpretation. They delude the mass and the populace and the weak among the people 
who do not give any attention to value, be it good or bad, and cannot distinguish 
between what is right or what is wrong. They deceive them by the evidence they show 
them from the fabricated traditions and from the verses that read: "0 believers, obey 
God, and obey the Messenger and those in authority amongst you". 
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I say to them, if you think that there is generality in the verse here, I say it is not 
general because it is specified by Allah in another verse the destination of those who 
obey the rulers who transgress. Allah says: "And lean not on the evildoers, so that the 
Fire touches you-you have no protectors apart from God-and then you will not be 
helped". 
This verse is more specific than the previous one. In the principles of interpretation 
and legislation, the particularity is proof against generality whereas the generality is 
not proof against particularity. This is the opinion of the religious leaders79 (`ulamä') 
and the people of the truth. Furthermore, the word can be particular whilst on the 
surface it is general, as in the verse in which Allah says: "God was well pleased with 
the believers when they were swearing fealty to thee under the tree". 
Superficially, the speech in the verse is common to all the believers but of course, the 
people in the verse are those special people of whom Allah knew what was in their 
hearts, and He sent down tranquillity to them; and He rewarded them with a speedy 
victory. This good pleasure was not for the people of whom Allah knew that what 
was in their hearts was displeasing to Him. Allah does not like the actions of evil 
things. The people of the Tree80, however, were of different types. Some of them 
faulted and misdirected one another, then they also intentionally shed the blood of 
one another. Confusion then arises regarding the intention of each as it is impossible 
to hold that both the killer and the victim were right. Similarly, it is baseless to say 
that the deceiver and the deceived are both right. This is simply impossible and this 
saying is never rational because these are contradictory terms that cannot be grouped 
into one homogenous situation. Allah says: "What, shall we make of those who have 
surrendered like to the sinners? What ails you then, how you judge? " If someone 
says: All of these were Muslims, we will reply to him that we agree with you only if 
you intend the meaning of Islam to be the name and nothing else. Not everyone 
called a Muslim is faithful in Allah's regard. Don't you see what Allah says in this 
regard? "The Bedouins say, "We believe". Say: `You do not believe'; rather say, 
"We surrender"; for belief has not yet entered your hearts". 
However, if you intend the meaning of Islam to be faith in Allah's regard then our 
answer to this has been made clear in this outline to those who have intellect and 
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guidance. Allah says: "Not equal are the blind and seeing man, those who believe 
and do deeds of righteousness, and the wrongdoer. Little do you reflect". 
19- This proves that speech, though it is particular, may look general, as in the verse 
in which Allah says about 'Ad's81 wind: "destroying everything by the 
commandment of its Lord". Of course, the wind did not destroy the sun, the moon, 
the sky, the earth, the mountains and the tresses. Allah says: "destroying 
everything", though all of these were things and they were not destroyed by `Ad's 
wind. However, the meaning of this word is: `Ad's wind destroyed everything it 
came across. Likewise, Allah says in the story of Bilgis82: "She has been given of 
everything, and she possesses a mighty throne". Bilgais was not given Solomon's 
kingdom or other things such as falling stars, the roaming winds and the touring 
clouds. Externally, this speech is general but in fact it is particular. Language can 
express this all. For example `Antara bin Shaddäd al-`Abszß3 says: "Visited by every 
virgin rain cloud bountiful are showers that have left every puddle gleaming like a 
silver dirham". 84 `Antara did not know every cloud that was impregnated with rain. 
Likewise, Tarafa bin al-'Abd al-Bakri5 says: "They say I reach all that I hope, and 
when the stars disappear I will always have a clue". It is well known that he would 
not reach all his hopes, as his friends described him. How could that be when he said: 
"There are traces yet of Khawla in the stony trace of Thahmad apparent like the 
tattoo-marks seen on the back of the hand". 86 "At Rawdat Di'may and Ha'il's 
surrounding, I have cried and cried for along". This indicates that what he wanted 
was that the remains of Khawla would be full of life. However, it became empty of 
any aspect of life. He also said: "How is it with me, that I observe my cousin Malik, 
whenever I approach him, sheering off and keeping his distance". 87 Tarafa wishes 
that his cousin were more approachable. In contrast, he became distant from him. 
Also, `Antara said: "I know what is happening today and what passed yesterday, but 
as for knowing what tomorrow will bring, there I'm utterly blind". 88 
It is well-known that `Antara did not know all the things of today and yesterday. On 
the other hand, he wanted the things that only he himself knew and not all the other 
things which were unknown to him. Examples of this type are numerous in the 
language of the Arabs and their poetry. The Koran was revealed in their language. 
Allah says: "0 believers, Obey God, and obey the Messenger and those in authority 
among you". 
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So this verse is specific to righteous people and not those who stray, whose deeds are 
evil. Allah does not command an order and then institute punishment on doing that 
particular deed. Allah says: "And lean not on the evildoers, so that the Fire touches 
you-you have no protectors apart from God-and then you will not be helped". If 
Allah commanded us to obey them, of course he would not punish us for relying on 
them. Also, He says to His Messenger: "and obey not him whose heart We have 
made neglectful of Our remembrance so that he follows his own lust, and his affairs 
have become all excess". Also Allah says: "And obey not one of them, sinner or 
unbeliever". That you have to follow the Prophet's way, in what Allah has ordered 
apart from what has been proved to relate to him only. If it was the case that the act 
is peculiar to him then there is no excuse for you and us to obey any one who has 
gone astray. The tyrant is a denier and errs. Both attributes are associated with him. 
The Prophet says: "do not obey anyone who commands you to do evil, Allah created 
all of you". Allah says to his friend Abraham: "I will make you a leader for the 
people". Abraham said: "And of my seed? " Allah said: My covenant shall not reach 
the evildoers". Allah rejected the evildoer as leader. And Allah informed Abraham 
and made sure that he knew that perfectly. Anyone violating the justice of the 
Book, 89 should fear Allah when saying untruthful things, not correct sayings, and 
twists the words from their normal reference following the ambiguous. There are, as 
Allah said about them in his Book: "It is He who sent down upon thee the Book, 
wherein are clear verses that are the Essence of the Book, and others ambiguous. As 
for those in whose hearts is swearing, they follow the ambiguous part, desiring 
dissension, and desiring its interpretation, save only God. And those firmly rooted in 
knowledge say, We believe in it; all is from our Lord; yet none remembers, but men 
possessed of minds". 
20- You should seek safety for yourself and beware of slipping into religious 
misjudgement which leads to humiliating torture. Do not be lured by libertines who 
sell the hereafter for life in this earth. Surely, life in this earth deceives and infatuates 
its seekers. Moreover, it is vicious to its followers as well as deceitful to those who 
ask for more. It is so destructive to those who want to possess dunyä (life on earth), 
because it appears to be pleasure but in reality it is vainglory. What is allowed 
(Halal) is bent, and forbidden is punishment. What seems to you abundant is meagre, 
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and what is honourable is humiliating. The accumulators are plundered. Life's 
inhabitants are strangers. The beginning seems to be plunder, but the end is death. 
21- Listener! Definitely, you have true knowledge about life and you have unveiled 
the authentic enlightenment. Truly, how you do not know that after you have seen it 
with your own eyes, heard it with your own ears, perceived it with your own heart, 
and complain it with your own tongue! When you are affected by your father's death, 
stricken by the loss of your brother, deprived of your grandfather or crying for your 
son's bereavement. 
You keep on grieving over the loss of your property and remaining confused and 
worried about your ailments. Even when disillusioned, you go astray, immersed in 
running your monetary affairs and forgetful about what once marred your life. Today's 
business makes you unaware of what is awaiting you tomorrow. What you possess 
pressurizes you to be inattentive to yourself. Worldly existence is the cause for 
negligence of religious duties. Immaculate deliberation does not draw your attention to 
your duty as though the house you live in makes you forget past adversities such as the 
loss of brothers. How come you are unaware of the fact that one day you will be taken 
away from comfort carried in a coffin? You will be placed in a grave and, then, you will 
be responsible for your deeds. In spite of all this, you are still so absorbed to the degree 
that you completely forget your sin, death and resurrection. When your days are over, 
you are all of a sweat, and when you are so frail and too feeble to moan, you become 
bewildered and overwhelmed. You, then, are repentant of your unforgivable folly and 
misjudgement. Consequently, your sorrow is augmented and you reach a hopeless end 
when you become confined to your ignorance by your erroneous judgment. You are 
doomed to suffer in hell and lose the felicity of paradise. 
22- Finally, ask forgiveness from Allah for your sins. Make a strenuous effort for the 
salvation of your soul before death and cessation of toil and hope. Having said that, may 
Allah almighty help you and us to obey Him, and bestow on you and us His blessing. 
He is forgiving, compassionate and capable of doing what He likes. Thanks be to Allah; 
Lord of all beings and may He send His blessing on Muhammad and his chaste family 
as well as on all prophets, messengers, high ranking angels and His pious worshipers, 
the inhabitants of Heaven and Earth. Peace be upon them all. 
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Chapter 6 
The Epistles: Contents and Structure 
So far in previous chapters I have dealt with each sira separately. In this chapter 
however I attempt to examine the context of these siyar by treating them as related 
items in a corpus. I shall now present a structural analysis of various aspects of these 
siyar. The aim is to examine the siyar's context in order to shed more light on the 
development of Ibädism. In comparing the texts of the three siyar I use the following 
notation to refer to them: 
"K (= the sira to Khuräsän), 
"M (= the sira to Mansura), 
"Z (=the sira to Khwärizm). 
This study attempts to explore the patterns of relationship occurring in this group of 
siyar. In this chapter I shall address a number of issues related to the structural analysis 
of these siyar. ' These are: 
a. the structural continuity of the texts; 
b. how readers are addressed; 
c. how the text falls into clear sections; 
d. how co-ordination, subordination, opening and closure are used to provide 
connectivity and continuity in the texts; 
e. how the sources and quotations are used in the siyar to form the arguments. 
Each of the siyar is addressed to a different social group in the Ibadite community. We 
find expressions in K such as saläm `alaykum (peace be upon you), inna nüsikum (we 
advise you), katabnä ilaykum (we have written to you), which are typical of a group-to- 
group exchange. 
In M we see expressions such as min al-imam Rashid ... i1ä....., inni uhadhdhirukum (I 
shall remind you), which typically appear when one person addresses a group. 
In Z we see: wa uwassikum bi tagwä Allah (I advise you to have fear of God); in this 
last case no group is implied. 
All of the above phrases obviously address the Ibädite community. The use of pronouns 
(damä'ir) makes the relationship between the sender and recipients explicit. Both K& 
M expressly mention the senders, but in Z there seems to be no sender: it merely begins 
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(istiftäh) by adopting a narrative form and addressing its readers as would be done in a 
study circle (halgat al- `ilm) by means of words such as al-wasi} is bi tagwä Allah. The 
exchange of letters between groups was an old Ibädite tradition which started when Abü 
`Ubayda b. Abi Karima and Abn Mawdüd Häjib were leading the administration of 
Qa `ada, and such letters were sent to Oman, Yemen and North Africa. 2 
The counselling and advice which are given by the writers deal with the fear of Allah 
and are connected in K with a warning (tahdhir) against hypocrisy in people. On the 
other hand, M starts with a warning against the evil acts of Satan and his temptations. 
Following this advice, it claims, will lead to salvation (najat) on the Day of 
Resurrection. Therefore, these warnings have eschatological significance. The texts 
differ in the way the warnings are formulated. K, for example, starts by telling the 
readers to avoid the acquisition (iktisäb) of evil acts. M, on the other hand, begins with 
the advice to acquire ability (istitä `a) in order to resist Satan and his temptations. 
Conversely, Z adopts the view that it is intrinsic in human nature (fitra) to avoid sin. 
All these texts insist on the necessity of fearing Allah (tagwä) and avoiding sins by 
adopting (akhdha) what Allah's covenant ('ahd) has embraced, and avoiding what 
Allah has forbidden (nahä). These terms remind us of the theological principle of al- 
kasb wa al-ikhtiyär. 3 It is interesting to remember that the early Ibädites of Basra had 
discussed this topic in the epistle of Abü `Ubayda and AbU Mawdüd on qadar 
(predestination). 4 
Next we compare the introductory words of the epistles. Both M and K begin with 
taslim and tahmid which also feature in the Friday sermon. 5 Z, on the other hand, starts 
with narrative (khabar) and does not include taslim and tahmid either in the introduction 
to the epistle or in body of the text. Returning to the introductory remarks in M and K, 
these are presented in rhyming prose to grasp the audience's attention. Some 
parallelism is also employed for the same reason. Such rhyming is remembered better 
by those of the audience who cannot read or write, and the parallelism is used as an aid 
to their memory to store the key part of the sira. Z's text, however, seems to be an 
extract from a book rather than an epistle and we believe that it might have been 
originally designed as a book before it arrived in Oman as a sira. K starts with 
parallelism: fadlah, `adlah, fi'lah, so arranged as to influence both listener and reader 
by means of rhyme and syllabic division. The introduction is rounded off by a device 
known in poetics and literary studies as radd al- `ajz `alä al-sadr. 6 The text compels us 
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to reflect about the Day of Resurrection by means of the linguistic and poetic features of 
rhyme and ellipsis, which provide resonance and echoing. This is further intensified by 
the choice of words used to express the advice. Words such as mawt (death), qabr 
(grave), ba `th (resurrection), nushür (raising up from the grave) and wuqüf (standing 
before Allah) signify the importance of establishing the fear of Allah, which is the 
subject of the introductory section of these siyar. This hortatory style aims at attracting 
people to listen and remember and then develop the fear of Allah as a result. The text 
relates human daily life to the events of the hereafter and presents them in a ceremonial 
linguistic form in order to encourage its listeners to fulfil their duties toward Allah. 
If we take this ceremonial use of language into consideration, it will shed light on how 
the phrases and sentences correlate within the formulaic system. 7 The text ends with the 
expression `peace to the prophet' but does not distinguish between the introduction and 
the body of the sAra with the formulaic expression ammä bad which roughly means `to 
continue'. M's introduction is written in rhymed prose (saj'). According to Dayf the 
use of saj' in hortatory prose literature started during Umayyad times with Al-Awzä'i, 
Khälid b. Sufwän al-Ahtami and Abn Bakr al-Hudhali. It was used to influence the 
listeners through what we can call rhythmic influence. 8 Al-Mit explains that saj' is 
easy to memorize and the ears are ready to listen. 9 Significantly, we find here that the 
writer relies on imperative verbs to construct his epistle as a sermon rather than as a 
conversation. The main purpose is to mark the shift in focus from the introductory 
matter, generally a greeting, to the main subject of the sira. Note also that the shift in 
the verb form reflects the shift in the balance of power relations, a clear example of the 
content of the text influencing its form. The epistle is written by an authority, in this 
case an Imam, and addressed to his followers; the imperative form of the verb is 
therefore required. The power relations are also indicated from another angle. The Imam 
takes his authority from the authoritative sources of Islam, i. e. the Koran and Sunnah. 
The imperative form of the verb is normal for the purpose of instruction. The shift from 
the level of general speech to the level of hortatory speech is aimed at directing the 
audience's attention to the importance of the contents. Ellipsis is also adopted in the 
text in order to enhance its effect on the listeners. The writer also makes the readers 
aware of the day of resurrection by invoking Allah in different ways: taftagirün, 
tastaghnirn, tangati `ün. These words carry the warning that on the Day of Resurrection 
judgement will be based on both faith and deeds. The writer illustrates his points with 
experiences from daily life. We finally conclude that the introductions in both M and K 
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are written in an elevated style, and that the selection of words seems to be motivated by 
a preference for alliteration and for repetition to present arguments. 
We now come to consider the significance of the physical transmission of the siyar. I 
will also consider the personalities involved in forming Ibädite society in Asia. The 
following table shows the progress of the three letters from their origin to their 
destination; 
A. The places 
1- Z was sent from Basra - Khuräsän - Khwärizm 
2- K was sent from Basra -' Oman - Khuräsän 
3- M was sent from Oman-) Mansura 
B. This table shows the personalities involved in the composition and transmission of 
the siyar 
1- Z= Abü `Ubayda 4 Abii Yazid - Sälih (brother of Nasr) and Abü `Abdullüll - 
Ja`far Abü `Abd al-Rahman. 
2- K= Wä'il b. Ayyüb 4 `Azzän b. al-Sagar 3 Omani 'ulamc' - Khur isiinis. 
3- M= Imam Rashid b. Said - the people of Mansura. 
From table A above it can be seen that the contribution of Basra lay in the creation of a 
centre of Ibädite thought and the organisation of separate offshoots of this school. We 
may compare the texts of Z and K to find evidence for this. The key to understanding 
text Z is the isnäd. As mentioned in the text, Abü 'Ubayda was a well-known Ibdite 
Imam in Basra who died during the rule of al-Mansür. 10 Next in the chain, scholars 
agree, comes Abü Yazid. Unfortunately, the Ibädite tradition has not preserved his name 
or his father's name and he was known only by his nickname (kunya). We know from 
the information we have that he was considered to belong to the third Ib5dite generation 
in Basra. " He also used to record the sayings of Abü `Ubayda and was a contemporary 
of 'Abd al-Rahmdn b. Rustum. His chief claim to fame, however, was as a legal scholar 
or jurist (fagih) rather than as a theologian. '2 Al-Darjini also lists Abis Yazid among the 
third Ibädite generation, considering him as a contemporary to Abü `Ubayda Muslim. 13 
This suggestion is difficult to accept even if Abü Yazid transmitted the Hadith from 
Mujähid, 14 since al-Rabi' also transmitted the Hadith from J ibir b. Zayd (d. 93/71 1). 
However, we can see in the text of Z that Abü Yazid said: Haddathanü Abü `Ubayda. 
This passage from the text suggests to us that Abü Yazid was a pupil of Abü `Ubayda 
rather than his academic peer. This suggestion leads us to conclude that both Abii 
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Yazid and al-Rabi' were actually of the fourth Ibädite generation and died at the end of 
the 2°a/8t'' century. 
Furthermore, we have to look at the fourth chapter, which is a later addition, of the 
Jämi ` by al-Rabi' b. Habib. 15 There are two chains of transmission (isnäd) which have 
been recorded by Abü Yazid al-Khwärizmi as follows: 
1- Abü Yazid-* Hätim bin Mansur -4Abi Ghänim al-Khuräsän - Aflah bin `Abd- al- 
Wahhäb (third Rustamid Imam). 
2- Mujähid-> Abn Yazid- Hätim bin Mansur -->Abi Ghänim al-Khuräsäni-> Aflah 
bin `Abd al-Wahhäb (third Rustamid Imam). 
Also in this fourth chapter there are quotations from a book of siyar attributed to Abü 
Yazid al-Khwärizmi. This work might have been used in the hadith compilations since 
Abi! Yazid transmitted Hadt-th mursal. Yet the question arises as to whether Abi 
Ghänim actually met Abü Yazid, or whether he simply received Abü Yazid's work 
through Hätim b. Mansur. My view assumes that Abi Ghänim did not meet Abü Yazid, 
nor did Abii Yazid transmit his work to Abi Ghanim, because Abi Ghänim did not 
mention Abü Yazid al-Khwärizmi as being his teacher in the Mudawwana. According 
to Hätim bin Mansur he himself met Abti Yazid without mentioning where, although 
most probably their meeting took place in Basra since Hätim might have been among 
the hamalat al-'ilm that used to live in Basra. It is also possible that Hätim's meeting 
with Abü Yazid might have occurred at the end of 2°d/8`t' century. From this brief 
discussion it is interesting to see the transformation of the Ibädite tradition in Khuräsän 
and North Africa. 
Was Abil Yazid living in Basra or Khuräsdn at the time of meeting? When did the 
Ibddite group come to him? Since the text does not name any Basra-resident Ibädite 
scholar, can we say that Abü Yazid lived his life in Khurasän, and does the distinctly 
pedagogical style of the text imply that he had a school? Another clue comes possibly at 
the end of the text where Abü Yazid warns his readers: "do not accept the innovators' 
views nor their opinions because they are the enemies of religion and tradition". The 
innovators (al-mustahdathin) here are perhaps the inventors of new doctrines, and so 
one may conclude that he was afraid that people would be drifting away to follow the 
heretics. 
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Turning to investigate Sälih and Abü `Abdulläh, who are the key figures in helping us 
to understand the situation, we see that we are left in the dark because of a lack of 
information. An attempt to identify them was made through their nicknames (kunya) 
which are preserved in the Ibädite tradition. According to the text, Sälih was identified 
as the brother of Nasr. Ibädite tradition has recorded for us one man named Nasr from 
this region who we think is Nasr b. Sulaymdn, who lived during the time of Mahbüb. 16 
Abü `Abdullä. h may be identified as AbU `Abdulläh Häshim b. `Abdulläh al-Khuräsän 
who in Omani tradition is also known as al-Khwärizmi. 17 According to al-Sälimi he 
was a pupil of Rabi' b. Habib and a missionary to Khuräsän. 18 The only thing we know 
about Ja'far Abü `Abd al-Rahmän is that he was the final recipient and recorded for his 
fellow pupils what was taught to his class. 
If we accept these suggestions, they may clarify either the relation between Basra and 
Khuräsän or between Khuräsän and Oman. Both Nasr and Abü `Abdulläh were known 
to Omani tradition. In particular, we may consider whether both Z and K were passed 
either towards or away from Khuräsän. Was Khuräsän in fact a centre used to control 
the Ibädite communities in central Asia? We have seen in Z and K that Khuräsan was 
one of the routes by which Ibädite epistles were transmitted. We have also shown that 
Z was sent from Basra at the end of 3ra/9`h century and K from Oman in the 4`h/10`h 
century. 
It is quite clear that the arguments of these texts are polemical in style and expression 
and their arguments show characteristic features of the classical theological debate. Let 
us look at their style of argument. 
In Z we read: sa'dIni hu (we asked him), fa' akhbiründ (tell us), fa'in za `amtum (if you 
claimed), fahädhä khiläf li-man za `ama (this contradicts the claim), wa za `amtum (you 
claimed), fa' akhbirünä (tell us). All these passages start with a claim that leads to 
debates held between two groups, in this case between Abü Yazid and a fictional 
opponent. Abii Yazid utilises a form of a dialogue in which he makes the Ibädite group, 
who had come to seek advice, spokesmen for the arguments he intends to demolish. He 
might have already been considering both sides of the arguments before the Ibädite 
group came to discuss them. 
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In K we can see in the first section phrases such as: in sa'ala sä'il (if the one asked), 
akhbirüni (tell me), fa' innä naqül (we will say), fahädhä khildf (this is opposite). 
These passages are in a different style, suited to situations in which the writer supposed 
that two individuals would debate doctrine. 
In M, Imam Räshid continues his debate in theological style, first against someone 
claiming that a sinner can enter Paradise. He starts with the following phrases: faman 
za `ama (who claimed), fa'in za `ama ahad (if one claimed), fa'in ihtajja (if he replied), 
fa bi-ayy dalil za `ama. The Imam goes on directly to demolish this proposition. It is 
possible that he had received a letter from the people of Mansura asking him about these 
particular topics of theology. 
With respect to the form of the texts under investigation, we can see that Imam Rashid's 
epistle illustrates both arguments with a range of proofs. In contrast, K and Z do not 
include the opposite arguments; in M, Imam Räshid displays his knowledge and skill in 
analysing theological teaching and refuting arguments. As Van Ess argues, it is 
structured as a manual for discussion by illustrating a fictitious dialogue with an 
opponent, which proceeds by alternatives and inference. 19 
In this kind of style, which started in the first century with theological debates, there 
seems to be no treatise on any particular theological subject in the modern sense of the 
term, but rather theology in the form of a dialogue with an adversary. 20 According to 
Wolfson's suggestion we may use what may be called the hypothetico-deductive 
method of text interpretation, or simply the method of conjecture and verification, to try 
to establish the origin and structural diversity of the problems dealt with in kaläm. 21 
Moreover, he states that this method is analogous to the scientific method of 
experiments using control groups. 22 This pattern can also be seen to occur in the 
earliest siyar literatures, for example in the sira of Salim b. Dhakwän against Irjä and 
the Khärijites. 23 This polemical style was used by anti-religious as well as religious 
thinkers and became an integral part of theological discourse in Islam. 24 Nearly all of 
the major theologians who were active at this time were known to have participated in 
debates or to have written in this style. 25 Many sects arose in Islam and indeed almost 
as many differences of opinion as members of sects. 26 
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We must now discuss the relationship between the author and the recipient. As we have 
already seen the Imam Rdshid's epistle M uses the imperative verb fi'l al-amr 
frequently. He may have intended to keep a distance between him and the group, akin 
to that between the ruler and the ruled (al-hakim wa al-mahküm) and make his discourse 
formal. This is borne out by his use of verbal phrases such as 'alä fa fahamü (you 
should learn), 'alä fa `gilü (you should understand) and fa fahamii clhälik wa i `ilamü (so 
understand and know). 
This form of discourse cannot be directed to any particular scholar or learned man, 
because the words fahima, `lima and 'aqala are considered inappropriate words to 
address intellectual equals. Moreover, he uses the tanbih (warning) particle, the 
istifhäm (interrogative) particle or the ta'ajjub (interjection) particle, all suitable for 
texts giving instruction. The style is certainly designed to warn; likewise, use of the 
imperatives 'do' or 'do not do'. Consequently, the relation between the sender and 
receiver becomes clear. The discourse is more formal and the relationship seems to be 
between a scholar and the public rather than scholar and pupils, though we must realize 
that the people of Mansura did not have any learned man (`cdim) in their midst. In 
short, the audience were not scholars. Perhaps they were traders and local people, or 
scholars who had not reached the level of ijtihäd ; hence the Imam was able to exercise 
his power over them. We see that the Imam begins the letter by identifying himself 
while the recipients have only names without indication of their status or position 
(maklinah). 
Z and K, however, clearly indicate their connections with the recipients. These can be 
found in the titles of the text: K identifies the people of Khuräsän as ikhwänanä (our 
brothers); similarly, Z identifies the people of Khwärizm as `our brothers or friends' 
(ashäbinä). Both texts suggest that senders and recipients were of equal status. 
Let us turn now to other features of the discourse form in Z. Abii Yazid frequently 
advises his pupils: fa'ttaqü Allah, wa lä taj `alü al-mushrikin awliyä' (fear Allah and do 
not take the unbelievers as friends). We would ask, does he consider that these claims 
under discussion had been brought or influenced by non-Muslims? A few lines later, he 
also says: falä ta'khudhü bi qawl al-mustahdathina wa lä bi ra'yihim (do not accept the 
views or opinions of heretics); here he gives another piece of advice about heresies. So 
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could this statement have been in order to warn them about heresies which could have 
been acquired from non-Muslims? 
K mentions: "if a man grew up in Iraq and heard of `Ali b. Abi Tälib's saintly 
character... " The distinctiveness of this passage lies in the fact that at first sight it 
apparently shows some kind of confrontation with the Shiites. Does this example reveal 
the circumstances of the Ibädites during that period in Iraq, taking into account the 
fatwn by `Azzän b. al-Sagar delivered during_the mid 3rd/9a' century? 27 This fatwä was 
probably included in a sira since Ibn Ja'far cited in his Jdmi` the sira of Abü 
Mu`äwiya28 who was identified in the Omani tradition as Azzän b. al-Sagar. This fatwä 
was mentioned again in the Khuräsän sira at the beginning of the 4th/10th century, 
presumably in response to the same Ibädite circumstances in Khuräsän. Also the 
structure of the K text extensively uses coordinative particles to link the text passages. It 
is more like a creed attributed to a certain scholar than an expression of ideas. The text 
is in the question and answer format and its aim is to educate the people in proper 
behaviour. The rhetorical style (uslüb al-khitäbi) presupposes certain principles of 
teaching which are non-negotiable or cannot be discussed. 
What I would like to show here is that there are several phases of denunciatory polemic 
produced by the Ibädites. The first was at the beginning of 3`d/9`h century when Abü 
Yazid attacked the heresies. The second one was in the 4th/10`x' century when K was 
written to attract the attention of Shiites. The third and final is shown by Imam Räshid 
b. Sa'id's epistle [d. 445/1053] which could have been written to denounce Ash'arite 
dogma. This polemic perhaps was an attempt to distinguish the characteristics of 
Ibädism from other doctrines. 
Another feature of the textual structure of the siyar showing the differences of Islamic 
dogma at the end of the 2°d, 8"' century can also be seen in K. This, as already 
mentioned, uses an authoritative and elevated style to distinguish between the Ibädites 
and other sects regarding the issues of al-mashy `alä al-khuffayn, qasr al-salät, qunüt, 
naming particularly the school called ahl al-Hadith. Also from a theological aspect it 
tried to establish the individuality of the Ibädites as distinct from other doctrines such as 
those of anthropomorphists, predestinationists, Murji'ites and Khärijites. Likewise, it 
prescribes the proper behaviour between Ibädites and either bugät Muslims or non- 
Muslims who are the People of the Book or the pagans. K can be said to have 
originated from the sira of Wa'il b. Ayyüb. With regard to Wä'il's life, we know that 
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he came with his father to Basra during the time of al-Mansür29 (136/754-158/775) from 
Hadramawt after their mutiny was put down by Ma'an b. Zä'da. 30 Wä'il had been 
taught by Abü `Ubayda (d. 150s) and he himself died at the end of the 2°d/8`'' century. 
From these points we can see that Ibädite theology and law were already developed to 
the point that their dogma was distinguishable from that of other sects and groupings. 
This also reminds us of the epistle of Muhannä b. Jayfar to Mu`ädh b. Harb; 31 again the 
writer tried to distinguish between erroneous imams and truthful imams. This was 
shown by `Abdulläh b. Ibäd's letter to `Abd al-Malik b. Marwän. 32 It seems that this 
ideology had developed in Ibädite teaching during the development of the political 
legislation. On the other hand, Z can be seen to have been informed by both didactic and 
narrative styles'33 and is similar to both what was recorded by Abi Ghänim al-Khuräsäni 
in his Mudawwana and the earliest Ibädite monographs. 34 
Turning to the structure of the arguments themselves, it is evident that this same 
dedication of approach is sustained throughout. This raises the question of the sources 
from which each text obtained its information. Characteristically, the structure of the 
arguments in the texts, when we compare them, contains several types of source. In Z, 
Abü Yazid explains at some length that he is replying to direct questions (yastafti). The 
argument begins with jä'ü (came to), sa'alüh (asked him), fa 'ajäbahum (he answered 
them). Gradually in the narrative section of the text, however, the writer develops in his 
argument the skill he learned in discussion groups or halga. The interesting point of this 
record is how Abü Yazid tries to develop his discourse by logical arguments to reach a 
conclusion. Despite the fact that his arguments were intellectually presented, they seem 
to have sometimes unintentionally reinforced the opposing position. 35 Also, those 
recording the halga discussion when referring to the Koran gave chapter and verses 
rather than quote the whole passage. As an extra feature of his argument he mentions 
the occasions or causes of revelation (asbäb al-nuzül). 36 
The arguments in K, however, have different structural patterns. Firstly, we observe that 
passages from the Koran are quoted in full in the context. 7 The writer also gives proofs 
by hadith (Prophetic Tradition) in the context in order to shape but not actually to prove 
the arguments of K. 38 So here we can see a development of the style of the Ibädite 
epistles that relates to the hadith. The text emphasises the substantial basis of Ibädite 
teaching tradition. Three points are emphasised by the writer. The first point is: "The 
association with those religious Imams whom we have mentioned is something 
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inherited as a traditional custom and it is well-known among the Muslims". The second 
point is `Azzän b. al-Sagar's opinion: "this is what we are depending on". The third one 
says: "leaving doubtful things which are without support from either the Sunnah or 
athär". This tradition of äthär had been developed by the Ibädite school of law in Basra 
since they had participated in recording tradition, legislation and legal opinions for 
example; Mudawwanat Abi Ghänim al-Khuräsäni, Kitäb Damäm and Jämi `AbT Sufra. 39 
These 5th5r had perhaps been transmitted to Oman by the hamalat al- `ilm and had 
influenced Omani authors and scholars. Abü `Ubayda was informed that the Omanis 
used the ra'y in their fatwäs rather than the tradition of hadith but did not object to this 
practice. 40 It used to appear either in traditional legislation or scholarly works. These 
requirements of forming the äthär in Oman may have been based on K Diwan al- 
Äshiyäkh in the beginning of 3`d/9th century in Damä city, since several views of Omani 
scholars are represented in this compilation 41 Although äthär developed in the 
meantime a particular style for general legislation called jämi` and was characteristic of 
the Omani school's legislation, it depended heavily on the Eastern Ibädite school. This 
collection of irthcrr can be divided into two types: the first type collected the opinions 
and tradition of only one scholar for example, Jämi ` Abi al-Haw&T,, Jämi ` ibn Ja far, 
Jämi ` ibn Baraka, Jämi ` Abü Sa'Id al-Kudami. The second collected traditions of 
several schools over longer periods. For example, Bayän al-Shar', al-Musannaf, 
Qämüs al-Shari `a. 42 
As we have seen, proof that this epistle was a reply to a letter from Mansura asking 
about theological issues is clear in K since it starts with "to those who had written to 
us... " Imam Räshid's arguments in M followed a different pattern, and used more 
sources than other texts; mainly, he quoted arguments from the Koran but he also tried 
to interpret Koranic verses to support his arguments, and sometimes used a dialogue 
form. 43 
Imam Rashid also cites examples from pre-Islamic poetry, which were used as a kind of 
linguistic authority. He also includes sayings from classical Arabic to enliven the 
epistle's arguments. 44 The epistle also reflects Abü Hamza al-Shäri's discourse at 
Mecca in the context of distinguishing the wiläya (association) and bard'a 
(dissociation), which is the ideology that distinguishes the Ibädites from the rest of the 
Islamic community. 45 In spite of the text containing only three ham h the author first 
quotes the source of hadi-th and then comments on it. The use of hadith to illustrate both 
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sides of the argument is an excellent example of how the Ibädite Mashäriga school in 
Oman developed this literary form 46 
The epilogues to the epistles usually contain rhyming prose in order to attract the 
listeners' attention. In Z the epilogue begins by asking Allah to bestow prosperity on us, 
unite us, bring about felicity and embrace us both here and in the life hereafter. We see 
one graduated phonetic series: yuwaffiganä, yalumma sha `athanä, ilfatunä, jam `unc . 
Apparently, the expression for invoking Allah reflects the circumstances of the Ibädites 
in the 3rd/9`h century in central Asia. The text ends with supplication and uses verbs in 
the present tense in order to invoke survival and continuity. K's epilogue begins by 
asking the audience to invoke Allah and is shaped by rhyming prose. This invocation is 
in the oppositional style of badi`. Both K and Z conclude in short epilogues and end in 
offerings of peace to the Prophet and tahmid. M, however, has a longer epilogue; we 
mentioned above that it was written in hortatory rhyming prose. But the extent of 
ceremonial language and mention of the subject of death and life hereafter in the 
epilogue remind us of al-Zamakhshari's magäma. 47 This gives the text's epilogue an 
extensive rhyme prose saj'. 
The conclusion 
To sum up, the siyar turn out to be a typical product of the Ibädite School, and should 
be treated from both a theological and a socio-political perspectives. We have seen that 
the works originally consisted of an extensive exposition of the Ibädite religious 
teaching. However, there are variations of style in the doctrinal expressions of their 
fellow scholars in the Ibädite school to show the development as both literature and 
theological argument. As we have seen, quite different structural techniques were used 
in the composition of the texts. Z used mostly the narrative structure, K employed more 
the uslüb al-khitäbi and M inclines to the polemical style. From the historical 
interaction between several Ibädite parties, we see that the texts usually show the sender 
to be of superior rank to the recipient as far as the notion of power relations is 
concerned. This reinforces the idea that they were under the control of other central 
powers, either in Basra or Oman. This made it difficult for them to establish an 
independent political order or an Imamate. Probably this is the reason why, after their 
communication with central powers had ceased, they failed to create a political 
character for themselves. 
1 For this type of analysis, see; Robert de Beaugrande and Wolfgang Dressier, Introduction to Text 
Linguistics. (London and New York, 1981). 
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Chapter 7 
The Ibädites and Eastern Mesopotamia 
This chapter is an overview of the three siyar discussed in this present research. These 
siyar are assumed to emanate from the Ibädite tradition, which constitutes a major part 
of `agida. At first sight siyar seem of limited interest to researchers, but these classical 
Ibädite texts, which are usually described as basic references and chiefly theological 
studies are, in fact, lively historical documents shedding light on the historical 
development of Ibädism. From a detailed study, which the present chapter aims to 
demonstrate, we assume that siyar have implications for a much improved 
understanding of the major doctrinal and historical backgrounds in Asia during the 
period of the 1Oth to 1 1th centuries which marked the birth of these siyar. 
Further, to place these siyar in their specific historical and geographical context, it is 
convenient to begin after the battle of Nahrawän (38/658), and it includes these three 
following aspects: 
1- The Ibädite history in Eastern Mesopotamia: 
a. The historical background of the Muhakimma and its relations with Eastern 
Mesopotamia. This section shows the relationship with Eastern Mesopotamia 
between 38/658 and 62/681. 
b. The Muhakimmates' schism and the settlements in Eastern Mesopotamia: this 
section shows the relationship with Eastern Mesopotamia after 62/681. 
c. The Omanis and their adherence to Ibädism. This section discusses the relation 
between the tribe and the thoughts in early Islam and also the relation between 
Ibädism and the Azd clan and their respective influence in Oman. 
d. Some aspects of the relationships between Ibädism and Eastern Mesopotamia. 
This section explores the beginning of the Ibädism and their relation with Eastern 
Mesopotamia. 
2- Tracing the Ibädite settlements in Asia through a discussion of the Arabic 
geographical literature. The aim of this section is to explore where the Ibädite 
settlements in Asia were at the time of the siyar during the 10th and 11`h centuries. 
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3-We need to analyse the siyar for their historical content and links to Omani history in 
the 10`h _11th centuries, in order to discover how the siyar could spread Ibädism as a 
doctrine. 
The first and second aspects are considered in this chapter. For the third aspect we will 
limit our discussion of the socio-politics in Oman in the 10th -11th centuries, since the 
analysis of the siyar contents has already been discussed in Chapter 6. Unfortunately, 
the Ibädite history in Asia has not been previously discussed, nor has their thought. This 
makes it difficult to trace the development of their ideology using only the material 
from the heresiographers, l useful as they are as sources of that period. Ibn al-Nadim 
gives a list of some Ibädite fugahä and theologians and confused them with Khärijites 
scholars. The lack of information regarding Ibädite history in Asia is also evident in 
Ibädite literature, and this makes it difficult to discuss the Ibädite scholars in these 
lands, whereas for North Africa or Oman, we have access to biographical dictionaries. 2 
The objective of this chapter is to try to focus on Ibädite history in Asia through 
analysing the siyar, and trying to link the historical events in the period of the 10th-11th 
centuries, when the siyar were written, with Ibädism in Asia. 
I- Historical background 
As al-Shihristäni reports the events after the al-Nahrawän battle, "After the Khärijites 
were defeated, two of them went to Oman, two went to Kirmän3, two went to Sistän4, 
two went to al-Jazira5, one went to Tall-Mawzün and two others went to Yemen". 6 He 
also reports that, " ... until now they are still in these locations". One could argue that 
these accounts highlight the beginning of the relationship between Ibädism and the 
Asian areas. After the Nahrawän battle the land of Eastern Mesopotamia became the 
centre for some of the Khärijite movements. 7 The crushing victory in the Nahrawän 
Battle did not lead to the end of the Muhakimma. For `Ali, it was a doubtful victory 
which merely put the worst fanatics out of the way, while the majority remained ready 
to break out into rebellion at any moment. 8 The surviving followers from the battle 
instead took up a new life in two cities, Küfa and Basra, and they are well known as the 
Khawcrij al-Basra and Khawcrij al-Küfa 9 They flourished less in Syria than in Iraq; 
Küfa and Basra the most influential. '0 Our so-called Khärijite School belonged to the 
Basran rather than the Küfan" milieu and its members were not concerned with 
defending privileges gained from participation in the conquest of Iraq. Nevertheless, 
there was a certain continuity of the ideology by which the Muhakimma party had 
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rationalized their position and it is this that led our group also to be known as 
Khärijites. 12 
Let us now cast our minds back to the historical background of the Muhakimma 
leaders' communications in Asian areas in the years after the battle of al-Nahrawän 
38/658 to 61/687, which is the year of the death of Abii Biläl Mirdäs b. Hudayr. 13114 
This leads us to trace of the settlements of Ibädism in Asia before the formation and 
crystallization of Khärijism into an ideology. Their principles are: firstly, the hijra (to 
emigrate); this terminology appeared when a number of them were determined to leave 
their homes and called themselves emigrants muhäjirün and the place from which they 
set out was known as muhajir or dar hijra. 15 Secondly, they used the policy of al-tamer 
(infidelity), speak of themselves as Unitarians Muwahhidün, and call other Muslims 
polytheists. For this reason they considered their land as a land of war. 16 Thirdly, they 
emigrants adopted the policy of isti'rad. 17 
The communication between the Muhakimma and Eastern Mesopotamian regions had 
begun soon after the battle of Nahrawän. Their movement started with insurrections1s 
against the central government, which indicated that they rejected the arbitration 
between `Ali and Mu`äwiya. At the beginning of these genuine Khärijite insurrections, 
in 38/658 a certain Khirrit b. Räshid al-Näji separated from `Ali because the arbitrator 
appointed by `Ali had deposed him. Even the people of Khüzistän19 went over to him in 
the hopes of ridding themselves of the oppressive capitation-tax. Some of these even 
had the boldness to expel `All's governor from Färs2° and the situation remained so, 
until Ziyäd b. Abihi, who was sent by `Ali, succeeded in driving them away. Khirrit's 
insurrection was defeated and destroyed by Ma'qal b. Qaiys and Khirti-t was slain. 21 Ibn 
al-Athir and al-Balädhuri mention some insurrections in the immediate aftermath of 
Nahrawän: Ashras b. `Awf al-Shaybäni, who took 200 men to Daskara22 and was killed 
in Rabi' II 38/Sept 658; Hill b. `Ulläfa of the Taym Ribäb and his brother Mujälid, who 
led more than 200 men in Mäsbadhdn 23 died in Jumzdä 138/Oct 658; Ashhab b. Bishr 
of the Bajila, who had 180 men behind him, was killed at Jarjaräya24 on the Tigris 11'x' 
Jumädä II/Nov 658; Said b. Qufal al-Timi of Tim Allah, who had gone with 200 men 
to Bandanijan, 25 was killed in Rajab 38/Dec 658. Finally A. Maryam al-Sa`di al-Tam-im 
who led an army, most of whom were mawäll freed men, was killed in Ramadan 
38/Feb659.26 Furthermore, during the following years in 41/661 500 Khärijite horsemen 
under Farwa b. Nawfal al-Ashja`i escaped the slaughter at Nahrawän, because they took 
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no part at all in the battle, but withdrew to Bandanjän near Daskara in Shahrazür. 27 Then 
A. Maryam who was a slave of al-Härith b. Ka'b rebelled and was killed in 
Bäduraya. 28'29 Thereafter, during the year 42/662 Qatari b. al-Fujä'30 and al-Muhallab b. 
A. Sufra31 joined `Abd al-Rahmän b. Sumrah to raid Sistän under the command of 
Basra's governor `Abdulläh b. `Amir. 32 The Khärijites insurrection continued until 
43/663 when the Khärijite of Küfa revolted under al-Mustawrad b. `Ulliffa, who was 
killed in Daylamäyä. 33734 In 49/669 when al-Mughira b. Shu'ba was the governor of 
Kiifa, Shabib b. Bijra al-Ashja`i rebelled; then al-Mughira sent a force under Kathir b. 
Shihäb al-Härithi, and Shabzb was killed in Azerbaijan. 3506 Afterwards, in 58/678 
layyän b. Zubyan al-Sulami a Khärijite who had been wounded at Nahrawän but 
allowed by `Ali to return to Küfa, about a month later he left Kiifa and went to Rayy37 
with ten companions. This was the last great rising originating in Küfa. Thus Ktifa in 
fact was predominantly Shiite, and a much shorter time was required to extirpate the 
Khärijites there than in Basra, where the party was able to assert itself in spite of all 
persecution for twenty years. 38 In the same year one famous leader in Basra, `Urwa b. 
Udayya was killed by `Ubaydalläh b. Ziyäd who was the governor of Basra. 39 Some 
time after 58/678 A. Biläl emigrated to Ahwäz, 40 but was killed in 61/681 in Asak. 41'42 
This historical recital is relevant to our concern. Exponents of the movement of the 
sociology of knowledge would hold that the ideas behind most early Islamic movements 
have a political or social reference; and this survey agrees with them in outlook. The 
connection between ideologies and politics inside these lands and societies are 
particularly crucial when attempting to understand the nature of the Islamic movements 
and the acceptance by their societies. 43 
The list above gives an idea of the pattern of movement in early Islam. It is remarkable 
that we can see that the leaders of the Khärijite movement continued to communicate 
Asian land and some of them used it as a place for either Hijra or rebels. Despite this 
fact their movement had not yet coalesced into an organization under one leadership. 
Their movement had remained under separate leaders and therefore disunited. This 
might be because they viewed the Khilafa as an entity, which was taken by force. Thus 
they started to look for places to establish their rebellion. Wellhausen began the debate, 
as to the reason why the Khazijites did not adopt the Arabian Desert as a place of refuge, 
but rather chose non-Arab regions like the area of Jüka (on the other side of the Tigris), 
Ahwäz, Media and Fürs. " Of course, they had in fact lost their contact with the desert 
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tribes through the Hijra, through emigration to the garrison cities, and enlisting in the 
arMy 45 Wellhausen justifies this according to the fact that they were mostly military 
stipendiaries of the state, or mugätila; they were continually attracted and encouraged 
by the success of their Jihad. Since they now lived a life of leisure in urban centres, 
they did not want to return to the Arabian steppes; but they were driven to make a 
public protest, even if it cost them their lives. 46 Therefore it is conceivable that they 
gradually started to lose the tribal support `asabiya, and because stubborn proponents of 
the celebrated "equality" which was already adopted by the mawäli. In this Brünnow 
could be correct in saying that the Khärijites did not come from the Quraysh or the 
Thagif or the Ansar, but instead they first arose amongst the politically under- 
privileged. 47 We also note that the Asian areas could have been used by different 
movements to gain support against the central state. 
II- The Muhakimmate's schism and the settlements in Eastern 
Mesopotamia 
The historical period after 61/680 reflects the doctrinal transformation of Islamic sects, 
not only the Khdrijites, but also the Shiites too, because this period had witnessed the 
death of Husayn who was killed by the governor of Iraq `Ubaydalläh b. Ziyäd. 48 
Gradually, since this time the Eastern region of Mesopotamia had been conquered not 
just by Kharijites and Shiites but by other infiltrating doctrines resulting from other 
movements. 49 
Generally, this doctrinal transformation has determined the character and form of the 
Islamic sects. Their political drift was the so-called orthodox and it is allied with the 
Umayyad, unlike the Shiites and the Khärijites. The latter stands in striking contrast to 
the late Islamic sects. Muslims with their different parties later developed their religious 
doctrine along the lines of their own beliefs, but this is another matter. Nevertheless, the 
Arabian conflict within the Caliphate was limited to Syria, the Hijäz and Iraq and did 
not spread to the surrounding regions, and eventually this arranges to enforce a debate 
of natural Caliphate. Moreover, enthusiastic political debate is natural to the Arabic 
mentality, and this emanated especially from both northern tribes of `Adnänis and 
southern tribes of Qahtänis 50 From this began the framework of a new Arab structure. 
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We may now understand the conception of the Khärijites' schism. 51 The Bakrites A. 
Tähzt, Abiz Fudayk, Ibn al-Aswad and the Hanafites Najdä b. `Amir al-Hanafi 2 went to 
Yamäma, settled there and later rebelled. The Tamimites Näfi` b. al-Azraq, `Abdulläh b. 
Saffar, `Abdulläh b. Ibäd, Hanzala b. Bayhas went to Mecca to support Ibn Zubayr. 53 
This was the first development beyond the original kernel doctrine of Basra 
Muhakimma. The second step was the split from Ibn al-Zubayr, 54 while Ibn al-Azraq 
was the first to split from the dissenters. 55 Consequently, the Muhakimma was made up 
of two groups, the first group known as al-Qa`ada56 and the second as the Khärijite. 
There were differences of opinion among those who remained at home and those who 
held with the Khärijite and did not fight in the path of God. A party called Ibädite was 
rejected and the other accepted. 57 In Basra, however, they found little comfort and Ibn 
al-Azraq had the most followers. 58 Najda b. `Amir, on the other hand, went to Yamäma 
with his followers and spread their doctrines. 59 The followers of both Näfi` b. al-Azraq 
and Najda b. `Ämir al-Hanaff were not so much theologians, as essentially political and 
military leaders. 60 Hence their pattern of behaviour remained contentious and a great 
many non-Arab people had joined them. 1 Therefore, at the end of the first/seventh 
century the Azäriga had already become extinct. 62 Eventually, in a historical and 
heresiographical perspective, the Khärijites were split into twenty groups. There was 
nothing to unify them and their ideology except two theories; the condition of the 
Caliphate, which does not need the Qurashiyate, and the deeds, which are part of the 
faith 63 
Through this schism of the Khärijites, the regions of Eastern Mesopotamia became 
refuge and migration places, since in the heartland of the caliphate the Khärijites 
gradually died out. Additionally, it will be helpful to understand that each group, by 
seceding, crystallized the ideology that it had adopted. The heresiographical literature 
gives us limited information on their evolutionary movement in Asia. Through 
following their immigration to Asian regions, we may comprehend the dimensions of 
their thought and their settlements. The Azäriga were the first group who had a role 
among the Khärijites in Asia; their rebellion was about collecting taxes from some 
regions and they continued in insurrection for twenty years. The insurgents began in 
Ahwaz and Färs and continued until they were destroyed by al-Muhallab. 64 Though 
their policy still remained in the Umayyad period and their last insurrection was under 
Subayh who was the mawlä of Siwdr b. al-As'ar al-Mdzini, until their death which 
resulted in the conclusion of the movement, during the reign of Hishdm b. `Abd al- 
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Malik. 65 However, Qatari b. Fujä'a kept a firm hold on the province of Fars as is 
indicated by coins minted in his name with title `Commander of the Faithful' in several 
towns in Fars in the years 69/688-689 and 75/694-695.66 Since the Azäriga had been 
mostly destroyed the Azäriga sub-sects were remaining the al-Khäzimiyya and al- 
Bid`iyya. 67 Yäqüt also showed that they settled in a place called Albänu between Kabul 
and Ghaznin, and that there were scholars, artists and traders among them. 68 Moreover, 
Ibn Hazm notes that Azäriga there were in Andalusia; their scholar was A. Ismä'il al- 
Bath-1.69 On the other hand, Ibn Khaldün considers that the leaders of both the 
Carmathians and the Zianj's revolutions were Azäriga 70 Yet we have no any proof of 
whether Ibn Khaldün correctly described them as Khärijites rather than radical parties. 
The Najdiyya also tried to expand their thought in Asia after they spread throughout 
most of Arabia. Najda b. `Emir sent `Atiyya b. al-Aswad to Sistän, who was successful 
in his recruiting in Marw and soon after the Najdiyya split7' into three groups under; 
Abü Fudayk, `Atiyya b. al-Aswad72 and Najda b. `E1mir. They were known as al- 
`Atawiyya; 73 as followers of Atiyya and were mainly the branch of Najdiyya who had 
been most successful in spreading their thought in many settlements, most of them in 
Sistän, Khuräsan, Kirmän and Quhstän, 74 and there were more or less fifteen sub- 
sects. 75 Al-Shihristäni illustrates some of their settlements thus. `Ajärida76 the followers 
of `Abd al-Karim b. `Ajrad were in Sistän. 77 The Khalafiyya were the followers of 
Khalaf al-Khäriji in Kirmän and Makrän. 78 The Shaybänites were the followers of Ziyäd 
b. `Abd al-Rahmän al-Shaybäni in Jirjan, Nisä and Armenia. 9 
The Sufriyya also had settlements in central Asia; according to Ibn Hazm the 
`Ajäridates who were considered a sub-sect of Sufriyya mainly the Khärijites of 
Khuräsän. 80 The Hamziyya were followers of Hamza b. `Abdullah al-Khäriji who raised 
an insurrection in Sistän and Khuräsän starting in 179/795 trying to establish the 
Sufriyya State. 81 
III- The Omani and their adherence to Ibädism 
It is necessary to understand the nature of the Omani adherence to the Ibädite movement 
and in the course of time the Omanis have adopted Ibädism, which gives Oman its 
religious and cultural dimension. Wilkinson gives the interesting details on the 
background of this development. 82 
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It is interesting that the leader of Muhakimma in the battle of Nahrawän was `Abdulläh 
b. Wahab al-Riiisibi, who came originally from the Azd clan. 83 Within the tribal structure 
of the Azd of southeast Arabia, there was a major split and Azd represented in external 
sources as Azd Shanü'a and Azd `Uman. Both of them were Omanis as Al-Balädhur 
states that most of the people of Oman were Azd. 83'85 Nevertheless, the Azd 
immigrations to Basra contributed to Arab clans already there and to the establishment 
of the city? ' 
Now in Basra, with the death of Yazid b. Mu'awiya 64/683, the situation was tense. 
'Ubaydalldh b. Ziy5d himself let the Khärijites out of prison, as a favour to the Basrans, 
and it is said that the Basran Kh5rijites joined forces with the Tamimites against the 
Azdites in the Basran tribal feuds. During these feuds, Mas`üd b. `Amir the leader of the 
Azd was murdered in Basra, and the whole Azd alliance was dragged to the brink of a 
full-scale tribal war with Tamim, because after the murder one faction of the Azd 
claimed the murder was a Tamimite, S7 and contrarily another Azd faction claimed the 
killer was a Kh. lrijite allied to the TamTm, who were themselves linked to the 
Khirijite. `s This began a new chapter both in the formation of Khärijite thought, and in 
the Muhallabite' war against the Khdrijites, and shortly afterwords the Azd of `Umän 
found themselves engaged togeathcr with al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra in the war against 
Kh irijite extremists. Al-Mubarrad notes some `Umän Azd branches, namely Nidäb, 89 
Yahmad, '° and Jahdam, 91 joined al-Muhallab in his war, but the Khdrijite extremists 
called al-Muhallab. "Mazunian sorcerer". 92 In the following years links formed between 
the Azd. Muhallabids and lbädite to produce Ibädism in Oman and South Arabia. The 
alliance of the Omanfis Azd to the Muhallabids had continued in the Umayyad period 
during the reign of Yazid II, and the Azd followed Yazid b. al-Muhallab until his 
sudden death in Sind. 93 This may have been the beginning of the Ibädite organization of 
their calling and propaganda. 
Also it cannot be denied that the early Oniani scholars in Basra such as Jäbir b. Zayd, 94 
Dam; -um b. al-S; i'ib`'s were Ib5dite as well as Omanis and they are considered among the 
first generation of lb5ditc. They were followed by al-Rabi' b. Habib, A. Hamza al- 
Mlukht; ir b. 'Awl, 131; tj b. 'Uqba and Abis `Ubayda `Abdulläh b. al-Q5sim. The third 
ucncc for the Omanis to adopted Ih5dism was provided by the hamalat al-71m ila al- 
: iir carriers of knowledge, and most of whom were from Azd. 
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It is necessary to remember that the Khdrijites had tried to gather followers to them in 
Oman, though the Omanis rejected their thought. According to al-Baghdädi, the 
Khfirijites in Oman supported Näfi` b. al-Azraq which can be considered the first 
attempt to establish Khdrijite thought in Oman. 96 There was another attempt by the 
Najdiyya in 69/682 under their leader 'Atiyya b. al-Aswad when they killed the king of 
Oman `Ab id b. `Abdulläh (b. al-Julandä b. al-Mustakbir). 'Atiyya then left some of his 
followers in charge but these were killed when the Omanis revolted aginst them; the 
Omani restored Said and Sulayni m the sons of `Abäd to power. Again al-Aswad tried 
to seize Oman but failed. 97 The Sufriyya, on the other hand, tried to spread their 
doctrine in Oman. I-iowever, it could be argued that they only succeeded in intrducing 
their ideas as can be seen from al-Khalil b. Ahmad al-Farähidi who was born at the 
beginning of the 2n"/S'h century states: "When I came from Oman (to Basra) I held the 
Sufriyya opinions". " We should remember that in 131/748 the Imam al-Julandä b. 
Ntas'iºd fought the Sufriyya leader Shaybän b. `Abd al-`Aziz al-Yashkuri and 
afterwords killed him. )) As a consequence this led to the first Imamate of Oman and it is 
possible to argue that it was the beginning of the crystallization of the Omani State 
tinder the Ib: iditc ideology. 
IV- Some Aspects of the relationships between lbädism and Eastern 
Mesopotamia 
'Wc have already covered the development of the Muhakimma's relationship with the 
Asian regions, starting from the beginning of the fitnra, and tracing the expansion of 
their role following other doctrines in the first era of Islam. The crisis, which followed 
the death of Yazid b. Mu`. "iwiya, marked the break-up of the Khdrijites and the birth of 
lb5dism. Part of the political crisis was the Ibädites' adoption of al-Qu'awd and thus 
they were called the Q a'cula or the Waqifa by the other Kh: irijites. These names mean 
'those who suspend judgement'. They are not in themselves important, but they merit 
attention as they mark the transitional phase between the Khärijites and Murji'a. The 
lb5ditcs considered that the grave sinner should be regarded as an ingrate kzi it a! - 
"Pam, which implies kufar. '("' However, contrary to this opinion are the Mu'tazilites, 
who regarded the grave sinner as neither a believer nor an unbeliever, but rather as one 
in an "intermediate position" nianzila bayn al-manzilatavn. The adoption of the new 
concept by the lbidites led to the proposals for reformation and re-organization of the 
Ih, tdite political policy in Basra. Regarding this, J5bir b. 7ayd states clearly that it was 
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the policy of: "A tyrant sultan (who) is a punishment to people. If you are in a powerful 
position, try to direct him to follow the truth, and if you have fear of him then keep 
supplicating to Allah". 101 Doctrinally, the status of Islamic belief during the beginning 
of the 2°d/8`h century was as remarked by A. NO Sälih b. NO al-Dahhän as follows. 
There were three categories of believers. Firstly, a category which praised `Uthmän and 
did not relinquish the Irjä'. The second category praised `Ali and did not renounce the 
Shiites. The third category was the Muslims who were still on the right track 
(Ibädites). 102 As Wellhausen notes, the Khärijites entered another stage towards the end 
of the Umayyad period the Khärijite movement took on a totally different character 
when the Umayyad Kingdom began to break up altogether: it now became part of a 
revolution. The difference is outwardly visible in the numbers. The small numbers of 
troops which are usually characteristic of Khärijite armies, swelled to powerful 
masses. 103 The transformation of the power in Islamic imperialism through changing the 
government from Umayyad to Abbasid affected the activities of the Khärijites 
generally. Thereupon during this period the Ibädites of Basra continued to live in the 
state of kitmän keeping their beliefs secret. '°4 
This section is meant to explore some aspects of Ibädite relations with Eastern 
Mesopotamia, and what may be termed the second stage of Ibädite history. In particular 
we wish to look at the period after they split from the other Khärijite sects and examine 
the extent of the relations between the Ibädite and Eastern Mesopotamia. The chronicles 
are silent about the relationship between Ibädism and these lands after the 70s/690s, and 
do not reflect further development in those area. This was perhaps due to the Khärijites' 
adoption of insurrection as a policy in their movement; however, the Ibädite called this 
period the Kitmän (secret) period. Therefore, the Ibädite's biographical dictionaries do 
not record the first generation tabaga of scholars of Ibädism from the areas of Eastern 
Mesopotamia. However, studies investigating the lists of names given by the Ibädites' 
biographical dictionaries and works in the second Ibädite generation (ttabaga) show that 
the Ibädites were able to attract Persians and people of whom origin non-Arab. 
Therefore, it is not surprising to find that the figures who were starting to formulate 
Ibadism, were from the local Basran background such as Ja'far b. al-Sammäk, 1°5 (son of 
the fisherman; variant Sammän, butter merchant), Abü Nüh Sälih b. Nüh al-Dahhän, 1°6 
(the painter/greaser) who lived in the Tayy quarter and Abü `Ubayda Muslim b. Abi 
Karima, a basket weaver (gafýf) who was a client mawlä of the Tamimite. 107 Abi 
`Ubayda became the second leader of Ibädism and succeeded Jäbir b. Zayd. However, 
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Abi-`Ubayda may have been a Persian because his name was Kudin, Kürzin or Kürin. 108 
Also among them was A. Yazid al-Khwärizmi109 who was from Khwärizm, and the 
famous Ibädite scholars of the blood dima legislation, Habib b. Säbür11° and A. al-Nazar 
al-Khurdsänilll and there are other notable people, such as, a man of Kuräsän or 
Khuräsänis. "Z Hence it is no wonder that we can find that al-Darjini has written a 
chapter entitled "the Advantage of Persians" in his work'13 which is confirmed by the 
Prophet's hadith in which he says, "Allah has treasure which is neither gold nor silver, 
but it is in the bellies of the Persians". 114 Also the hadith says, "if the religion (Islam) 
overhangs from the Pleiades, the non-Arab people would reach it and the luckiest of 
them are the Persian". 115 Al-Ash`ari relates that the Yazidites who were the followers of 
Yazid b. Unaysa went so far as to claim that Allah would raise up a prophet from 
among the Persians, and would reveal to him a book and this book would be revealed as 
a whole and complete. Consequently, the Ibädites dissociated from them. 116 Yazidites 
had previously been considered as Ibädites, and eventually they moved to Tün, 117 which 
is part of Fars land. "" The Ibädites in Basra have stimulated theological thinking 
because, with a fair measure of logic, they developed the Khärijites position as far as 
possible. 
During the lifetime of the first Ibädite generation there was no discussion of qadar, 
predestination and the free will of human beings. This was, however, later to become 
the main topic of debate amongst them. A certain Suhär al-`Abdi gave the following 
advice concerning the Qadariyya: "Talk with them about (divine) knowledge 
(kallimuhiim ft'1-`i1m). If they admit it, they contradict (their doctrine); if they deny it 
they fall into unbelief. s119 As a consequence the predestination issue led to a schism 
between the Ibädites. The Härithiyya had a different view from the Ibädites concerning 
the Mu'tazilite's view of predestination; they held that capacity exists before the act, 
and that there are acts of obedience not directed towards Allah. 120 This view gradually 
attracted followers such as Hamza al-Küfi, 121 `Atiyya and Ghaylän during Abu 
`Ubayda's time. Following them Shu`ayb b. al-Ma`rüf, `Abdulläh b. `Abd al-`Aziz and 
Ibn `Umayr `Isä122 during al-Rabi' b. Habi'b's time. Additionally, as al-Shammäkhi 
shows, Abraha b. `Atiyya and his father called the Ibädites in Khuräsän to follow the 
Qadarite view on predestination. 123 Hann b. al-Yamän followed the Sha`biyya124 in 
Mahbub b. al-Rahil's time (d. 220/835). Hin and Mahbüb lead to a wider debate 
between the Ibädites in Arabia. Consequently the Ibädites of Yemen followed Härün b. 
al-Yam n. 125 Elie Salem notes that the Eastern Church influenced the Khärijites in the 
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doctrine of free will. According to Professor Thomas, Shabib b. Yazid al-Shaybäni al- 
Najr ni, founder of the Khärijite sub-sect Ashäb al-Sü'äl, comes from Najrän, a 
Christian land prior to Islam. His thesis is that the doctrine of free will in Islam was 
influenced by Christian countries such as Syria and Iraq. 126 On the other hand, Professor 
Madelung discovered an important book K. al-Njd' by Ahmad al-Näsir al-Din, who was 
a Zaydite imäm. This book was written to refute `Abdulldh b. Yazid al-Baghdädi's 
views on anti-Qadariyya. The book reveals that there was a debate between the Ibädite 
groups in Iraq and the Qadariyya at the end of 4th/10`h century, and moreover, K. al-Njä' 
preserves for us in its debate the book of `Abdulläh b. Yazd against the Qadariyya. 127 
During the development of the Ibädites' school in Basra and until the beginning of the 
3rd/9`h century, predestination was their central theological concern. Despite this, Watt 
postulates that theologically the Ibadites had no influence in Iraq. '28 On the other hand, 
Van Ess observed, possibly correctly, how far the Ibädite school in Basra developed in 
discussing the subject of Qadar. 129 This state of affairs led in the following years to the 
schism of the Ibädites into rational and traditional groups. The latter took over control 
of the Ibädites. 130 
The Ibädite tradition also preserves a creed by A. al-Fadl `Isä b. Fürak al-Khäriji, 131 
who belonged to the Sistänis sect of Hamza al-Khäriji, and who wrote between 215/830 
and 218/833 (or 260/874 at latest). 132 This creed, which is presented with comments by 
Muhammad b. Mahbüb (d. 260/874) and A. Said al-Kudami in the 4`h/10`h century, 
makes it clear that the Khärijites of Sistän did not identify themselves as Azäriga, 
contrary to what might be expected. However, Muhammad b. Mahbüb, commenting on 
the creed, notes that we agree with this, but breaks the arguments here, as he suffers a 
paroxysm of fury at this point he indignantly restates the position of the Ibädites on the 
relation with their qawm, claiming that Ibn Fürak misrepresents them which, as al- 
Kudami notes, is not true at all. 133 Crone and Zimmermann suggest, possibly correctly, 
that the creed shows that the Sistdn Khärijites rejected the central Ibädite doctrines 
concerning the status of non-Khärijite ahl al-qibla; they were sufficiently close to feel 
that the letter's qawm as our gawm. 134 One can see here a gap between the time after al- 
Rabi"s death 170s/786-796 and Mahbüb's departure from the Ibädite centre in Basra. 
Similarly, there is little evidence to illustrate the relationship between the progress of 
the theological dialectic in Ibädite doctrine and the reasons behind the collapse of the 
Ibädite movement in Basra. As reflected in this presentation, one can see that the 
predestination issue dominated debates at Mahbüb's time. However, two explanations 
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are possible for the pressure, which led to the eclipse of the Ibädite in Basra. Firstly, one 
could suspect that Mahbüb was unable to rule the Ibädite scholars in Basra and therefore 
he left. This suggests that the Ibädite sources ignored the Ibädite scholars who settled 
there later. This suggestion seems to be correct according to the sira sent to the Imam 
al-Salt, which states that the Ibädites had divided into three groups: the followers of 
Mahbüb, the followers of `Abdulläh b. Yazid and the followers of Härün. 135 Secondly, 
since the Ibädite leaders in Basra submit their differences to the Omani imam, and the 
leadership in dar al-tagiya was losing its grasp, Crone and Zimmermann give an 
interesting conjecture that Mahbüb's leaving Basra was political rather than theological. 
That is, ' he left, not because the Ibädite Basran leadership, i. e. Rabi' and Mahbüb, spent 
the rest of their life in Oman nor because Oman became a spiritual centre of Ibädism; 
but because eastern (Omanis) and North African Ibädism had developed separate 
identities. 136 So the majority of Ibädites outside Basra had passed into the hands of local 
imams capable of backing their decisions with military power and the Basrans could 
respond to this development only by emigrating. 137 Of course, this makes it difficult to 
communicate between the North African and Oman Ibädites without the mediation of 
Basra. Ennami notes that the Nukkar in Northern Africa followed `Abdulläh b. `Abd al- 
`Aziz, tim b. Mansiir and Abü al-Mü'rij in jurisprudence fiqh, and in theology 
followed `Abdulläh b. Yazid al-Fuzäri. 138 To conclude this survey of Ibädite theology, 
however, we may consider that this was the third stage in Ibädite progress in their 
school after the fitnat al-tahkim and the schism of Khärijites. 
Let us now clear up the confusion and also differentiate between the followers and 
missionaries of the Ibädites and the Sufriyya. 139 However, these aspects will need to a 
lengthy debate. Here we provide a short summary. Firstly, according to al-Shammäkhi, 
the first Ibädite missionary to arrive in North Africa was Salama b. Sa'ad al-Hadrami 
who was riding a camel with `Ukruma, although Salama was recruiting to the Ibädites 
and `Ukruma to the Sufriyya. 140 `Umrän b. Hattän, a famous Kharijite poet, was a 
Sufriyya although we find him included in Ibädite biographical dictionaries. 14' Some 
claimed that Hiläl b. `Atiyya al-Khuräsdn had Sufriyya inclinations and he was 
therefore required to go home, which he did, nevertheless remaining in a position of 
association. In contrast, they also told A. al-Mü'rij to go to his people, which he did, but 
died during the journey, and thus he remained in a state of suspended judgement. 142 
Shabib b. `Atiyya al-Khuräsän also was accused of being a Sufriyya. '43 Ibn Khaldtm 
reports that Abü Yazid Mukhalad b. Kaydäd who revolted against the Fatimids was a 
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pupil of Abi `Amär al-A`mä al-Sufri. 144 As indicated by these accounts of Ibädite 
scholars at the end of 1St/7t' century and the beginning of the 2°d/8`h century, it is likely 
that the people of Muhakimma in central Asia had reacted to the schism in Basra and 
the new policies of each party. 
Later, in the beginning of the 2°d/8`h century the Ibädite had been able to define their 
policy, and from this period their members began to be known by others as Ibädite. '45 
Also it was being realised that there was a need to concentrate on da'wa with 
membership and doctrine and to organise the movement's missionary activities 
Hamalat al- `ilm ild al-amsär. 146 The historical reports of the Ibädite missionaries are 
known to have been sent out in Oman, North Africa, Yemen and Hadramawt, and more 
is known about them. 
Notwithstanding, it is possible to identify the Ibädite scholars during this time through a 
survey of the Omani works. Among the earlier Ibädite generation of the Hadith's 
narrative was Hamäd b. Ishäq al-Khwärizmi who might have been a contemporary of 
Abü `Ubayda Muslim. 147 The Ibädite's revolution at the end of Umayyad reign by Tälib 
al-Hagq in Arabia was actively backed by the Persian Koran reader, grammarian and 
poet who was `Abd al-`Aziz Bishkast in Medina. When Abii Hamza al-Azdi occupied 
Medina in the name of the Ibädite Caliph in 130/747, he came forth as an enthusiastic 
supporter. Abü Hamza was defeated in the battle by the Umayyad army, and the 
Medinans killed him. 148 Fortunately, al-Salim preserved for us the list of Ibädite 
scholars who carried the knowledge to Khuräsan and central Asia: Abn Yazid al- 
Khwärizm and Abil Häshim b. `Abdulläh al-Kuräsani, 149 Nasr b. Sulaymän, Mahmüd 
b. Nasr, A. Mansdr al-Khuräsäni. 150 Several of the Khuräsänis men had earlier 
supported al-Imam al-Julandä b. Mas`üd to establish the first Imamate of Oman in 
131/748. Among them were Hiläl b. `Atiyya, who became the gä4i of the Imam and 
died with him in 134/751 fighting against the Abbasid's military campaign. '51 
According to Madelung he was the first Ibädite missionary to Khuräs5n. 152 Also 
mentioned were his brother Shablb b. `Atiyya, 153 (who played a role in the Muhtasib 
between the death of al-Imam al-Julandä and the Imamate of Muhammad b. Abi 
`Af dn), A. Mansur al-Khuräsani, A. Hafs Khuräs5n and A. `Abdulläh Häshim b. 
`Abdulläh al-Khuräsäni. 154 Also among them was A. Häshim Näfi` b. Jafir al- 
KhuräsWi, who lived in Basra and transmitted the dthdr from al-Rabi'. He was a 
scholar in the Omani traditional fiqh jurisprudence. 155 According to Abi Ghänim al- 
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KhuräsWi, other Ibädite legal scholars teaching in Khuräsän at his time were Hätim b. 
Mansur and A. Said `Abdulldh b. `Abd al-`Aziz. 156 
From 161/777 to 297/909, the Rustamid dynasty157 united all the Ibädites in North 
Africa from a centre in western Algeria. This family attributed its ancestry to pre- 
Islamic Persian Royalty. 158 At the end of the 2nd/8t' century A. `Isä Ibrähim b. Ismä'il 
al-Khuräsäni from the Ibädite centre in Basra sent a letter to Tähart in North Africa to 
support the election to the Imamate of the Rustamid, `Abd al-Wahhäb b. `Abd al- 
Rahmän (171-208/788-824) against the Khalafiyya. 159 The famous Ibädite work K. al- 
Mudawwana by A. Ghänim Bishr b. Ghdnim al-Khuräsäni collected the Ibädite tradition 
äthär of Basra in the 3rd/9th century. 160 
The Ibädite's relationship with Eastern Mesopotamia continued until the beginning of 
the third century: we find a letter from Mahbüb b. al-Rahil in Basra to Nasr b. Sulaymän 
in Khuräsän. 161 Relevant to this survey is the work of Ibn al-Nadim, who gives a list of 
the Ibädite scholars with their works, under the section about Khärijite theological and 
fiqh works. This list is useful for tracing the Ibädite scholars in Basra and Küfa, most of 
whom are not mentioned in the Ibädite sources. 162 According to this list, Ibädism in 
Basra was still protected in 5t'/11`h century. The scholars were Ibrähim b. Ishäq, Sälih 
al-Näji, al-Hitham b. al-Hitham al-Näji, A. al-Qäsim al-Hadithi and A. Bakr al-Barda`i. 
However, we can also see in the list that they had a contact and debate with the 
Mu'tazilite and Murji'a such as A. `Ali Yahyä b. Kdmi1 b. Talha al-Khudari, 163 who 
was a Mu'tazilite and a follower of Bishr al-Miraisi and had written about the debate 
between him and Ja'far b. Harb. 1G4 Also, al-Mas`üdi adds other scholars: `Abdulläh b. 
Yazid al-Fuzdri in Küfa and A. Mälik al-Hadrami, 165 and al-Ash`ari names in addition 
Muhammad b. Harb. 1G6 Again, when Mahbüb left Basra, the connection broke between 
the Ibädite of North Africa and Mashäriga and the people of Basra. This may have 
happened because the Nukkärite of North Africa adopted their theological opinions. 167 
As the historical accounts168 show, the revolutions of Khärijites in the Asian regions 
continued to break out from time to time. A number of them were successful for a few 
years and then disappeared. In the Mosul region in northern Iraq around sixteen 
revolutions have been recorded. There were several revolts in the other regions as well; 
in Sistän, Khuräsän and Kirmän. According to al-Tabe 's and Ibn al-Athir's accounts, 
the revolutions occurred in the years: 178/794,252/866,254/868,255/868-869, 
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256/869,263/876,267/880,272/885,273/886,279/892,280/893,281/894,282/895, 
283/896, though Ibädite were not likely to be involved. Watt's argument might be right 
that there is a sharp contrast between the Khärijism of these unsuccessful rebels of the 
Abbasid period and that of the earliest Khärijites. In short, the Khärijite revolts of the 
Abbasid period must be classified as reactionary protests which did nothing to bring 
about any real improvement, but which gave the participants the subjective satisfaction 
of feeling they were achieving something. 169 With respect to this case, it is possible to 
argue that the scholarly achievements of the Ibädite scholars were abandoned in the 
preceding political period. However, they retreated from interference in Islamic 
theological issues. This transformation of the Ibädites at the beginning 4`h /10th in Basra 
attracted through their revolutions non-Arabs (i. e Kurds, Berbers... etc). Through this 
perspective survey of Ibädite doctrinal history, it is necessary to argue that the Ibädite in 
central Asia were still controlled by Basran scholars who represented a link with all the 
different areas up to the beginning of 3`d/9`h century but that they then lost this control. 
Also it is worthy noting here that the Ibädites in Oman and North Africa had a schism 
about the political issue of arranging the election to the Imamate. Thus, they fragmented 
into sub-sects such as Khalafiyya and Nukkär in North Africa and the Rustaq and 
Nizwä schools in Oman. In contrast, the Ibädite movement in Eastern Mesopotamia had 
fragmented as a result of its involvement in fierce theological debate with other schools 
of thought, especially on the issues of predestination and kufr and imän. For these 
reasons the Ibädites had begun to lose their position in Asia to the doctrines of the 
Murji'a and Shiites. 170 This might be one of the consequences of the new policy of 
Ibädism, which was not successful in establishing the Ibädite Imamate in this area and 
failed in uniting the Ibädite communities under its auspices. 
V- The Historical Geography of the lbädite settlements in Eastern 
Mesopotamia 
Our intention is now to review the Ibädites toponymy in Asia in order to complete the 
last section of this discussion. Existing settlement already mentioned in classical Arabic 
literature on geography account some of them. Therefore, we need to discover how long 
these in Asia had existed. Such discussion seems to be helpful when examining the 
authenticity of siyar in order to understand the spread of Ibädism in Asia during the 4th 
to 5`h and 10`h to 11th centuries, and when the settlements were located in the time of 
siyar. Inevitably we must address the problems of the geographic literature about 
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Ibädite and Khärijite settlements, remembering that the Khärijite are not necessarily 
Ibädite. 
We need not consider early settlements in or near the Arabian Peninsula in Iraq, 171 
Oman, Yemen, 172 Hadramawt, '73 Shahar, 174 Bahrain'75 and the Socotra Island. '76 
However, Ibn al-Mujäwir (7`h/13`h) says there were also Ibddite in Syria in Damascus 
and Hirrän. 177 But the focus will be on the locations where the Ibädite had settled in 
Eastern Mesopotamia during the siyar's time. For instance, Ibn al-Nadim (5`h/llth) in 
the course of his discussion the Khärijite doctrine, gives helpful information on their 
settlements: "this sect existed in different places some of which are: Oman, Sistän, 
Azerbaijan, al-Sinn, 178 al-Buwäzij, Karkh Jidän, Tall `Akbrä, Hzzä and Shahrzür". 179 In 
addition, Lewicki discusses the Ibädite groups outside Basra to show how Ibädite 
thought spread during the Islamic conquest. 180 For this case Madelung and Van Ess 
have given good coverage of the Ibädite in Eastern Mesopotamia. 181 There is also 
geographic literature about certain part of Eastern Mesopotamia, as follows: 
A- Eastern Iran 
We do not have a detailed description of the first settlement of Muhakimma in eastern 
Iran. The sira of Salim b. Dhakwän is considered to be written in the 70s A. H; 182 Van 
Ess suggests, that it was composed in Eastern Iran. 183 According to al-Istakhiri, there 
was an immigration to the East of Iran by the al-Han2la of Tamim who were descended 
of `Urwa b. Udayya (cf. the figures of the first Muhakimma). They crossed from 
Bahrain to Fars at Umayyad time and settled in Istakhir where they had properties and 
lived in villages. 184 In Fars, there was an Omani immigration by the al-`Umära, 
descendants of al-Julandä b. Karkar. 185 They had a castle which is known as al-Daykdan 
or Ibn `Umära's Castle. 186 Al-`Awtabi writes of the Omani pre-Islam immigration of 
Sulayma b. Malik to Kirmän. His descendants were known as the people of Mirbad, 
Banu Bilal and Banü al-Julandä b. Karkar. Al-Julandä was the ancestor of both al-Safaq 
(or Saffär), and the Haro (al-Huzw). '87 According to Wilkinson, both the Omani sources 
and an independent non-Omani source make it clear that all these dynasties including 
the Saffarids are of Omani origin. 188 The essential point is that early settlements of 
Omanis were established in this area before the Arabs took control of the country. The 
question, which arises here, is whether these settlements by the Omani Azd had 
influenced this region and adhered to the Muhakimma. Wilkinson maintains that they 
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were a semi-autonomous people. Ibn Khaldiin describes the conflict between the 
Khärijites and the Saffarids in 253/866 in Sistan, Hurd and Khuräsän. 189 
In Fars, the Hamziyya (Ibädite sub-sect) were active at the beginning of 2°d/8th century. 
Al-Mas`Ud mentions their existence in Färs. 190 Madelung, on the other hand, identifies 
the Khärijites of eastern Färs as Ibädites. 191 More interestingly, Ibn al-Mujäwir writes 
that Ibädites lived in Hamadan as well as Isfahan, Dir Lyän, Dakük and 'Arän. 192 
Additionally, the Island of Ibn Kawan, which is referred to in the present day as Kishm 
Island and is situated near to the coast of Kirman opposite Räs Musandam (in northern 
Oman) was, according to Ibn Khurdädhdhaba and al-Idfis still inhabited by Ibädites in 
the 6`h /12`h century. 193 
The other region in Eastern Iran is Kirmän. As Ibn Hawgal describes this province, 
".. there are three Friday prayer mosques in the town of Barn and the Khärijites mosque 
was in the süq beside the house of Mansur b. Khurdin a prince of Qan of Kirmän. The 
Khärijites kept their own treasury in the mosque. 194 They were described as thrifty but 
at the same time, wealthy people. 195 Madelung suggests that probably they engaged in 
trade. 196 According to Wilkinson, there were Ibädites still in Kirmän until 5`h/11`h 
century. 197 Madelung instead considered them as Khärijite since according to the 
heresiographers they were `Ajärida. 198 The Khärijite groups (whom the heresiographer 
called simply al-Harüriyya) were described, "They are in the regions of Sistän, Hirät 
and Khuräsan. They are numerous people, only God knows their number". 199 However, 
Crone and Zimmerman argue that the Khärijites on the border between Färs and 
Kirmän, who engaged in revolts in the mid-ninth century, may well have been 
Ibädites. 200 
B- Southern Iran and Sind 
There are two elements, which played major roles in the evolution of the settlements. 
The first element is Omani maritime power. 201 From the first quarter of the 15L/7 `h 
century, there was some naval support from Oman and Bahrain for `Uthmän b. al-'Asi 
al-Thagafi's early campaign against the Persian coast. 202 There was an early attempt by 
the Caliphate forces to occupy the Sind region, but the Muslim shipping was 
unsuccessful at sea203 until they occupied the region in 92/710.204 However, during the 
first Imamate of Julandä b. Mas`üd, the Omanis were capable of mustering a sizeable 
navy which they sent on an expedition to Socotra and which imposed a sulk (treaty) on 
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the Christians of that island. 205 Consequently, tensions appeared between the Imamate 
and the Christian Soctrains when the people rebelled against Imam a1-Salt b. Malik 206 
The second more formal development of commercial treaties occurred during the 
Imamate of Ghassan b. `Abdulläh (192/808-207/823) in conjunction with attempts to 
eliminate the Indian pirates or (bawärij al-Hind). 207 However, al-Mas`üdi attributed this 
suppression of piracy to the Abbasid government during al-Mu'tasim's reign. 208 
Through the development of the Omani navy, the Imamate forces in the beginning of 
the 3Ta/9`h employed in the Omani's army a force of Daybul 209 people commanded by 
al-Mattar al-Hind-1.210 The fact is the commercial trading with Ard al-Hind developed a 
relationship even though non-Muslims were involved; Muhammad b. Mahbüb included 
Indians even though they were unbelievers in the Dar al-Isläm. 211 The Omani trading 
ships, until the 7`h/13`h century, were still connected with the port of Daybul. 212 
This overall view highlights the Omani role in the Indian Ocean and their early 
relationship with Southern Iran and the Sind province after the beginning of Islam. Al- 
Mas`üdi (d. 342), writes of the Southern coast of Iran in the 4`h/10`h century (the Makran 
province) as the place of Shurä. 213 Lewicki suggested that the Khärijites living in the 
coastal region between Kirmän and Sind might have been identical with these Ibädite. 214 
Al-Istakhri gives a clear picture of the Ibädite locations along the coast of Makrdn and 
Sind. These locations were al-Tiz, Kiz, Dazak, 215 Räsak, Rustäq al-Khrüj and Rustäq 
Khurdhän and all the inhabitants of these Rustägs were Shurä. 216 These settlements 
expanded towards the south. The sira of the Imam Räshid b. Said to the people of 
Mansura, the capital of Sind province in the 5th/11`h century, documents that Ibädism 
still existed in this region . 
217 According to Ibn al-Mujäwir the Ibädites were still settled 
as far as the region of Gwädir. 218 In addition Yäqüt recounts that Quzdär or Qusdär, 
which was a town in Sind not far from Bist, was peopled by the Khärijites specifically 
Khalafiyya. 219 It was noted in al-Shihrastdn records that most of the Khärijites of 
Kirmän and Makrän were followers of Khalafiyya. 220 However, we need not accept the 
view that the Khärijites in these regions were Khalafiyya, even if Khalaf had appeared 
in this area around 179/795. Al-Baghdädi recounts that the Khalafiyya had conflicts 
with another Khärijites group, followers of Hamza b. Adarak. Khalaf was later 
apparently succeeded by Mas`üd b. Qaiys who was attacked by Hamza in a river valley, 
and in the course of the fight drowned in the river. The Khalfiyya were in doubt about 
Mas`üd death221 and then considered themselves to be in a time of tagiya. 222 Thereafter, 
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there is no further mention of the Khalafiyya, so they may have ended their existence at 
the beginning of the 3rd/9`h century. 
C- Khuräsän and Sistän 
In the first centuries of Islam, Sistän was a refuge of the Khärijites who launched their 
uprisings and incursions into the neighbouring Khuräsanis towns. 223 It seems that there 
was contact with the Khärijite movement from its beginning before the battle of 
Nahrawdn. 224 Al-Balädhuri states that the first Khärijite missionary to Sistan was a man 
from Tam-im, called `Asim or Ibn `Asim. 225 Barthold suggests that there was a whole 
series of Khärijite disturbances in Sistän and Bädhaghis. 226 This region, as described, 
had many Khärijites, who established their sect and lived there proudly. According to 
the geographical literature Karküiya was a big town in this province, which was peopled 
by Khdrijites. They had scholars and fugahä' and they were described as 
uncompromising in praying, fasting and worshipping. 227 Not far from Karküiya, and 
three leagues from Zaranj, was a town named Kurünak or Karlin. Under this last name 
Karlin still exists. Yäqüt adds that it was a pleasant place, full of good things, with a 
population of Khärijites and weavers. 228 
As regards the popular movements of the 3`d and 4`h centuries Barthold shows that the 
chief amongst them were the Khärijites in Sistan and Shiites in Tabristän, both of which 
continued under the Samänids. 229 Yet, according to Ibn al-Mujäwir, the Sistdn region 
was still considered Ibädite until 7th/13`h century. 230 Crone and Zimmermann suggest 
that Eastern Iran was a home of Sistän Khärijites whose extremist dissociation from the 
Ibädites had repercussions even in Oman. 231 This suggestion might be correct because 
al-Shihrastäni adds that the Khärijites of Sistan were `Ajarida who followed `Atiyya's 
232 doctrinal. 
From the beginning of the 2'd/8`h century, there was an Ibädite group of considerable 
size in Khuräsan as a result of the activity of the hamalat al- `iim. 233 Moreover, a 
number of the Ibädite scholars were natives of this province. Since the al-Muhallabids 
at the Umayyad time were deputies of Khuräsän, we may note that the Omani Azd 
joined them in Khuräsän and consequently adopted it as their base. 234 Contrary to the 
view of Crone and Zimmermann, it has been argued that there is no evidence that 
Ibädism reached Khuräsän at all by the 720s/1320s, let alone that it had engendered the 
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book learning and the mutakallims. The conjecture that many Azd who accompanied 
Yazid b. al-Muhallab to Khuräsdn were Ibädite, does not amount to substantive 
evidence. 235 Conversely, al-Shagsi claims that Suhär al-`Abd came from Khuräs5n, 
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and Ibn Maddäd and al-Sa`di describe him as Khuräsani. 237 It is possible that he was an 
Arab who had participated in the conquest of Eastern Iran and had been a governor of 
Hirät for a while. 238 Ibn Ja`far, on the other hand, states that there was an Ibädite 
insurgent in Khuräsän in the beginning of the 2nd/ 8th century at the time of A. 
`Ubayda. 239 As we can see, the region of Khuräsän had sheltered the Ibädite until 
7th/13th 240 Van Ess notes that we incidentally hear about the Ibädites in Hirät, but the 
passage in question refers to the end rather than the beginning of the 2nd/8th century. 241 
Munir bin Nayyir in his sira to the Imam Ghassän b. `Abdulläh wrote that the Ibädite 
groups in Yemen and Khuräsän were the most important among the Eastern Ibadite 
settlements. 242 Al-Maqrizi recounts that Hamza al-Khäriji rebelled in Khuräsän and 
then established bases in Kirmän, 243 despite the Ibädite dissociating from Hamza. The 
geographical literature refers to the following town as Ibadite: Karükh a small town but 
also second largest about 10 leagues from Hirät. Al-Istakhri says it was a pleasant place. 
It had a Friday prayer mosque in the Subaydän part with the people of Shurät. 
According to al-Istakhri, the buildings of the town were made of sun-bricks and built at 
the feet of the mountains. Other Shurät towns were Astribän, Märäbädh, Bäshän, Kürän, 
Ba'äsfräz, Käshkan and Asfizär. 2` 4 
To turn to the other part of the Khuräsän region, precisely in the Hirät Mountains, is 
Khujstän province, where Ahmad b. `Abdullä. h al-Khüjstäni lived. He rebelled in 
Nisäbür and died in 264/877.245 Al-Istakhri reports that in the province of Bädhaghis, 
the people of Fan village were followers of Ahmad b. `Abdulläh and all of them were 
shurät. 246 But there is little evidence to suggest whether Ahmad was an Ibädite or not, 
but we believe that he was not. Madelung argues that no information is available about 
precise location, ethnic composition and later fate after 3rd/9`h century. 247 However, the 
sira to the people of Khuräsän shows that Ibädism was extinct in Khuräsän in the 
4`h/10`h century. The point of view in the Ara is that the Ibädites held knowledge from 
Nasr b. Sulaymdn, who died at the end of the third century, which implies that his pupils 
were still active in the 4`h/10th century. The commercial routes may have improved the 
relationship between Oman and central Asia. Ibn al-Mujäwir described these routes, 
Suhär was the starting point for caravans to Kirmän, thence to Sistän and finally to 
Khuräsän, which was the main centre for the caravan treads in central Asia. 48 
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D- AI-Jazira, Azerbaijan and Khwärizm (Northern region) 
The Khärijites of the northern regions came at various times from Mosul and northern 
Mesopotamia (al-Jazira). Al-Balädhuri recounts that there were three kinds of residents 
in Mosul; Khärijites, tradesmen or burglars. 249 The Azd were already resident among 
the Arab tribes of Shaybän of Bakr'250 and a substantial population of Azdites from 
Oman lived along with an Ibädite community. Most of the local Khärijites must have 
been Sufriyya. 251 According to Van Ess the Ibädite who joined Abü Hamza al-Shäri's 
force in the Arabian revolt with Azd Zahrän were not from Mosul but from Basra; Abü 
Hamza moved to Mosul after the revolt had been suppressed. 252 The Kharijites who 
rebelled in Mosul in the early Abbasid time were not Ibädite but Sufriyya. 253 However, 
the original Ibädite of these settlements belonged to the Omani community; as indicated 
by records about Mäzn b. Ghadüba, who was the first Omani to embrace Islam; he had 
two grandsons, Ahmad b. Harb and `Ali b. Harb b. Muhammad b. `Ali b. Haydn. The 
latter was born in Azerbaijan 175/791 and was a scholar of Hadith and Arts. He died in 
Mosul in 256/878. The other grandson, Ahmad, was born in 174/790 and was also a 
scholar of Hadith and died in Adna in 263/876 254 It seems that there were some Ibädite 
scholars who tried to contact Hamza al-Küfi who was excommunicated by A. `Ubayda 
because of his view of predestination. Hamza then moved to Mosul where he tried to 
convert some Ibädites. In the 4`h/10`1i century we find an Ibädite scholar from Mosul, 
Abü Bakr Yahyä b. Ishäq al-Mawsii , who might have had some contact with several 
Omani scholars; al-Shags states that he lived in Oman in Izki city. 255 Ibn Madddd 
identifies Abü `Abdulläh b. Häshim b. `Abdulläh both al-Khuräsdn and al- 
Khwärizmi. 256 After that, it seems that the scholars in this region disappeared. Even the 
Ibädite scholar Abü Yazid al-Khwärizmi's pupils seem to be unknown and to have 
disappeared from these regions. 
According to al-Mas`ndi, Ibn al-Shädhuliya rebelled with the support of Kurds who 
called for up to the Shurät. Generally, from the end of the Umayyad State Mosul and al- 
Jazira were centres of Sufriyya. 257 Hence we cannot judge whether those Shurä were 
Ibädite since, as usual, the historical records do not differentiate between the Khärijites, 
and thus provide little evidence. Ibn Khaldün, on the other hand, notes that some of the 
Kurds of Azerbaijan, Syria and Mosul were Christians and Khärijites who still preserve 
the dissociation from `Uthmän and `Al-I . 
258 Bukhärä also seems to have been under the 
Kharijites as it was seized by Husayn b. Muhammad al-Khawariji, who Barthold judges, 
because of his surname, to have been a Khärijite leader and possibly one of the Jacobitic 
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adherents. 259 To return to Khwärizm, they existed there in the 7`h/13`h century, and 
according to Ibn Khaldün, the Khwärizm Shah eradicated the Khärijite from 
Khwdrizm. 260 On the other hand, Ibn al-Mujäwir notes that in the 7`h/13th century, there 
were Ibddite in Azerbaijan. 261 
To sum up, as Madelung argues, the Ibädite community was always oriented towards 
centres outside Iran. 262 Through the available information, it is possible to show that the 
Ibädite community in Eastern Mesopotamia co-existed links in with the siyar's period. 
VI- The socio-politic situation in Oman during the period of the siyar 
We now come to third aspect of our study, the, historical, social and political 
background. 263 The siyar were written during the interregnum in the Imamate of Oman 
which lasted approximately for a century and a half, from the beginning of the 4`h/10 `h 
century) when the Khwärizm's sira was written to middle of the 5`h/110' century when 
the Imam Räshid b. Said al-Yahmadi wrote. 
The collapse of the first Imamate in Oman in 280/892, happened because the Omanis 
themselves brought about the downfall of their own state, through the intransigence of 
their `ulamä' and unleashing of tribal `asabiya, both of these distractive activities 
encouraged by the Abbasids and Omanis themselves. In the aftermath of the disastrous 
events, Oman's maritime commerce was destroyed. 
During the first forty years of interregnum, Oman began to disintegrate into its 
constituent parts; however, attitudes and alliance develop in Oman. This period also 
witnessed the origin of the Omani dynasties, and their rise to prominence supported by 
the rule of foreign authorities. According to Ibn Khaldün: there was Bani Säma b. Lü'i 
b. Ghälib's state which was under the Abbasid suzerainty while they dominated the 
Imamate state 280/893. Although the Baff Sama attributed themselves to the Quraysh 
clan, Quraysh genealogists denied this claim. 264 The first ruler was Muhammad b. al- 
Qasim al-Sdm who had sought the assistance of the Abbasid's governor al-Mu`tadid. 
Banff Säma's rule did not extend all over Oman but only to the coastal region. Al-Sälimi 
described this forty-years of interregnum in Oman as an occupation of a tyrant ruler. 265 
Later Oman was defeated in 305/917 by the Carmathian leader Abü Tähir al-Janäbi. 
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The second rulers were Carmathians [317/929-375/985]. Despite their invasion, which 
ravished and ravaged the inhabitants, they gave the population a considerable degree of 
internal freedom and autonomy. 266 According to Ibn Khaldün, they came back as 
invaders in several campaigns on different periods occasions. Rather than allowing the 
Abbasids to collect the tribute, the Carmathians collected the tribute for themselves. 
These developments, nevertheless, had doctrinal repercussions because the Friday's 
sermon now expressed the Carmathians leanings towards the Shiites Fatimids rather 
than the Orthodox Abbasid. 267 Their concern was mainly to exact a tribute from the 
Omanis and they appointed an agent at Nizwä. 268 At about this time, Yüsuf b. Wajih 
dynasty was born. Ibn Wajih succeeded in wresting control in Oman and minted coins 
in his own name; 269 hence, Ibn al-Athir described him as the Emir of Oman. 270 He was 
appointed by the Abbasids, although his relationship with Baghdad became turbulent. 271 
Nevertheless, Ibn Wajih tried to intervene in the Caliphate's affairs in Baghdad by 
leading two unsuccessful campaigns to seize Basra. The first campaign was in 331/942 
and the second in 341/952 when he made an alliance with the Carmathians against the 
Buyids. 272 We have no information about the ethnicity or the genealogy of Ibn Wajih, 
the precise date of whose conquest has not been given by either local or general 
historians. Miles stated that the Turkish Seljuk army supported him. It seems that he 
was appointed by Baghdad and continued as Emir of Oman until he was murdered by 
his slave Nafi` in 342/953.273 Miles pointed out that the Omanis preferred the 
Carmathian suzerainty to the yoke of the Abbasids because they did not only begin to 
recover from their former political predominance, but enjoyed a respite for a time from 
the business of war, and were thus able to turn to the arts and pursuits of peace, and to 
look forward to a fresh tide of prosperity. 274 The rule of the Buyids of Persia in Oman 
witnessed the emergence of the Mukramids [c. 390/1000-443/1040] and Clifford 
Edmund Bosworth argues that they were presumably a local Omani family, appointed 
as governors in coastal Oman by the Persian Buyids with their capital at Sohar. 275 The 
reign of the Mukramids shows clearly that Oman was divided into coastal and internal 
regions. The former was under Mukramids authority and the latter was controlled by the 
Imamates. At the level of cultural influence, Omani dynasties who were backed by the 
Buyids have several links with Persia, for example when the poet Mihyär al-Daylami 
praised the Mukramid's Emir'276 and a second poet Abzün al-`Umäni of Persian origin 
fled to Oman to join a Buyid campaign. 277 Ibn Khaldün records the dynasty of 
Julandänis from the Azd clan in Qalhät produced the king in 428/1035 was Zakariyä b. 
`Abd al-Malik. Their rule acknowledged allegiance to Ibädism. 278 
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Despite foreign rule, Ibädite ideology helped create Omani national unity and gives and 
extra feature of this period. The Ibädites were in a state of interregnum from the 
Imamate and were losing control of the country because of chaotic conditions of rule 
and the schism between the Nizwä and Rustäq schools. Although, Ibädism was 
successfully sustained in Oman and embodied in the first Imamate while it lasted, this 
period under discussion was particularly important in the crystallization of Oman as a 
nation. 279 The `ulamä' used several patterns in order to protect the Ibädite authority in 
Oman. Firstly, the political structure of the Imamate had changed from zuhür 
(manifestation) to di/a-' (defiance), which permitted the Omanis to form a unified 
ideology to support them against the foreign forces. The `ulamä' were never silent, they 
elected several Imams over the forty years of the Imamate's interregnum. The sira of A. 
Qahtän chronicles their names for us and reveals that these imams followed each other 
in rapid succession but all failed they to establish their authority. 280 The appointment of 
Imam Abü Al-Qäsim Said b. `Abdulldh, in 320/930 essentially revived the Imamate. 
The new Imam managed to take control of Oman from Ibn Wajih and repossess many 
internal cities in Oman, 281 and thereby confining Ibn Wajih's influence to the coastal 
districts. Then Imam Abü Al-Qäsim Said b. `Abdulläh was succeeded by the Imam 
Rashid b. al-Walid in 328/939 -342/953 until the Imamate was restored by al-Khalil b. 
Shädhän and Rashid b. Said. According to Wilkinson, this time marked a great 
resurgence of Ibadite activities associated with the revival of the Omani Imamate, 
following the eviction of the Buyids in the middle of the eleventh century and the 
attempts of `ulamä' to keep their ideology in being for the following period of 
accelerating disintegration. 282 
Secondly, the attempt to restore the Imamate had helped revive several revolutions 
against foreign rulers. These revolutions arose frequently. In the year 331/942 there was 
a revolution led by Imam Rashid b. al-Walid and his leader Abil Muhammad `Abdulläh 
b. Abi al-Mü'thir, and consequently, the Imam lost his authority in 342/953.283 Ibn Al- 
Athir reports that in 363/972 there was a revolution in Oman led by Imam Hafs b. 
Rashid and yet another revolution in 442/1050 under the leadership of Imam Rashid b. 
Said (Ibn Rashid). 284 The revolutions helped to preserve Ibädite ideology and the 
Omanis became united under one leader, namely the Imam. In the meantime, Oman 
formed a distinctive political and geographical unit, which was by no means isolated. 85 
The role of the `ulamä' may be illustrated by Abü al-Mii'thir al-Salt b. Khamis who 
gave orders to burn the housing of people who had supported the Carmathians in Oman, 
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justifying it thus "they will be unable to return or settle there again". 286 Finally, we may 
remark that Omani compilations during this period had considered the non-Ibädite 
rulers as tyrants and unfair sultans. 287 This concept (tyrant sultan) has been brought into 
consideration because they were considered either non-Omanis or colonists. Local 
rulers during foreign occupation were regarded as supporters, hirelings or governors of 
invading states. Thus, the compilations have never included them in the sequence of 
chronological history of Omani rulers. 288 
The third feature was maritime trading. Despite the numerous invasions of Abbasid, 
Carmathian and Seljuk forces, Oman's trade had significantly increased. 289 When 
Baghdad became the commercial metropolis of the Middle East in the early Abbasid 
period, the ports of 'l-Ubullah and Siräf, and to a lesser extent the ports of Oman, 
became entrepots for trade with the East. 290 Although the Omani coasts were still 
controlled by foreign rulers, most of the shipping activities took place on the East 
African coast. Al-Idffs notes that boats came from the East Indies to the Sofala coast. 
The East African people themselves seemed always to employ Omani craft. 291 
Wilkinson suggests, that depending on the regime in power, the Omanis more or less 
benefited from this trade, which also included black slave dealing on a considerable 
scale down the East Africa coast. 292 During the period following the collapse of the first 
Imamate, other Muslims ruled the Omani's coast. 293 By the time the Omanis were able 
to re-found their Imamate and expand overseas in the 11`h and 12`h centuries the 
strategic geographic position became important, whereas up to the 5`h/11`x' century the 
Gulf hinterland had been the more important. 294 The Fatimids in Egypt immediately 
developed new maritime routes and began a full-scale development of the Western 
Empire. New maritime routes were set up between Egypt and the Atlantic Ocean in an 
attempt to avoid Byzantine-controlled waters in the Mediterranean. 295 Another result 
was active commerce with Nubian and a Red Sea trade in the hands of Abyssinian 
merchants. They served as intermediaries or agents for the Eastern Roman Empire as 
they attempted to conquer Yemen and Hijaz and tried to dominate commerce with 
India. 296 Wilkinson suggests, that even though the reunited Omanis may have made 
some impact in raids on non-Muslim India and were activity proselytising in both the 
Indus valley area and Kilwa, their influence was temporary in East Africa. 297 These 
connections engendered an expansion of commercial activity along the Red Sea-South 
West Arabian axis so that the hegemony of the Persian/Arabian Gulf in Indian Ocean 
trade began to be challenged. The rising of new commercial activities, onward 
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transports and re-export trading had thrived on the Omani coast in Sohar, Qalhät, 
Muscat and Raysnt. Consequently, the changing commercial routes together with the 
decline of Basra and the collapse of Siräf in the Gulf, resulted in a drift towards South- 
West Arabia of the Gulf merchants similar to that of the merchants from Iraq and Persia 
to Egypt and Syria. 298 On the other hand, the Chinese during Sung times had developed 
ship-building and navigation techniques which permitted large junks not only into the 
Gulf but also into the Red sea ports. These junks also crossed the Indian Ocean direct 
from Sumatra to East Africa. 299 Another factor affecting the general picture of Oman, in 
Wilkinson's view is that India became a major centre of trade after the establishment of 
the Delhi Sultanate in India after 588/1192.300 
From this background of Oman during the period under consideration, we can see that 
the move of Mahbüb b. al-Rah-11 from Basra to Oman had made Oman the center of 
Ibädism and Oman began to attract considerable attention. However, at the end of the 
3`d/9`h century both of the Ibädite Imamates in North Africa and Oman came to an end. 
The first Imamate represented the unification of Oman into a state, more or less closely 
associated with the Hadrami Ibädite State, 301 while the second Imamate was restored by 
Imam Räshid b. Said who reinvigorated the Imamate ideology to inaugurate a new 
ruling era. He expanded his authority to Lahsä and Hagar in the western part of the Gulf 
to bring under his control the rebel clans of Nahd and `Agi1.302 He also turned both 
towards Hadramawt to support the Ibädite leader A. Ishäq and eastwards to re-establish 
his rule over Ard al-Hind in al-Mansura city. Wilkinson thinks that the main difference 
distinguishing the 11th century second Imamate from 9`h century first Imamate is that by 
the time of the second Omani Imamate, Ibädite doctrine had been fully developed into 
maturity. 303 
VII- The chronology of Imams in Oman 
Ibn al-Athir refers to the events of 363/974 when Oman revolted against the Buyids 
shortly after Mu'az al-Dawlah's death, and when the Omanis elected an imam named 
Hafs b. Rashid and a leader called Ward b. Ziyäd. 304 Imam Hafs b. Rashid's war with 
al-Mutahir b. `Abdulläh was mentioned by the sira of A. al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi. Al- 
Mutahir b. `Abdulläh was the leader of a Buyid military campaign to Oman. According 
to the sira however, the Imam Hafs b. Rashid was appointed to the Imamate twice and 
Abü al-Hasan was doubtful of the first Imamate of Hafs b. Rashid. 305 Al-Sälimi, 
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however, denied Ibn al-Athir's accounts for two reasons: first by saying that the Imam 
Hafs b. Rashid [455/1062-472/1088] was the son of the Imam Rashid b. Said 
[425/1033-455/1062]. Secondly, Imam Hafs b. Rashid is not mentioned in the Omani 
sources of this time. 306 Now this issue leads us to re-examine the chronology of the 
Omani Imams. Historically, at first sight when we compare Ibn al-Athir's and Ibn 
Miskawayh's accounts with the Ara of A. al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi, it appears that we 
should accept Ibn Athir and Ibn Miskawayh rather than al-Sälimi's suggestion. When 
we try to reconcile these statements, we see that al-Bisyäwi lived between the middle of 
4`h/10`hcentury and the beginning of the 5h/1 1`h century, and that makes it impossible to 
argue that he lived during Hats b. Rashid's reign. Al-Bisyäwi reports in his sira that he 
lived during the Imamate of Rashid b. al-Walid 328-342 and his teacher (shaykh) Ibn 
Baraka had imposed a payment from him in connection with an endowment. 307 
Secondly, most of the Omani historical compilations and the Omani siyar are far from 
clear in this period their coverage of and we have some difficulty in accepting their 
chronology of Imams. Of course, the confusion seems to have arisen because Omanis 
remembered Hafs as the son of an imam called Räshid without remembering who this 
Rashid was. 308 The author of Kashf al-Ghumma mentions that Hafs was the son of 
Imam Rashid b. Sa`1d, 309 and possibly the Omani historians followed him in this 
chronology. 
Al-Batäshi, (1998) has another hypothesis of the Omani Imams' chronology during this 
period. The basis of this suggestion was drawn from the sira to the Imam al-Khalil b. 
Sädhän written by a scholar calling him to follow the footstep of Imam Räshid b. 
Sa`id. 310 The hypothesis proposed through examining the historical events in the 
Imamate, 311 is the following: 
First al-Batäshi claims that Hafs b. Rashid was the brother of the grandfather of Imam 
Rashid b. Said. However, he denied that Hafs was the son of Rashid b. Said. His 
version of the Imam Rashid b. Sa'id's genealogy is that: Rashid b. Said b. `Abdulläh b. 
Rashid b. Said b. Muhammad al-Yahmadi. So, according to this account, `Abdulläh 
who was the grandfather of Imam Rashid b. Said was actually the brother of Imam 
Hafs b. Rashid. 
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Secondly, he examined the sira of A. al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi and showed that the Imam 
Hafs was elected twice to the Imamate. Al-Bisyäwi's sira explains that the first election 
of Imam Hafs could have been repeated, or the second one can be considered valid. Ibn 
al-Athir notes, as we saw above, showed that the revolution was in 363/974 when the 
Buyids forced him to take refuge in Yemen. 312 
Thirdly, al-Batiishi's hypothesis that al-Khalil b. Shädhän [407/1016-425/1033] came 
later than Imam Rashid b. Said. He suggests that the first one was Hafs b. Rashid who 
was elected to be the Imam in 353/964 until Buyids defeated him in 363/974. The 
second one was Rashid b. Said who died in 445/1053. The last one was al-Khalil b. 
Shädhdn who was elected as an Imam in 447/1055 until 474/1081. However, he argues 
that the earlier historians in Oman may have made a mistake in copying by confusing 
407/1016 with 447/1055. This argument could be correct and can be used as the basis 
for relating these Imams to the Ibadite leader in Hadramawt, A. Ishäq al-Hadrami, and 
the wars he was involved in with the Sulayhids who were supported by the Fatimids. 313 
Al-Hamid, on the other hand, denied Abü Ishäq's relevance314 because of the historical 
that the Sulayhid State existed during the years 439/1047-532/1138 and al-Khalil's 
reign uncertainty whether is correctly dated between 407/1016-425/1033. Nevertheless, 
Abü Ishäq sought help in his poetry from both the Imams Räshid and al-Khalil. It is 
impossible to accept his poetry as evidence since requested the help of Imam al-Khalil 
against the Sulayhids before their state was actually founded in Hadramawt. Likewise, 
Bäwazir argues that al-Sälimi could have made an error in the date of al-Khalil's 
3's death. 
Abü Ishäq al-Hadrami seems to have been a deputy under the Omani authority before 
he gained independence in Shawwäl 454/1062. Alternatively, Wilkinson reports that 
Hafs b. Rashid succeeded his father (Rashid b. Said) in 445/1053 without election, 
though the Hadrami Imam broke away, and recognized the first two Imams in the one 
misr. 316 There thus appears to be a strong correlation between al-Batäshi's hypothesis 
and the relevance of Abii Ishäq, as can be seen through the Sulayhid appeal to the 
Fatimids which took place in Yemen in 453/1061. This leads to some kind of 
confrontation between Omanis and Fatimids about control of the southern Arabian 
Peninsula. This confrontation demonstrates the extent of Ibädite influence in 
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Hadramawt and Yemen and also it emphasises the role of the Sulayhids in eliminating 
the existence of Ibädism in Yemen and Hadramawt. 
We can now draw the following chronology: 
1- Imam Räshid b. al-Walid 328-342 
2- Imam Hafs b. Räshid 353-363 
3- Imam Räshid b. Said 425-445 
4- Imam al-Khalil b. Sädhän 447-474 
5- Imam Räshid b. `Ali 475-513 
The previous chronology is: 
1- Imam Räshid b. al-Walid 328-342 
2- Imam al-Khalil b. Sädhän 407-425 
3- Imam Räshid b. Said 425-445 
4- Imam Hafs b. Räshid 445- 475? 
5-Imam Räshid b. `Ali 475-513 
This revised chronology could make a tremendous transformation in the understanding 
of that period, as it highlights a new vision of Omani history and it also emphasises the 
importance of foreign sources as a supplement of Omani literature. 
VIII- Conclusion 
The production of the siyar came from the `ulama' who prospered through contact with 
the outside world and not from isolation. The siyar spread Omani influence through 
trade caravans or maritime routes and trans-shipment. Consequently, the Omanis came 
to rule the Ibädite in the East and made them familiar with the Mashdriga School. At 
the same time, the Omanis began to react to foreign occupation by identifying their 
`national' sense of unity with Ibädism, and it was from then that they began to call 
themselves Ibädites and formalize their sect and theology. 317 In spite of the disasters 
which accompanied this period, the Omanis were fortunate to live in an era, which had 
witnessed the flourishing of both jurisprudence and Ibädite theology. Further, many 
scholars flourished, such as Ibn Ja'far, Ibn Baraka, al-Kudami and al-Bisyäwi. 318 
Nevertheless, the `ulamä' started a new period of evolution and formulation of 
legislation policy in the imamate. 319 
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So far, this discussion leads us to ask if the political setting of Oman had been 
influenced by or had influenced the Ibädism in Asia? As yet, we have neither 
convincing evidence nor substantial answer to confirm this point. There are several 
possibilities to defend such an attitude: firstly, the second Imamate lasted less than a 
century, before the country was occupied by Daylams and Seljuk. Particularly, in the 
centuries after the second Imamate collapsed, the Hourmazi Kingdom emerged and its 
ruler attempted to control the Gulf trade. 320 This attempt resulted in the destruction of 
most of the Eastern Coast of Oman. 321 Further, it weakened the communications 
between the Ibädite parties in Asia, and we may suggest that the Omani `ulamä' 
emigrated from the coast to the interior and used it as a base. As a consequence, the 
Abbasid state became feeble and the meaning of setting up an Islamic state had 
changed, which parallels the view that divided the world between Dar al-Harb, the 
unbeliever land, and Derr al-Salam, the Muslims land. Each new states consequently 
tried to establish its own doctrinal identity. 
The second aspect was the origin of Nabhäni State in Oman. Though they were Ibädite, 
they changed the system of state from elected Imamas to hereditary successions. 
Consequently the `ulamä' did not accept them and this resulted in a conflict between the 
Nabhanis and the `ulama' for approximately five centuries. Since then, their period has 
been considered as the `Dark ages' period. 322 But this period, however, was important 
for the Ibädite as it gave them time to organise a state adopting their ideology and 
doctrine. Moreover, it was an era of radical changes to Islamic rule since the doctrine 
that was adopted became an ideology and a condition imposed on Islamic rulers as, for 
example; the Safavids with Shiite in Iran, the Seljuk with Sunnite doctrines in Central 
Asia and the Mutawakilite with Zaydite in Yemen. After this doctrinal impact, the 
maritime trading from the Gulf to the Red Sea resumed its flourishing activities. The 
Nabhänis and Omanis started to trade from the Indian Ocean to East Africa in the 
beginning of the 6th /12th century. 323 So this picture brings us to sum up that the Ibädite 
in Asia, more or less, had been affected by the collapse of the Omani imamate. 
Nevertheless, the rules of the Gulf and Omani coast had avoided the communication 
between Omani `ulamä' and the Ibädite in Asia, so the `ulamä' turned towards the 
Eastern African Coast and started a new era of the Ibädite missionaries. 
This brings us to investigate the ending of the Ibädite in central Asia. We have found 
important evidence in Ibn al-Mujäwir's accounts of whether Ibädite in 7`h/13`h century 
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in central Asia adopting the Shäfi`ite, whereas the Kilwan people (Eastern Africa) had 
left the Shäfi`ite and have adopted the Ibädite doctrine. 324 This shifting of Islamic 
doctrine is interesting, the underlying concept seems to be assimilation and adopted of 
doctrine when there is contract but drifting apart towards other doctrine when contact is 
lost. 
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242 
Summaries and Conclusions 
In conclusion, it remains now to go over the main points and summarize the seven 
preceding chapters in order to shed further light on the results of these investigations. 
In all the earlier illustrations studied, the Omani siyar genre was linked either with 
Omani historical sources or Ibädite fiqh works. There was a lack of in-depth research 
merely outline academic overviews. Most of those who studied this genre were of a 
puritanical outlook. Nor was there any real interest in exploring it in depth, as it is 
normally considered a branch in Arabic literature, although it has been used as a 
primary source in Omani or Ibädite studies. Virtually the first part of this study aims to 
establish diverse and infrequent texts as a genre. Compared with most general literature, 
these texts had been created not only as religious epistles, but also as the reflection of 
their historical context, so that they also serve as a historical archive. The basic 
incentive to development of our understanding of the siyar conception and its genre 
came from the Oriental scholars, many clues which play an important role in 
understanding the origins of the siyar literatures have been given by Cook, then later by 
Crone and Zimmermann, through their perceptive insight on the early formative period 
of Islam and the development of Islamic dogmatism. On the contrary, Wilkinson's 
research is concerned with finding out the historical aspects of Oman and Ibädism, and 
his research started three decades ago to investigate the technical aspects of the siyar. 
However, even though the start was ambiguous, he since considers them as a figh or 
`agida works. 
The framework of this study stands on two avenues of the investigation; (1) the relation 
between internal and external aspects of Omani historical sources relevant to our 
subject, i. e. between Ibädism as thought and the interaction of Ibädism with Omani 
policies; and (2) between the individual and group aspects of the siyar that I have 
observed in each writer. When dealing with these several elements, a remarkable unity 
of understanding becomes clear, and although Ibädite thought has changed as its 
developed, we endeavour to identify the common features in both sides involving 
Ibädite and Omani history. 
243 
Principally, the Omani Siyar are in need of total restoration. Their decaying condition 
has not been remarked until now because few researchers have consulted them and no 
one has conduct a thorough investigation. Moreover, the manuscripts are still scattered 
and fragmented. As we have seen the siyar literature began to grow in Basra with the 
mainstream religious epistles. They employed a simple rhetorical style to convey 
information rather than dazzle with eloquence. siyar style was more concerned to 
deliver information about practical daily problems and appears not to have been affected 
by the flourishing literary innovations, of its era, because it was transferred from Basra 
to Oman prior to such innovations, so as Cook suggests it stayed alive longest., Since 
siyar appeared in Oman, scholars had showed a great interest in writing siyar as a 
primary reference for religious matters. Such interest is believed to have influenced the 
style and writing of the siyar, from religious to historical writing. They had originally 
been considered as a religious reference but subsequently they began to record relevant 
historical facts. The siyar were associated with political movements in Oman. There has 
been an immense intellectual influence on siyar expressed in their coverage of religion 
or politics or a combination of both. This influence eventually evolved into a new 
literary form associated with political issues during the Oman political transitions. It can 
be argued that, the political participation and intellectual influence can be traced in the 
Arabic literature of the, Jähil , 
Umayyad and Abbasid literatures. 
The thesis examined the texts to analyse the elements in its writings. It is not however, 
necessary to define the siyar themes by a few narrow aspects. They can be grouped 
according to these elements and have been consulted and quoted by historians or 
theologians. Certainly, the elements, which have been shown, could be contrary with 
some researchers and more or less to be familiar with further aspects. Thus, the study 
attempts to give a wide range of perspectives for a fully-fledged study of siyar, 
excluding superficial analyses of traditional methods. Although such methods are less 
important they may contribute to the understanding of some historical facts. Attention 
can be drawn to two characteristic narrative techniques employed in each sTra (which 
could be employed in any ascription text in classical Arabic): exegetical, in which 
narrative extracts embedded; and parabolic in which the narratio is itself the 
framework for frequent if not continuous allusion to scripture. The relation between the 
two types cannot be seen as one of simple inversion. In the exegetical style scriptural 
extracts, however discrete and truncated, exhibit the canonical text; in the parabolic 
1 Cook, Early Muslim Dogma, p52 
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style scriptural allusions are implicit only, exhibiting diction and imagery but not the 
verbatim text of the standard. 
With respect to the texts examined in the thesis, the study treated them as collective 
rather than individual documents. In part II above once the siyar had been edited and 
translated the study concentrated on three key aspects authenticity; identifying the 
common elements of the siyar contents; and finally tracing the progression of the 
Ibadite movement in Asia. The discussion of Ibädite tradition in Asia has been limited 
to history and therefore involves neither other disciplines such as literature nor 
specialised studies on Ibädite doctrine. Throughout this study of siyar, we have tried to 
relate all the information supplied to the development of Ibädite doctrine in Asia and the 
historical relations between Oman and Asia. There is a general resemblance throughout 
siyar texts in terms of the time and location. The chronological events exposed during 
the 2nd/8`h-5t'/11`h centuries show that siyar quoted liberally may passage extracted 
from previous Ibädite documents. On the other hand, the location of Ibädite texts have 
been widely spread throughout Ibädite protectorates. Meanwhile, all this information is 
still open and debatable. 
These are the main arguments covered in the course of the investigation; but there are 
still matters that require further consideration. Along the lines of our chronological 
study of siyar, it is clear that we have omitted reference to certain aspects in the 
evolution of the Ibädite doctrine and the connection between Oman's history and the 
siyar. This study ultimately aims at understanding the siyar through adopting modem 
methodologies of analysing historical documents and providing qualitative rather than 
quantitative data. 
Does the relevance of siyar in the Omani historical documentation, lie in the siyar 
themselves or does it have a wider historical relevance? In fact, we uncover an implicit 
development in the Omani historical writing, and note there are two further areas of 
interaction regarding the siyar. First, as seen already, the origin of the siyar style lies in 
Basra and has travelled via Oman to several Ibadite regions: Central of Asia, Yemen 
and Hadramawt and North Africa. Second, we need to reflect on the development of 
Ibädite thought in all three ways; theologically, politically and ideologically. 
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Accordingly, we have arranged chronologically our study of siyar as an attempt to 
understand the connotations and implications of this historical writing. Our study of the 
authenticity of the Arabic text has arguably emerged from the narrative aspect of the 
text. This has been an issue since Van Ess 1977 and Cook 1981, consequently we tried 
to elucidate a number of mysteries that lay behind the structure of the Arabic text and 
the materials quoted therein. 
The hypotheses proposed in this thesis are not necessarily unique to this study, but the 
thesis attempts to re-investigate and bring them under a microscope whether they are 
valid. The first hypothesis proposes the origin and history of the Omani siyar. Secondly, 
using Wilkinson's and Peterson's insights one can trace back the factors shaping the 
Omani history, and can state during the period under consideration loth-11th centuries, 
how far these aspects, the imamate, maritime trading and tribalism have affected the 
shaping of this era. Thirdly, the study aims to revise the chronology of Omani imams 
during this era. 
The Ibädite settlements in Asia have been affected, chiefly by three factors; (1) the 
internal crisis in Oman and frequent campaigns after the ending of the first Imamate in 
280/892; (2) the changing routes of maritime trading from 4`h /10th and 5th /11`x' 
centuries; (3) The capture of the eastern Islamic empire by Mongol forces and the 
collapse of trading in central Asia. 
Principally, all these factors involved Oman's political attitude and were significant in 
encouraging Omani adherence to Ibädism. Contrarily, the Ibädite attitude reflects the 
Omani political agenda. Nevertheless, the Omanis never demonstrated that they held 
any intent expansion or had any desire to propagate their beliefs. Subsequently, Islam 
experiences a great transformation, though the collapse was as well as has been with 
rationalism in Islamic thought in general. 
The significance, which indicates aspects of the siyar texts other than the religious is 
however, sometimes difficult to differentiate in the level of content and structure. 
Though their approach is for providing the dealing of religious movement and the 
policy attitude. The need for correspondence/transmission has given Omani writers the 
opportunity to form a kind of style in order to express themselves. This form does not 
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simply reflect a kind of form or style in writing, but has gone further to reveal the 
understanding of basic cultural religion in Oman. 
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I- The Appendixes of Al-Sälimi's library 
1- Sirat al-Nabi -'alih al-salat wa al-saläm- ilä al-`A1ä' bin al-Hadrami 1-4 
2- Sirat Abi al-Mundhir Bashir bin Muhammad bin Mahblib 4-11 
if al-hadath al-wägi` bi `Umän 
3- Jwäbät manthtira `an ba`d al-muslimayin 11-17 
4- Li 1-imäm `Abd al-Malik bin Humayd min Häshim bin Ghaylän 17 
5- Ta`l q if ma`nä `an al-shaykh Abi al-Mundkir Salma bin 18-20 
Muslim al-`Awtabi 
6-Sira `an al-shaykh Wä'il bin Ayyüb 20-27 
7-Sirat Abi al-Hasan al-Bisyäwi hija `ald man äbtal 27-43 
al-sü'äl if al-Hadath al-wägi` 
8- Fi al-radd `alä Muhammad bin Said 43-46 
9- Hadhä `an al-shaykh Abi al-Hasan if al-imäma 46-50 
10-Wa hadhä `an al-shaykh Abi al-Hasan 50-86 
11-Sirat al-shaykh Muhammad bin Mahbüb ilä jamä'a 86-102 
min ahl al-Maghrib 
12-Sirat al-shaykh Abi al-Mü'thir al-Salt bin Khamis 102-120 
13-Sirat al-shaykh al-fagih Abi Qahtän Khälid bin Qahtän 120-146 
14-Sirat Abi al-Hawäri Muhammad bin al-Hawäri li ahl Hadramawt 146-157 
15-Kitäb al-ähdäth wa al-sifat tä'lif Abi al-Mü'thir 157-178 
16- the book is broken of incomplete text for unknown author 179 
17- Sirat li-Abi Hafs `Umar bin Muhammad bin Ahmad 179-180 
18-Sirat (Kitäb al-Raddaf wa hidüth al-`älim) Kitäb al-Mustä'naf li 180-193 
Abi al-Mundhir Bashir bin Muhammad bin Mahbüb 
19- Kitäb al-Muhäraba li Abi al-Mundhir Bashir 193-205 
bin Muhammad bin Mahbüb 
20-Sirat Shabib bin `Atiyya 205-223 
21-Kitäb `Ali ilä al-muslimayin min ashäb al-Nahrwän 223-224 
22-Sirat `Abdulläh bin Ibäd ilä `Abd al-Malik bin Marwän 224-229 
23-Kitäb al-Muwäzna `an al-shaykh Abi Muhammad `Abdulläh 229-242 
bin Muhammad bin Baraka 
24-Sirat li al-shaykh Abi Muhammad `Abdulläh bin 242-250 
Muhammad bin Baraka 
25- Fatwä li Ibn Baraka 250-251 
26- Sirat li al-Sayyid Muhammad bin Abi Ghassän 251-256 
ilä al-mashä'ikh qabla khurüjahum `alazh 
27-Kitdb al-Bayän wa al-Burhän rad `alä man 256- 268 
gäla bi al-ashähidayn tä'lif Abi al-Mü'thir 
28-Sirat ilä al-imäm al-Salt bin Mälik al-mubtali bi ämr 268-284 
`Umän la`allahä min ahl al-Maghrib 
29- Sirat Munir bin al-Nayyir al-Ja`alän ilä al-imäm Ghassän 284-291 
bin `Abdulläh 
30-Min Abi al-Mü'thir ilä al-Salt bin Khamis 291-298 
31-Sirat Mahbüb bin al-Rah-il ilä ahl `Umän if amr 298-307 
Härün bin al-Yaman 
32-STrat Mahbüb bin al-Rahil ilä ahl Hadramawt 307-312 
if amr Härün bin al-Yamän 
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33- Risält Hirn bin al-Yamän ilä al-Muhnnä bin Jayfar 313-316 
ii shä'an Mahbüb bin al-Rah-11 
34-Sirat li-al-fagih Ahmad bin `Abdulläh bin Müsä radd `alä 317-329 
man a'trada `alä al-muslimayin fi harbihm ma' al-imäm 
Muhammad bin Muhammad bin Abi Ghassan li ahl al-`agar 
35- Kitäb wasala min al-Bätina mardüd `alä hädhi al-sira (the above one) 329-231 
36-min athär ahl Nizwä jawäb min Muhammad bin al-Hasan 331-332 
37-Kitäb al-Sulah 34-337 
38- Sirat li ba'd al-muslimayin 337-339 
39-'An al-q5, d Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin `Isä fi 339-343 
al-farq bayn al-imam al-`älim wa ghayr al-`älim 
40- Shurnat shartahd al-qdd Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin `Isä `alä 343-345 
Räshid bin `Ali wa ashäbih 
41- Tawbat al-imäm Räshid bin `Ali `amal al-gädi Abi 345-346 
`Ali al-Hasan bin Ahmad bin Nasr al-Hijäri 
42- Jawäb min al-gädi Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin `Isä 346-347 
43- `An Abi al-Hasan bin Muhammad al-Bisyäni fi Hafs bin Räshid 347-348 
44- `An al-gädi Abi Bakr Ahmad bin `Umar bin Abi Jäbir al-Manahi 348-354 
45- Sirat Abi Zakariyä Yahyd bin Said ilä `Abdulläh bin 354-367 
Muhammad bin Tälüt al-Nakhal 
46- Sirat `an Abi al-Mü'thir 368-371 
47- Sirat Abi Qahtan Khälid bin Qahtan ilä al-Azhar 371-375 
bin Muhammad bin Ja'far 
48-Sirat al-imäm Räshid bin Said al-mudiy'a ilä ahl al-Mansura 375-384 
49- Sirat Abi al-Hasan bin Muhammad al-Bisyäni 384-398 
50- Tawbat Abi al-Ma`äli Kahlän bin Müisä bin Nijäd 398 
51- Sirat `an al-hija alati ahtaja bihä al-muslimayin 398-401 
`alä `Ali (the text is in complete) 
52- Ba'd min athär al-muslimayin 402-403 
53- Jawäb `an Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin Khälid ilä min 403-404 
katab ilihi min ahl Manah 
54- Kitäb `Azzän bin al-Sagar if al-radd `alä man yaqül bi 404-407 
khalq al-Qur'än 
55-Kitäb al-Takhsis tä'lif al-fag-ih Ahmad bin `Abdulläh 408-442 
bin Miisä al-Kind 
56- Qasida (Poetry) li al-imäm Räshid bin Said 442 
57- Fi dhkir al-wiläya wa al-barä'a 443-459 
58- collection of fatwas (tradition) 459-476 
59-Sirat Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin Mahbüb ilä ahl al-Maghrib 476-485 
60- collection of äthär 486-494 
61- Khutba (sermon) 494-496 
62- collection of äthär 496-500 
63- wa min Kitäb ahsabah `an al-Fadl bin al-Hawär 501- 505 
64-Mimä yüjad min Kitäb al-Fadl bin al-Hawär ilä Räshid bin al-Nazar 505- 506 
65-Jawäb al-fag-ih Abi Zakariyä Yahyä bin Said bin Ahmad ilä 506-511 
Abi `Abdulläh wa Abi Bakr Muhammad wa Ahmad ibni al-Na`män 
66- Sirat tunsab ilä al-shaykh al-fag-ih Ahmad bin Maddä. d 511-544 
67- Jawäbät min manthüra gadima 545 
68-Kitäb wäli al-imäm `alä Qariyat al-Sir wahil Khalaf bin Ahmad 546-448 
69-Wa hadhä taraf dhakaruha Khamis bin Said amr bat` al-Khiyär 548-550 
70-min ghayr al-Kitäb jawäb Abi Zakariyä Yahyä bin Said 551 
71-Sirat Sälim bin Dhakwän 552-582 
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72-Sirat Khalaf bin Ziyäd 
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74-min al-imam al-Muhannä bin Jayfar i1ä Mu`ädh bin Harb 
75-min jawäb li Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin Rawh 
76-wa lahu jawäb aydän (Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin Rawh) 
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80-Kitäb Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin Mahbüb ilä 
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1. Bab if 'l-wiläya wa'l-barä'a min äthär al-muslimayin 
2. Sirat Bashir b. Muhammad b. Mahbüb 
3. Min jawäb Muhammad b. Rawh 
4. 
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9. 
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11. 
12. 
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Sirat Muhammad b. Mahbüb ilä Abi Ziyäd Khalaf b. `Udhra 
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1-imam Ghassän b. `Abdulläh (the beginning of the text is broken) 
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Ghaylän ilä 1-imam `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd 
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Min kitäb frhi mukätabät `Ali bin Abi Tälib li `Abdulläh bin 
Al-`Abbas wa al-raddi `alihi 
Risält `Ali bin Abi Tälib ilä `Abdulläh bin al-`Abbas 
wa jawäbuhu lahu 
Kitäb Abi `Abdulläh bin Muhammad bin Mahbüb ila imam 
Hadramawt wa min qibalihi min al-muslimayin 
Sirat Häshim b. Ghaylän ilä `Abd al-Malik b. Humayd 
A letter untitled of advising to an imam 
Kitäb Munir b. al-Nayyir ilä Ghassän b. `Abdulläh 
Kitäb Shabib b. `Atiyya ilä `Abd al-Saläm, rad 
`alä. ' 1-shukkäk min al-murj i' a 
Min jawäb al-qdd Abü Zakariyä' Yahyä b. Said 
(in complete text) 
Kitäb min Müsä ilä 'I imam (? ) 
Sirat Khalaf b. Ziyäd al-Bahrän 
Kitäb fihi rad `ala ahl al-Shakk 
Sirat `Abdulläh b. Ibäd 
The manuscript is in complete. 
3-66 
66-79 
79-103 
103-139 
139-154 
154-194 
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III- The Appendixes of Lwow University's Manuscript 
1- Sirat al-Nab-1 -salä Allah `alayhi wa salam- katabahä 1-6 
ilä al-`Alä Ibn al-Hadrami 
2- Sirat al-ahadäth wa al-sifät tä'lif Abi al-Mü'thir 6-41 
al-Salt b. Khamis 
3- Kitäb al-Bayän wa al-Burhän `alä man gäla bi 41-60 
al-shähidayn ta'lif Abi al-Mü'thir 
4- Sirat Ii al-imäm al-Salt b. Khamis al-mubtali bi 60-88 
ämr ahl `Umän 
5- Sirat al-shaykh al-fagih Abi al-Mü'thir al-Salt b. Khamis al-Kharüsi 88-149 
6- Sirat al-shaykh Abi al-Mundhir Bashir bin Muhammad 150-160 
bin Mahbüb if al-hadath al-wägi` bi `Umän 
7- Sirat al-shaykh Abi al-Mundhir Bashir bin Muhammad 161-186 
8- Sirat al-shaykh Muhammad bin Mahbüb ilä ahl al-Maghrib 186-214 
9- Sirat al-shaykh Abi al-Hawär Muhammad b. al-Hawär 214-231 
al-`Umäni ild Abi `Abdulläh wa Abi `Umar wa Abi Yüsuf 
Muhammad bin Yahyä bin `Abdulläh bin Murra wa Ahmad bin 
Sulaymän wa Muhammad bin `Amr wa `Abd al-Rahman bin Ayyüb 
10- Sirat Mahbnb bin al-Rahil ilä ahl `Umän if amr Härün 231-249 
bin al-Yamän 
11- Sirat Mahbüb bin al-Rah-11 ilä ahl Hadramawt 249-260 
if ämr Hann bin al-Yamän 
12- Sirat Härün bin al-Yamän ilä al-imäm al-Muhnnä bin Jayfa 260-280 
13- Sirat min Abi al-Mü'thir al-Salt bin Khamis ilä Abi 280-295 
Jäbir Muhammad bin Ja'far 
14- Sirat al-sü'äl fi al-wiläya wa al-Brä'a li ba'd fugha al-muslimayin 295-307 
15- Sirat li ba'd fughä al-muslimayin 307-310 
16- Sirat `an al-gädi Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin `Isä al-Sarri 310-318 
if al-farq bayn al-imäm al-`älim wa ghayr al-`älim 
17- Sirat shurüt al-gädi Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin `Isä al-Sarri 318-323 
`alä Rashid bin `Ali wa ashäbihi 
18- Tawbat al-imam Rashid bin `Ali `alä `amal al-clad-1 Abi 323-324 
al-Hasan bin Ahmad al-Hijäri 
19- Jawäb al-gädi Abi `Abdulldh Muhammad bin `Isä ilä 324-327 
al-imdm Rashid bin `Ali if mä sa'alüh `an hadhih al-tawba 
wa ma radd `alihi fi"hä 
20- `an Hafs bin Rashid wa `agadihi 327-329 
21- `an al-gädi Abi Bakr Ahmad bin `Umar bin Abi Jäbir al-Manah1 329-340 
22- Sirat al-shaykh Häshim bin Ghaylän ild al-imam `Abd 340-342 
al-Malik bin Humayd 
23- ta'liq fi ma`nä `an al-shaykh Abü al-Mundkir Salma 342-346 
bin Muslim bin Ibrahim 
24- Sirat al-shaykh al-fag-ih Abi Ayyüb Wa'il bin Ayyüb 346-356 
25- Sirat al-Sü'äl `an Abi al-Hasan `Ali bin Muhammad al-Bisiyäni 356-382 
26- Sirat fi al-rad `alä Muhammad bin Said 382-385 
27- Sirat Abi `Ubayda ilä `Abd al-Wahhäb bin `Abd al-Rahman 385-387 
bin Rustam 
28- Kitäb al-Muhäraba li Abi al-Mundhir Bashir bin 388-412 
Muhammad bin Mahbüb 
29- Sirat Shabib bin `Atiyya 412- 444 
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31- Sirat `Abdulläh bin Ibäd 
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39- Sirat al-fag-1h Ahmad bin Maddäd 
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3- Risdlt Abi Bakr al-siddiq ilä `Ali b. Abi Tälib 9-14 
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`anhum äjma`in 
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13- Kitäb fihi hadith mukätabät `Ali b. Abi Tälib ilä `Abdulläh 31-37 
ibn al-`Abbas 
14-Kitäb fihi al-radd `alä ahl al-shakk 37-45 
15- Sirat `Abdulläh ibn Ibäd ilä `Abd al-Malik b. Marwän 45-51 
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'akhtalaiu fi amr `Abd al-Jabbär wa al-Härith hatä qatala 
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17- Risälat Abi `Ubayda wa Abi Mawdüd rahimahum Allah 56-59 
18- Wa Hadha min Abi `Ubayda wa Abi Mawdüd ilä 59-61 
al-Fadl ibn Kathir 
19- Wa Hadhä min kutubi Abi `Ubayda rahimahu Allah 61-63 
20- Kitäb min Abi Mawdüd Haiib ilä Abi al-Harr 63 
21-Kit5b ilä `Umän fihi dhikir fitant ibn Dirham hina waq'a 
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22- Sirat Abi Mawdüd Häjib 67-74 
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ahl Izki ilä al-imdm `Abd al-Malik ibn Humayd 
39-Hadhä min kitäb Müsä li al-imam 215-218 
40-Sirat li Abi `Ali 218-220 
41-Sirat al-imäm al-Muhnnä b. Jayfar ila Mu`ädh ibn Harb 220-233 
42- Sirat Muhammad ibn Mahbüb ilä Abi Ziyäd Khalaf ibn `Udhra 233-237 
43- Kitäb Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad ibn Mahbüb wa min 237-248 
qibalih min al-muslimayin ilä imam Hadramawt lmä waqa'a 
a]-Narb bayanhum 
43- Sirat al-shaykh al-fag-1h Muhammad ibn Mahbüb 248-269 
44- Sirat Abi al-Mü'thir al-Salt ibn Khamis ilä Abi 269-277 
Jdbir Muhammad ibn Ja'far 
45- Sirat Abi al-Hawäri Muhammad ibn al-Hawäri al-`Umani 278-290 
ilä Abi `Abdulläh wa Abi `Amir wa Abi Yüsuf Muhammad 
ibn `Abdulläh ibn Qurä wa Ahmad ibn Sulaymän wa 
Muhammad ibn `Umar wa `Abd al-Rahman ibn Yüsuf 
min ahl Hadramawt 
46- Sirat Abi Mu'awiya `Azzän ibn al-Sagar 290-295 
47- Risält al-imam Muhammad ibn Aflah 295-305 
48- Kitäb al-ahadäth wa al-sift tä'l f Abi al-Mü'thir 308-333 
49- K. al-Bayän wa al-Burhän rad `ala man gäla 
bi al-shähidayn tä'lif Abi al-Mü'thir mansükh 
min niskha ma`rüda 'alä Abi al-Hawäri 
50- Sirat al-shaykh al-fag-1h Abi al-Mü'thir 347-364 
al-Salt b. Khamis al-Khariis 
51- Sirat al-shaykh al-fagih Abi Qahtan Khälid bin Abi Qahtän 364-400 
52- Sirat al-shaykh Abi al-Mundhir Bashir bin 400-407 
Muhammad bin Mahbüb 
53- Sirat al-shaykh Abi Muhammad bin Baraka 407-419 
54- Kitäb al-Muwäzna `an al-shaykh Abi Muhammad 419-435 
`Abdulläh bin Muhammad bin Baraka 
55- Sirat al-süa'dl `an al-shaykh `Ali bin 435-452 
Muhammad al-Bisydn hija `alä ahl 
al-sü'äl fi al-hadath al-wdgi` bi `Umän 
56- Sirat li ba'd fughd al-muslimayin 452-461 
57- Nasiha wa kaläm li al-Azhar b. Muhammad b. Ja'far 461-464 
58- Jawäb li Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin Rawh 464-469 
ilä Muhammad bin Shaykha 
58- Jawäb min Abi al-Hasan Muhammad bin Abi al-Hasan 469 
59- Sirat al-imam ilä al-Salt b. Khamis 469-489 
al-mubtald bi amr ahl `Umän gäla al-ba`d inhä 
min ahl al- ai-Maghrib 
60- `an al-shaykh Abi al-Hasan `Ali al-Bisydn if 489-496 
Hafs bin Rashid ayäm khurüjah `alä al-Muzhir bin Sagränh 
wa fi `gad1hi al-'awal 
61- Jawäb `an al-gädi Abi Zakariyä Yahyä bin 496-501 
Said bin Ahmad ilä ahl Hadramawt 
62- Sirat al-imam Abi Zakariyä Yahyä bin Said 502-504 
ilä `Abdulläh bin Muhammad bin Tälüt 
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63- Sirat al-imäm Räshid bin Said al-mudiy'a ilä ahl al-Mansura 
63- Sirat `an al-gädi Abn `Abdulläh Muhammad 
bin `Isd al-Sarri fi al-farq bayn al-imäm al-`älim 
wa ghayr al-`älim 
64- Sirat shurüt sharatahä al-gädi Abi `Abdullä 
Muhammad bin `Isä al-Sarri `alä Rashid bin `Ali wa ashäbihi 
65- `an al-gädi Abi Bakr Ahmad bin `Umar bin Abi Jäbir 
al-Manahi 
66- Sirat Ahmad bin Muhammad bin Sälih 
66- Sirat al-shaykh al-fagih Ahmad bin `Abdulläh bin Müsä 
al-Kind-1 al-Nizwäni rad minhu `alä min a'atrada `ald 
al-muslimayin ff harbihim ma' al-imam Muhammad 
bin Ghassän li ahl al-'Aqr min Nizwä 
67- Sirat al-gädi Nijäd bin Müsä al-Manahi 
67- Sirat tunsab fi akharihä ilä Muhammad bin `Abdulläh 
bin Maddäd f hä sifat nasab al-`ulmä' wa mawtahüm 
wa bildänahum wa al-a'imma. 
68- Bäb ma'rifat al-a'imma fl `Umän 
504-514 
514-520 
520-524 
524-532 
532-534 
534-553 
553-581 
581-604 
604 
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V- The Appendixes of the Ministry of National Heritage and Culture's Manuscript 
I Volume 
1- Sirat al-Nabi -salä Allah `alihi wa salam- katabhä 5-9 
ilä Al`alä Ibn al-Hadrami 
2- Sirat al-ahadäth wa al-sifat tä'lif Abi al-Mü'thir 9-39 
al-Salt b. Khamis 
3- Sirat al-Bayän wa al-Burhän `alä man gäla bi 39-58 
al-shähidayn tä'lif Abi al-Mü'thir 
4- Sirat li al-imam al-Salt b. Khamis al-mubtali bi 58-85 
amr ahl `Umän 
5- Sirat al-shaykh al-fagih Abi al-Mü'thir al-Salt b. Khamis al-Kharüsi 85-109 
6- Sirat al-shaykh al-fag-1h Abi Qahtän 109-143 
7- Sirat al-shaykh Bashir bin Muhammad bin Mahbiib if al-hadath 144-152 
al-wägi` bi `Umän 
8- Sirat al-shaykh `Ali bin Muhammad al-Bisiyäni hija 152-173 
`alä ahl al-sü'äl fi al-hadath al-wägi` bi `Umän 
9- Sirat al-shaykh Muhammad bin Mahbüb ilä ahl al-Maghrib 173-195 
II Volume 
10- Sirat al-shaykh Abi al-Hawäri Muhammad b. al-Hawäri 4-17 
al-`Umäni i1ä Abi `Abdulläh wa Abi `Umar wa Abi Yüsuf 
Muhammad bin Yahyä bin `Abdulläh bin Murra wa Ahmad 
bin Sulaymän wa Muhammad bin `Umar wa `Abd al-Rahman bin Yüsuf. 
11- Sirat Mahbüb bin al-Rah-11 ilä ahl `Umän if ämr Härün 17-32 
bin al-Yamäni 
12- Sirat Mahbüb bin al-Rahil ilä ahl Hadramawt 32-41 
R ämr Hdrün bin al-Yamdr 
13- Sirat Hann bin al-Yamdn ilä al-imäm al-Muhnnä bin Jayfar 41-48 
14- Sirat Munir bin al-Nayyir al-Ja`aldn ilä al-imäm 48-58 
Ghassän bin `Abdulläh 
15- Sirat min Abi al-Mü'thir al-Salt bin Khamis ilä Abi 58- 68 
Jäbir Muhammad bin Ja'far 
16- Sirat min äthär ahl Nizwä jawdb min Muhammad bin al-Hasan 68- 70 
17- Sirat al-sü'dl if al-wiläya wa al-brä'a li ba`d fughä al-muslimayin 70-74 
18- Sirat li ba`d fughd al-muslimayin 74-79 
19- Sirat li ba'd fughä al-muslimayin 79-83 
20- Sirat `an al-gädi Abi `Abdullä. h Muhammad bin `Isä al-Sarri 83-88 
fl al-farq bayn al-imäm al-`älim wa ghayr al-`älim 
21- Sirat shurüt al-gädi Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin `Isä al-Sari 88-93 
`alä Räshid bin `Ali wa ashäbihi 
22- Tawbat al-imäm Räshid bin `Ali `alä `amal al-gädi Abi 93-94 
al-Hasan bin Ahmad al-Hijärl 
23- Jawäb al-gädi Abi `Abdulläh Muhammad bin `Isä ilä 94-96 
al-imam Rashid bin `Ali if and sa'ähzhu `an hadhi al-tawba 
wa ma radd `alihi fihä 
24- Sirat `an al-shaykh Abi al-Hasan `Ali bin Muhammad 96- 106 
al-Bisyän if Hafs bin Rashid ayäm khurlijah `alä al-Mutahir 
bin `Abdulläh wa fi `agadihi al-' awal `an al-gädi Abi Bakr 
Ahmad bin `Umar bin Abi Jäbir al-Manahi 
25- Sirat al-shaykh Häshim bin Ghaylän ilä al-imam `Abd 106- 107 
al-Malik bin Humayd 
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26- Sirat R ta'llq ma`nä `an al-shaykh Abü al-Mundkir Salma 107-111 
bin Muslim bin Ibrähim 
27- Sirat al-shaykh al-fag-ih Wä'il bin Ayyüb 111-119 
28- Sirat al-Sü'äl `an Abi al-Hasan `Ali bin Muhammad al-Bisiyäni 119- 141 
29- Sirat fi al-radd `alä Muhammad bin Said awaluhä 141-145 
gäla Muhammad bin `Ali 
30- Sirat Abi `Ubayda ilä `Abd al-Wahhäb bin `Abd al-Rahman 145- 147 
bin Rustam 
31- Kitäb al-Muhäraba li Abi al-Mundhir Bashir bin 147- 167 
Muhammad bin Mahbüb 
32- Sirat Shabib bin `Atiyya 167-191 
33- Sirat All bin Abi Tälib ilä Zayd bin al-Husayn wa man 191- 192 
ma`ahumä min al-Muslimayin 
III Volume 
34- Sirat imäm al-madhhab `Abdulläh bin Ibäd ilä `Abd al-Malik 2-10 
bin Marwän 
35- Kitäb al-Muwäzna `an al-shaykh Abi Muhammad 16-28 
`Abdulläh bin Muhammad bin Baraka 
36- Sirat Abi Muhammad bin Baraka 28-42 
36- Sirat al-fag-ih Ahmad bin `Abdulläh bin Müsä radd `alä 42-62 
min a`trad `alä al-muslimayin fi harbihm ma' al-imäm 
Muhammad bin Ghassän li ahl al-'Aqr min Nizwä 
37- Sirat al-imam Abi Zakariyä Yahyä bin Said ilä 63- 85 
`Abdulläh bin Muhammad bin Tälüt al-Nakhali 
38- Sirat al-imam Rashid bin Said al-mudiy'a ilä ahl al-Mansura 85-98 
39- Jawäb al-shaykh Abi al-Hasan `Ali bin Muhammad al-Bisiyäwi 98- 107 
40- Sirat al-qdd Nijäd bin Müsä al-Manahi 107- 146 
41- Sirat al-fag-ih Ahmad bin Maddäd 146-186 
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